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Abstract
Motivated by the success of the flavour physics programme carried out over
the last decade at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), we characterize in detail
the physics potential of its High-Luminosity and High-Energy upgrades in this
domain of physics. We document the extraordinary breadth of the HL/HE-
LHC programme enabled by a putative Upgrade II of the dedicated flavour
physics experiment LHCb and the evolution of the established flavour physics
role of the ATLAS and CMS general purpose experiments. We connect the
dedicated flavour physics programme to studies of the top quark, Higgs boson,
and direct high-pT searches for new particles and force carriers. We discuss
the complementarity of their discovery potential for physics beyond the Stan-
dard Model, affirming the necessity to fully exploit the LHC’s flavour physics
potential throughout its upgrade eras.
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1 Introduction
The past decade has witnessed a highly successful programme of flavour physics at the LHC, building on
and greatly expanding the pioneering work at the Tevatron’s CDF and DØ. The unprecedented breadth
and precision of the physics results produced by the LHC’s dedicated flavour physics experiment, LHCb,
has been complemented by crucial measurements at ATLAS and CMS. Together, they have probed the
Standard Model at energy scales complementary to the direct LHC searches, and proven that it is possible
to carry out a broad programme of precision flavour physics in such a challenging hadronic environment.
This document offers a glimpse of the future – the potential for flavour physics in the High-Luminosity
phase of the Large Hadron Collider (HL-LHC) and its possible upgrade to a 27 TeV proton collider, the
High-Energy LHC (HE-LHC). The landscape of flavour physics is considered and theoretical arguments
are presented for measurements with higher precision and of qualitatively new observables. The prospec-
tive experimental sensitivities for the HL-LHC assume 3000 fb�1 recorded by ATLAS and CMS, and
300 fb�1 recorded by a proposed Upgrade II of LHCb.

The main points, detailed in the subsequent sections, are:

• The flavour physics programme at the LHC comprises many different probes: the weak decays of
beauty, charm, strange and top quarks, as well as of the ⌧ lepton and the Higgs;

• CP violation and Flavour Changing Neutral Currents (FCNCs) are sensitive probes of short-
distance physics, within the Standard Model (SM) and beyond (BSM);

• Flavour physics probes scales much greater than 1 TeV, with the sensitivity often limited by statis-
tics and not by theory;

• For most FCNC processes, a New Physics (NP) contribution at 20% of the SM is still allowed, so
there is plenty of discovery potential;

• Spectroscopy and flavour changing transitions serve as laboratories for a better understanding of
nonperturbative Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD);

• Some of the several tensions between flavour physics data and the SM may soon become decisive;
• Precision tests of the SM flavour sector will improve by orders of magnitude including Charged

Lepton Flavour Violating transitions (CLFV);
• Flavour physics will teach us about physics at shorter distances, complementary to the high-pT

physics programme, whether NP is seen or not, and could point to the next energy scale to explore.

1.1 Theoretical considerations
Authors (TH): G. Isidori, Z. Ligeti.

As a community, we are now in a strikingly different position than we were a decade ago, before
the LHC turned on. Already before the start of the LHC it was clear from unitarity considerations that the
LHC experiments were basically guaranteed to uncover the origin of the electroweak symmetry break-
ing, i.e., the breaking of the SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y gauge symmetry to the U(1) of electromagnetism. The
discovery of the Higgs boson by ATLAS and CMS in 2012 was a triumph, confirming these expectations.
Since then we have learned that the properties of the Higgs boson are in increasing agreement with the
SM. Coupled with the lack of direct signals of BSM particles so far, this increasingly points to a mass
gap between the SM particle spectrum and the BSM one.

After completion of the first phase of the LHC programme, the field entered into a more uncertain,
yet possibly more exciting exploratory era. We are still faced by a number of key open questions, e.g., the
need for dark matter and how to generate the baryon asymmetry. We thus do know that BSM physics must
exist. However, we do not know which experiments, at what energy scale, and probing which aspects
of our understanding of nature, may provide the first unambiguous evidence for BSM phenomena. The
phenomenological successes of the SM, in conjunction with being a renormalizable quantum field theory,
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means that there is no clear guidance where to search for clues on how to extend the SM. 1 This calls for a
diversified programme of BSM searches, with no stone left unturned. A deeper study of the properties of
the Higgs boson is one of the pillars of this programme, and will be the central focus of the HL-LHC. The
same programme also offers unique opportunities for tremendous improvements in indirect NP searches
via precision studies of low-energy flavour-changing observables. Here the expected increase in statistics
may be even larger than in the Higgs sector. As explained below, this programme is complementary to
both the high-pT NP searches as well as to the indirect NP searches performed via the Higgs precision
measurements. To show this, we first give a brief introduction to flavour physics, starting with the
“flavour puzzle” and the general discussion of probing BSM through flavour transitions.

1.1.1 The flavour puzzle
Flavour is the label generically used to differentiate the 12 fermions which, according to the SM, are the
basic constituents of matter. These particles can be grouped into 3 families, each containing two quarks
and two leptons. The particles within a given family have different combinations of strong, weak, and
electromagnetic charges. This in turn implies differing behaviors under the SM interactions. Across the
three families the particle content is identical except for the masses. That is, the second and third family
are copies of the first family, with the same SM quantum numbers for the copies of particles across
generations, but with different masses. Ordinary matter consists of particles of the first family: the up
and down quarks that form atomic nuclei, as well as the electrons and the corresponding neutrinos. The
question why there are three almost identical replicas of quarks and leptons as well as the origin of their
different mass matrices are among the big open questions in fundamental physics, often referred to as
the “SM flavour puzzle”.

Within the SM, the hierarchy of fermion masses originates from the hierarchy in the strengths of
interactions between the fermions and the Higgs field, namely from the structure of the Yukawa cou-
plings. However, this prescription does not provide any explanation for the origin of the large hierarchies
observed among fermion masses. Putting aside the special case of neutrinos, there are five orders of
magnitudes between the mass of an electron and a top quark. Similarly, we do not know what determines
the peculiar and rather different mixing structure in the quark and lepton mass matrices observed through
the misalignment of mass and weak-interaction eigenstates in flavour space. We do know experimen-
tally, that the Higgs field is responsible for the bulk of the heaviest quark and lepton masses: the top
and bottom quarks and the tau leptons. The generation of at least some of the quark masses and mixing
angles is thus connected to the Higgs sector. This suggests a possible connection between the flavour
puzzle and the electroweak hierarchy puzzle, another big open question pointing toward some form of
new physics.

1.1.2 Model-independent considerations
The above puzzling aspects make flavour physics, i.e., the precision study of flavour-changing processes
in the quark and lepton sector, a very interesting window on possible physics beyond the SM. We do not
know if there is an energy scale at which the flavour structure observed assumes a simpler form, i.e., we
do not know if the masses and mixing angles, as observed at low energies, can be predicted in terms of
a reduced number of more fundamental parameters in a theory valid at some high scale. On the other
hand, precision measurements of flavour-changing transitions may probe such scales, even if they are
well above the LHC center-of-mass energy.

This statement can be made quantitative by considering the SM as a low-energy effective theory
that is valid up to a cut-off scale ⇤, taken to be bigger than the electroweak scale v = (

p
2GF )�1/2 ⇡

1The only clearly established exception are neutrino masses which require non-renormalizable operators (or new degrees of
freedom) and seem to point toward a very high scale of new physics that is not accessible in practice. However, the existence
of a high new scale connected to neutrino mass generation does not prevent other BSM physics to appear at lower scales.
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246 GeV. According to such an assumption of heavy NP, the amplitudes describing a flavour changing
transition of a fermion  i to a fermion  j can be cast into the following general form

A( i !  j + X) = A0

✓
cSM
v2

+
cNP

⇤2

◆
. (1)

Since in many cases cSM ⌧ 1, NP effects can have a large impact even if ⇤ � v. For instance, in the
quark sector the reason that often cSM ⌧ 1 stems from the facts that:

(i) cSM can be proportional to small entries of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix and/or
to small SM Yukawa couplings;

(ii) cSM may include a loop factor 1/(16⇡2), if the corresponding transition is forbidden at tree level,
as is the case for flavour-changing neutral-current (FCNC) transitions or meson-antimeson mixing
transitions.

As a result, these low-energy processes can probe indirectly, via quantum effects, scales of order v/pcSM.
These can easily exceed those directly reachable via production of on-shell states in current and planned
accelerators. As an explicit example, in the case of B – B̄ mixing, pcSM ⇠ |Vtd|/(4⇡) ⇠ 10�3, hence
this observable can probe NP scales up to 103 TeV in models with cNP ⇠ 1.

The precise values of the NP scale probed at present vary over a wide range, depending on the
specific observable and the specific NP model (cNP can span a large range, too). However, the form of
Eq. (1) does allow us to predict how the bounds will improve with increasing datasets. For the observ-
ables that are SM dominated, are already observed, and whose uncertainties are dominated by statistics,
the corresponding bound on ⇤ scales as N1/4, where N is the relative increase in the number of events.
The same scaling occurs for forbidden or highly suppressed SM processes, i.e., in the limit cSM ⌧ cNP,
if the search is not background dominated. Thus, with two orders of magnitude increase in statistics
one can probe scales roughly 3 times higher than at present. This is well above the increase in NP scale
probed in on-shell heavy particle searches at high-pT that can be achieved at fixed collider energy by a
similar increase in statistics.

While theoretical uncertainties are often important, there are enough measurements which are
known not to be limited by theoretical uncertainties. Improved experimental results will therefore di-
rectly translate to better NP sensitivity. There are also several cases of observables sensitive to NP where
the theoretical uncertainties are mainly of parametric nature (e.g., our ability to precisely compute cSM
is dominated by the knowledge of CKM elements, quark masses, etc.). For such cases, we can expect
significant increase in precision with higher statistics thanks to the improvement in the reduction of para-
metric uncertainties. This also highlights the importance of a broad flavour physics programme where
the focus is not only on rare or CP violating processes “most likely” affected by NP but also on core SM
measurements which help to reduce the theoretical uncertainties.

1.1.3 Current anomalies and historical comments
Due to the generic sensitivity to high scales, flavour physics has historically played a major role in
developing and understanding the Standard Model. Flavour physics measurements signalled the presence
of “new” particles well before these were directly observed (this was the case for charm and top quarks
from KL ! µ+µ� decays and K-meson mixing, and from B-meson mixing, respectively). With the
completion of the SM, and the increasingly precise tests that the SM predictions have successfully passed,
one may draw the naive conclusion that the discovery potential of precision experiments has declined in
the last decades. However, the opposite is true. First of all, a qualitative change in our understanding
has been achieved during that time. Before the asymmetric B factory experiments, BaBar and Belle, it
was not known whether the SM accounted for the dominant or just a small part of CP violation observed
in kaon mixing. We now know that the bulk of it is due to the SM Kobayashi-Maskawa mechanism.
However, even after decades of progress, for most FCNC amplitudes the NP is still allowed to contribute
at ⇠ 20% of the SM contribution.
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The great improvements in precision for several flavour-changing processes achieved in the last
20 years, both at experimental and theoretical levels, represent a very important advancement of the
field. We learned that either NP is much heavier than the electroweak scale, or, if it is not far above the
electroweak scale as required by most solutions of the hierarchy puzzle, it must have a highly nontrivial
flavour structure that is able to mimic the strong suppression of FCNC transitions in the SM. The latter
statement has often been oversimplified, assuming that there is little hope to observe significant devia-
tions from the SM in flavour physics. The anomalies recently observed in semileptonic B decays clearly
demonstrated a genuine discovery potential, regardless of whether or not their significance increase with
improved measurements.

Recent measurements, both in charged-current and in neutral-current semileptonic B decays,
hint at a violation of one of the key predictions of the SM – the universality of interactions for lep-
tons of different generations (in the limit where their masses can be neglected). These anomalies rep-
resent the strongest tensions with the SM predictions currently observed in laboratory experiments.
The statistical significance of the anomalies is not high enough to claim a discovery but the situa-
tion is very interesting. More precise measurements of some of these observables, in particular the
lepton flavour universality violating ratios R

K
(⇤) = �(B ! K(⇤)µ+µ�)/�(B ! K(⇤)e+e�) and

R(D(⇤)) = �(B ! D(⇤)⌧ ⌫̄)/�(B ! D(⇤)l⌫̄), where l = e, µ, could establish the presence of NP even
with modest improvements in statistics. At the current central values for these anomalies, analyzing all
of the Run 1 and Run 2 data could already establish a discrepancy with the SM expectation in a single
observable with 5� significance.

Whether or not these anomalies will gain significance to become unambiguous signals of physics
beyond the SM, they have clearly exemplified the discovery potential of flavour-physics observables
and enlarged our horizon regarding possible BSM scenarios. Before the appearance of these anomalies,
lepton flavour universality (LFU) was an implicit assumption adopted by the vast majority of BSM
scenarios proposed . It is now better appreciated that LFU is an accidental property of the SM. It is
well tested in transitions involving only the first two generations of quarks and leptons, while it is rather
poorly tested in processes involving the third generation (and may indeed be violated at a detectable
level in B decays). A deeper scrutiny of this SM property has highlighted the interest in a large variety
of observables, with small theoretical uncertainties, which would strongly benefit from more statistics.
Similarly, it has often (though not always) been taken for granted that NP effects in tree-level dominated
processes, such as those affecting R(D(⇤)), are negligible, while it is now clear that there are many
NP scenarios where this assumption does not hold. This observation has important phenomenological
consequences and signals the limitation of a significant fraction of current NP analyses. Last but not
least, theoretical models addressing the anomalies have highlighted the interest of BSM constructions
containing heavy leptoquark fields – a class of NP models that was not popular until a few years ago.

The current central values of R
K

(⇤) and, especially, R(D(⇤)) imply that NP needs to be at a fairly
low scale: below few tens of TeV in the former, and a few TeV in the latter case. This can be easily
understood given that the NP effects need to give O(10% � 20%) corrections to the amplitudes which
are one-loop and tree level in the SM, respectively. Models addressing the anomalies are therefore a
perfect laboratory to explore the interplay between indirect NP searches from flavour observables and
direct searches at high-pT. Interestingly enough, even in the low-scale models addressing R(D(⇤)), with
or without R

K
(⇤) , there exist ample regions of parameter space that are able to explain the anomalies and

that are at the same time consistent with the null results of NP searches performed so far at high pT.

1.1.4 Connections to lepton flavour violation
The CLFV processes, such as ⌧ ! 3µ, are essential parts of the flavour-physics programme. CLFV
amplitudes can also be decomposed as in Eq. (1), with the advantage that in this case cSM vanish. If the
SM is extended to describe neutrino masses, non-zero predictions arise but are suppressed by m2

⌫/m
2
W .
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The predicted CLFV rates are thus many orders of magnitudes below the detection reach of any present
or planned facility. As a consequence the searches for CLFV are very clean and powerful ways to search
for physics beyond the SM.

Any attempt to solve the flavour puzzle with new dynamics not far from the TeV scale, such that
the observed hierarchies in the Yukawa couplings are accounted for by the new dynamics, naturally leads
to CLFV rates not far from the present bounds. The recent LFU anomalies have strengthened the case
further. Many models explaining these anomalies predict CLFV at a detectable level, in many cases just
below the current bounds. Of noteworthy interest, triggered by the recent anomalies, are processes that
violate both quark and lepton flavour, such as B ! K⌧µ. There is a large variety of observables of
this type that, together with purely leptonic observables, form a large and very promising sub-field of NP
probes. Such searches can be organized in a large matrix, with the row and column indices determined by
lepton and quark flavours, which is largely unexplored at present. For any NP model that may populate
entries in this matrix, there is a large complementarity between the HL-LHC experiments, Belle-II, and
dedicated experiments at muon beams searching for µ! e conversion, µ! e�, and µ! 3e, as well as
with the flavour diagonal probes such as the measurements of the (g � 2) of the muon and the electron,
or the searches for electric dipole moment of the electron.

1.1.5 Connections with the hierarchy problem and complementarity with high-pT searches
BSM models proposed to address the electroweak hierarchy problem, such as supersymmetric models
or composite Higgs models, predict new particles around the TeV scale. For all these models, flavour
physics imposes very stringent bounds, requiring a flavour structure not far from that in the SM. This was
the main rationale underlying the hypothesis of Minimal flavour Violation (MFV). The MFV hypothesis
is an ansatz for the flavour structure of NP that assumes that the SM Yukawa couplings are the only
sources of flavour non-degeneracy even beyond the SM. This requirement is nowadays partially relaxed
by the absence of direct signals of NP in high-pT experiments, allowing non-trivial modifications from
the strict MFV. This example illustrates nicely the importance of flavour physics in reconstructing the
structure of any NP model addressing the electroweak hierarchy problem. But it also reveals its com-
plementarity with the high-pT experiments, where improved direct bounds relax the flavour structure
requirements.

If there are new particles which couple to the SM quarks or leptons, then, in general, there are cor-
responding new flavour parameters. Measuring them would be very important in order to understand the
structure of NP. This has been studied in great detail in the context of Supersymmetry (SUSY) (alignment
mechanism of the soft-breaking terms) and in composite models (partial-compositeness mechanism). In
the specific case of low energy supersymmetry, the squark and slepton couplings may yield measurable
effects in FCNC processes and CP violating observables and may give rise to detectable CLFV tran-
sitions. Observable CP violation is also possible in neutral currents and in electric dipole moments,
for which the SM predictions are below the near future experimental sensitivities. The supersymmetric
flavour problems, namely the observation that TeV-scale SUSY models with generic parameters are ex-
cluded by FCNC and CP violation measurements, can be alleviated in several scenarios: (i) universal
squark masses (e.g., gauge mediation); (ii) quark–squark alignment, (e.g., horizontal symmetry); (iii)
very heavy squarks (e.g., split SUSY). All viable models incorporate some of these ingredients. Con-
versely, if SUSY is discovered, mapping out its flavour structure, with the help of future more precise
flavour tests, may help answer questions about even higher scales, the mechanism of SUSY breaking and
the way it is communicated to the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM), etc.

1.1.6 Nonperturbative QCD and its role in flavour physics
Of special interest are the theoretical uncertainties due to our incomplete understanding of QCD dy-
namics at low energies. In order to extract information on short-distance physics from weak decays of
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hadrons, knowledge of nonperturbative matrix elements, encoded in decay constants and form factors,
is usually needed. Refinements in the effective-field-theory (EFTs) approaches exploiting heavy-quark
and/or low-energy perturbative expansions and, especially, major progress in lattice QCD calculations
seen in the last decade, make possible a full exploitation of the BSM flavour physics programme. Some
of the hadronic uncertainties have already reached the per-mille level, e.g., the theoretical precision in
the calculation of nonperturbative quantities crucial for the extraction of the CKM matrix element |Vus|,
and many more are at the percent level, for instance, the theory prediction for the rare FCNC decay
Bq ! µ+µ�.

On the other hand, there are many other transitions that would benefit from further theoretical
breakthroughs. In the past, large increases in available data always triggered new theory developments,
and better understanding of the domain of applicability and accuracy of existing theoretical tools. It can
be anticipated that these fruitful cross-fertilizations will continue to occur in the HL-LHC era between
flavour physics experiments and theory. While there is a substantial suite of measurements whose inter-
pretations will not be limited by hadronic uncertainties, the experimental programme can still benefit a
lot from theoretical improvements. For many observables, lattice QCD improvements are important. The
anticipated improvements in experimental precision also pose interesting challenges for lattice QCD, to
robustly address isospin violating and electromagnetic effects in flavour observables. For many nonlep-
tonic decays, relevant for CP violation, lattice QCD is unlikely to make a big impact. Nevertheless,
developing new methods based on effective theories and testing existing approaches can be expected
to improve the theoretical understanding of many observables, further enhancing the sensitivity of the
experimental programme to possible BSM phenomena.

Understanding the nonperturbative structure of QCD of course has significant scientific merit per
se, independent of the searches for NP. A very active area of research that will benefit from the flavour
programme at HL/HE-LHC is hadron spectroscopy. A plethora of new states, many of which were unex-
pected or show intriguing features, have been discovered at the B-factories, Tevatron and the LHC. The
increase of data samples at the HL-LHC will make it possible to discover many more of these states and
chart their quantum numbers and properties. Accommodating them into our theoretical understanding of
the nonperturbative regime of QCD will be a major challenge for the next decades.

1.1.7 Unexpected discoveries
It goes without saying that it is impossible to predict truly unexpected future discoveries. However, it
cannot be emphasized enough that the large increase in datasets has the potential to revolutionize the
field by unexpected discoveries and trigger entirely new areas of experimentation. It should be obvious
that exact and approximate conservation laws should be tested as precisely as possible, especially when
the experimental sensitivity can substantially increase. Recall that the discovery of CP violation itself
was unexpected, in an experiment whose primary goal was checking an anomalous kaon regeneration
result. New particles with surprising properties were in fact discovered at each of BaBar, Belle, and
LHCb, respectively: the discoveries of the DsJ(2317) meson with a mass much below expectations,
the discovery of the unexpectedly narrow charmonium-like state X(3872) and the Z(4430), and the
discovery of pentaquarks. Thus, beside the “classical” searches for flavour-violating processes mentioned
so far, both in quark and lepton sectors, other searches like those related to dark sectors in many channels
or BSM searches not yet conceived will all form important parts of the flavour physics programme in the
HL-LHC era.

1.2 Experimental considerations and the breadth of flavour physics
At the end of the HL-LHC the useful datasets will have increased by a factor of order 30–100 compared
to the present ones. However, due to improvements in detector capabilities and changing running condi-
tions, robust estimates of sensitivity improvements are complicated tasks discussed in details in the next
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sections. At LHCb, in most analyses, one may expect faster improvements in the results than simply
scaling with collected total luminosity, due to improvements in detector capabilities in the upcoming
upgrades. At ATLAS and CMS the large number of interactions per bunch crossing during the HL-LHC
will be a challenge. However, the upgraded detectors will have higher granularity and timing information
to mitigate pileup effects [1,2]. It is important to pursue as broad a programme as possible, since several
key channels are expected to remain competitive with LHC.

In many cases Belle-II and tau-charm factories such as BES III will provide competition and
cross-checks of LHCb results. However, especially in the very low rate modes, such as Bd ! µ+µ�,
it is ATLAS and CMS and not Belle-II which are expected to best compete with LHCb. If there are
anomalies in Bs, and especially in ⇤b decays, they can only be cross-checked at the LHC experiments.

As mentioned above, our ignorance about BSM physics requires a diversified programme that,
even within the flavour-physics domain, calls for a large set of complementary measurements. To prop-
erly identify the BSM model, if deviations are observed, measuring its imprint on different observables
is very important, as stressed, e.g., in Ref. [3]. These measurements cannot all be performed at a single
facility. There is full complementarity and many potential synergies in case some BSM signal emerges,
among different b-hadron decays (Bu,d, Bs, ⇤b, etc.), CP violating and rare processes involving charm
and kaons, as well as possible FCNC transitions with top-quark. For instance, the measurements of the-
oretically precisely known s! d⌫⌫ FCNC transitions are expected from NA62 and KOTO, and will be
directly complementary to the results from the flavour programme at the LHC. Such measurements of
different flavour transitions are important to determine the BSM flavour structure, while measurements
of the same quark level transition, but with different hadronic initial and final states determine the chiral
structure of the BSM model.

1.2.1 Key experimental capabilities at ATLAS and CMS
The upgraded high-luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) will deliver to the CMS and ATLAS experiments proton-
proton collisions at a center-of-mass energy of 14 TeV for a total integrated luminosity of about 3000 fb�1.
This goal will be achieved through a high instantaneous luminosity which implies up to 200 proton-
proton interactions per bunch-crossing. In this regime, the experimental sensitivity to new physics is
enhanced and complemented by flavour physics measurements, with sensitivities in specific modes (e.g.,
Bs,d ! µµ, B0

s ! J/ �, B0 ! K⇤0µµ ) comparable to those of dedicated experiments. The ability of
general purpose detectors to make precision heavy flavour measurements has been clearly demonstrated
by the results from Run-1 and Run-2 data. HL-LHC can be a unique test bench for B physics studies in
ATLAS and CMS: ⇠ 1015 bb̄ pairs will be produced for the integrated luminosity goal.

ATLAS and CMS will exploit this potential thanks to some projected Phase-2 upgrades which
promise good detection capability at low momenta, good pileup effect mitigation and even, in some cases,
an improved performance. Examples are the new inner trackers, improvements of the muon systems,
topological trigger capabilities, and the possibility to use tracking in the early stages of the trigger chain
[1, 2].

The high integrated luminosity expected will allow ATLAS and CMS to study some rare processes
at a precision never attained before. The excellent tracking and muon identification performances are
highlighted by a number of benchmark channels, Bs,d ! µµ, B0 ! K⇤0µµ, Bs ! J/ �, and ⌧ ! 3µ,
that are used for projections. Precision measurements at the level of 5% to 10% for the B0

s ! µ+µ�

branching fraction, are expected, along with the observation of the B0 ! µ+µ� decay with more than
5�, and a measurement of the B0

s ! µ+µ� effective lifetime with a 3% statistical precision. The
sensitivity to the CP -violating phase �s in the B0

s ! J/ � mode is estimated to be at the level of ⇠
5 mrad, i.e., a factor of ⇠ 20 better than the corresponding Run-1 analyses values (a factor of ⇠ 5 with
respect to the current combination of b ! c̄cs measurements). The uncertainty on the angular variable
P 0
5 in B0 ! K⇤0µ+µ� as a function of the dimuon squared invariant mass (q2 ) is expected to improve
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by a factor of 15 with respect to the published Run-1 measurements. With the HL-LHC high statistics the
B0 ! K⇤0µ+µ� analysis can be performed in narrow bins of q2 to reach a more precise determination
of the angular observables. Finally, the ⌧ ! 3µ decay is expected to be probed down to O(10�9).

The lack of particle-ID detectors is bound to limit the investigation of fully hadronic final states
at ATLAS and CMS. Nevertheless, some capability is retained through the early use of tracking in the
trigger selection. The Bs ! �� ! 4K decay is an example of a hadronic final state that would benefit
from the tracking performance at trigger level and the � resonance signature. Furthermore, the precision
time information from the timing detector [4] will bring new and unique capabilities to the detectors in
the heavy flavour sector.

The heavy flavour programme at ATLAS and CMS requires dedicated low-pT triggers, in con-
tention for bandwidth with high-pT measurements and searches. The physics scenario at the time of
HL-LHC will motivate the optimal trigger bandwidth allocation for low-pT studies. Indeed, considering
the tenfold increase in the High Level Trigger rates and pileup mitigation, it could be conceivable to think
of analysis dedicated streams to be performed with the whole 3000 fb�1 statistics or in dedicated runs,
with minimal impact on the high-pT physics. Still unexplored options, such as 40MHz data scouting,
will be also studied. Furthermore, the high-pT searches in ATLAS and CMS will allow for a programme
of measurements which are complementary to the low-pT flavour investigations and will help to build a
coherent theoretical picture.

1.2.2 Key experimental capabilities at LHCb
The Upgrade II of LHCb will enable a very wide range of flavour observables to be determined with
unprecedented precision, which will give the experiment sensitivity to NP scales several orders of mag-
nitude above those accessible to direct searches. The expected uncertainties for a few key measurements
with 300 fb�1 are presented in Table 1. The future LHCb estimates are all based on extrapolations from
current measurements, and take no account of detector improvements apart from an approximate factor
two increase in efficiency for hadronic modes, arising from the full software trigger that will be de-
ployed from Run 3 onwards. Three principal arguments motivate the Upgrade II of LHCb, and the full
exploitation of the HL-LHC for flavour physics.

1. There is a host of measurements of theoretically clean observables, such as the CP -violating phase
�, the lepton-universality ratios RK , RK

⇤ etc., or the ratio of branching fractions R ⌘ B(B0 !
µ+µ�)/B(B0

s ! µ+µ�), where knowledge will still be statistically limited after Run 4. The same
conclusion applies for other observables such as �s and sin 2�, where strategies exist to monitor
and control possible Penguin pollution. The HL-LHC and the capabilities of LHCb Upgrade II
offer a unique opportunity to take another stride forward in precision for these quantities. Advances
in lattice-QCD calculations will also motivate better measurements of other critical observables,
e.g. |Vub|/|Vcb|.
The anticipated impact of the improved knowledge of Unitarity Triangle parameters can be seen
in Fig. 1, which shows the evolving constraints in the ⇢̄ � ⌘̄ plane from LHCb inputs and lattice-
QCD calculations, alone. The increased sensitivity will allow for extremely precise tests of the
CKM paradigm. In particular, it will permit the tree-level observables, which provide SM bench-
marks, to be assessed against those with loop contributions, which are more susceptible to NP. In
practice, this already very powerful ensemble of constraints will be augmented by complementary
measurements from Belle-II, particularly in the case of |Vub|/|Vcb|.
The increasing precision of observables from measurements of statistically-limited FCNC pro-
cesses will provide significant improvements in sensitivity to the scale of NP. As an example, Ta-
ble 2 shows the expected improvement with integrated luminosity in the knowledge of the Wilson
coefficients C9 (vector current) and C 0

10 (right-handed axial-vector current), and the correspond-
ing 90% exclusion limits to the NP scale ⇤ under various scenarios. The reach for generic NP at
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Table 1: Summary of prospects for future measurements of selected flavour observables for LHCb. The projected
LHCb sensitivities take no account of potential detector improvements, apart from in the trigger. See subsequent
chapters for definitions.

Observable Current LHCb LHCb 2025 Upgrade II
EW Penguins
RK (1 < q2 < 6 GeV2c4) 0.1 [5] 0.025 0.007
RK

⇤ (1 < q2 < 6 GeV2c4) 0.1 [6] 0.031 0.008
R�, RpK , R⇡ – 0.08, 0.06, 0.18 0.02, 0.02, 0.05

CKM tests
�, with B0

s ! D+
s K

� (+17
�22)

� [7] 4� 1�

�, all modes (+5.0
�5.8)

� [8] 1.5� 0.35�

sin 2�, with B0 ! J/ K0
S 0.04 [9] 0.011 0.003

�s, with B0
s ! J/ � 49 mrad [10] 14 mrad 4 mrad

�s, with B0
s ! D+

s D
�
s 170 mrad [11] 35 mrad 9 mrad

�ss̄ss , with B0
s ! �� 154 mrad [12] 39 mrad 11 mrad

assl 33⇥ 10�4 [13] 10⇥ 10�4 3⇥ 10�4

|Vub|/|Vcb| 6% [14] 3% 1%

B
0
s , B

0!µ
+
µ
�

B(B0 ! µ+µ�)/B(B0
s ! µ+µ�) 90% [15] 34% 10%

⌧
B

0
s!µ

+
µ
� 22% [15] 8% 2%

Sµµ – – 0.2

b ! c`
�
⌫̄l LUV studies

R(D⇤) 0.026 [16, 17] 0.0072 0.002
R(J/ ) 0.24 [18] 0.071 0.02

Charm
�ACP (KK � ⇡⇡) 8.5⇥ 10�4 [19] 1.7⇥ 10�4 3.0⇥ 10�5

A� (⇡ x sin�) 2.8⇥ 10�4 [20] 4.3⇥ 10�5 1.0⇥ 10�5

x sin� from D0 ! K+⇡� 13⇥ 10�4 [21] 3.2⇥ 10�4 8.0⇥ 10�5

x sin� from multibody decays – (K3⇡) 4.0⇥ 10�5 (K3⇡) 8.0⇥ 10�6

tree-level in Upgrade II is found to exceed 100 TeV.
2. It will be essential to widen the set of observables under study beyond those accessible at the

current LHCb experiment or its first upgrade, e.g. by including additional important measurements
involving b ! s`+`�, b ! d`+`� and b ! c`�⌫̄l decays. Improving our knowledge of the
flavour sector both through better measurements and through new observables will be essential in
searching for and then characterising NP in the HL-LHC era.

3. Due to its ability to reconstruct and analyze all collisions in real-time and the statistical power of
the HL-LHC dataset, LHCb Upgrade II will be able to collect a unique dataset for hadronic spec-
troscopy. This will enable not only the precise understanding of higher-excited states of mesons
and baryons, but also a detailed and broad understanding of multiquark systems, containing (or
not) multiple heavy quarks, and other yet-to-be-discovered exotic states of matter. While not di-
rectly sensitive to BSM effects, these measurements will play an important role in sharpening
our understanding of QCD at the energy scales relevant for flavour physics, and hence make an
important contribution to the accurate interpretation of any BSM anomalies observed.

The intention to operate a flavour-physics experiment at luminosities of 1034 cm�2s�1 is already an
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Table 2: Uncertainty on Wilson coefficients and 90% exclusion limits on NP scales ⇤ for different data samples.
The C9 analysis is based on the ratio of branching fractions RK and R

K
⇤ in the range 1 < q2 < 6 GeV2/c4.

The C 0
10 analysis exploits the angular observables Si from the decay B0 ! K⇤0µ+µ� in the ranges 1 < q2 <

6 GeV2/c4 and 15 < q2 < 19 GeV2/c4. The limits on the scale of NP, ⇤NP, are given for the following sce-
narios: tree-level generic, tree-level minimum flavour violation, loop-level generic and loop-level minimal flavour
violation. More information on the fits may be found in [22].

Integrated Luminosity 3 fb�1 23 fb�1 300 fb�1

RK and RK
⇤ measurements

�(C9) 0.44 0.12 0.03
⇤tree generic [ TeV] 40 80 155
⇤tree MFV [ TeV] 8 16 31
⇤loop generic [ TeV] 3 6 12
⇤loop MFV [ TeV] 0.7 1.3 2.5

B0! K⇤0µ+µ� angular analysis
�stat(Si) 0.034–0.058 0.009–0.016 0.003–0.004
�(C 0

10) 0.31 0.15 0.06
⇤tree generic [ TeV] 50 75 115
⇤tree MFV [ TeV] 10 15 23
⇤loop generic [ TeV] 4 6 9
⇤loop MFV [ TeV] 0.8 1.2 1.9

ambitious one, but the planned improvements to the detector’s capabilities will extend the physics gains
still further. These gains are not included in Table 1 as full simulations have not yet been performed,
but a summary of the expected benefits can be found in [22]. It is intended to take first steps towards
some of these detector enhancements already in LS3, before the start of the HL-LHC, thereby improving
the performance of the first LHCb upgrade, and laying the foundations for Upgrade II. Finally, it must
be emphasised that the raw gain in sample sizes during the HL-LHC era will have great consequences
for the physics reach, irrespective of any detector improvements. The energy scale probed by virtual
loops in flavour observables will rise by a factor of up to 1.9 with respect to the pre-HL-LHC era, with
a corresponding gain in discovery potential similar to what will apply for direct searches if the beam
energy is doubled, as proposed for the HE-LHC.
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Fig. 1: Evolving constraints in the ⇢̄ � ⌘̄ plane from LHCb measurements and lattice QCD calculations, alone,
with current inputs (2018), and the anticipated improvements from the data accumulated by 2025 (23 fb�1) and
2035 (300 fb�1). More information on the fits may be found in Sec. 2 and [22].
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2 Testing the CKM unitarity and related observables
Authors (TH): Jérôme Charles, Marco Ciuchini, Olivier Deschamps, Sébastien Descotes-Genon, Luca Silvestrini,
Vincenzo Vagnoni.

In the SM, the weak charged-current transitions mix quarks of different generations, which is en-
coded in the unitary Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix [23, 24]. The SM does not predict the
values of the weak flavour-couplings, and so all matrix elements must be measured experimentally. How-
ever, the unitary nature of the CKM matrix, and the assumptions of the SM, impose relations between
the elements that are often expressed graphically in the complex plane as the so-called unitarity triangle.
Overconstraining the apex of this unitarity triangle from tree- and loop-level quark mixing processes is
therefore a powerful way to probe for virtual BSM effects at mass scales complementary or superior to
those which can be directly searched for at the HL-LHC. As we shall see below, in many cases such
indirect probes of BSM physics will not be limited by either experimental or theoretical systematics in
the HL-LHC era.

2.1 Structure of the CKM matrix
The part of the SM Lagrangian which is relevant for describing quark mixing is

L
W

± = � gp
2

(VCKM)ij
�
ui�

µ (1��5)
2 dj

�
W+

µ + h.c., (2)

where g is the electroweak coupling constant, and VCKM the unitary CKM matrix,

VCKM =

0

@
Vud Vus Vub

Vcd Vcs Vcb

Vtd Vts Vtb

1

A . (3)

The CKM matrix induces flavour-changing transitions inside and between generations in the charged
currents at tree level (W± interaction). By contrast, there are no flavour-changing transitions in the
neutral currents at tree level.

Experimentally, a strong hierarchy is observed among the CKM matrix elements: transitions
within the same generation are characterised by VCKM elements of O(1), whereas there is a suppres-
sion of O(10�1) between 1st and 2nd generations, O(10�2) between 2nd and 3rd and O(10�3) between
1st and 3rd. This hierarchy is expressed by defining the four phase convention–independent quantities,

�2 =
|Vus|

2

|Vud|
2 + |Vus|

2 , A2�4 =
|Vcb|

2

|Vud|
2 + |Vus|

2 , ⇢̄+ i⌘̄ = �VudV
⇤
ub

VcdV
⇤
cb
. (4)

The four independent quantities, �, A, ⇢̄, ⌘̄, fully determine the CKM matrix in the SM.
The CKM matrix can be expanded in powers of the small parameter � (which corresponds to the

Cabibbo parameter sin ✓C ' 0.22) [25] by exploiting the unitarity of VCKM. This expansion yields the
following parametrisation, valid up to O

�
�6
�
,

VCKM =

0

@
1� 1

2�
2 � 1

8�
4 � A�3 (⇢̄� i⌘̄)

��+ 1
2A

2�5 [1� 2(⇢̄+ i⌘̄)] 1� 1
2�

2 � 1
8�

4(1 + 4A2) A�2

A�3 [1� (⇢̄+ i⌘̄)] �A�2 + 1
2A�

4 [1� 2(⇢̄+ i⌘̄)] 1� 1
2A

2�4

1

A .

(5)
The CKM matrix is complex, i.e., it contains a phase that cannot be rotated away, if ⌘̄ 6= 0. Furthermore,
CP is violated, if and only if ⌘̄ differs from zero.

Orthogonality relations can be written involving two columns or two rows of the unitary CKM
matrix, and they can be represented as triangles in the complex plane. It is standard to focus on the
following orthogonality relation,

VudV
⇤
ub + VcdV

⇤
cb + VtdV

⇤
tb = 0, (6)
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Charge Parity Violation in the B-meson System 17

(a) The triangle (db).

(b) The triangle (ut).

Figure 1.3: The unitarity triangle representations of the conditions (ds) and (ut). The
complex side lengths are expressed in terms of VCKM elements and �.
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(a) The triangle (db).

(b) The triangle (ut).

Figure 1.3: The unitarity triangle representations of the conditions (ds) and (ut). The
complex side lengths are expressed in terms of VCKM elements and �.

Fig. 2: The standard CKM unitarity triangle. The parameters ⇢ and ⌘ are defined as ⇢ + i⌘ =
�
⇢̄ +

i⌘̄
��

1� �2/2 + O(�4)
�
, with ⇢̄, ⌘̄ defined in (4).

as the three products of CKM elements are of similar size, O(�3). Fig. 2 shows the standard unitarity
triangle (UT), obtained from Eq. (6) by rescaling the three terms in the orthogonality relation by VcdV

⇤
cb.

The apex of the UT is at (⇢̄, ⌘̄), while the angles are related to the CKM matrix elements as

↵ = arg

✓
� VtdV

⇤
tb

VudV
⇤
ub

◆
, � = arg

✓
�VcdV

⇤
cb

VtdV
⇤
tb

◆
, � ⌘ arg

✓
�VudV

⇤
ub

VcdV
⇤
cb

◆
. (7)

2.2 Current status of the constraints
2.2.1 |Vud|, |Vus|, |Vcd|, |Vcs|
Accurate constraints on the first and second rows and columns of the CKM matrix come from leptonic
decays, ⇡ ! e⌫, K ! e⌫, K ! µ⌫, ⌧ ! ⇡⌫⌧ , ⌧ ! K⌫⌧ , D ! µ⌫, Ds ! µ⌫, and from semileptonic
decays, K ! ⇡e⌫, D ! ⇡e⌫, Ds ! Ke⌫. The extraction of CKM matrix elements requires knowledge
of hadronic inputs (decay constants for the leptonic decays, normalisations of the form factors at q2 = 0
for the semileptonic decays) and electromagnetic/isospin corrections when available (i.e., for kaon and
pion decays) [26]. Another prominent input for the |Vud| determination comes from the consideration
of the superallowed � decays of 20 different nuclei [27–29], which provides a very accurate constraint
on |Vud|. There are also other constraints, but less powerful due to experimental uncertainties and/or
theoretical systematics that are difficult to assess.

2.2.2 |Vcb| and |Vub|
Tree-level semileptonic decays of beauty mesons and baryons allow for the extraction of |Vcb| and |Vub|.
The current determination is dominated by the B-factories data on B decays and by the measurement
of |Vub|/|Vcb| from baryonic decays at LHCb. For B decays, both inclusive and exclusive semileptonic
decays have been used to extract |Vcb| and |Vub|. The two approaches have different sources of theoret-
ical uncertainties: inclusive analyses rely on quark-hadron duality, involve hadronic matrix elements in
subleading powers of the heavy quark expansion and, for |Vub|, on additional hadronic quantities called
shape functions; exclusive analyses require the knowledge of the relevant form factors over the entire
kinematic range, a very difficult task for lattice QCD. Currently, the HFLAV averages for inclusive and
exclusive determinations of |Vcb| and |Vub| disagree at the 3� level. While recently the choice of the
parameterization of the form factor dependence on the recoil for B ! D⇤ decays has been shown to
have a large impact on the extracted value of |Vcb| [30–32], the situation is still rather unclear.
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determination of |Vcb| and |Vub|.

One way to deal with this, followed by the UTFit collaboration, is to assume that the uncertainty of
each determination of |Vcb| and |Vub| might have been underestimated, and perform a “skeptic combina-
tion” of all available data following the method of Ref. [33], which is equivalent to the PDG prescription
in one dimension, and is a straightforward generalization to the two-dimensional case of |Vcb| and |Vub|.
The result is reported in Fig. 3, where in addition to the average we also plot the “indirect determina-
tion” obtained from all the other flavour observables. The numerical results of the skeptic average are
|Vcb| = 0.0405 ± 0.0011, |Vub| = 0.00374 ± 0.00023, with correlation ⇢ = 0.09. CKMfitter collab-
oration uses instead the exclusive value for Vcb from B ! D⇤`⌫ that was obtained using more model
independent BGL parametrisation, and which is in agreement with both B ! D`⌫ and the inclusive
extraction. This leads to the combined value |Vcb| = (41.8 ± 0.4(exp) ± 0.6(theory)) · 10�3. For
Vub the CKMfitter collaboration performs an R-fit of inclusive and exclusive determinations to obtain
|Vub| = (3.98 ± 0.08(exp) ± 0.22(LQCD)) · 10�3.

Lattice QCD determinations of the form factors in a large kinematic range are under way. It is
expected that they will allow Belle-II to perform a much more parameterization-independent extraction
of Vcb from exclusive decays, hopefully reconciling it with the inclusive one. Also for |Vub|, the much
larger statistics should allow to get an insight on the origin of the discrepancy between inclusive and
exclusive determinations, and provide a consistent determination of |Vub|.

2.2.3 Angle ↵
The constraints on the CKM angle ↵ are derived from the isospin analysis of the charmless decay modes
B ! ⇡⇡, B ! ⇢⇢ and B ! ⇢⇡ [34–36]. This approach has the interesting feature of being almost
free from hadronic uncertainties. Assuming isospin symmetry and neglecting the electroweak penguin
contributions, the amplitudes of the isospin SU(2)-conjugated modes are related. The measured branch-
ing fractions and asymmetries in the B±,0 ! (⇡⇡)±,0 and B±,0 ! (⇢⇢)±,0 modes and the bilinear
form factors in the Dalitz analysis of the neutral B0 ! (⇢⇡)0 ! ⇡+⇡�⇡0 decays thus provide enough
observables to simultaneously extract the weak phase � + � = ⇡ � ↵ together with the hadronic tree
and penguin contribution to each mode. The combination of the experimental data for the three decay
modes above, mostly provided by the B-factories, gives the world-average value at 68% Confidence
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Level (CL) [37]: ↵dir = (86.2+4.4
�4.0 [ 178.4+3.9

�5.1)
� . The experimental uncertainty is so far significantly

larger than the theoretical uncertainty due to isospin SU(2) breaking, which may affect the ↵dir determi-
nation at around 2�. The solution near 90� is in good agreement with the indirect determination obtained
by the global fit of the flavour data [38].

A detailed analysis of the prospects for the CKM angle ↵ has been performed in [37]. The global
determination of ↵ is dominated by the B ! ⇢⇢ data, constraining ↵ with about 5% uncertainty. Im-
proving the measurements of the neutral modes, especially the colour-suppressed B0 ! ⇢0⇢0 decay,
can have a sizeable impact. In the B ! ⇡⇡ system any sizable improvement is driven by the increased
accuracy in the measurement of the direct CP asymmetry in the colour-suppressed decay B0 ! ⇡0⇡0,
potentially reachable through Dalitz decays ⇡0 ! �e+e�. However, all ↵ measurements at subdegree
precision must address isospin-breaking effects such as electroweak penguin contributions [37, 39].

2.2.4 Angle �
The CKM angle � is measured from the time-dependent CP asymmetry of b ! cc̄s decays, such as
B ! J/ KS . The decay amplitude, AJ/ KS

= VcsV
⇤
cbT + VusV

⇤
ubP , is dominated by the isoscalar

tree-level amplitude T , while the subleading term P is both loop and doubly Cabibbo suppressed. Ne-
glecting P , the time-dependent CP asymmetry, aCPt (B ! J/ KS) = sin 2� sin(�mB t), has a single
oscillatory term, the amplitude of which gives experimental access to sin 2� (the fourfold ambiguity in
� can be reduced through time-dependent transversity analysis of B ! J/ K⇤, sensitive to cos 2�).
The P = 0 approximation is justified as long as the relative error on sin 2� is larger than the correc-
tion induced by the subleading term ⇠ �2P/T . The present relative uncertainty on sin 2� from various
charmonium states, including J/ /  (2S) / �c1 / ⌘c KS , J/ KL,  (nS)K0, is about 2.4%. Double
Cabibbo suppression amounts to 5% and |P/T | < 1 is expected. Yet the precise suppression due to P/T
is unknown, likely ranging between some tens and a few percent, the latter estimate given by the pertur-
bative estimate of the penguin amplitude. Thus, depending on the actual value of P/T , the subleading
amplitude could be a limiting factor for the extraction of sin 2� already now or, in the opposite case, be
safely neglected down to an experimental precision of few permille. In order to place a bound on the
subleading amplitude, one can use SU(3) flavour (or U -spin) related decays where the penguin contri-
bution is not suppressed, such as Bs ! J/ Ks or B ! J/ ⇡ [40–45]. Measuring branching ratios
and (time-dependent) CP asymmetries, it is possible to extract the correction to sin 2� induced by the
subleading term and the corresponding uncertainty, due to the experimental errors and SU(3)-breaking
effects. The latter, being proportional to a CKM suppressed amplitude, are expected to be at the permille
level.

With present data, the typical shift in � is 0.5–1� with about 100% uncertainty, dominated by
the experimental uncertainties. Improvements in the measurement of the time-dependent asymmetry in
B ! J/ KS should therefore be accompanied by a corresponding improvement in the measurement
of the control channels in order to keep the subleading amplitude under control and extract sin 2� with
a subpercent precision. It is worth mentioning that a complemetary approach proposing a theoretical
computation of the subleading amplitude using an OPE based on soft-collinear factorization in QCD can
be found in Ref. [46]. Assuming that the subleading amplitude is kept under control, the uncertainty on
the indirect determination of sin 2� from the UT analysis is expected to go from the present 4.5% down
to 0.6%, providing an improved sensitivity to NP in the B–B̄ mixing amplitude, as discussed further
below.

2.2.5 Angle �
The current best sensitivity is obtained from charged B decays into D̃K�, D̃⇤K�, D̃K⇤�, and D̃K�⇡+⇡�,
where D̃ is a D0 or D0 meson decaying to the same final state. The D0 is produced through the leading
b ! c transition, with the amplitude Ab!c / �3, and D

0 in the CKM and colour-suppressed b ! u
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transition, Ab!u / �3
�
⌘̄2 + ⇢̄2

�1/2
ei(�B��). Since D0 and D

0 decay to a common final state, the in-
terference between the two tree amplitudes leads to observables that depend on the relative weak phase
� and results in different B+ and B� decay rates. The size of this interference also depends on the
magnitude of the ratio of the two amplitudes, rB ⌘ |Ab!u/ Ab!c|, and the relative strong phase �B .
The value of rB , which determines the size of the direct CP asymmetry, is predicted [47] to lie in the
range 0.05–0.2. Experimental sensitivity to � decreases with smaller rB .

There are several different methods that exploit the above interference pattern: the Gronau-London-
Wyler (GLW) method [48, 49] where the neutral D meson is reconstructed in a CP eigenstate; the
Atwood-Dunietz-Soni (ADS) method [50–52] where the D0 meson, associated with the Ab!c amplitude,
is required to decay to a doubly Cabibbo-suppressed decay (DCSD), while the D

0 meson, associated
with the Ab!u amplitude, decays to a Cabibbo-favoured final state, such as K+⇡�; the Giri-Grossman-
Soffer-Zupan (GGSZ) method [53] where the neutral D meson is reconstructed in self-conjugate three-
body final state such as K0

Sh
+h� (where h = ⇡ or K). These � extraction techniques rely on clean

theoretical assumptions since the decay amplitudes are completely tree-level dominated, to an excellent
approximation [54]. All variants are sensitive to the same B decay parameters and can therefore be com-
bined in a single fit to extract the common weak phase �, as well as the hadronic parameters associated
with each method.

In addition to the above approaches, it is also possible to measure � from time-dependent analyses
of B0 and B0

s decays, as well as from decays of b-baryons. These methods offer significant additional
sensitivity and are discussed further in Sec. 2.5.

2.2.6 Angle �s

The angle �s = arg
�
� VtsV

⇤
tb/VcsV

⇤
cb

�
belongs to the squeezed UT

P
qu

V ⇤
qubVqus = 0 instead of the

usual
P

qu
V ⇤
qubVqud = 0. Given its reduced sensitivity to ⇢̄ and ⌘̄, it is not a strong constraint in the UT

plane. On the other hand, the UT analysis provides a very precise indirect determination of its value that
can be compared with the direct determination extracted from time-dependent transversality analysis of
Bs ! J/ �. At present, we have �directs = (0.60 ± 0.88)� and �UTA

s = (1.06 ± 0.03)�. The future
uncertainties of the direct and indirect determinations are expected to be ±0.01 and ±0.007 respectively,
allowing for a deeper investigation of BSM contributions to Bs–B̄s mixing amplitude. It is worth noting
that, similarly to the measurement of phase �, the shifts of a few degrees in the value of �s extracted from
the time-dependent analysis caused by the subleading amplitude P cannot be excluded. These shifts,
however, now produce a much larger relative uncertainty, since �s itself is doubly Cabibbo suppressed.
Some control of doubly Cabibbo suppressed contributions is thus required to meaningfully extract �s at
the SM level. This can be achieved by using the SU(3)f related channels, with the additional caveat
that � is an (almost equal) admixture of SU(3)f octet and singlet, introducing an additional source of
uncertainty.

2.2.7 K � K̄ mixing

The CP-violating parameter "K , historically the first constraint in the UT plane, is becoming limited by
long-distance contributions. In the last years, the improvements in the constraining power of "K have
come from new determination of the bag parameter, BK , on the lattice. Nowadays, the theoretical error
on BK is approaching percent level. The dominating uncertainty in the SM prediction of "K comes from
the long-distance contributions, the best estimate of which has an error of 2% [55]. A breakthrough
could come from developing ideas for computing these terms on the lattice, using recent techniques to
cope with the non-local operators that were used to obtain predictions for a closely related quantity,
�mK [56, 57].
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2.2.8 Bd � B̄d and Bs � B̄s mixing
The dispersive and absorptive contributions to Bd and Bs mixing are described by 2⇥2 matrices, M q =
M q† and �q = �q†, respectively (q = d, s). They describe the quantum-mechanical evolution of the
Bq � Bq system. Their diagonalisation defines the physical eigenstates |Bq

Hi and |Bq
Li with masses

M q
H , M q

L and decay rates �qH , �qL. One can reexpress these quantities in terms of three parameters:
|M q

12|, |�
q
12| and the relative phase �q = arg(�M q

12/�
q
12). The SM prediction for the mass splitting,

�mq = M q
H �M q

L, is dominated by boxes involving top quarks, and is given by

�mq =
G2

F

6⇡2
⌘BmBq

f2
Bq

B̂qm
2
WS(xt)

��VtqV
⇤
tb

��2 , (8)

with the Inami-Lim function S(xt) [58] evaluated at xt = m2
t /m

2
W , while ⌘B encodes the perturbative

QCD corrections, originally estimated at NLO in Ref. [59]. Using up-to-date ↵s and the top-quark
mass gives ⌘B = 0.5510 ± 0.0022 [60]. The decay constant fBq

and the so-called bag parameter, B̂q,
parametrize the nonperturbative hadronic matrix elements.

The translation of the measured value for �md into constraints on the CKM parameter com-
bination |VtdV

⇤
tb|

2 is limited at present by uncertainties in the lattice QCD calculation of the hadronic
parameters fBd

, B̂d. The ratios fBs
/fBd

and B̂s/B̂d are much better determined, so that �md/�ms

gives a much better constraint in the (⇢̄, ⌘̄) plane, see Fig. 4. The hadronic parameters, fBs
, B̂s, as

well as fBs
/fBd

and B̂s/B̂d, are set to have their errors significantly reduced by future lattice QCD
computations, see Sec. 11.

2.3 Combined constraints on the CKM parameters
Due to its economical structure in terms of only four parameters the CKM matrix can be determined
through many different quark transitions, both the �F = 1 decays and the �F = 2 neutral-meson
mixing transitions. A consistent determination of the four CKM parameters from all these processes is a
fundamental test of the Kobayashi-Maskawa mechanism. Extracting the information on the four CKM
parameters from data poses both experimental and theoretical challenges. First of all, the SM depends on
a number of other parameters, masses and couplings, which are not predicted within the SM, but rather
need to also be determined experimentally. An additional difficulty relates to the presence of strong
interactions, binding quarks into hadrons. This is responsible for most of the theoretical uncertainties in
the determinations of CKM matrix elements.

2.3.1 Statistical approaches
The CKMfitter group determines the CKM parameters from a large set of flavour physics constraints
using a standard �2-like frequentist approach, in addition to a specific (Rfit) scheme to treat theoretical
uncertainties [61–63]. The set of experimental observables, denoted ~Oexp, is measured in terms of likeli-
hoods that can be used to build a �2-like test statistic, �2(~p) = �2 logL( ~Oexp� ~Oth(~p)), with ~Oth(~p) the
theoretical values of the observables depending on N fixed parameters ~p. The absolute minimum value
of the test statistic, �2

min, quantifies the agreement of the data with the theoretical model, once converted
into a p-value (interpreting �2(~p) as a random variable distributed according to a �2 law). It is also possi-
ble to perform the metrology of specific parameters of the model, by considering the hadronic parameters
~µ as “nuisance parameters” and defining the test statistic, ��2(↵) = min~µ[�2(↵)] � �2

min [61, 64, 65].
Here, min~µ[�2(↵)] is the value of �2, minimised with respect to the nuisance parameters for a fixed ↵
value. This test statistic assesses how a given hypothesis on the true value of ↵ agrees with the data,
irrespective of the value of the nuisance parameters. Confidence intervals on ↵ can be derived from
the resulting p-value, which is computed assuming that ��2(↵) is �2-distributed with one degree of
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freedom,

p(↵) = Prob(��2(↵), Ndof = 1) , Prob
⇣
��2, Ndof

⌘
=
�(Ndof/2,��

2/2)

�(Ndof/2)
, (9)

where �(x) is the usual Euler factorial function, and �(s, x) is the upper incomplete gamma function.
Confidence intervals at a given confidence level (CL) are obtained by selecting the values of ↵ with
p-value larger than 1�CL.

In addition to the frequentist statistical treatment outline above, the CKMfitter collaboration relies
on a specific treatment of theoretical uncertainties (e.g., systematics due to uncertainties on hadronic
matrix elements not scaling with the size of the sample). The current approach is the so-called Rfit [61,
64,65] model, where the theoretical parameter/observable is restricted to a range, without any possibility
to exceed this range. Most of the systematic uncertainties come from lattice QCD. The CKMfitter col-
laboration follows the recommendations of the Flavour Lattice Averaging Group [66] and uses a specific
procedure to perform the average of the lattice inputs based on the Rfit model combined with a linear
addition of systematic uncertainties for the individual inputs [65].

The UTfit collaboration follows a Bayesian approach to combine the constraints in the UT plane.
Bayesian statistics allows for a unified treatment of systematic and theoretical uncertainties in a scheme
of “updating of knowledge” from prior to posterior distributions. Following Bayes’ theorem, the unnor-
malized posterior probability density function (p.d.f.) for ⇢̄ and ⌘̄ (given the constraints) is,

f(⇢̄, ⌘̄|ĉ, f̂) / L(ĉ | ⇢̄, ⌘̄, f) f0(⇢̄, ⌘̄). (10)

Here ĉ = {c1, c2, . . . , cM} is a set of measured constraints, whose theoretical expressions are given by
functions cj(⇢̄, ⌘̄;x) that depend on ⇢̄, ⌘̄, and a set of additional experimental and theoretical parameters
x = {x1, x2, . . . , xN}. The f0(⇢̄, ⌘̄) is the prior p.d.f. for ⇢̄ and ⌘̄, assumed to be flat on the UT plane,
and is multiplied by the effective overall likelihood,

L(ĉ | ⇢̄, ⌘̄, f) =

Z Y

j=1,M

fj(ĉj | ⇢̄, ⌘̄,x)
Y

i=1,N

fi(xi) dxi . (11)

The p.d.f. fi = {f1, f2, . . . , fN} are the prior distributions of the parameters, while fj(ĉj | ⇢̄, ⌘̄,x) are
the conditional probabilities of ĉj given ⇢̄, ⌘̄, and x, that in the Gaussian approximation become

fj(ĉj | ⇢̄, ⌘̄,x) =
1p

2⇡ �(cj)
exp

"
�

(cj(⇢̄, ⌘̄;x)� ĉj)
2

2�2(cj)

#
. (12)

The integration in Eq. (11) is usually carried out using Monte Carlo methods. More details on the
Bayesian approach of the UTfit collaboration can be found in Ref. [67].

2.3.2 Current combined constraints on the CKM parameters
From the SM global fit the CKMfitter collaboration finds for the four CKM parameters,

A = 0.8403+0.0056
�0.0201, � = 0.224747+0.000254

�0.000059, ⇢̄ = 0.1577+0.0096
�0.0074, ⌘̄ = 0.3493+0.0095

�0.0071. (13)

The asymmetric errors come from the combination of several constraints containing both statistical and
systematic uncertainties, so that the resulting �2 has a rather complicated asymmetric shape. The cor-
responding results are shown in Fig. 4. The fit shows a good overall consistency among the various
constraints. The main pulls come from the kaon and charm sector, but nothing exceeds the 2-� level,
confirming the very good overall agreement of the various constraints involved here.
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Fig. 4: Results for the CKMfitter global fit of the CKM parameters as of Summer 2018. See Ref. [38]
for more detail.

Detailed input values as well as predictions for various CKM-related parameters and observables
in the SM from the UTfit collaboration can be found in the Summer 2018 update page on the UTfit
website [68]. The CKM matrix is determined as

VCKM =
0

B@
0.97431(12) 0.22514(55) 0.00365(10)e�i66.8(2.0)

�

�0.22500(54)ei0.0351(10)
�

0.97344(12)e�i0.00188(5)
�

0.04241(65)

0.00869(14)e�i22.2(0.6)
�
�0.04124(56)ei1.056(32)

�
0.999112(24)

1

CA . (14)

while the Wolfenstein parameters are,

A = 0.826±, 0.012, � = 0.2255 ± 0.0005, ⇢̄ = 0.148 ± 0.013, ⌘̄ = 0.348 ± 0.010, (15)

in good agreement with the CKMfitter determination in (13).

2.4 Theoretical prospects
2.4.1 Lattice extrapolations
Advancement in the lattice QCD determination of hadronic matrix elements, used in the extraction of
CKM elements, need to go hand in hand with the improved experimental precision. The projections on
the expected errors for the most important hadronic matrix elements are discussed in detail in Sec. 11
with the main results collected in Table 41.

The accuracy of the projections below will also require an improvement in the understanding of
electromagnetic corrections, which for the moment are only partially addressed in theoretical predictions.
Further details on the inclusion of QED corrections in lattice predictions are discussed in Sec. 11.

2.4.2 Other theoretical issues
The determination of � has negligible theoretical errors. In contrast, extractions of � and �s from b! cc̄s
transitions receive small theoretical uncertainty from penguin diagrams. For present data the penguin
contributions in b ! cc̄s are assumed to be negligible. However, they may compete with the statisti-
cal errors in the future. Techniques to estimate the penguin contributions from data on SU(3)-related
channels are described in Sec. 2.5.10. An independent, more theory-driven, cross-check of the SU(3)
approach was suggested in Ref. [46] – to use Operator Product Expansion to calculate the penguin-
to-tree ratio. It is important to note that the penguin contributions in various b ! cc̄s channels are
different, so that with increased precision of the measurements one cannot anymore average sin 2� from
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B ! J/ KS , B ! ⌘cKS , . . ., without first correcting for the penguin contributions on a channel by
channel basis.

In the determination of ↵, the small penguin contributions are avoided using isospin symmetry.
The associated theory error on ↵ due to isospin breaking has been estimated to be at sub degree level [37].
It is neglected at present, but will need to be taken into account in significantly larger statistics samples.

An open issue is the (in)compatibility of the inclusive and exclusive determinations of |Vcb| and
|Vub|, where a ⇠ 3� discrepancy has been observed ever since the first precise measurements. Recently,
the |Vcb| discrepancy was shown to depend significantly on the choice of the form factor parametrisa-
tion, and on the hypotheses made about the underlying heavy quark symmetry [31, 32]. Relaxing these
choices leads to an exclusive determination of |Vcb| that is in good agreement with the inclusive one, but
with unexpectedly large corrections to the heavy quark symmetry predictions [69], unless one employs
additional theoretical information, as shown in Ref. [70]. Lattice calculations should soon settle the mat-
ter. As for |Vub| no satisfying explanation of the discrepancy has been found so far. In the future more
precise exclusive measurements by LHCb and Belle-II, and more precise inclusive analysis by Belle-II,
should shed light on this topic by investigating whether or not it could be an experimental effect.

2.5 Experimental prospects
2.5.1 |Vub| and |Vcb| from semileptonic decays
LHCb is well suited to measuring ratios of b ! u`⌫ to b ! c`⌫ decay rates, in which the unknown b
production cross sections, and to some extent also efficiency corrections, cancel. LHCb reported the first
study of the ⇤0

b! pµ�⌫µ and ⇤0
b! ⇤+

c µ
�⌫µ decays with Run 1 data, which resulted in a determination

of |Vub|/|Vcb| [14], exploiting precise lattice QCD calculations of the decay form factors [71, 72].
LHCb Upgrade II presents an exciting opportunity for new measurements of this type. An ex-

cellent example is an analogous analysis of B0
s! K�µ+⌫µ and B0

s! D�
s µ

+⌫µ decays. The relatively
large spectator s quark mass allows the form factors of these decays to be computed with lattice QCD
to higher precision than decays of other b hadrons. There are also good prospects to extend the ap-
proach of [14], with a single q2 bin, to perform a differential measurement in many fine bins of q2 [73],
which clearly demands substantially larger sample sizes. Furthermore, there are several reasons to ex-
pect that, compared to the study of ⇤0

b decays [14], far larger luminosities are required for the ultimate
precision with B0

s decays. Firstly, the B0
s! K�µ+⌫µ signal rate is roughly one order of magnitude

smaller compared to ⇤0
b! pµ�⌫µ. Secondly, the B0

s! K�µ+⌫µ decay is subject to backgrounds from
all b meson species, whereas ⇤0

b! pµ�⌫µ is primarily contaminated by other ⇤0
b decays. Thirdly, the

B0
s! K�µ+⌫µ decay rate is further suppressed with respect to ⇤0

b! pµ�⌫µ at the higher q2 values at
which the lattice QCD uncertainties are smallest.

LHCb Upgrade II should also include several potential gains in the detector performance which
are highly relevant to the reconstruction of decays like B0

s! K�µ+⌫µ. The key variable which distin-
guishes the signal from background processes is the corrected mass, which depends on the reconstructed
line-of-flight between the primary vertex (PV) and the B0

s decay vertex. It is the resolution on this di-
rection which dominates the corrected mass resolution. The removal, or further thinning, of the RF foil
is therefore a very appealing prospect, since this would reduce the multiple scattering contribution to the
corrected mass resolution. Fig. 5 shows the potential gain in effective luminosity that can be achieved by
reducing the RF foil thickness. This analysis only considers the effect of the improved corrected mass
resolution, while further improvements are expected in the selection efficiency, purity and q2 resolution.

The dominant systematic uncertainty in the ⇤0
b analysis [14] (material budget and its effect on the

charged hadron reconstruction efficiency) can be tightly constrained with new methods, the performance
of which will be greatly enhanced by any reduction in the RF foil. The lattice QCD form factors are most
precise at large q2 values, which correspond to low momentum kaons that are not efficiently identified
with the RICH approach of the current detector. The low momentum particle identification (PID) per-
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Fig. 5: The factor by which the effective luminosity in LHCb would be increased in an analysis of
B0

s! K�µ+⌫µ decays, as a function of the thickness of the RF foil. This factor is defined to be with re-
spect to the vertex resolution of the current detector. It is determined using pseudo experiments in which
the B0

s! K�µ+⌫µ signal yield is extracted through a likelihood fit to the corrected mass distribution.
The other parameters affecting the vertex resolution are assumed to be the same as in the upgraded LHCb
detector, which will have a baseline foil thickness of 250 µm.

formance of the proposed TORCH detector would greatly enhance our capabilities with B0
s! K�µ+⌫µ

decays at high q2.
The combination of these detector improvements with the LHCb Upgrade II data set is expected to

reduce the experimental systematic uncertainties on |Vub|/|Vcb| to the 0.5% level. External branching ratio
uncertainties will also be greatly reduced at the BESIII experiment. For example, B(D+

s ! K+K�⇡+)
will be determined at the 1% level, translating to a ⇠ 0.5% uncertainty on |Vub|/|Vcb|. Combined with
the differential shape information of the signals and continued improvements to the lattice calculations
this will lead to a |Vub|/|Vcb| measurement uncertainty of less than 1% with the LHCb Upgrade II data
set.

LHCb Upgrade II will allow several currently inaccessible decays, not least those of the rarely
produced B+

c mesons, to be studied in detail. A prime example is the decay B+
c ! D0µ+⌫µ, which

is potentially very clean from a theory point of view, once lattice QCD calculations of the form factor
become available. Approximately 30,000 reconstructed candidates can be expected with the 300 fb�1

LHCb Upgrade II data set, which could lead to a competitive measurement of |Vub| in this, currently
unexplored, system. Purely leptonic decays, such as B+ ! µ+µ�µ+⌫µ, will also become competitive,
with similar signal yields, and can provide information on the B-meson light cone distribution amplitude,
which is a crucial input to the widely used theoretical tool of QCD factorisation [74, 75].

The standalone determination of |Vcb| will also be increasingly important when other measure-
ments get more precise, as it will become the limiting factor in many SM predictions such as the branch-
ing fraction of B0

s ! µ+µ� [76], as well as K ! ⇡⌫⌫̄, and for ✏K . The current uncertainty is inflated
due to the disagreement between measurements from inclusive and exclusive final states and currently
appears to critically depend on the parametrisation used to fit the form factors [31,32]. LHCb has already
performed a measurement of the differential rate of the decay ⇤0

b ! ⇤+
c µ⌫, allowing a determination of

the form factors of that decay [77]. A first determination of the absolute value of |Vcb|, exploiting theo-
retical predictions for the ratios of semileptonic decay widths between different b hadron species [78], is
in progress. The LHCb Upgrade II data set would provide large samples of exclusive b ! c`⌫ decays,
with the full range of b hadron species, with which very precise shape measurements could be performed,
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Fig. 6: Extrapolation of � sensitivity from the ADS/GLW analyses at LHCb, ignoring disfavoured am-
biguities. The expected Belle-II precision on � at an integrated luminosity of 50 ab�1 is shown by the
horizontal grey line.

as a crucial ingredient to reach the ultimate precision on |Vcb|.

2.5.2 Time-integrated tree-level measurements of �

LHCb has observed and studied two-body ADS/GLW modes during Run 1 and Run 2 [79, 80]; all
ADS/GLW asymmetries are statistically limited. The systematic uncertainties are small and arise pre-
dominantly from sources that will naturally decrease with increasing data, notably knowledge of instru-
mentation asymmetries. Methods for measuring and correcting for the B-meson production asymmetry
and the K±/⇡± reconstruction asymmetries are established using calibration samples; such samples will
continue to be collected. The dominant systematic uncertainties for GLW decays are due to background
contributions from ⇤0

b ! ⇤+
c K

� decays and charmless decays, while the dominant uncertainty for ADS
decays arises from the B0

s ! D0K�⇡+ background. All will be better determined with dedicated
studies as the sample size increases.

LHCb is expanding the ADS/GLW technique to the other B ! DK decays, which share the same
quark-level transition. An analysis of GLW observables in B± ! D⇤0K± decays has been developed
for the case where the D⇤0 vector meson is not fully reconstructed [80]. This partial reconstruction
has larger background uncertainties but these will improve with more data as dedicated studies of the
background are performed. Furthermore, ADS/GLW analyses have been developed and published in
quasi-two-body modes, B± ! DK⇤± [81] and B0 ! DK⇤0 [82]. As in the case of B± ! D(⇤)0K±

decays, these modes have no limiting systematic and they will make competitive contributions with the
Upgrade II data sets.

Under the assumption that systematic uncertainties decrease in parallel with the statistical uncer-
tainties as / 1/

p
L, the future precision on � is predicted in Fig. 6. Fig. 6 uses central values and

uncertainties in the published analyses of B± ! DK±, B± ! DK⇤± and B0 ! DK⇤0 decays. For
B± ! D⇤0K± both the partial and full reconstruction techniques are used in this study albeit with
unpublished central values and uncertainties.

For the GGSZ family of measurements, the model-independent method is expected to be the base-
line for LHCb Upgrade II , and its uncertainty is currently statistically dominated. Although systematic
uncertainties will already become significant compared to the statistical uncertainty in Run 3, studies
performed so far give confidence that the systematic uncertainties will generally scale with the statistical
reach well into the Upgrade II period. An example of the bin definitions and expected per-bin asymme-
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Fig. 7: (Left) Bin definitions for D ! K0
S⇡

+⇡� as a function of m2
� and m2

+, the invariant masses
squared of the K0

Sh
� and K0

Sh
+. (Right) Asymmetry between yields for B± ! DK± decays, with

D ! K0
S⇡

+⇡� in bin i (for B+) and �i (for B�). The data points are obtained from simulation with
the expected sample size at 300 fb�1, assuming the current performance of the LHCb experiment. The
black histogram shows the predicted asymmetry based on the current world average values of � and
relevant hadronic parameters, the red dots show the result of a single pseudoexperiment, while the red
bands show the expected uncertainties from an ensemble. The green bands show the corresponding
uncertainties with the current LHCb data set.

tries in LHCb Upgrade II can be seen in Fig. 7.
The largest systematic uncertainty is due to the precision of the external strong-phase inputs com-

ing from the CLEO-c data which currently contribute approximately 2� to the overall uncertainty on
� [83]. The impact of this uncertainty on GGSZ measurements is estimated in Fig. 8 which compares ap
N improvement with the expected yield increase and the projected uncertainty if the current external

information on ci and si is not improved. It can be seen that this starts to approach a limit originating
from the fixed size of the quantum-correlated charm input from CLEO-c. This contribution will naturally
decrease with larger B± ! D0K± samples, however, as the B decays themselves also have sensitivity
to ci and si. Studies performed using pseudoexperiments with different size quantum correlated D sam-
ples and LHCb B data suggest that the optimal sensitivity is only reached when the size of the input D
sample is at least as big as the overall B sample. More precise measurements with data already recorded
by the BESIII experiment will be able to reduce the external contribution to the uncertainty by around
50% but analysis of future larger data sets with BESIII and at LHCb will be vital in order to avoid the
external input compromising the ultimate sensitivity to �.

The current second largest source of systematic uncertainty comes from the knowledge of the
distribution of D decays over the Dalitz plane in the flavour-specific B final state, with reconstruction
and efficiency effects incorporated. These are determined with a flavour-specific control decay mode
B0 ! D⇤±µ⌥⌫µX , where the D⇤� decays to D0⇡� and X represents any unreconstructed particles.
The ultimate systematic uncertainty is particularly sensitive to data-simulation agreement and size of
simulated samples because of a need to model unavoidable differences in the signal and control modes.
Fast simulation techniques which are being deployed and further developed at LHCb will therefore be
crucial for keeping up with the large data samples, while a fully software-based trigger will allow for
a better alignment of the signal and control channel selections compared to today. Uncertainties from
sources such as low mass backgrounds can be expected to remain subdominant with higher statistics, as
further studies will give better understanding to their rates and shapes. Some additional complications
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will present themselves as the yields will eventually be high enough that it will become necessary to take
into account effects induced from asymmetries in the K0

S system, and eventually through mixing in the
D0 system. However these are tractable problems, and studies have already been done to understand
when these effects will become important.

There are many prospects for adding orthogonal information on � by applying the ADS/GLW and
GGSZ techniques to modes that have an additional ⇡0. The first use of ⇡0 mesons in an LHCb � analysis
occurred with the Run 1 ADS/GLW analysis of B± ! DK± decays with D ! K⇡⇡0, KK⇡0,⇡⇡⇡0

final states [84]. The K⇡⇡0 and ⇡⇡⇡0 modes have branching fractions 3 and 10 times larger than
their two-body equivalents. However, the ⇡0 reconstruction+selection efficiency in these decays is low,
around 3% with the current calorimeter. Also the analysis is complicated by a combinatorial background
arising from random ⇡0 association. Improvements to the Upgrade II calorimeter granularity and energy
resolution will therefore be crucial in achieving the ultimate sensitivity with these modes, especially
by improving the resolution of merged ⇡0, their separation for photons, and improving the ⇡0 mass
resolution.

An important mode under development for the upgrade era is B± ! D⇤0K± decays, with D⇤0 !
D0⇡0 and D⇤0 ! D0� decays. These twin modes provide an excellent sensitivity to � as an exact phase
difference between the two D⇤0 modes can be exploited [85]. For this case, the efficient distinction of ⇡0

and � calorimeter objects is critical as the two D⇤0 modes exhibit opposite CP asymmetries. The initial
studies show small, but clean signals. As long as the fully and partially reconstructed data sets are kept
statistically independent, the final sensitivity from B± ! D⇤0K± decays will be around 0.5� as seen in
Fig. 6.

A GGSZ-like analysis of B± ! D[! K0
s⇡⇡⇡

0]K± decays has recently been proposed for
Belle II, where a sensitivity approaching that of the D ! K0

s⇡⇡ GGSZ analysis is expected [86].
With improved ⇡0 efficiency, LHCb Upgrade II can exploit this mode competitively. Lastly, higher
⇡0 efficiency will merit the analysis of B± ! DK⇤±[! K±⇡0] decays. The ⇡0 reconstruction effi-
ciency is typically a factor 3-4 lower than that of the K0

S so the K0
S⇡

± mode is preferred. However the
B± ! DK±⇡0 Dalitz analysis for � should share many advantages of the isospin-conjugate decays
B0 ! DK+⇡� analysis (discussed next) but with reduced B0

s feed down and large asymmetries in the
ADS-like region of the Dalitz space.

Analogously to the neutral modes, a variety of high-multiplicity B and D modes are already being
established and will play an important role in a future determination of �. The most developed multi-
body B decay channel is B0 ! DK+⇡� decays, where the D meson is found in an ADS/GLW-like
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Fig. 9: Projected sensitivity to � from a binned analysis of B± ! D[! ⇡K⇡⇡]K± decays. The
expected Belle-II precision on � at an integrated luminosity of 50 ab�1 is shown by the horizontal grey
line.

(K⇡, KK, ⇡⇡, K3⇡, ...) or GGSZ-like (K0
S⇡⇡, K0

SKK, ...) final states. These modes are less abun-
dant than the equivalent B± modes but the fact that both the b ! cūs and b ! uc̄s transitions proceed
by colour-suppressed amplitudes means the GLW asymmetries can be very large. Furthermore, under-
standing the pattern of asymmetry across the B0 Dalitz plane quashes the trigonometric ambiguities.
This analysis has been established with the KK and ⇡⇡ modes using Run 1 data in Ref. [87] after the
development of the B0 ! D0K+⇡� amplitude model [88]. Although the statistical sensitivity to CP
violation using Run 1 data alone was not significant, the method remains promising for future analysis
given the high value of rB in this mode (⇠ 0.25). The extension to B0 ! D[! K0

S⇡
+⇡�]K+⇡�

decays is of particular importance as it allows for a so-called “double Dalitz” model-independent anal-
ysis to be performed [89, 90]. Extrapolating yields from a Run 1 B0 ! D0K⇤0 analysis to a dataset
corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 23 fb�1, sensitivity studies indicate that a precision on � of
3� can be expected [91], thus by extension, a sub-degree precision is expected for Upgrade II. Another
high-multiplicity mode that holds promise is B± ! DK±⇡+⇡�, which has been studied with Run 1
data with two-body D decays [92], though due to the unknown Dalitz structure of the B decay a much
larger dataset is needed to fully exploit this mode.

Another exciting extension to the standard ADS technique uses B± ! D[! ⇡K⇡⇡]K± decays
where the five-dimensional (5D) Dalitz volume of the D decay is split into bins. Excellent sensitivity to
� is achieved as long as the D-system parameters (rD, �D, ) in each bin are known. An optimal binning
scheme is soon to be defined from the amplitude analysis of the suppressed and favoured D0 ! ⇡K⇡⇡
and D0 ! K⇡⇡⇡ decays [93]. The expected sensitivity is shown in Fig. 9. An additional irreducible
uncertainty from the D system measurements of < 1� is expected.

Other multibody D decays are under development with reciprocal charm-system measurements
underway: a B± ! D[! 4⇡]K± analysis can build on the D-system knowledge gathered in Ref. [94];
an ADS analysis of B± ! D[! K0

SK⇡]K± decays has been demonstrated with Run 1 [95]; and work
on B± ! D[! KK⇡⇡]K± decays is envisaged.

2.5.3 Time-integrated loop-level measurements of �
There are numerous methods that allow the extraction of CKM information by combining amplitude mea-
surements made in different decay channels, in particular the B0

(s) ! K0
Sh

+h�, B0
(s) ! h+h�⇡0, and

B+ ! h+h+h� families. Some such methods exploit the interference between various K⇤⇡ or ⇢K con-
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tributions, which can be related using isospin symmetry [96–101]. Constructing such relations enables
the determination of the angle �, up to corrections for contributions from electroweak penguins. These
methods are particularly promising when using decays such as B0

s ! K0
S⇡

+⇡� and B0
s ! K�⇡+⇡0,

since here the electroweak penguin contributions are expected to be negligible. Other methods use the
whole Dalitz plot amplitude and relate numerous decays via flavour symmetries [102–104] or exploit
interference between the charmless decays and those that proceed via intermediate charmonium states
such as B+ ! �c0⇡

+ [105, 106].
Extrapolating the observed yields in Ref. [107] to the data sample expected to be collected at the

end of LHCb Upgrade II gives signal yields of between 1.2 and 36 million depending on the B+ ! h+h+h�

final state. These can be compared to an extrapolation of the yields obtained by the B factories [108,109]
to the expected 50 ab�1 sample to be collected by Belle II, which gives approximately 47,000 to 660,000
events for the same range of modes. The far larger yields, combined with the much better signal to
background ratios, mean that LHCb will continue to dominate the precision in these modes.

Amplitude analyses cannot benefit from cancellations of systematic effects to the same degree
as the binned measurements of asymmetries performed in Ref. [107], and are more likely to become
systematically limited. On the other hand, the extremely large B+ ! h+h+h� signal samples will
allow new information to be extracted. In particular, by performing coupled-channel analyses of these
decay modes, contributions from ⇡+⇡� $ K+K� rescattering processes can be better understood and
constrained. The development of such new, improved models will also be of enormous benefit to analyses
of many other decay modes, such as the closely related B ! K0

Sh
+h� and B ! h+h�⇡0 families. This

will help to reduce the corresponding uncertainty on the CKM phases that can be determined from those
channels.

2.5.4 Time-dependent measurements of �
Using Run 1 data, LHCb has determined the B0

s ! D⌥
s K

± oscillation parameters, which determine
� � 2�s, from a sample of about 6000 signal decays [7]. From the measured parameters, a value of �
of (128+17

�22)
� (modulo 180�) is determined. The result is dominated by statistical uncertainties thanks

to the wide use of data-driven methods to determine the decay-time acceptance and resolution, and to
calibrate the flavour tagging. The systematic uncertainties are, in decreasing order of importance, related
to background from b-hadron decays, to uncertainty on the value of�ms, to the calibration of the decay-
time resolution and to the flavour tagging. The first contribution can be significantly reduced by a tighter
signal selection or by using a different fitting approach; the remaining contributions are expected to scale
with the statistics accumulated due to their data-driven nature.

In the case of B0 ! D⌥⇡± decays, the smallness of the ratio of amplitudes, rD⇡, which limits the
sensitivity to Sf and Sf̄ , is compensated for by a large signal yield. About 480 000 flavour-tagged signal
decays are available in the Run 1 LHCb data sample [110]. Analysis of this sample gives measurements
of Sf and Sf̄ that are more precise than those from BaBar and Belle [111, 112]. Also in this case the
precision is limited by the statistical uncertainty. The dominant sources of systematic uncertainty, such
as due to knowledge of �md and of background subtraction, are expected to be reducible with larger
samples.

In B0 ! D⌥⇡± decays there are only two observables, Sf and Sf̄ , that depend on three unknown
quantities, rD⇡, �D⇡ and 2� + �. External input must thus be used to obtain a constraint on 2� + �. A
common approach is to determine rD⇡ from the branching fraction of B0 ! D+

s ⇡
� decays, assuming

SU(3) symmetry,

rD⇡ = tan ✓c
f
D

+

fDs

s
B(B0 ! D+

s ⇡
�)

B(B0 ! D�⇡+)
, (16)

where tan ✓c is the tangent of the Cabibbo angle and f
D

+/fDs
is the ratio of decay constants. Using

the resulting value of rD⇡ = 0.0182 ± 0.0012 ± 0.0036, where the second uncertainty accounts for
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Table 3: Expected statistical uncertainties from LHCb on parameters of B0
s ! D⌥

s K
± and B0 ! D⌥⇡±

decays.

B0
s ! D⌥

s K
± B0 ! D⌥⇡±

Parameters Run 1 23 fb�1 50 fb�1 300 fb�1 23 fb�1 50 fb�1 300 fb�1

Sf , Sf̄ 0.20 0.043 0.027 0.011 0.02 0.0041 0.0026 0.0010
A��

f , A��
f̄ 0.28 0.065 0.039 0.016 – – –

Cf 0.14 0.030 0.017 0.007 – – –

Table 4: Current LHCb measurements of C
⇡
+
⇡
� , S

⇡
+
⇡
� , C

K
+
K

� , S
K

+
K

� and A��
K

+
K

� using the full
sample of pp collisions collected during Run 1, where the first uncertainty is statistical and the second
systematic. The projection of statistical precisions for each variables are also reported.

Data sample C
⇡
+
⇡
� S

⇡
+
⇡
� C

K
+
K

� S
K

+
K

� A��
K

+
K

�

Run 1 (3 fb�1 [114]) �0.34 ± 0.06 ± 0.01 �0.63 ± 0.05 ± 0.01 0.20 ± 0.06 ± 0.02 0.18 ± 0.06 ± 0.02 �0.79 ± 0.07 ± 0.10

� (stat.)
Run 1-3 (23 fb�1) 0.015 0.013 0.015 0.015 0.018

Run 1-6 (300 fb�1) 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.005

possible nonfactorisable SU(3)-breaking effects [113], the intervals | sin(2� + �)| 2 [0.77, 1.00] and
� 2 [5, 86]� [ [185, 266]� are obtained, at the 68% CL. The uncertainties on rD⇡ and � have negligible
impact on these intervals, as the dominant uncertainties are from the Sf and Sf̄ measurements.

The expected statistical sensitivities for the CP violation parameters in B0
s ! D⌥

s K
± and B0 !

D⌥⇡± decays are shown in Table 3. These are based on scaling of yields, and as such assume that the
same detector performance as achieved in Run I can be maintained. In particular, the sensitivity depends
strongly on the performance of the particle identification, decay time resolution and flavour tagging. The
results can be complemented by studies of the related B0

s ! D⇤⌥
s K± and B0 ! D⇤⌥⇡± channels. In

particular, the D⇤⌥⇡± mode has an all charged final state, and with a possible gain in the acceptance of
slow pions from D⇤ decays from the addition of magnet side stations, comparable precision to that for
B0 ! D⌥⇡± may be possible.

The corresponding expected sensitivities of � from B0
s ! D⌥

s K
± decays are about 4�, 2.5� and

1� after collecting 23, 50 and 300 fb�1, respectively. It is more challenging to estimate the constraints
on sin(2� + �) and � from B0 ! D⌥⇡± decays, since the precision of the external value of rD⇡ will
become the dominant source of systematic uncertainty. Theoretical advancements on understanding the
nonfactorisable SU(3)-breaking effects are thus required.

LHCb has measured the CP violation parameters in B0! ⇡+⇡� and B0
s! K+K� decays (C

⇡
+
⇡
� ,

S
⇡
+
⇡
� , C

K
+
K

� , S
K

+
K

� and A��
K

+
K

�) using the full sample of pp collisions collected during Run 1 cor-
responding to 3.0 fb�1 of integrated luminosity [114]. The results are reported in Table 4, together with
the projections of the statistical uncertainties to larger samples. The scaling of statistical uncertainties
assumes the same detector performances as in Run 1, in particular regarding the flavour tagging, the
decay-time resolution and the particle identification performance, which are particularly important for
the determination of these observables. The main sources of systematic uncertainties are due to limited
knowledge of: the variation of the selection efficiency as a function of the Bq meson decay time, the
parameters �s and ��s, and the calibration of the decay-time resolution. The evaluation of these uncer-
tainties is based on the study of control modes, and hence they are expected to decrease in a statistical
manner as the available sample size grows.
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Fig. 10: Projected sensitivity for the LHCb � combination with the currently used strategies and the world average
using projections from Belle II in addition.

2.5.5 Gamma combination and impact of external inputs
Projections for the expected precision of the LHCb � combination are shown in Fig. 10, estimating the
uncertainty on � to be 1.5� and 0.35� with 23 fb�1 and 300 fb�1 data samples, respectively. The LHCb
projections assume that the statistical uncertainty scales with the data sample size and include the effect
of the increased centre-of-mass energy, increased trigger performance and increased integrated luminos-
ity. Most of the systematic uncertainties are driven by the size of the data samples and corresponding
simulation samples. The overall sensitivity is predominantly driven by the GLW modes which provide
the narrowest solutions for �. The dominant systematic uncertainty for these modes will depend on
knowledge of both the shape and rate of the background from ⇤0

b ! ⇤+
c K

�, as well as uncertainties
arising from particle identification calibration and instrumental charge asymmetries. In order to obtain
the best possible precision on � it will be necessary to ascertain the correlation of these uncertainties
between different GLW modes. The ultimate sensitivity to these modes from Belle II will be consider-
ably less than that at LHCb, however detailed analysis from both experiments will provide an important
cross check. For decays with neutrals in the final state, particularly the CP -odd GLW mode with D0

!K0
S⇡

0, the LHCb detector has considerable disadvantages over Belle II. These would be mitigated by
an improved electromagnetic calorimeter for the LHCb Upgrade II. The GGSZ modes are a powerful
way to unambiguously resolve the multiple solutions of the GLW method and furthermore offer consid-
erable standalone sensitivity to �. Accurate knowledge of the selection efficiency across the Dalitz plane
is vital for these modes and contributes a considerable systematic uncertainty. This will naturally reduce
with larger datasets as it is obtained via semi-leptonic B0 ! D⇤+µ�⌫µX control modes but requires
large simulation samples. More precise measurement of important external parameters, particularly ci
and si from BESIII, will be required to reduce the uncertainty associated with the model independent
GGSZ method. The uncertainties of inputs from charm threshold data collected by CLEO-c will begin
to limit the sensitivity by the end of Run 2, so it is essential to work together with BESIII to provide
updated measurements for the suite of charm decays and D ! K0

Sh
+h� in particular. Provided that

the charm inputs are improved sub-degree level precision on � is attainable. Understanding the correla-
tions between different B decay modes that all use these external parameters will be vitally important
as they are likely to contribute one of the largest overall systematic uncertainties in the combination. A
comparison between the current LHCb GGSZ and GLW/ADS measurements [80, 115] with their future
projections at 300 fb�1 is shown in Fig. 11. The order of magnitude increase in precision is very appar-
ent and the importance of the combination clear, given the multiple ambiguous solutions for GLW/ADS
measurements is not resolved with increased luminosity.

The GGSZ modes are considered the golden modes at Belle II and drive the overall uncertainty on
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Fig. 11: Comparison between the current LHCb 3-body GGSZ and 2-body GLW/ADS measurements alongside
their future projections with 300 fb�1 in the plane of � vs. rDK
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B ). The scan is
produced using a pseudo-experiment, centred at � = 70�, rDK

B = 0.1, with B± ! DK± decays only.

� which is expected to reach 1.5� with a data sample of 50 ab�1. This is comparable to the sensitivity
that the LHCb � combination will achieve with a data sample corresponding to approximately 23 fb�1.
Subsequently input from Belle II will still contribute towards the world average by the end of Run 4 but
LHCb will dominate � measurements with Upgrade II (300 fb�1) contributing entirely towards a world
average precision of ⇠ 0.35�. It should be emphasised that this projection includes only the currently
used strategies, and does not include improvements from other approaches. A comparison between the
projected uncertainties for LHCb and the world average as a function of integrated luminosity is shown
in Fig. 10.

2.5.6 Determinations of �ms, �md, and interplay with b-hadron lifetimes
The world-leading measurements of both �md and �ms are from LHCb [116, 117], and can be im-
proved further assuming that good flavour tagging performance can be maintained. This will not only
reduce systematic uncertainties in CP -violation measurements but also provide a strong constraint on
the length of one side of the unitarity triangle, although progress here is mainly dependent on improve-
ments in lattice QCD calculations. The decay-time-dependent angular analysis of B0

s ! J/ � allows
measurement of ��s simultaneously with CP -violation parameters. Therefore, improved knowledge
of ��s will be obtained together with measurements of �cc̄ss . Precision at the LHC is expected not to
be systematically limited. The LHCb Upgrade II will allow to exploit measurements in various chan-
nels. ATLAS and CMS projections in the Bs ! J/ � decay mode can be found in 2.5.8.1. For theory
predictions of ��s see Ref. [118].

Width differences between different types of b hadrons, such as �s � �d, are also of interest.
They test the heavy-quark expansion, used to make theoretical predictions. In addition, their precise
knowledge is important to control systematic uncertainties in measurements where a decay mode of one
type of b hadron is used as a control channel in studies of a decay of another. Detailed understanding of
acceptances is necessary for such measurements, which can be achieved using topologically similar final
states (see, e.g., Ref. [119]). These measurements are therefore expected to be significantly improved
with LHCb Upgrade II.

2.5.7 Semileptonic asymmetries and prospects for ��d

Semileptonic decays, being flavour specific, provide a unique probe of B0
q , where q = s, d, meson mixing

phenomena. In particular, CP violation in B0
q meson mixing can be expressed through the semileptonic
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asymmetries

aqsl =
�(B0

q ! f)� �(B0
q ! f̄)

�(B0
q ! f) + �(B0

q ! f̄)
⇡
��q
�Mq

tan�q12, (17)

where f is a flavour-specific final state that is only accessible through the decay of the B0
q state. Mixing

is required to mediate the transition B0
q ! B0

q ! f , and its conjugate. Semileptonic decays of the type
B0

q ! D�
q µ

+⌫µX are well suited because (i) they are immune to any unknown CP violation in decay
and (ii) they have large branching ratios.

Including the effect of an unknown production asymmetry, ap, the time-dependent untagged asym-
metry is defined as:

Aq
sl(t) ⌘

N � N̄

N + N̄
=

aqsl
2
�

ap +

aqsl
2

�
·


cos�Mqt

cosh��qt/2

�
, (18)

where N and N̄ denote the number of observed decays to f and f̄ final states, respectively. A decay-
time-dependent fit can disentangle the B0

d � B̄0
d production asymmetry from adsl [120]. In the B0

s case
the time integrated asymmetry is employed [13]. Owing to the large value of �ms the term containing
ap is suppressed to a calculable correction of a few ⇥10�4, after integrating over decay time. These
approaches have been applied in the measurements with the Run 2 dataset that are listed in Table 5,
giving the world’s best single measurements. These measurements are far from any uncertainty floor in
the SM predictions, and are sensitive to anomalous NP contributions to �q12 and M q

12. The difference
�d � �s further probes NP in penguin coefficients [121].

The following briefly reviews the dominant sources of uncertainty on the current LHCb measure-
ments, and considers strategies to fully exploit the potential of the LHCb Upgrade II. All uncertainties
are as evaluated on aqsl (i.e., all sources of raw asymmetry, and their uncertainties, are scaled by a factor
of two as expected from Eq. 18).
Statistical precision: The statistical uncertainty on assl straightforwardly extrapolates to 2.1⇥ 10�4. In

the case of adsl it should be noted that stringent fiducial cuts and weights were imposed on the
signal sample to control certain tracking asymmetries that were not well known at the time. By
the time of the subsequent assl measurement, a new method with J/ ! µ+µ� decays had been
developed, and others are in the pipeline. A further factor of two increase in yields is therefore
assumed, which extrapolates to an uncertainty of 1.1⇥ 10�4.

Detection asymmetries: The single largest contributor is the K�⇡+ asymmetry in adsl. This asymmetry
was determined with a single method using D+ decays to the K�⇡+⇡+ and K0

S⇡
+ final states,

with a precision of around 2.0 ⇥ 10�3 [120]. Thanks to trigger improvements, a factor of two
increase in the effective yield of the most limiting K0

S⇡
+ final state [122, 123] can be anticipated.

This will extrapolate to an uncertainty of 1.1⇥10�4. Improvements in the reconstruction of down-
stream tracks in the earliest stage of the software trigger may also allow us to exploit K0

S⇡
+ final

states with K0
S decays downstream of the LHCb vertex detector (VELO). Further methods have

since been proposed using partially reconstructed D⇤+ decays and D0 ! K�K+ decays. The
partial reconstruction method will be greatly improved by the reduction of material before the first
VELO measurement point. The systematic uncertainties in these approaches will be controlled by
using ultra high statistics fast simulations to track the kinematic dependencies in the asymmetries.
The target uncertainty is 1.0 ⇥ 10�4, including systematic uncertainties. The equivalent K+K�

asymmetry in the assl measurement will be smaller and more precisely controlled. The µ+⇡�

asymmetry will be controlled by a combination of J/ ! µ+µ� decays, partially reconstructed
D⇤+ decays, D0 ! h�h+ decays, and high statistics fast simulations.

Background asymmetries: These measurements are challenging because the B0
q ! D�

q µ
+⌫µX final

states can be fed by the decays of other b hadron species. This dilutes the relation between the
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Table 5: Current theoretical and experimental determinations of the semileptonic asymmetries adsl and
assl.

Sample (L) �assl/10�4 �adsl/10�4

Run 1 (3 fb�1) [13, 120] 33 36

Run 1-3 (23 fb�1) 10 8

Run 1-5 (300 fb�1) 3 2
Current theory [118, 126] 0.03 0.6
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Fig. 12: Current and future landscape for the semileptonic asymmetries. The grey vertical band indicates
the current B-Factory average for adsl. The blue ellipse represents the current LHCb Run 1 measure-
ments [13, 120]. The red ellipse, which is arbitrarily centred, delineates the LHCb Upgrade II projected
precision. The black ellipse shows the SM prediction, the uncertainty of which is barely visible.

raw asymmetry and aqsl and leads to a cocktail of production asymmetry corrections. We assume
that these backgrounds can be statistically subtracted by extending the signal fits to include the
D�

q µ
+ corrected mass dimension. It is assumed that the background asymmetry uncertainties can

be controlled to the 1.0⇥ 10�4 level.

Other considerations: We must carefully consider the impact of having unequal sample sizes in the
two polarities. This can be partially compensated for by assigning weights to one polarity [124].
We note that the choice of crossing angles should be carefully considered [125]. While we do
not account for them in the current estimation, we could consider using other D+

q decay modes to
better align the detection asymmetries between assl and adsl. For example, D+ ! K�K+⇡+ and
D+ ! K0

S⇡
+ decays can be used, taking advantage of possible improvements in the trigger effi-

ciency for K0
S decays in LHCb Upgrade II. While the former decay is singly Cabibbo suppressed,

its CP asymmetry could be measured using promptly produced D+ mesons.

In summary the LHCb Upgrade II dataset should allow both assl and adsl asymmetries to be measured
to the level of a few parts in 10�4, see Table 5. This will give unprecedented new physics sensitivity,
and is still far from saturating the current theory uncertainties in the SM predictions. Fig. 12 shows
the prospective LHCb Upgrade II measurement, arbitrarily centred at a value that differs from the SM
prediction at the 10�3 level.

The ratio��d/�d, is typically measured from the difference in effective lifetimes between B0 de-
cays to final states that are flavour-specific, namely J/ K⇤0, and CP -eigenstates, namely J/ K0

S [127].
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With this approach LHCb determined ��d/�d = �0.044 ± 0.025 ± 0.011 using 1 fb�1 of data [128].
ATLAS and CMS published competitive measurements [129, 130] reaching at their best statistical and
systematic uncertainties of 0.011 and 0.009 respectively. The expected statistical uncertainty for LHCb
Upgrade II, taking into account the larger centre-of-mass energy and the increase in luminosity, is
�(��d/�d) ⇠ 0.001. This can be compared with the SM prediction ��SMd /�SMd = (0.00397 ±
0.00090) [126]. Thus, if systematic uncertainties can be controlled sufficiently, it will be possible to
measure a significantly non-zero value of��d even if it is not enhanced above its SM prediction.

The challenge in controlling the systematic uncertainty is to understand precisely the decay-time
acceptance difference between the J/ K⇤0 and J/ K0

S decay topologies. However, if the B0 vertex
position is reconstructed identically, namely using only the J/ decay products, and only K0

S mesons
decaying inside the VELO are considered, the largest sources of systematic uncertainty should cancel
almost exactly and therefore not dominate the measurement. Similarly, the asymmetry in production
rate between B0 and B0 is expected to be precisely measured in independent control samples, and
thus will not limit the achievable precision. In addition to the intrinsic interest in determining ��d,
precise knowledge of its value will benefit many other studies of B0 decay modes, since any systematic
uncertainties associated with the assumption that��d = 0 can be removed.

2.5.8 Measurements of �s from b ! cc̄s transitions
The single statistically most sensitive measurement of �cc̄ss is given by the flavour-tagged decay-time-
dependent angular analysis of B0

s ! J/ (µ+µ�)�(K+K�) decay. The current world average is con-
sistent with the SM prediction [63, 126], with new physics effects of a few tens of miliradians still al-
lowed ??. As the experimental precision improves it will be essential to have good control over possible
hadronic effects [131, 132] that could mimic the BSM signal. It will also be crucial to achieve precise
control of penguin pollution, both in B0

s ! J/ (µ+µ�)�(K+K�) and in other b ! cc̄s transitions.
The wide range of b! cc̄s modes accessible at LHCb Upgrade II will be vital to achieving both of these,
and therefore contribute significantly more than their naive statistical sensitivity to the overall reach of
this physics programme.

2.5.8.1 Projections for B0
s ! J/ (µ+µ�)�(K+K�)

Fully exploiting the statistical power of HL-LHC for measurements of ��s and the weak phase differ-
ence �s will require excellent flavour tagging performance, invariant mass resolution and proper-time
resolution. The planned detector improvements in all three experiments are critical to deliver these re-
quirements despite the much higher HL-LHC pileup.

Improvements in the decay time resolution are expected in ATLAS and CMS thanks to their up-
graded inner detectors. Fig. 13 shows the ATLAS proper time resolution for Run-1, Run-2, and HL-LHC
as a function of the B meson transverse momentum. Similarly Fig. 14 shows the CMS [133] expected
HL-LHC performances in the proper decay length uncertainty, obtained from a simulation of of an ideal
Phase-2 detector response. Besides the improvements in the tracker, which include the L1 trigger ca-
pability to reconstruct charged tracks above 2 GeV in transverse momentum with almost offline-like
resolutions, the extended pseudorapidity coverage (up to |⌘| = 4) will increase the CMS acceptance for
track reconstruction [1]. The CMS Phase-2 L1 (hardware) and HLT (software) trigger performances are
expected to be comparable to those in Run 2 and sustainable in terms of rates; the offline selections for
this projection are thus the same as in the 2012 data analysis [134]. The same signal purity is assumed as
in the previous analysis; this assumption also relies on the future presence of the timing layer [4] which
will mitigate the background pollution due to tracks coming from pileup vertices.

The ATLAS sensitivity study [135] follows the same approach as the previous study found in [136]
and is based on the extrapolation of the ATLAS 2012 analysis [137], correcting for the full-simulation
based observation of the signal invariant mass and proper-time resolutions. A full simulation of the HL-
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Fig. 13: The proper decay time resolution of the B0
s meson in ATLAS for the signal Bs ! J/ �

decay as function of the B meson pT. Per-candidate resolutions corrected for scale-factors are shown,
comparing the performance in Run 1, Run 2 and upgrade HL-LHC MC simulations. All samples use 6
GeV muon pT cuts.

Table 6: Summary of the ATLAS Bs ! J/ � performance at the HL-LHC compared with the Run 1
measurements and projections (numbers in parenthesis are predictions). The ✏ is the flavour-tagging
efficiency, D = 1�2! is the dilution factor, ! the wrong tag fraction, and �(t) the proper time resolution.

Period Lint [fb�1] Nsig ✏D2 � (t) [ps] �stat�s [rad] �stat��s
[ps�1]

2011 4.9 22700 1.45 0.1 0.25 (0.22) 0.021
2012 14.3 73700 1.5 0.09 0.082 0.013
HL-LHC µ6µ6 3000 9.7 · 106 1.5 0.05 (0.004) (0.0011)
HL-LHC µ10µ6 3000 5.9 · 106 1.5 0.04 (0.005) (0.0014)
HL-LHC µ10µ10 3000 1.7 · 106 1.5 0.04 (0.009) (0.003)

LHC ATLAS tracking system is employed, including the effect of an average of 200 pile-up event per
bunch crossing. An offline emulation of HL-LHC trigger responses is employed to evaluate the signal
yield expectations corresponding to different dimuon transverse momentum thresholds: (p1T , p

2
T )= (6

GeV, 6 GeV), (6 GeV, 10 GeV) and (10 GeV, 10 GeV). Table 6 summarises the expected sensitivities,
compared to the ATLAS Run-1 measurements and Fig. 15 left shows the ��s distributions. The CMS
study is based on fully simulated signal events using the same model as in the previous CMS analy-
sis [134] and toy Monte Carlo experiments for three different tagging scenarios: a where the flavour tag-
ging performance is based on opposite-side muons and jet-charge, b where a muon and electron flavour
tagging is used (as in the CMS 2012 data analysis), and c where a well performing flavour tagging based
on leptons, jet-charge, and same side jet-charge/kaon tagging is tested. Fig. 15 right shows the CMS �s
statistical uncertainty predictions for the different tagging scenarios. Assuming the new tagging power
to be in the range 1.2-2.4% , and a total of 9 million fully reconstructed B0

s ! J/ �(1020) candidates,
CMS expects the �s statistical uncertainty to be 5-6 mrad at the end of the HL-LHC data taking. Both
ATLAS and CMS systematic uncertainties are expected to be reduced to 1 mrad in the HL-LHC period,
and thus the total �s uncertainty will still be statistically limited.
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Fig. 14: CMS ct uncertainty distribution in 2012 data (blue) and HL-LHC Monte Carlo (red) samples
(taken from [133]).

The �s measurement is usually illustrated as a constraint in the �s-��s plane. Fig. 16 summarises
the projected contours in the ��s vs 's plane for the ATLAS, CMS and LHCb experiments, with the
CMS systematic uncertainty on ��s assumed to be equal to the statistical uncertainty and an ATLAS
estimated systematic uncertainty on the same parameter of approximately 0.0005 ps�1. The red contour
in the figure illustrates the combined HL-LHC sensitivity, equivalent to ⇠ 2 mrad in 's and ⇠ 5 ps�1

in ��s.
The expected LHCb precision on �cc̄ss after Upgrade II has been estimated based on the current

published results, assuming that the detector performance remains the same in the HL-LHC period.
Because of the data-driven nature of the LHCb analysis systematic uncertainties are expected to scale
with luminosity and the overall sensitivity is expected to be ⇠ 4 mrad. This will be at the same level as
the current precision on the indirect determination based on the CKM fit using tree-level measurements,
which in turn is expected to improve with better measurements of the other CKM matrix parameters.
Fig. 17 left shows the signal-yield asymmetry as a function of the B0

s decay time, folded at the frequency
of B0

s oscillations, for B0
s ! J/ � decays from a simulated data set corresponding to 300 fb�1. It

clearly shows that a visible CP -violation effect will be observable.

2.5.8.2 Projections for other b! cc̄s transitions

LHCb foresees extending the study of b ! cc̄s transitions to cover multiple independent precision
measurements. It permits not only improved precision of the average, but a powerful consistency check
of the SM. One important way in which this can be done is by allowing independent CP -violation effects
for each polarisation state in the B0

s ! J/ �. This has been done as a cross-check in the LHCb Run I
analysis [10], but this strategy will become the default in LHCb Upgrade II. Additional information can
be obtained from B0

s ! J/ K+K� decays with K+K� invariant mass above the �(1020) meson,
where higher spin K+K� resonances such as f 0

2(1525) meson contribute [140]. Among other channels,
competitive precision can be obtained with B0

s ! J/ ⇡+⇡� decays [141], which have been found to
be dominated by the CP -odd component. The B0

s ! D+
s D

�
s [11] and B0

s !  (2S)� [142] modes
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Fig. 15: Variation of the �s statistical uncertainty in ATLAS (left) and CMS (right) as function of the
tagging power (✏D2). The behaviour is shown for different ATLAS triggers and CMS flavour tagging
scenarios as explained in the text. The vertical dashed line in the ATLAS plot corresponds to the value
assumed in the analysis extrapolation. A function proportional to 1/

p
✏D2 is shown in the CMS plot to

describe the �s uncertainty behaviour in a continuous range of the tagging power from 1.0 to 2.6 % (The
CMS plot is taken from [133]).

have also been studied with LHCb, and give less precise but still important complementary results.
Other channels, which have not been exploited yet, but could be important in LHCb Upgrade II, if good
calorimeter performance can be achieved, include B0

s ! J/ � with J/ ! e+e� and B0
s ! J/ ⌘(0)

with ⌘0 ! ⇢0� or ⌘⇡+⇡�, and ⌘ ! ⇡+⇡�⇡0 or �� [143, 144].
The scaling of the �cc̄ss precision with integrated luminosity for individual decay modes and for

their combination is shown in Fig. 18. These uncertainties are statistical only and are scaled from existing
results, taking into account the gain in efficiency expected for B0

s ! D+
s D

�
s from the removal of the

hardware trigger. Maintaining the current performance will put stringent constraints on the design of the
detector with regards to the momentum and vertex position resolution, as well as particle identification
performance. A key ingredient is the flavour tagging that is very sensitive to event and track multiplicity.
Systematic uncertainties are mainly based on the sizes of control samples, and are therefore expected to
remain subdominant even with very large samples. Therefore, it is expected that the small value of�2�s
predicted in the SM can be measured to be significantly non-zero in several channels. The expected
precision on �cc̄ss after LHCb Upgrade II will be ⇠ 3 mrad from all modes combined.

2.5.9 Measurements of �d from b ! cc̄s transitions
The world average of sin 2� is dominated by results from BaBar, Belle and LHCb using B0 ! J/ K0

S

decays. The single most precise measurement is from Belle (sin�cc̄sd = 0.670 ± 0.029 ± 0.013 [145]),
while the LHCb result has competitive uncertainty (0.731 ± 0.035 ± 0.020 [139]). With 50 fb�1 of
data, LHCb will reach a precision on sin�cc̄sd of about 0.006 with B0 ! J/ K0

S decays. The Belle II
experiment is expected to achieve a precision of about 0.005 after accumulating 50 ab�1 [146]. After
Upgrade II, LHCb will be able to reach a statistical precision below 0.003. Fig. 17(right) shows the
signal-yield asymmetry as a function of the B0 decay time for B0 ! J/ K0

S decays from a simulated
data set corresponding to 300 fb�1.

The majority of systematic uncertainties on sin�cc̄sd depend on the size of control samples, and
are therefore not expected to be limiting. However, at this level of precision it will be necessary to
understand possible biases on the result due to CP violation in K0–K0 mixing, and from the difference in
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Fig. 16: Projected 68% confidence-level contour in the ��s vs 's plane for the ATLAS, CMS (still
preliminary) and LHCb sensitivity at the HL-LHC compared with the current experimental limit. For
clarity of the representation each projection is centered on a random value generated with its uncertainty
assuming the SM value as truth. The combined contour is obtained following the HFLAV approach for
averages for the PDG 2018 review [138].
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N
B

0
(s)

(N
B

0
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) is the number of (left) B0
s ! J/ � or (right) B0 ! J/ K0

S decays with a B0
(s) (B0

(s)) flavour

tag. The data points are obtained from simulation with the expected sample size at 300 fb�1, and assuming the
current performance of the LHCb experiment. The solid curves represent the expected asymmetries for �cc̄ss =
�36.4 mrad [63] and sin�cc̄sd = 0.731 [139]), the values used in the simulation. The height of the oscillation is
diluted from sin�cc̄sd(s) due to mistagging, decay time resolution, and, for B0

s ! J/ �, the mixture of CP -even and
CP -odd components in the final state.

the nuclear cross-sections in material between K0 and K0 states. Therefore, some irreducible systematic
uncertainties are unavoidable. It is notable that the leading sources of systematic uncertainty are different
for Belle II and LHCb, so that having measurements from both experiments will be important. As for
the �cc̄ss case, continued good flavour tagging performance and improved understanding of subleading
contributions to the decay amplitudes will be required.

The decay B0 ! D0⇡+⇡�, and related decays involving excited charm mesons, offer a purely
tree-level measurement of �d = 2�. BaBar and Belle have performed measurements using B0 ! D(⇤)h0

with both D decays to CP eigenstates [147] and to the three-body K0
S⇡

+⇡� final state [148,149], where
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Fig. 18: Scaling of the LHCb statistical precision on �s from several tree-dominated B0
s meson decay modes.

h0 is a light neutral meson such as ⇡0. The combined results are sin�d = 0.71 ± 0.09 and cos�d =
0.91 ± 0.25 including all uncertainties. While B0 ! Dh0 can also be studied at LHCb, it is more
attractive to measure the same quantities using the B0 ! D⇡+⇡� mode (here D indicates an admixture
of D0 and D0 states). The Dalitz-plot structure of the decay B0 ! D0⇡+⇡� has been previously
studied [150–152], and the models obtained from these studies could be used in a decay-time-dependent
amplitude analysis using the D ! K+K� and D ! ⇡+⇡� channels to determine �d [153, 154]. In
practice it will be more convenient to perform a simultaneous fit including also the D0 ! K+⇡� mode,
which acts as a control mode to determine the amplitude model, flavour-tagging response and decay-time
acceptance.

An estimate of the achievable sensitivity has been made using pseudoexperiments. The expected
statistical precisions on sin�d and cos�d are ±0.06 and ±0.10, respectively, for the LHCb Run 1 and 2
data samples combined. Extrapolating this to 300 fb�1 gives ±0.007 for sin�d and ±0.017 for cos�d.
Further experimental studies are needed to understand the impact of systematic uncertainties, although
the use of the D0 ! K+⇡� control sample is expected to minimise effects from many potential sources
of systematic bias. In case model uncertainties become a limiting factor, a model-independent version of
the method can be used instead [155]. Thus, it is expected that a penguin-free measurement of �d can be
achieved with sensitivity better than Belle II, and comparable to that with B0 ! J/ K0

S .

2.5.10 Measurements of penguin pollution in b ! cc̄s

Strategies to measure penguin pollution have already been tested using B0 ! J/ ⇢0 [156] and B0
s !

J/ K⇤0 [157] decays. These modes constrain the penguin contribution in B0 ! J/ K⇤0. The best
constraint on penguin pollution in �cc̄ss is currently obtained from the B0 ! J/ ⇢0 channel, benefiting
from the fact that S

J/ ⇢
0 and C

J/ ⇢
0 have been measured, giving a constraint on �d

J/ ⇢
0

. Following
Ref. [156], the bias on �s is

��cc̄ss ⇡ �✏
⇣
�d

J/ ⇢
0

� 2�
⌘
, (19)

where ✏ = |Vus|
2 /(1� |Vus|

2) = 0.0534, and 2� is mainly determined by B0 ! J/ K0
S . Since 2� is,

and will continue to be, determined precisely, the sensitivity on��cc̄ss will be driven by the precision on
�d

J/ ⇢
0

. Scaling the uncertainties obtained from Ref. [156], the expected statistical precision on �d
J/ ⇢

0

will be . 1� with 300 fb�1. It is expected that systematic uncertainties, such as those from modelling
the S-wave component in B0 ! J/ ⇡+⇡� decays, can be kept under control, so that the uncertainty
due to penguin pollution is expected to be . 1.5 mrad. Thus, this is not expected to limit the sensitivity
of the �s measurement with B0

s ! J/ �. However, if significant effects of penguin pollution become
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apparent it may complicate the combination of results from different modes, since a separate correction
will be required for each. For some modes such as B0

s ! J/ f0(980) this may be challenging, since
the identification of the states in the SU(3) multiplet is not trivial. However, this is not a problem for
B0

s ! D+
s D

�
s , related by U-spin subgroup to B0 ! D+D�, which can be used to control penguin

pollution [158–161].
Similar strategies can be applied using B0

s ! J/ K0
S and B0 ! J/ ⇡0 decays to control the

penguin contributions in �cc̄sd [41, 42, 45]. A first analysis of B0
s ! J/ K0

S decays has been per-
formed [162] as a proof of concept for constraining��cc̄sd with larger datasets. The CP violation param-
eters in B0 ! J/ ⇡0 have been previously measured by BaBar and Belle [163, 164], and the Belle II
experiment is expected to reach a sensitivity to S

J/ ⇡
0 of ⇠ 0.03, which should be sufficient to keep

penguin pollution under control. LHCb can also study B0 ! J/ ⇡0 decays, although the presence of
a neutral pion in the final state makes the analysis more challenging and there is currently no public
result from which to extrapolate the sensitivity. Improving the capabilities of LHCb’s electromagnetic
calorimeter (ECAL) will enhance prospects for studying this mode.

It should be stressed that the methods to constrain penguin pollution rely on SU(3) symmetry, and
the approximations associated with the method and inherent in Eq. (19) must also be investigated. This
can be done by studying the full set of modes related by SU(3), namely B0

(s) ! J/ 
�
⇡0, ⌘, ⌘0,K0,K0 

and B± ! J/ 
�
⇡±,K± for the vector-pseudoscalar final states and B0

(s) ! J/ 
�
⇢0,!,�,K⇤0,K⇤0 

and B± ! J/ 
�
⇢±,K⇤± for the vector-vector final states. Several of these modes have not yet been

measured, but with the data sample of LHCb Upgrade II it should be possible to measure all branching
fractions and CP asymmetry parameters, allowing a full theoretical treatment and more detailed un-
derstanding of subleading contributions. An alternative approach to controlling penguin contributions,
which does not involve SU(3) symmetry, can be found in Ref. [46].

2.5.11 Measurements of �d and �s in charmless decays

The B0
s ! �� decay is forbidden at tree level in the SM and proceeds predominantly via a gluonic

penguin b ! sss loop process. Hence, this channel provides an excellent probe of physics beyond the
SM that may contribute to the penguin diagram [165–167]. This mode is well suited for study at the
LHC, as both � mesons can be reconstructed through their decay to K+K�, leading to clean signatures
even in the absence of hadronic particle identification.

2.5.11.1 CMS Bs ! �� studies

The lack of particle-ID detectors will limit the CMS investigation of fully hadronic final states. However,
some capability is retained through the early use of tracking in the trigger selection. The Bs ! �� !
4K is an example of a hadronic final state that would benefit from the tracking performance at trigger
level and the � resonance signature. While the full study of the sensitivity to the � measurement in this
channel is still ongoing, an analysis was performed by CMS to see if B0

s ! �� ! 4K events can be
triggered with high efficiency at L1 using only the tracks reconstructed at that level (L1 tracks) [168].

The L1 track finder will allow identification of B0
s ! �� ! 4K candidates at L1 by forming

� candidates from pairs of oppositely charged L1 tracks constrained to come from the same vertex and
then combining pairs of such candidates into a B0

s candidate. The pT of the lowest-pT kaon lies very
close to the lowest possible trigger threshold of the L1 tracking of 2 GeV, possibly causing loss of signal
efficiency.

Fig. 19 shows the invariant mass of the B0
s ! �� candidates for all �-pairs having separation

along the beam axis (z) of �z(�-pair) < 1 cm, distance in the plane perpendicular to the beam axis
�xy(�-pair) < 1 cm, 0.2 < �R(�-pair) < 1, and �R(K+,K�) < 0.12, in events with 200 pile-
up (PU) interactions. Simulations show that an efficiency of 30-35 % can be achieved at L1 trigger
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Fig. 19: Normalized invariant mass distribution in CMS of all the �-pairs with �z(�-pair) < 1 cm,
�xy(�-pair) < 1 cm, 0.2 < �R(�-pair) < 1,�R(K+,K�) < 0.12. The blue dashed line corresponds
to the signal events reconstructed with offline tracks. The signal and background distributions obtained
using L1 tracks are shown as red solid line and green histograms, respectively. A pile up scenario of 200
interactions is assumed (taken from [168]).

level, depending on the track candidate selection, and that the events selected at L1 would be accepted
by the subsequent offline analysis with high efficiency. For the scenario with 200 PU and a moderate
signal efficiency of around 30%, the expected L1 trigger rate is about 15 kHz, within the acceptable limit
according to the present understanding of the expected detector performance.

2.5.11.2 LHCb Bs ! �� projections

The measured and extrapolated LHCb statistical sensitivities for �ssss and similar CP -violating phases
measured in other decay modes are shown in Fig. 20. A statistical uncertainty on �ssss of 0.011 rad can
be achieved with 300 fb�1 of data collected at LHCb Upgrade II. Similarly to other measurements of CP
violation parameters from decay-time-dependent analyses, many systematic uncertainties are evaluated
from control samples, and are therefore expected to scale accordingly with integrated luminosity. Among
others, there is an important uncertainty associated with knowledge of the angular acceptance, which is
determined from simulation. This therefore relies on good agreement between data and simulation,
which can be validated using control channels such as B0 ! �K⇤0. Thus the determination of �ssss is
expected to remain statistically limited even with the full LHCb Upgrade II data sample.

2.5.11.3 LHCb projections for �s from other charmless decays

Another way of measuring �s is the B0
s ! K⇤(892)0K⇤(892)0 family of decays, which in the SM is

dominated by a gluonic penguin b ! dds diagram. LHCb has recently published the first measurement
of �dd̄ss [169] using Run 1 data. In this groundbreaking analysis, it was realised that a significant gain in
sensitivity can be obtained by including the full B0

s ! (K+⇡�)(K�⇡+) phase space in the K⇡-mass
window from 750 to 1600 MeV/c2, since the fraction of B0

s ! K⇤(892)0K⇤(892)0 in this region is
only fV V = 0.067 ± 0.004 ± 0.024 (the other contributions are from K⇡ S-wave and the K⇤

2 (1430)0

resonance). The result, �dd̄ss = �0.10 ± 0.13 ± 0.14 rad, is compatible with the SM expectation.
The current result has statistical and systematic uncertainties of comparable size, but both are

expected to be reducible with larger data samples. The largest systematic uncertainty, corresponding to
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Fig. 20: Comparison of �s statistical sensitivity at LHCb from different decay modes.

Table 7: Statistical sensitivity on �ss̄ss and �dd̄ss at LHCb.

Decay mode
�(stat.) [rad]

3 fb�1 23 fb�1 50 fb�1 300 fb�1

B0
s ! �� 0.154 0.039 0.026 0.011

B0
s ! (K+⇡�)(K�⇡+) (inclusive) 0.129 0.033 0.022 0.009

B0
s ! K⇤(892)0K⇤(892)0 � 0.127 0.086 0.035

the treatment of the acceptance, is mostly driven by the limited size of the simulation samples — due
to the large phase space investigated in this analysis, very large simulation samples are required. In
order to produce significantly larger samples it will be necessary to exploit rapid simulation production
mechanisms, since increases in available CPU power are not expected to keep pace with the size of the
data samples. Another important systematic uncertainty due to the modelling of the K⇡ resonant and
non-resonant components can be reduced by incorporating results of state-of-the-art studies of the K⇡
system, but some component of this may be irreducible. Other systematic uncertainties are mainly based
on control samples. Therefore it is expected that the limiting systematic uncertainty will be not larger
than �(syst.) ⇠ 0.03 rad.

The measured and extrapolated statistical sensitivities for �dd̄ss are given in Table 7, both for the
average over the B0

s ! (K+⇡�)(K�⇡+) system and for the exclusive B0
s ! K⇤(892)0K⇤(892)0

decay. The sensitivities for B0
s ! (K+⇡�)(K�⇡+) are also included in Fig. 20. In the current

analysis, the same weak phase is assumed for all contributions, but as the precision increases it will
be possible to determine �dd̄ss separately for each, including possible polarisation dependence in the
B0

s ! K⇤(892)0K⇤(892)0 decay. The systematic uncertainty related to modelling of components is
expected to be smaller when focusing on the K⇤(892) resonance, since its lineshape is well known.
Moreover, by making similar studies with the B0 ! (K+⇡�)(K�⇡+) mode, it will be possible to ob-
tain all necessary inputs for the U-spin analysis of each component separately, leading to good control of
the theoretical uncertainty on the prediction for �dd̄ss .

Finally, LHCb can also make measurements of �duus using a decay-time-dependent flavour-tagged
Dalitz-plot analysis of B0

s! K0
S⇡

+⇡� decays [170]. Preliminary sensitivity studies indicate that the pre-
cision achievable on �duus with the full Run 1 + Run 2 dataset is approximately 0.4 rad. Extrapolation to
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300 fb�1 indicates potential for a precision of around 0.07 rad. Similar studies for the B0
s! K0

SK
±⇡⌥

decay mode can be performed, which requires a more complicated analysis since both K0
SK

�⇡+ and
K0

SK
+⇡� final states are accessible to both B0

s and B0
s decays with comparable magnitude. Although

currently the precision of such measurements are dominated by the statistical uncertainty [171], the ex-
pected yields of more than 106 signal decays for 300 fb�1 will allow a complete understanding of the
B0

s! K0
SK

±⇡⌥ phase space.

2.5.11.4 LHCb projections for �d from other charmless decays

The large yields of B0 ! K0
Sh

+h� decays available [172] at LHCb enable a relevant reach for �d
from these modes. For the B0 ! K0

S⇡
+⇡� mode, a decay-time-integrated analysis has been performed

resulting in the first observation of CP violation in the B0 ! K⇤+⇡� channel [173]; with more data this
analysis can be updated to include decay-time-dependence and determine also CP -violating parameters
for the B0 ! ⇢0K0

S and f0(980)K0
S channels.

Studies of B0
(s) ! h+h�⇡0 decays will provide further sensitivity. For example, resonant con-

tributions of the type K⇤±h⌥ will decay to the final state K±h⌥⇡0 in addition to K0
S⇡

±h⌥, and there-
fore a combined analysis of both can provide additional information that helps to test the SM predic-
tion [96–99]. Large yields will be available and the improved capabilities of the Upgrade II ECAL will
allow backgrounds to be controlled. Two particularly important features of these decays are that back-
ground from B ! V � decays, where V ! h+h�, must be suppressed and that it must be possible to
resolve B0 and B0

s decays to the same final state. Thus, it will be important to have both good �–⇡0

separation and good mass resolution.

2.5.12 Measurements of ↵
The main input from LHCb to the isospin analysis determination of ↵ from B ! ⇡⇡ decays will be
world-leading measurements of the CP -violating parameters in B0! ⇡+⇡� decay. Important input can
also be expected on the B+! ⇡+⇡0 decay, using the method pioneered in Ref. [174] for B+! K+⇡0

decays. Clearly, good performance of the electromagnetic calorimeter will be critical for such a measure-
ment. Progress on the B0! ⇡0⇡0 mode, which is currently limiting the precision of ↵ determination
from B ! ⇡⇡ decays, will mainly come from the Belle II experiment.

The situation is quite different for the B ! ⇢⇢ system, which currently provides the strongest
constraints on ↵. Although the presence of two vector particles in the final state makes the analysis more
complicated in principle [34, 175–177], the observed dominance of longitudinal polarisation and the
smaller penguin contribution compared to B ! ⇡⇡ lead to good sensitivity on ↵. The rarest of the three
isospin-partner modes is the B0! ⇢0⇢0 decay, which has a final state of four charged tracks following
⇢0 ! ⇡+⇡� decays, making it well suited for study at LHCb. Indeed, this decay was first observed
by LHCb, and a time-integrated angular analysis on Run 1 data was performed [178]. With larger
data samples it will be possible not only to improve the measurements of the branching fraction and
longitudinal polarisation fraction, but to make precise determinations of the CP -violating parameters.
Consequently, the determination of ↵ from B ! ⇢⇢ decays will benefit from the additional information
inherent in S

⇢
0
⇢
0 , compared to the B ! ⇡⇡ system for which S

⇡
0
⇡
0 is barely measurable (Belle II plans

to measure S
⇡
0
⇡
0 using Dalitz decay of ⇡0, but only rather limited sensitivity is possible).

First measurements of B0 ! ⇢⇡ have been published by BaBar and Belle [179–181], but do
not yet provide strong constraints on ↵. LHCb has not yet published any result on this channel, but
it is expected that large yields will be available in LHCb Upgrade II, and that it should be possible to
control backgrounds with good understanding of ⇡0 reconstruction. It is worth noting that a significant
proportion of the photons from neutral pions produced at the B decay vertex convert into e+e� pairs in
the LHCb detector material, with approximately half of these conversions occurring before the magnet.
Tracks from these converted photons provide additional information with which to constrain the B decay
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vertex and the neutral pion momentum, resulting in improved resolution and background rejection.

2.5.13 Measurements of CP violation in baryon decays2

In contrast with the study of CP violation in beauty-meson decays, the sector of beauty baryons re-
mains almost unexplored. Previous to the LHC era, only a measurement of direct CP asymmetries in
⇤0
b! pK� and ⇤0

b! p⇡� decays was available with O(0.1) precision [182]. Thanks to the large pro-
duction cross-section of beauty baryons in pp collisions at the LHC, the LHCb experiment is the only
experiment capable of expanding our knowledge in this sector, as these decays are not accessible at the
e+e� KEK collider. Hence, even though a handful of CP asymmetries of ⇤0

b decays have been measured
so far by LHCb [183–186], the landscape of CP violation in the decays of beauty baryons is expected to
change rapidly in the next few years.

The unprecedented number of beauty baryons available with the data sample expected to be col-
lected in the LHCb Upgrade II phase, will allow a precision measurement programme of CP violation
observables in b-baryon decays to be pursued, analogously to b-meson decays. A very interesting exam-
ple is the study of decays governed by b! u and b! c tree-level transitions, like the decays ⇤0

b! D0⇤
and ⇤0

b! D0pK�. These decays can be used to measure the angle � of the unitarity triangle [187–189]
in a similar way to what can be done with B0! DK+⇡� decays. The LHCb experiment reported the
first observation of the ⇤0

b! D0(K�⇡+)pK�, based on a signal yield of 163± 18 using a sample of pp
collisions corresponding to 1 fb�1 of integrated luminosity at a centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV [190].
Extrapolating to Upgrade II approximately 95000 signal decays are expected. However, extrapolating the
sensitivity to � is not easy, since it strongly depends on the values of the hadronic parameters involved in
the process. In addition, even though the determination of � from the analysis of these decays is expected
to be theoretically very clean, the possible polarisation of ⇤0

b baryons produced in pp collisions has to be
taken into account and might represent a limiting factor for high-precision measurements.

Another very interesting sector is that of beauty baryons decaying to final states without a charm
quark. These decays receive relevant contributions from b! d, s loop-level transitions, where new
physics beyond the SM may appear. Also in this case, similar quantities to those measured with B-
meson decays are available. For example, statistical precisions of O(10�3) and O(10�2) are expected
for the CP asymmetries of ⇤0

b! ph� and ⇤0
b! ⇤h+h� decays (with h = K, ⇡), respectively. Very

large signal yields are also expected in several multibody final states of ⇤0
b and ⌅b decays: about 106

⇤0
b! p⇡�⇡+⇡� and ⇤0

b! pK�K+K� decays, and about 105 ⌅0
b! pK�⇡+K� decays [191, 192].

Such a signal yield will allow very precise measurements of CP -violating quantities to be made over the
phase space of these decays, characterised by a rich set of resonances. Unfortunately, as for the charmless
decays of B mesons, the interpretation of these quantities in terms of CKM parameters is still unclear
from the theoretical point of view. Hence, more theoretical work is crucial to exploit the full potential of
beauty baryons.

Experimentally, the main issues are the determination of particle-antiparticle production asym-
metries and detection asymmetries that could mimic CP -violation effects. This task is generally more
difficult for heavy baryons, with respect to B mesons, since methods used for measuring meson produc-
tion asymmetries [193] cannot be applied. In addition, different interactions of baryons and antibaryons
with the detector material are difficult to calibrate. Nonetheless, several quantities can be measured in
b-baryon decays that are sensitive to different manifestations of CP violation and are largely unaffected
by experimental effects. A few examples are the difference of CP -violating asymmetries of particles
decaying to a similar final state, �ACP [194], triple-product asymmetries (TPA) [191] and energy-test
(ET) [195]. It is important to note that TPA and ET are important tools for discovery of CP violation in
multibody decays, while an amplitude analysis is required to study the source of CP violation.

2We thank I. Bigi for stressing the importance of baryon decays.
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Table 8: Uncertainties on inputs for the CKMfitter and UTFit projections.

Current Phase 1 Phase 2 Ref.
|Vud| ±0.00021 ±0.00021 ±0.00021 [38]

|Vus|f
K!⇡
+ (0) ±0.0004 ±0.0004 ±0.0004 [38]

|✏K |⇥ 103 ±0.011 ±0.011 ±0.011 [38]
�md [ps�1] ±0.0019 ±0.0019 ±0.0019 [197]
�ms [ps�1] ±0.021 ±0.021 ±0.021 [197]

|Vub|⇥ 103 (b! u`⌫̄) ±0.23 ±0.04 ±0.04 [196]
|Vcb|⇥ 103 (b! c`⌫̄) ±0.7 ±0.5 ±0.5 [196]

|Vub/Vcb| (⇤b) ±0.0050 ±0.0025 ±0.0008 See above
sin 2� ±0.017 ±0.005 ±0.003 Above & [196]
↵ [�] ±4.4 ±0.6 ±0.6 [196]
� [�] ±5.6 ±1 ±0.35 Above & [196]

�s [rad] ±0.031 ±0.014 ±0.004 See above
B(B ! ⌧⌫)⇥ 104 ±0.21 ±0.04 ±0.04 [196]

m̄c [GeV] ±0.012 (0.9%) ±0.005 (0.4%) ±0.005 (0.4%) See Sec. 11
m̄t [GeV] ±0.73 (0.4%) ±0.35 (0.2%) ±0.35 (0.2%) [38]
↵s(mZ) ±0.0011 (0.9%) ±0.0011 (0.9%) ±0.0011 (0.9%) [38]
fK!⇡
+ (0) ±0.0026 (0.3%) ±0.0012 (0.12%) ±0.0012 (0.12%) See Sec. 11
fK ±0.0006 (0.5%) ±0.0005 (0.4%) ±0.0005 (0.4%) See Sec. 11
BK ±0.012 (1.6%) ±0.005 (0.7%) ±0.004 (0.5%) See Sec. 11

fBs
[GeV] ±0.0025 (1.1%) ±0.0011 (0.5%) ±0.0011 (0.5%) See Sec. 11
BBs

±0.034 (2.8%) ±0.010 (0.8%) ±0.007 (0.5%) See Sec. 11
fBs

/fBd
±0.007 (0.6%) ±0.005 (0.4%) ±0.005 (0.4%) See Sec. 11

BBs
/BBd

±0.020 (1.9%) ±0.005 (0.5%) ±0.003 (0.3%) See Sec. 11

2.6 Future of global CKM fits
2.6.1 Summary of the projections
As discussed above, HL-LHC will improve the determination of several flavour observables crucial for
the extraction of CKM parameters. We consider two phases for the HL-LHC projections: in Phase 1,
we assume an integrated luminosity of 23 fb�1 for LHCb and 300 fb�1 for CMS/ATLAS; in Phase 2 we
have 300 fb�1 for LHCb and 3000 fb�1 for CMS/ATLAS. Several observables will be measured more
precisely at Belle-II. For uncertainties on these observables we use the 50 ab�1 projections in Ref. [196].
Since we are interested in the future sensitivity for Phase 1 and Phase 2, we choose the central values of
future measurements to coincide with their SM predictions using the current best-fit values of ⇢ and ⌘.

2.6.2 CKMfitter results
The inputs used by CKMfitter collaboration for the fits are shown in Table 8. For easier comparison the
“Current” column shows present uncertainties, taking central values corresponding to a perfect agree-
ment of the various constraints in the SM. Note that this choice does change slightly the present determi-
nation of CKM parameters – the global fit described in Sec. 2.3 exhibits slight discrepancies, in particular
for |Vus|, which currently increases the accuracy of the determination of the CKM parameters. In order
to determine the increase in accuracy on the CKM parameters in a fair way, we therefore compare the
three scenarios presented in Table 8 with the same central values taken to have perfect agreement (rather
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Table 9: The 68% CL uncertainties on the determination from the CKMfitter global fit.

Summer 18 Current Phase I Phase II
A 0.0129 0.0120 0.0058 0.0057
� 0.0002 0.0007 0.0004 0.0004
⇢̄ 0.0085 0.0085 0.0027 0.0018
⌘̄ 0.0083 0.0087 0.0024 0.0015

|Vub| 0.000076 0.000096 0.000027 0.000023
|Vcb| 0.00073 0.00070 0.00026 0.00025
|Vtd| 0.00017 0.00014 0.00006 0.00006
|Vts| 0.00068 0.00054 0.00026 0.00025

sin 2� 0.012 0.015 0.004 0.003
↵ (�) 1.4 1.4 0.4 0.3
� (�) 1.3 1.3 0.4 0.3

�s (rad) 0.00042 0.00042 0.00012 0.00010

than comparing the future projections with the CKMfitter results for the Summer 2018 update).
From the global fit we determine the 68% CL intervals for the 4 CKM parameters and other param-

eters of interest. In Fig. 21 we show the Phase 1 (left panels) and Phase 2 (right panels) determinations
in the standard UT plane for a global fit (upper), as well as when using only subsets of constraints, tree
only (middle) or loop only (lower panels). The uncertainties obtained are listed in Table 9. We show the
corresponding constraints for the Bs meson system also in Fig. 22, defining the apex of the Bs unitarity
triangle as [63]

⇢̄sb + i⌘̄sb = �VusV
⇤
ub

VcsV
⇤
cb
. (20)

2.6.3 UTfit results
The projection of the UT analysis in the HL-LHC era is obtained by performing a global fit using the
same future expected values of experimental and theoretical input parameters as CKMfitter, Table 8. In
particular, the lattice uncertainties for Phase 1 and Phase 2 are the same as Table 41 in Sec. 11. For both
theoretical and experimental parameters the SM expectations were taken as central values, in order to
ensure the compatibility of the extrapolated constraints.

The improvement of the UT global analysis can be appreciated in Fig. 23, where the present and
future Phase 1 and Phase 2 constraints on the standard UT plane are shown next to each other, after
zooming into the SM preferred region. For a more quantitative comparison we collect in Table 10 the
uncertainties on the indirect determination of CKM parameters and angles, obtained from the predic-
tive posterior p.d.f.’s (i.e., obtained without including the corresponding direct measurements in the fit).
These uncertainties are reduced by a factor 3–5 for Phase 1, and are further reduced by up to a factor
of 2 for Phase 2, allowing for an increasingly improved tests of the SM, as discussed next. A similar
progression of improvements is seen in the projections from CKMfitter collaboration, cf. Fig. 21.

2.7 Future extrapolation of constraints on NP in �F = 2 amplitudes
The Unitarity Triangle Analysis can be generalized beyond the SM to obtain a simultaneous determi-
nation of CKM parameters and NP contributions to �F = 2 amplitudes [60, 198]. Assuming that
NP is absent (or negligible) in charged current amplitudes, but allowing for NP to be present in FCNC
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Fig. 21: Constraints on the unitarity triangle from the CKMfitter global analysis: global fit (top), tree
only (center), loop only (bottom), for Phase 1 (left) and Phase 2 (right).
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Fig. 23: Present (left) and future (center: phase 1, right: phase 2) constraints in the (⇢̄, ⌘̄) plane (UTfit
collaboration).

Table 10: Relative uncertainties on the predictions of UT parameters and angles, using current and
extrapolated input values for measurements and theoretical parameters (UTfit collaboration).

� ⇢̄ ⌘̄ A sin 2� � ↵ �s
Current 0.12% 9% 3% 1.5% 4.5% 3% 2.5% 3%
Phase 1 0.12% 2% 0.8% 0.6% 0.9% 0.9% 0.7% 0.8%
Phase 2 0.12% 1% 0.6% 0.5% 0.6% 0.8% 0.4% 0.5%

amplitudes, where its virtual effects compete with loop-level SM amplitudes, we can still use the mea-
surements of |Vud|, |Vus|, |Vcb|, |Vub|, � and ↵ (allowing for NP contributions in penguins, but barring
order-of-magnitude enhancements of electroweak penguins) to obtain the “tree-level” determination of
the UT. This allows us to obtain the SM prediction for K, Bd and Bs mixing amplitudes. Comparing
them with the experimental results we can extract C"K = "K/"SMK and

CBq
e
i�Bq =

hBq|H
SM+NP|B̄qi

hBq|H
SM|B̄qi

. (21)

The SM point is Ci = 1,�i = 0. Using semileptonic asymmetries it is possible to break the degeneracy
for � $ � + 180� present in the tree-level determination of the CKM matrix [199], getting rid of the
solution in the third quadrant. We then obtain the results in Table 11 for the projected errors on CKM
parameters and on the NP parameters. Note that at present the NP contribution that are about an order of
magnitude smaller than the SM are still perfectly allowed. At the end of Phase 2 we will be able to probe
amplitudes that are another factor of 4 smaller than possible at present (corresponding to about a factor
of 2 higher reach in the NP scale for dimension 6 NP operators). The corresponding two-dimensional
distributions for Bd and Bs mixing are shown in Fig. 24.

Combining the results of the generalized UT analysis with the constraints on CP violation in D
mixing from Sec. 3.7.5, we can consider the most general �F = 2 effective Hamiltonian and place
bounds on its coefficients (barring accidental cancellations). The most general effective Hamiltonians
for �F = 2 processes beyond the SM have the following form [200] (with q1q2 = sd, uc, bq for
M = K,D,Bq)

HM�M̄
e↵ =

5X

i=1

CiQ
q1q2
i +

3X

i=1

C̃i Q̃
q1q2
i , (22)
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Table 11: Present and future uncertainties on CKM and NP parameters from the generalized UT analysis
(UTfit collaboration).

⇢̄ ⌘̄ C"K CBd
�Bd

[�] CBs
�Bs

[�]
Current 0.030 0.028 0.12 0.11 1.8 0.09 0.89
Phase 2 0.0047 0.0040 0.036 0.030 0.28 0.026 0.29
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Fig. 24: The present (green) and future Phase 2 (blue) constraints on NP contributions to Bd-B̄d (left)
and Bs-B̄s (right) mixing, with 1� (2�) regions shown with darker (lighter) shading.

where the operator basis consists of dimension 6 operators Q
qiqj
1 =

�
q̄↵jL�µq

↵
iL

��
q̄�jL�

µq�iL
�
, Qqiqj

2 =
�
q̄↵jRq

↵
iL

��
q̄�jRq

�
iL

�
, Qqiqj

3 =
�
q̄↵jRq

�
iL

��
q̄�jRq

↵
iL

�
, Qqiqj

4 =
�
q̄↵jRq

↵
iL

��
q̄�jLq

�
iR

�
, Qqiqj

5 =
�
q̄↵jRq

�
iL

��
q̄�jLq

↵
iR

�
,

and the operators Q̃qiqj
1,2,3 that are obtained from the Q

qiqj
1,2,3 by exchanging L $ R. Here qR,L = PR,L q,

with PR,L = (1±�5)/2, and ↵ and � are colour indices. Following the procedure detailed in Ref. [198],
the UTFit collaboration obtained p.d.f.’s for the Wilson coefficients based on the extrapolated UT and D
mixing analyses. For self-consistency, the coefficients are computed at a scale µH roughly corresponding
to the bound on the NP scale ⇤ that one obtains from the analysis (see below). The present and expected
Phase 2 allowed regions at 95% probability on the Wilson coefficients

Ci(⇤) =
FiLi

⇤2 , (23)

are reported in Fig. 25. In the left panel in Fig. 25 the flavour and loop factors were set to Fi = Li = 1,
i.e., this shows the limits on the mass of NP states that contribute to meson mixing at tree level and
couple with O(1) strength to the corresponding SM fermions. In Fig. 25 right, the flavour factor was set
to Fi = Vtq1V

⇤
tq2 , and the loop factor to Li = ↵2

2, with ↵2 the weak structure constant. That is, the right
panel of Fig. 25 shows the reach for masses of NP states that have MFV-like couplings to SM fermions
and contribute only at one loop level.
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3 Charm-quark probes of new physics
Authors (TH): J. Brod, S. Fajfer, A. Kagan, A. Lenz, L. Silvestrini.

In the SM, the FCNC processes involving charmed hadrons are suppressed compared to those
involving strange or beauty hadrons since they are proportional to the small breaking of the GIM mech-
anism by the bottom quark mass. This also means that the contributions from long-distance physics,
due to intermediate d, s quarks, are relatively more important, complicating the predictions. Moreover,
due to small off-diagonal CKM matrix elements the third generation approximately factorizes from the
first two generations, leading to additional suppression of the CP violating effects in charmed hadrons.
The charmed hadrons can then be used as sensitive probes of new physics in the up-quark sector, to
the extent that theoretical uncertainties can be brought under control, e.g., by constructing null tests, or
circumvented by using experimental data.

3.1 Charm mixing
Weak interactions mix D0 and D̄0 mesons, so that the mass eigenstates are |D1,2i = p|D0i ± q|D̄0i.
By convention |D2i is CP-even in the absence of CP violation. The mass and width differences,�M =
m2 �m1, and �� = �2 � �1, are parametrized as

x ⌘ �MD/�D = 0.46% ± 0.13% , y ⌘ ��D/(2�D) = 0.62% ± 0.07%. (24)

Here � is the total decay rate of the neutral D mesons, while the numerical values are from the fits to
the experimental measurements [197]. As follows from Eq. (24), it appears that in D system x ⇠ y or
�12 ⇠M12. This is to be contrasted with the B system, where |�12/M12|⌧ 1 holds. We also define the
“theoretical” mixing parameters,

x12 ⌘
2|MD

12|
�D

, y12 ⌘
|�D12|
�D

, �12 ⌘ arg

 
MD

12

�D12

!
, (25)

where MD
12 and �D12 are the dispersive and absorptive contributions to the D0 � D0 mixing amplitude,

hD0|H|D̄0i = MD
12 � i

2�
D
12. The phase �12 gives rise to CP violation in mixing, cf. Sec. 3.2. Its

magnitude is currently bounded to lie below ⇠ 100 mrad at 95% CL [197, 201]. These parameters are
related to x and y as,

(x� iy)2 = x212 � y212 � 2 i x12y12 cos�12 , (26)

so that, up to negligible corrections quadratic in sin�12 (in general, |y|  y12 [202, 203]),

|x| = x12, |y| = y12 . (27)

It is convenient to begin the discussion of the SM mixing amplitudes with their U -spin flavor
symmetry decomposition [204, 205]. Employing CKM unitarity, �d + �s + �b = 0, with �x = VcxV

⇤
ux,

�D12 can be written as

�D12 =
(�s � �d)

2

4
�2 +

(�s � �d)�b
2

�1 +
�2b
4
�0 , (28)

where

�2 = �ss + �dd � 2�sd ⇠ (s̄s� d̄d)2 = O(✏2) ,

�1 = �ss � �dd ⇠ (s̄s� d̄d)(s̄s + d̄d) = O(✏) ,

�0 = �ss + �dd + 2�sd ⇠ (s̄s + d̄d)2 = O(1) ,

(29)

with ✏ ⇠ 0.2 denoting the U -spin breaking parameter. The �2,1,0 are the �U3 = 0 elements of the U -
spin 5-plet, triplet, and singlet, respectively. The individual �ij are identified, at the quark level, with box
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diagrams containing on-shell internal i and j quarks. They possess flavor structure �ij ⇠ (̄ii)(j̄j)(ūc)2,
where the external u and c quarks are irrelevant for the U -spin decomposition. The U -spin decomposition
of MD

12 is analogous to Eq. (28), with � ! M replacement everywhere. At the level of quark box
diagrams, M1,0 also receive contributions containing internal b quarks. The small value of �b ⇠ O(10�4)
implies that we can neglect the �U = 1, 0 contributions to the mass and width differences, even though
the �U = 2 piece is higher order in ✏.

Evaluation of the SM mixing amplitudes is very challenging, because the charm quark mass lies
at an intermediate scale between the masses of the light quarks and the bottom quark. Broadly speak-
ing, there are two approaches: (i) an inclusive one employing the operator product expansion (OPE),
which expands in powers of ⇤QCD/mc, as in the heavy quark expansion (HQE), and assumes that local
quark-hadron duality holds [206–209]; and (ii) an exclusive one in which y is estimated by summing
over contributions of exclusive states, and x is estimated via a dispersion relation which relates it to y. In
the first approach, the HQE applied to �D12, combined with the relevant non-perturbative dimension six
operator matrix elements evaluated in [210–213], yields contributions of the individual �ij to y that are
five times larger than the experimental value [214]. This corresponds to �ij ⇠ �

D, which is not surpris-
ing, given that the HQE can accommodate the charm meson lifetimes [213,215]. However, the result for
�2, cf. Eqs. (28), (29), yields a value of y lying about four orders of magnitude below experiment, due
to large GIM-cancellations between the �ij contributions. Evidently, the inclusive approach is not well
suited for analyzing the U -spin breaking responsible for D0�D0 mixing, i.e., the charm quark is not suf-
ficiently massive, and (ms �md)/⇤QCD is not sufficiently small. First estimates of the dimension nine
contribution in the HQE [216] indicate an enhancement compared to the leading dimension six terms,
but do not alter this conclusion. The HQE result ✓2c �ij ⇠ 5 y would require large U -spin violation,
e.g. O(✏2) = 20% in �2, cf. (29), which could be attributed to long-distance duality violation [203].
One possibility for directly addressing the origin of U -spin violation in D0 � D0 mixing is the second
(exclusive) approach mentioned above.

The starting point for the exclusive approach [204, 205, 217–219] is a sum over the decay modes
contributing to the absorptive and dispersive mixing amplitudes, see e.g. [220],

�D12 =
X

f

⇢fA
⇤
f Āf ; MD

12 = hD0|H�D=2|D̄0i+ P
X

f

A⇤
f Āf

m2
D

0 � E2
f

, (30)

where Af = hf |H�c=1|D
0i and Āf = hf |H�c=1|D̄

0i are the D0 ! f and D̄0 ! f decay amplitudes,
respectively, ⇢f is the density of the state f , and P is the principal value. Unfortunately, the charm quark
mass is not sufficiently light for D meson decays to be dominated by a few final states. Moreover, the
strong phase differences entering �D12, and the off-shell decay amplitudes entering MD

12 are not calcula-
ble from first principles. Thus, simplified treatments of SU(3)F flavor symmetry breaking have been
utilized. A rough U -spin based estimate for y is simply obtained from the first term in (28),

y = sin2 ✓c ⇥ �2/�
D ⇠ sin2 ✓C ⇥ ✏2 ⇠ (0.2� 5)%, (31)

where we have taken �2 ⇠ �
D✏2 (which can be motivated by the HQE result �ij ⇠ �

D); and ✏ ⇠ 0.2�1,
corresponding to variation from nominal to maximal U -spin breaking. The authors of [204, 217] only
took SU(3)F -breaking phase space effects into account in the exclusive sum. They found that y .
1% could naturally be realized, where a value at the high end would require contributions from higher
multiplicity final states, due to the larger SU(3)F breaking effects near threshold (consistent with the
large U -spin breaking required from duality violations in the OPE/HQE approach). This conclusion was
subsequently supported in [218, 219], which added experimental branching ratio inputs together with
factorization based models for dynamical SU(3)F breaking effects, e.g., in the form factors and strong
phases. Rough dispersion relation estimates in [217, 218] suggested that |x/y| ⇠ 0.1� 1.

We conclude that the estimates of x and y in the SM are consistent with their measured values, cf.
(24). Unfortunately, the large theoretical uncertainties eliminate the window for NP in these quantities.
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The situation is markedly different for the CPV mixing observables, due to their large suppression in the
SM, as discussed below. On a very long time-scale, direct lattice calculations might be able to predict
the SM values of x and y by building on the methods described in [221].

3.2 CP violation in D
0 � D

0 mixing
In the SM, CP violation (CPV) in D0�D0 mixing is highly suppressed, entering at O(|VcbVub/VcsVus|) ⇠
10�3. This raises several questions, which we briefly address, based on work to appear in [222]: What
is the resulting theoretical uncertainty on the indirect CPV observables? How large is the current win-
dow for New Physics (NP)? What is an appropriate parametrization for indirect CPV effects, given the
expected sensitivity in the LHCb/Belle-II era?

There are two types of CPV due to mixing; both are referred to as “indirect” CPV. The first is CPV
due to interference between the dispersive and absorptive mixing amplitudes (“CPVMIX”), which arises
when �12 6= 0. CPVMIX can be directly measured via the semileptonic CP asymmetry

ASL ⌘
�(D0 ! K+`�⌫)� �(D̄0 ! K�`+⌫)

�(D0 ! K+`�⌫) + �(D̄0 ! K�`+⌫)
=

|q/p|4 � 1

|q/p|4 + 1
=

2x12y12
x212 + y212

sin�12 . (32)

The second type of indirect CPV is due to interference between a direct decay amplitude and a “mixed”
amplitude followed by decay (“CPVINT”), i.e., interference between D0 ! f and D0 ! D̄0 ! f . For
decays to a CP eigenstate final state, there are two CPVINT observables [223, 224],

�Mf ⌘
M12

|M12|
Af

Af

= ⌘CP
f

�����
Af

Af

����� e
i�

M
f , ��f ⌘

�12
|�12|

Af

Af

= ⌘CP
f

�����
Af

Af

����� e
i�

�
f , (33)

parametrizing the interference for a dispersive and absorptive mixing amplitudes, respectively. The �Mf
and ��f are CPV weak phases, with �12 = �Mf � �

�
f , while ⌘CP

f = +(�) for CP even (odd) final states.
In general, �Mf and ��f are final-state specific due to non-universal weak and strong phases entering the
CKM suppressed SM (and potential NP) contributions to the subleading decay amplitudes.

Non-vanishing �Mf and ��f yield time-dependent CP asymmetries. For example, in singly Cabibbo
suppressed (SCS) decays to CP-eigenstates, f = K+K�, ⇡+⇡�, ..., the effective decay widths, �̂, for
D0 and D̄0 decays (the time-dependence of these decays can, to good approximation, be parametrized
in exponential form / e��̂ ⌧ , where ⌧ ⌘ �Dt ) will differ,

�Yf ⌘
�̂
D̄

0!f
� �̂

D
0!f

2�D
= �x12 sin�Mf + adf y12 . (34)

The first and second terms on the RHS are the dispersive CPVINT and direct CPV contributions, re-
spectively, where the direct CP asymmetry is defined as adf = 1 �

��Āf/Af

��. They can, in principle,
be disentangled via measurements of the corresponding time-integrated CP asymmetries (43), which
satisfy ACP (D0 ! h+h�) = �Y

h
+
h
� hti/⌧D + ad

h
+
h
� . Examples of time-dependent CP asymmetries

in decays to non-CP eigenstates include the SCS final states f = K⇤K or f = ⇢⇡, and the Cabibbo
favored/doubly Cabibbo suppressed (CF/DCS) final states f = K±⇡⌥. These asymmetries generally
depend on both �Mf and ��f , unlike decays to CP eigenstates, due to the additional strong phases [222].

The dispersive and absorptive observables are simply related [222] to the more familiar parametriza-
tion of indirect CPV, see, e.g., [220]. The latter consists of |q/p|� 1, and

�f ⌘
q

p

Āf

Af
= �⌘CP

f

���f
�� ei��f , (35)

for CP eigenstate final states, and pairs of observables �f , �f̄ for non-CP eigenstate final states. The
same number of independent parameters is employed in each case (recall that �12 = �Mf � �

�
f ).
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Single mrad precision for �12 could become a realistic target at LHCb, see below and Sec. 3.7,
to be compared with the current ⇠ 50 � 100 mrad bounds [95% CL] quoted by HFLAV and UTfit
Collaboration [197, 201]. Thus, we must estimate the final state dependence in �Mf , ��f due to the
subleading decay amplitudes, and consider how to best parameterize this. This is accomplished via the
U -spin flavor symmetry decomposition of the D0 �D0 mixing amplitudes given in Eq. (28). We define
three theoretical CPV phases

��2 ⌘ arg

 
�12

��U=2
12

!
, �M2 ⌘ arg

 
M12

��U=2
12

!
, �2 ⌘ arg

✓
q

p
��U=2
12

◆
, (36)

which are the theoretical analogs of the final state dependent phases �Mf , ��f , and ��f , respectively. The
U -spin breaking hierarchy �1/�2 = O(1/✏) yields the estimate

��2 ⇡ Im

✓
2�b

�s � �d
�1
�2

◆
⇠
����
�b
✓c

���� sin � ⇥
1

✏
, (37)

and similarly for �M2 (the O(�2b) contributions are negligible). Taking the nominal value ✏ ⇠ 0.2 for
U -spin breaking, we obtain the rough SM estimates

�12 ⇠ �
�
2 ⇠ �

M
2 ⇠ 3⇥ 10�3 . (38)

Comparison with the current 95% CL bounds on �12 implies that there is an O(10) window for NP in
indirect CPV. An alternative expression for ��2 follows from (37) via the relation �2 ⇠= y �D,

|��2 | =

����
sin � �b �s

y

����
|�1|
�D
⇡ 0.005

|�1|
�D
⇠ 0.005 ✏ , (39)

where in the last relation we have taken �1 ⇠ �
D✏ (recall that the HQE yields �ij ⇠ �

D). In principle,
�1 can be estimated via the exclusive approach as more data on SCS D0 decay branching ratios and
direct CP asymmetries becomes available.

The misalignments between �Mf , ��f , ��f in (33), (35), and their theoretical counterparts satisfy

��f ⌘ �
�
f � �

�
2 = �Mf � �

M
2 = �2 � ��f . (40)

We can characterize the magnitude of the misalignment ��f in the SM as follows: (i) For CF/DCS
decays it is precisely known and negligible, i.e., ��f = O(�2b/✓

2
c ); (ii) In SCS decays, ��f is related

to direct CPV as ��f = adf cot � via the U -spin decomposition of the decay amplitudes [225], where
a strong phase � = O(1) is expected due to large rescattering at the charm mass scale. Thus, for
f = ⇡+⇡�, K+K�, the experimental bounds adf . O(10�3) imply that ��f . O(10�3); (iii) In
SCS decays, ��f = O(�b sin �/✓c) ⇥ cot �, i.e., it is O(1) in SU(3)F breaking. Thus, (37) yields
��f/�

�
2 = O(✏), implying an order of magnitude suppression of the misalignment. An exception to

property (iii) arises in D0 ! KsKs, where the leading “tree-level" decay amplitude enters at O(✏) [226],
thus yielding ��KsKs

/��2 = O(1). Note that ��
K

⇤0
KS

could also be enhanced due to a suppression of
the leading amplitudes [227].

In the HL-LHC era, a single pair of dispersive and absorptive phases, identified with �M2 and ��2 ,
respectively, should suffice to parametrize all indirect CPV effects. We refer to this fortunate circum-
stance as approximate universality. Moreover, approximate universality generalizes beyond the SM un-
der the following conservative assumptions about NP contributions: (i) they can be neglected in CF/DCS
decays (a highly exotic NP flavor structure would otherwise be required in order to evade the ✏K con-
straint [228]); (ii) in SCS decays they are of similar size or smaller than the SM QCD penguin amplitudes,
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as already hinted at by the experimental bounds on the direct CP asymmetries ad
K

+
K

� , ad
⇡
+
⇡
� . These

assumptions can be tested by future direct CPV measurements.
Under approximate universality, �Mf ! �M2 and ��f ! ��2 in expressions for time-dependent CP

asymmetries. A global fit to the CPV data for any two of the three phases, �M2 , ��2 , �12, is equivalent to
the traditional two-parameter fit for |q/p| and � , where � is identified with �2 [222]. The relations

����
q

p

����� 1 ⇡ |x||y|
x2 + y2

sin�12, tan 2(�2 + ��) ⇡ � x212
x212 + y212

sin 2�12 , (41)

together with �12 = �M2 � �
�
2 , allow one to translate between (�2, |q/p|) and (�M2 ,��2 ). To illustrate

the potential reach of LHCb in �M2 and ��2 from prompt charm production at 300 fb�1, the projected
statistical errors on �, |q/p|, x, y from D0 ! Ks⇡

+⇡� (combined with the Belle error correlation
matrix [229]), and on�Yf = �A�, given in the last rows of Tables 14 and 16, and assuming the central
values |q/p| = 1, � = 0, x = 0.57%, and y = 0.7%, yield

�(�M2 ) = 2 mrad, �(��2 ) = 5 mrad . (42)

The projected statistical errors are smaller for D0 ! K+⇡�⇡�⇡+ than for D0 ! Ks⇡
+⇡�, cf. Tab. 15.

Thus, if the systematic errors are not prohibitively large, cf. Sec. 3.7, LHCb could probe indirect CPV in
the SM.

Finally, we remark, that if NP predominantly couples to left-handed quark currents, there are
strong correlations between NP contributions to D � D̄ and K � K̄ mixing [230, 231]. In such a case,
the combination of measurements in these two systems is particularly powerful.

3.3 Direct CP violating probes
Direct CP asymmetries,

ACP (D0 ! h�h+) ⌘ �(D0 ! h�h+)� �(D0 ! h�h+)

�(D0 ! h�h+) + �(D0 ! h�h+)
, (43)

with h a light meson, are suppressed in the SM but could be enhanced by NP. A prominent test of direct
CPV in charm is the observable

�ACP = ACP (K�K+)�ACP (⇡�⇡+), (44)

which measures the difference between direct CPV in SCS modes D0 ! K+K� and D0 ! ⇡+⇡�. This
is despite that the SM prediction is hard to obtain. However, assuming nominal breaking of the SU(3)
flavor symmetry, ✏ ⇡ fK/f⇡�1 ⇡ O(20 %), one can infer from the observed branching ratios of the CF
decayD0 ! ⇡+K� and DCS decay D0 ! ⇡�K+ a consistent picture involving large matrix elements
for U -spin breaking penguin [225, 232–236] (see also [237]). These can account, in the presence of
large strong phases, for values of �ACP . 0.2% [238], in accordance with the current measurements.
Light cone QCD sum rule calculations, on the other hand, predict a much smaller quantity, �ACP =
(0.020±0.003)% [239]. LHCb is expected to probe far into this region after Upgrade II (see Sec. 3.7.6).

SCS D decay modes are sensitives probes of CP violation in and beyond the SM [240]. Other
decay modes can also be sensitive to CP asymmetries of the same order, both in the SM and in NP ex-
tensions that modify the QCD penguin operators. Besides the modes D+ ! K+K̄0 and D+

s ! ⇡+K0,
obtained from the above via exchange of the spectator quark, the mode D0 ! KSKS is particularly inter-
esting, because a large CP asymmetry . 1 % can be expected [226,238]. The related D ! KK⇤ modes
have smaller asymmetries, but this can be compensated by the higher experimental efficiency [227]. Such
quasi two-body decays can interfere, if they contribute to the same three- or four-body final state, which
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needs to be taken into account in the analysis (for theory discussion, see, e.g., [241], for experimental
prospects at LHCb Upgrade II see Sec. 3.7.6).

Another interesting class of observables are the semileptonic D decays, D ! P `+`� and D !
P1P2`

+`�, where P, P1, P2 are light pseudoscalars. In analogy to the well-studied corresponding semilep-
tonic B decay modes, interesting null tests of CP violation can be constructed [242–244]. In certain
regions of phase space, the CP asymmetries can be largely enhanced via interferences with resonances,
which makes these decays an interesting class of observables for LHCb [245].

A set of observables related to direct CP asymmetry are bT -violating triple products [246] (see
also Sec. 3.7.6). To be nonzero they require a source of CPV, and at least three independent momenta
or polarization vectors in the final state, such as in D ! V V decays or decays to four pseudoscalars.
Unlike direct CP asymmetry, the bT -violating triple products can be nonzero even in the case of vanishing
strong phase differences.

3.4 Null tests from isospin sum rules
SM predictions for hadronic D decays are notoriously difficult. In some cases it is possible to obtain
strong indications for the presence of NP by relating various modes using the approximate flavor sym-
metry SU(3) (invariance under interchange of up, down, and strange quarks) or the more precise isospin
(invariance under interchange of up and down quarks).

Probably the simplest example is the D+ ! ⇡+⇡0 decay [238]. The final state has isospin I = 2
which cannot be reached from the I = 1/2 initial state via the �I = 1/2 QCD penguin operators,
predicting very suppressed direct CPV in the SM. An important question in this context is the size
of isospin-breaking effects. Isospin-breaking due to QED and the difference of up- and down-quark
mass is CP conserving and can be safely neglected. The electroweak penguin contribution is relatively
suppressed by ↵/↵s in the SM. Thus, enhanced direct CPV in D+ ! ⇡+⇡0 would signal the presence
of isospin-violating NP.

Another example is the sum of rate differences [247]

|A
⇡
+
⇡
� |2 � |Ā

⇡
+
⇡
� |2 + |A

⇡
0
⇡
0 |2 � |Ā

⇡
0
⇡
0 |2

� 3

2

�
|A

⇡
+
⇡
0 |2 � |Ā

⇡
�
⇡
0 |2
�

= 3
�
|A1/2|

2 � |Ā1/2|
2�,

(45)

which depends only on �I = 1/2 amplitudes. There are two possibilities. If the sum is non-zero,
there are �I = 1/2 contributions to CP violation; they can be due to SM or NP. If the sum is zero, but
the individual asymmetries are non-zero, the CP asymmetries are likely dominated by �I = 3/2 NP
contributions. More sum rules, involving also vector meson final states, can be devised for the decay
modes D ! ⇢⇡, D ! K(⇤)K̄(⇤)⇡(⇢), D+

s ! K⇤⇡(⇢) [247]. For an exhaustive list of sum rules based
on the flavor SU(3) or its subgroups, see Refs. [248–250]. For decays with only charged particles in
the final state a significant improvement in precision is projected at LHCb Upgrade II. The final states
with neutral pions are more challenging (for experimental prospects at LHCb Upgrade II see Sec. 3.7.6).
However, precise information on these CP asymmetries is expected from Belle-II.

3.5 Radiative and leptonic charm decays
In the down-type quark sector the GIM suppression is less effective because of the large top quark mass,
so that the diagrams with the top-quark running in the loop dominate. In the charm sector the GIM
suppression is more efficient at least at the perturbative level, since none of the down-type quarks are
heavy. The exact suppression for a particular FCNC decay depends on how well the GIM suppression
is carried over to the non-perturbative contributions (“long distance” physics). The result is that the SM
branching ratios for radiative and leptonic charm decays, while suppressed, are in general not too small
to be out of reach. The branching ratios for semi-leptonic FCNC decays, such as D ! P ``, D ! V ``,
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and D ! PP `` are at the level of 10�7 � 10�6, while for the radiative decays, D ! V �, they are at
the level of 10�4� 10�5. The branching ratios for these decays are resonance dominated, and this holds
true even in the presence of new physics. However, one can still search for new physics effects by using
appropriate observables such as CP asymmetries, polarization asymmetries, and angular observables, as
well as enhancements of differential rates away from resonance regions.

3.5.1 Radiative Decays
The effective weak Lagrangian for the exclusive c! u� FCNC transitions D ! V � is, see, e.g., [243],

Lweak
eff =

4GFp
2

✓ X

q2{d,s}

V ⇤
cqVuq

2X

i=1

CiO
(q)
i +

6X

i=3

CiOi +
8X

i=7

�
CiOi + C 0

iO
0
i

�◆
, (46)

with the operators O2(1) = (ūL�µ(T a)qL)(qL�
µ(T a)cL), O(0)

7 = emc/16⇡2(ūL(R)�
µ⌫cR(L))Fµ⌫ and

O(0)
8 = gsmc/16⇡2(ūL(R)�

µ⌫T acR(L))G
a
µ⌫ . The SM effective Wilson coefficients C(eff)

i , which absorb
the universal long-distance effects from quark loops in perturbation theory, are known at two-loop level
in QCD [243, 251–253]. The authors of Ref. [243] improved the SM prediction for the branching ratios
of D ! V �, by including power corrections and updating the hybrid model predictions. The hybrid
model combines the heavy quark effective theory and chiral perturbation theory using experimentally
measured parameters [254, 255]. They also included corrections to the perturbative Wilson coefficients
by employing a QCD based approach, worked out for B physics as reviewed in [243]. Updated values
for the SM Wilson coefficients at leading order in ↵s are given in [242, 243, 251]. The GIM mechanism
suppresses strongly Ceff

8 in the SM. The experimental branching ratio for the Cabibbo allowed decay is
B(D0 ! K⇤(892)�) = (4.1 ± 0.7) ⇥ 10�4 and for the Cabibbo suppressed decays B(D0 ! ��) =
(2.74 ± 0.19) ⇥ 10�5, B(D0 ! ⇢0�) = (1.76 ± 0.31) ⇥ 10�5 [256]. The hybrid model predicts
in the SM B(D0 ! ⇢0�)SM = (0.041 � 1.17) ⇥ 10�5, B(D0 ! ��)SM = (0.24 � 2.8)) ⇥ 10�5,
B(D0 ! K̄⇤0�)SM = (0.26 � 4.6) ⇥ 10�4 [243, 257]. The NP scenarios discussed in Ref. [257] can
contribute at the loop level to Ceff

7,8, and cannot significantly modify the branching ratios. However, the
NP induced CPV asymmetry was found to still be modest, e.g., ⇠ O(10%) for D0 ! ⇢0�. In the case
of baryonic mode ⇤c ! p� the rate is estimated to be ⇠ O(10�5). The forward-backward asymmetry
of photon momentum relative to ⇤c boost probes the handedness of c ! u� transitions. It can be 0.2
in the SM, and somewhat smaller within scenarios of NP discussed in [243, 257]. The probes of photon
polarization include time-dependent analysis in D0, D̄0 ! V �, where V = ⇢�,K0,�, or an up-down
asymmetry in D(s) ! K1(! K⇡⇡)� [258].

3.5.2 Rare leptonic decays of charm
To describe NP effects the effective Lagrangian for the c ! u ¯̀̀ has to be extended by the following
operators

O9(10) =
e2

(4⇡)2
(ū�µPLc)(¯̀�µ(�5)`) , OS(P ) =

e2

(4⇡)2
(ūPRc)(¯̀(�5)`) ,

OT =
e2

(4⇡)2
(ū�µ⌫c)(¯̀�

µ⌫`) , OT5 =
e2

(4⇡)2
(ū�µ⌫c)(¯̀�

µ⌫�5`).

(47)

Among these only C9 is nonzero in the SM. For each Oi one can introduce O0
i with the corresponding

Wilson coefficient C 0
i by replacing the chirality operator PL = 1/2(1 � �5) by PR = 1/2(1 + �5)

[259]. In Ref. [242] the authors obtained (N)NLO QCD SM Wilson coefficients at µc = mc, C7 '
(�0.0011 � 0.0041i) and C9 ' �0.021Xds, where Xds = V ⇤

cdVudL(m2
d, q

2) + V ⇤
csVusL(m2

s, q
2), with

L(m2, q2) defined in eq. (B1) of [242]. In the range of mc/
p

2  µc 
p

2mc the effective Wilson
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Table 12: Maximal experimentally allowed magnitudes of the Wilson coefficients, |C̃i| = |VubV
⇤
cbCi|,

obtained from non-resonant part of D+ ! ⇡+µ+µ� decay, low q2 region I: q2 2 [0.0625, 0.276] GeV2;
high q2 region: q2 2 [1.56, 4.00]GeV2); and from B(D0 ! µ+µ�) < 7.6 ⇥ 10�9 at 95% C.L. [260].
The last row applies to the case C̃9 = ±C̃10. All the bounds assume real Ci, and also apply to coefficients
with flipped chirality, C̃ 0

j .

|C̃i|max

B(⇡µµ)I B(⇡µµ)II B(D0 ! µµ)

C̃7 2.4 1.6 -
C̃9 2.1 1.3 -
C̃10 1.4 0.92 0.63
C̃S 4.5 0.38 0.049
C̃P 3.6 0.37 0.049
C̃T 4.1 0.76 -
C̃T5 4.4 0.74 -

C̃9 = ±C̃10 1.3 0.81 0.63

coefficients were found to be (�0.0014�0.0054i)  C7  (�0.00087�0.0033i) and�0.060Xds(µc =p
2mc)  C9  0.030Xds(µc = mc/

p
2). In the small q2 & 1 GeV2 region |C9| . 5 · 10�4.

One can consider contributions of this effective Lagrangian in the exclusive decay channels. For
the D meson di-leptonic decays the best upper bound to date is obtained by the LHCb collaboration
at the 90% CL [260] B(D0 ! µ+µ�) < 6.2 ⇥ 10�9. In the decay D+ ! ⇡+µ+µ� the LHCb
experiment determined bounds on the branching ratio in the two kinematic regions of the di-lepton mass,
chosen to be either below or above the dominant resonant contributions. The measured total branching
ratio, obtained by extrapolating spectra over the non-resonant region, is [261] B(D+ ! ⇡+µ+µ�) <
8.3⇥ 10�8, while the separate branching fractions in the low- and high-q2 bins are bounded to be below
B(⇡+µ+µ�)I < 2.5⇥ 10�8 for region I, q2 2 [0.0625, 0.276] GeV2, and B(⇡+µ+µ�)II < 2.9⇥ 10�8

for region II, q2 2 [1.56, 4.00]GeV2 [261]. These can be used to put bounds on Wilson coefficients.
Allowing for NP contributions to only one Wilson coefficient at a time gives the upper bounds listed in
Table 12, where C̃i = VubV

⇤
cbCi [259]. The bound on B(D0 ! µ+µ�) gives the most stringent bounds

on CS,P,10 Wilson coefficients.

For baryonic c! u`+`� transitions the relevant form factors are known from lattice QCD calcu-
lations for the ⇤c ! p`+`� decay [262]. The dominant contributions to the branching ratio come from
resonant regions of ⇤c ! p⇢, (!,�) with ⇢, ! and � decaying to µ+µ�. This permits to investigate the
impact of NP on the differential branching ratio, the fraction of longitudinally polarized di-muons and
the forward-backward asymmetry. The upper 90% CL bound B(⇤c ! pµ+µ�)exp < 7.7⇥ 10�8 [263],
obtained by excluding the ±40 MeV intervals around resonances still allows NP contribution in C9 and
C10. The ⇤c ! pµ+µ� forward-backward asymmetry appears as a result of a nonzero C10 Wilson coef-
ficient, generated by the NP. Therefore this observable provides a clean null test of the SM as suggested
in Ref. [262].

The above bounds allow for appreciable NP contributions. An example are leptoquark mediators
[264], which are well motivated as the NP explanations of the B-meson anomalies, see, e.g., [265].
Refs. [242] and [259] showed that leptoquark exchanges do not affect much the branching ratios, but
can lead to CP asymmetries in D ! ⇡l+l� and Ds ! Kl+l� of a few percent [242, 266]. Namely,
such CP asymmetries are defined close to the � resonance that couples to the lepton pair and they can
be generated by imaginary parts of the C7 Wilson coefficients in the effective Lagrangian for c! ul+l�
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processes. In the case of any NP scenario one cannot consider any charm rare decays without considering
bounds from the D0 � D̄0 oscillation as pointed out in [267]. In some particular NP scenarios, bounds
on NP are stronger if from the D0 � D̄0 oscillation.

In addition, if the NP is realized by the left-handed doublets of the weak isospin, then NP present
in B physics also inevitably appears in charm physics, accompanied with the appropriate CKM ma-
trix elements. Tests of lepton flavour universality are of particular interest, such as the observable
Rhh = B(D ! hhµ+µ�)/B(D ! hhe+e�). The ratio Rhh is theoretically clean, but only when
both numerator and denominator have the same kinematic cuts, and when these are well above the muon
threshold [244, 259]. LHCb has already measured D ! ⇡+⇡�µ+µ� and D ! K+K�µ+µ� [268],
and BESIII set upper limits on the electron modes [269], but with different cuts on q2.

3.6 Inputs for B physics
If discovered, the presence of direct CP violation in D decays can affect the extraction of the CKM angle
� from the “tree-level” decays B ! DK [48,49,51,53]. If one includes the B ! D⇡ modes, the effect
can be of order one [270]. One of the advantages of obtaining � from tree decays is that all hadronic
parameters can be fit from data. This remains essentially true even if direct CPV is present in the decays
of the final-state D mesons [270–272], as long as one includes all direct CP asymmetries in the fit –
there are still more observables than parameters in the fit. However, one can show that there remains
an ambiguity: A shift in the angle � can be compensated by a corresponding, unobservable shift in the
contributing strong phases. This shift symmetry can be broken by assuming the absence of CPV in one of
the D decay modes (for instance, in the SM this is the case for CF and DCS decay modes). Alternatively,
one could consider ratios of B ! fDK and B ! fD⇡ modes where the strong phase cancels, or use
information on the relative strong phases, e.g., by measuring entangled decays at D factories [270].

3.7 Experimental prospects
We now summarize the status of experimental measurements and their prospects for the future. We gen-
erally follow the notation of Sec. 3.2. In the case of time-dependent CPV, we also define the parameters x0

and y0 which depend linearly on the mixing parameters, x0 ⌘ x cos �+ y sin � and y0 ⌘ y cos ��x sin �.
Here � is the strong phase difference between the favoured and doubly Cabibbo suppressed final states.

3.7.1 Mixing and time-dependent CPV in two-body decays
The mixing and CPV parameters in D0–D0 oscillations can be accessed by comparing the decay-time-
dependent ratio of D0! K+⇡� to D0! K�⇡+ rates with the corresponding ratio for the charge-
conjugate processes.

The latest measurement from LHCb [21] uses Run 1 and early Run 2 (2015–2016) data, corre-
sponding to a total sample of about L = 5 fb�1 of integrated luminosity. Assuming CP conservation,
the mixing parameters are measured to be x02K⇡ = (3.9 ± 2.7) ⇥ 10�5, y0K⇡ = (5.28 ± 0.52) ⇥ 10�3,
and RK⇡

D = (3.454± 0.031)⇥ 10�3. Studying D0 and D0 decays separately shows no evidence for CP
violation and provides the current most stringent bounds on the parameters AK⇡

D and |q/p| from a single
measurement, AK⇡

D = (�0.1 ± 9.1)⇥ 10�3 and 1.00 < |q/p| < 1.35 at the 68.3% confidence level.
In Table 13 the signal yields and the statistical precision from Ref. [21] are extrapolated to the end

of Run 2 and to the end of Upgrade II, assuming that the central values of the measurements stay the
same. This assumption is particularly important for the CP -violation parameters, as their precision may
depend on the measured values.

Systematic uncertainties are estimated using control samples of data and none of them are foreseen
to have irreducible contributions that exceed the ultimate statistical precision, if the detector performance
(particularly in terms of vertexing/tracking and particle identification capabilities) is kept at least in line
with what is currently achieved at LHCb.
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Table 13: Extrapolated signal yields, and statistical precision on the mixing and CP -violation parame-
ters, from the analysis of promptly produced DCS D⇤+! D0(! K+⇡�)⇡+ decays. Signal yields of
promptly produced CF D⇤+! D0(! K�⇡+)⇡+ decays are typically 250 times larger.

Sample (L) Yield (⇥106) �(x02K⇡) �(y0K⇡) �(AD) �(|q/p|) �(�)

Run 1–2 (9 fb�1) 1.8 1.5⇥ 10�5 2.9⇥ 10�4 0.51% 0.12 10�

Run 1–3 (23 fb�1) 10 6.4⇥ 10�6 1.2⇥ 10�4 0.22% 0.05 4�

Run 1–4 (50 fb�1) 25 3.9⇥ 10�6 7.6⇥ 10�5 0.14% 0.03 3�

Run 1–5 (300 fb�1) 170 1.5⇥ 10�6 2.9⇥ 10�5 0.05% 0.01 1�

3.7.2 Mixing and time-dependent CPV in D
0 ! K

0
S⇡

+
⇡
�

The self-conjugate decay D0! K0
S⇡

+⇡� includes both CF and DCS, as well as CP -eigenstate pro-
cesses reconstructed in the same final state. This allows for the relative strong phase between different
contributions to be determined from data, and, in turn, enables both the mixing parameters x and y, as
well as the CP -violation parameters |q/p| and � to be directly measured without need for external input.
As a result, this channel provides the dominant constraint on the parameter x in the global fits.

The mixing and CPV parameters modulate the time-dependence of the complex amplitudes, and
these amplitudes themselves vary over the two-dimensional final state phase-space. As such, the mea-
surement relies both on the precise understanding of the detector acceptance as a function of phase-space
and decay time, and on the accurate description of the evolution of the underlying decay amplitudes over
the Dalitz plane. Both model-dependent and model-independent approaches using quantum-correlated
DD̄ pairs from  (3770) decays can be applied.

Previous measurements from the CLEO [273], BaBar [274], and Belle [229] collaborations have
used the model-dependent approach, with the Belle measurement having the best precision to date, x =
(0.56+0.20

�0.23)%, y = (0.30+0.16
�0.17)% (assuming CP symmetry), and |q/p| = 0.90+0.18

�0.16, � = (�6 ± 12)�.
The one published LHCb result was based on 1 fb�1 of Run 1 data [275], and used a model-independent
approach with strong phases taken from the CLEO measurement [276] to determine x = (�0.86 ±
0.56)%, y = (0.03±0.48)%. This analysis used around 2⇥105 D⇤+! D0⇡+, D0! K0

S⇡
+⇡� decays

from 2011, which suffered from low K0
S trigger efficiencies that were significantly increased for 2012

and beyond, and will benefit further from software trigger innovations at the LHCb in the upgrade era.
At LHCb these decays can be reconstructed either through semileptonic decays, for instance

B�! D0µ�⌫̄µ, where the muon charge is used to tag the initial D0 flavour, or through prompt charm
production, where the charge of the slow pion in the decay D⇤+! D0⇡+ tags the initial flavour. The
two channels have complementary properties and both will be important components of future mixing
and CP violation analyses at LHCb.

The prompt charm yields are significantly larger than for the semileptonic channel, due to the
increased production cross-section. However, for the semileptonic channel the triggering on signal can-
didates is much more efficient, and introduces fewer non-uniformities in the acceptance. The estimated
future yields are presented in Table 14. Also shown are projected statistical precisions on the four mixing
and CPV parameters, which have been extrapolated from complete analyses of the Run 1 data for both
the semileptonic and prompt cases.

For this channel the dominant systematic uncertainties on mixing parameters come from two main
sources. First is the precision with which the non-uniformities in detector acceptance can be determined
versus as a function of phase space and decay time. Second is the knowledge of the strong-phase varia-
tion across the Dalitz plane. For the LHCb Run 2 analysis, both contributions are significantly smaller
than the statistical precision. In the longer term new approaches will be necessary to further reduce
these systematic uncertainties. Trigger and event selection techniques should be adapted to emphasise
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Table 14: Extrapolated signal yields at LHCb, together with statistical precision on the mixing and CP
violation parameters, for the analysis of the decay D0! K0

S⇡
+⇡�. Candidates tagged by semileptonic

B decay (SL) and those from prompt charm meson production are shown separately.

Sample (lumi L) Tag Yield �(x) �(y) �(|q/p|) �(�)

Run 1–2 (9 fb�1)
SL 10M 0.07% 0.05% 0.07 4.6�

Prompt 36M 0.05% 0.05% 0.04 1.8�

Run 1–3 (23 fb�1)
SL 33M 0.036% 0.030% 0.036 2.5�

Prompt 200M 0.020% 0.020% 0.017 0.77�

Run 1–4 (50 fb�1)
SL 78M 0.024% 0.019% 0.024 1.7�

Prompt 520M 0.012% 0.013% 0.011 0.48�

Run 1–5 (300 fb�1)
SL 490M 0.009% 0.008% 0.009 0.69�

Prompt 3500M 0.005% 0.005% 0.004 0.18�

uniform acceptance, a task made easier by the removal of the calorimeter-based hardware trigger. New
techniques, such as the bin-flip method [277], can further reduce dependence on the non-uniform accep-
tance, although at the cost of degraded statistical precision on the mixing and CP -violation parameters.
In the model-dependent approach many of the model systematic uncertainties may reduce or vanish with
increased integrated luminosity, as currently fixed parameters are incorporated into the data fit, and the
data become increasingly capable of rejecting unsuitable models provided that there is suitable evolution
in the model descriptions. For the model-independent approach, the uncertainty from external inputs
(currently from CLEO-c, later with 50% reduction from BESIII) will also reduce with luminosity as the
LHCb data starts to provide constraining power. There are no systematic uncertainties which are known
to have irreducible contributions that exceed the ultimate statistical precision.

For the CP violation parameters additional sources of systematic uncertainty come from the
knowledge of detector-induced asymmetries. In particular, there is a known asymmetry between K0

and K̄0 in their interactions with material. The limitation here will be the precision with which the mate-
rial traversed by each K0

S meson can be determined. The LHCb Upgrade II detector will be constructed
to minimise material, and to allow precise evaluation of the remaining contributions. In summary, this
channel has comparable power on CP violating parameters, but with a simpler two-dimensional phase
space and complementary detector systematic uncertainties, as the four-body decays that we discuss next.

3.7.3 Mixing and time-dependent CPV in four-body decays
Like D0! K�⇡+ and D0! K+⇡�, the decays D0! K�⇡+⇡�⇡+ and D0! K+⇡�⇡�⇡+ are a
pair of CF and DCS decays with high sensitivity to charm mixing. However, the rich amplitude structure
across the five dimensional phase space of the latter decays offers unique opportunities (and challenges)
in these four-body modes.

In the phase-space integrated analysis using 3fb�1 of data, LHCb made the first observation
of mixing in this decay mode, and measured quantities RK3⇡

D = (3.21 ± 0.014) · 10�3, as well as
RK3⇡

cohery
0
K3⇡ = (0.3 ± 1.8) · 10�3, and 1

4(x
2 + y2) = (4.8 ± 1.8) · 10�5 [278]. The coherence factor,

RK3⇡
coher, measures the effect of integrating over the entire four-body phase space [279, 280].

The unique power of multibody decays lies to a large extent in the fact that the strong phase
difference between the interfering D0 and D0 amplitudes varies across the phase space. This can be
fully exploited only by moving away from the phase-space-integrated approach to the analyses of phase
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Table 15: Extrapolated signal yields for LHCb, and sensitivity to the mixing and CP -violation parame-
ters, from the analysis of D0! K+⇡�⇡�⇡+ decays (statistical uncertainties only).

Sample (L) Yield (⇥106) �(x0K⇡⇡⇡) �(y0K⇡⇡⇡) �(|q/p|) �(�)

Run 1-2 (9 fb�1) 0.22 2.3⇥ 10�4 2.3⇥ 10�4 0.020 1.2�

Run 1-3 (23 fb�1) 1.29 0.9⇥ 10�4 0.9⇥ 10�4 0.008 0.5�

Run 1-4 (50 fb�1) 3.36 0.6⇥ 10�4 0.6⇥ 10�4 0.005 0.3�

Run 1-5 (300 fb�1) 22.5 0.2⇥ 10�4 0.2⇥ 10�4 0.002 0.1�

space distributions, either in bins or unbinned. Such a “phase space resolved” approach allows a direct
measurement of x0K⇡⇡⇡ and y0K⇡⇡⇡ (rather than only the x02 and y0 as in the 2-body case), and, crucially,
provides high sensitivity to the CP violating variables � and |q/p|.

On the other hand, the same phase variations that make multibody decays so powerful, are also
a major challenge, as they need to be known precisely in order to cleanly extract the mixing and CP
violation parameters of interest. In principle, the relevant phases can be inferred from an amplitude
model such as that obtained from 3fb�1 of LHCb data [93]. Such models may introduce theoretical
uncertainties that are unacceptably large for the precision era of LHCb Upgrade II, unless there are
significant innovations in the theoretical description of four-body amplitudes. The alternative is to use
model-independent approaches. These use quantum-correlated events at the charm threshold to infer
the required phase information in a model-unbiased way. BESIII is working closely with LHCb [281]
to provide the necessary model-independent inputs for D0! K+⇡�⇡�⇡+ across different regions of
phase space for measurements of the � angle as well as charm mixing and CP violation measurements.

Sensitivity studies with model-dependent approaches give a useful indication of the precision that
can be achieved. A recent such study, Ref. [282], uses LHCb’s latest D0! K+⇡�⇡�⇡+ amplitude
model [93]. Table 15 gives the yields and sensitivities scaled from the study in [282], illustrating the im-
pressive sensitivity of this decay mode. The study is based on promptly produced D⇤+ mesons, decaying
in the flavour-conserving D⇤+! D0⇡+ channel. Several systematic uncertainties require improvements
in the analysis method in order to scale with increasing sample sizes. However, given the huge potential
of this channel, sufficient effort is expected to be dedicated to this challenge, such that adequate methods
can be developed, and that the necessary input from threshold measurements is both generated at BESIII
and exploited optimally at LHCb. Indeed, once these are in place, this channel has the potential for
probing CP violation at the O(10�5) level, given the current world average value of x.

3.7.4 Measurement of A�

The parameter A� is related to indirect CP violation (' �Aindir
CP ) and is defined as

A� ⌘
�̂(D0! h+h�)� �̂(D0! h+h�)

�̂(D0! h+h�) + �̂(D0! h+h�)
(48)

Neglecting contributions from subleading amplitudes, A� is independent of the final state f .
The large yields available in the SCS modes, f = ⇡+⇡� or f = K+K�, together with tagging

from the D⇤± decay, allow for a precise measurement of A�, provided the systematic uncertainties can
be controlled with high degree of precision. Tagging based on semileptonic decays of a parent bottom
hadron is also possible and has been used in a published LHCb measurement [283], but contributes
significantly lower yields.

Most potential systematic effects are essentially constant in t and therefore cause little uncer-
tainties in the observed decay time evolution of the asymmetry. However, second-order effects and
detector–induced correlation between momentum and proper decay time are sufficient to produce spu-
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Table 16: Extrapolated signal yields at LHCb, and statistical precision on indirect CP violation from A�.

Sample (L) Tag Yield K+K� �(A�)
K

+
K

� Yield ⇡+⇡� �(A�)
⇡
+
⇡
�

Run 1–2 (9 fb�1) Prompt 60M 0.013% 18M 0.024%
Run 1–3 (23 fb�1) Prompt 310M 0.0056% 92M 0.0104 %
Run 1–4 (50 fb�1) Prompt 793M 0.0035% 236M 0.0065 %
Run 1–5 (300 fb�1) Prompt 5.3G 0.0014% 1.6G 0.0025 %

rious asymmetries, that must be appropriately corrected. In addition, contamination from secondary
decays is a first-order effect in time that must be suppressed, and its residual bias accounted for. Both
corrections are dependent on the availability of a large number of CF D0 ! K�⇡+ decays as calibra-
tion, and can be expected to scale with statistics; collection of this sample with the same trigger as for
the signal modes is therefore a crucial tool for performing this measurement with high precision in the
future.

The Run 1 LHCb measurement of this quantity gave consistent results in the two h+h� modes,
averaging A� = (�0.13 ± 0.28 ± 0.10) ⇥ 10�3 [20], which is still statistically dominated. For the
reasons mentioned above, this precision is at the threshold of becoming physically interesting, making
it a worthy target to pursue with more data. It seems highly unlikely that any experiment built in the
foreseeable future will be able to do this, except for an upgrade of LHCb to higher luminosity.

Table 16 shows expected yields and precisions attainable in LHCb Upgrade II, under the same
assumptions on efficiencies adopted in the previous sections; this must include provisions for acquiring
and storing 5⇥ 1010 CF decays. The ultimate combined precision is 1⇥ 10�5.

3.7.5 Combined mixing and time dependent CPV sensitivity
The projected precisions of the analyses presented in the previous sections are shown in Fig. 26, and are
compared with the expected precisions at Belle II. The expected LHCb constraints on � are translated
into asymmetry constraints (Aind.

CP ⇡ x sin(�)) by multiplying by the current HFLAV average of x and
neglecting the uncertainty on this under the assumption that x will be comparatively well determined in
the future. This comparison neglects additional constraining power from |q/p|. The relative values of
these asymmetry constraints with those from A� is indicative only.

The analyses presented in the previous sections are also combined to establish the sensitivity to
the CP -violating parameters |q/p| and �. The combination is performed using the method described in
Ref. [284]. At an integrated luminosity of 300 fb�1 the sensitivity to |q/p| is expected to be 0.001 and
that to � to be 0.1�. This remarkable sensitivity is contrasted in Fig. 27 with the HFLAV world average
as of 2017. We can conclude that the LHCb Upgrade II will have impressive power to characterise NP
contributions to CP violation and is the only foreseen facility with strong potential of probing the SM
contribution.

3.7.6 Direct CP violation
The SCS decays D0 ! K�K+ and D0 ! ⇡�⇡+ play a critical role in the measurement of time-
integrated direct CP violation through time-integrated CP asymmetry in the h�h+ decay rates, Eq.
(43). The sensitivity to direct CP violation is enhanced through a measurement of the difference in
CP asymmetries between D0 !K�K+ and D0 !⇡�⇡+ decays, �ACP , Eq. (44). The individual
asymmetries ACP (K�K+) and ACP (⇡�⇡+) can also be measured.
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Fig. 26: The predicted constraints on the indirect CP violation asymmetry in charm from the decay
channels indicated in the labels at the bottom of the columns. Predictions are shown in LS2 (2020) from
LHCb, LS3 (2025) from LHCb, at the end of Belle II (2025), and at the end of the HL-LHC LHCb
Upgrade II programme.

0.85 0.9 0.95 1 1.05 1.1

0.2−

0.1−

0

0.1

0.2 HFLAV World Average 2017
LHCb 300/fb

contours hold 68%, 95% CL

_T�S_

ࢥ

Fig. 27: The estimated constraints for LHCb Upgrade II on �, |q/p| from the combination of the analyses
(red), see main text for details, compared to the current world-average precision (light blue). The notation
on the axes or lowercase a corresponds to the uppercase A used in the section text.

A measurement of the time-integrated CP asymmetry in D0 ! K�K+ has been performed in
LHCb with 3 fb�1 collected at centre-of-mass energies of 7 and 8 TeV. The flavour of the charm meson
at production is determined from the charge of the pion in D⇤+ ! D0⇡+ decays, or via the charge of
the muon in semileptonic b-hadron decays, B ! D0µ�⌫µX . The analysis strategy so far relies on the
D+ ! K+⇡+⇡�, D+ ! K0

s⇡
+ and D⇤+ ! D0(! K�⇡+)⇡+ decays as control samples [285].

In this case, due to the weighting procedures aiming to fully cancel the production and reconstruction
asymmetries, the effective prompt signal yield for ACP (K�K+) is reduced. The expected signal yields
and the corresponding statistical precision in LHCb Upgrade II are summarised in Table 17.

The observable �ACP is robust against systematic uncertainties. The main sources of systematic
uncertainties are inaccuracies in the fit model, the weighting procedure, the contamination of the prompt
sample with secondary D0 mesons and the presence of peaking backgrounds. There are no systematic
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Table 17: Extrapolated signal yields at LHCb and statistical precision on direct CP violation observables for the
promptly produced samples.

Sample (L) Tag Yield Yield �(�ACP ) �(ACP (hh))

D0!K�K+ D0!⇡�⇡+ [%] [%]
Run 1-2 (9 fb�1) Prompt 52M 17M 0.03 0.07

Run 1-3 (23 fb�1) Prompt 280M 94M 0.013 0.03

Run 1-4 (50 fb�1) Prompt 1G 305M 0.01 0.03

Run 1-5 (300 fb�1) Prompt 4.9G 1.6G 0.003 0.007

Fig. 28: The estimated constraints for LHCb Upgrade II on indirect and direct charm CP violation from
the analysis of two-body CP eigenstates. The current world-average precision [286] is ±2.6⇥ 10�4 for
indirect and ±18⇥ 10�4 for direct CP violation and thus larger than the full scale of this plot.

uncertainties with expected irreducible contributions above the ultimate statistical precision. This chan-
nel is already entering the upper range of the physically interesting sensitivities, and will likely continue
to provide the world’s best sensitivity to direct CP violation in charm at LHCb Upgrade II. The power
of these two-body CP eigenstates at LHCb Upgrade II is illustrated in Fig. 28, which shows the indirect
(see Sect. 3.7.4) and direct CP constraints that will come from these modes.

There are a number of other two-body modes of strong physics interest for which Upgrade II will
also make important contributions. These include the decay modes D0 ! K0

SK
0
S (0.28%), D0 !

K0
S K̄

⇤0 (0.21%), D0 ! K0
SK

⇤0 (0.15%), D+
s ! K0

S⇡
+ (3.2 ⇥ 10�4), D+ ! K0

SK
+ (1.2 ⇥ 10�4),

D+ ! �⇡+ (6 ⇥ 10�5), D+ ! ⌘0⇡+ (3.2 ⇥ 10�5), D+
s ! ⌘0⇡+ (3.2 ⇥ 10�4), where the projected

statistical only CP asymmetry sensitivities are given in brackets after the decay mode. The first three
modes mentioned are notable as they receive sizeable contributions from exchange amplitudes at tree-
level and could have a relatively enhanced contribution from penguin annihilation diagrams which are
sensitive to NP. Consequently, they could be potential CP violation discovery channels [226], [227].

Searches for direct CP violation in the phase space of SCS D+ ! h1h2h3 decays, hereafter
referred to as D ! 3h, are complementary to that of D(0,+) ! h1h2 (hi = ⇡,K). In charged D
systems, only CP violation in the decay is possible. The main observable is the CP asymmetry, which, in
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Table 18: Extrapolated signal yields at LHCb, in units of 106, for the SCS decays D+ ! K�K+⇡+,
D+ ! ⇡�⇡+⇡+, and for the DCS decays D+ ! K�K+K+, D+ ! ⇡�K+⇡+.

Sample (L) K�K+⇡+ ⇡�⇡+⇡+ K�K+K+ ⇡�K+⇡+

Run 1–2 (9 fb�1) 200 100 14 8
Run 1–4 (23 fb�1) 1,000 500 70 40
Run 1–4 (50 fb�1) 2,600 1,300 182 104
Run 1–6 (300 fb�1) 17,420 8,710 1,219 697

Table 19: Sensitivities to several illustrative CP -violation scenarios in D+ ! ⇡�⇡+⇡+ decay. Simu-
lated D+ and D� Dalitz plots are generated with relative changes in the phase of the R⇡± amplitude,
R = ⇢0(770), f0(500) or f2(1270). The values of the phase difference are given in degrees and cor-
respond to a 5� CP -violation effect. Simulations are performed with 3 fb�1 and extrapolated to the
expected luminosities.

resonant channel 9 fb�1 23 fb�1 50 fb�1 300 fb�1

f0(500)⇡ 0.30 0.13 0.083 0.032
⇢0(770⇡ 0.50 0.22 0.14 0.054
f2(1270)⇡ 1.0 0.45 0.28 0.11

the case of two-body decays, is a single number. In contrast, D ! 3h decays allow to study the variation
of the CP asymmetry across the two-dimensional phase space (usually represented by the Dalitz plot).

The estimated signal yields in future LHCb upgrades are summarised in Table 18, based on an
extrapolation of the Run 2 yields per unit luminosity. The estimated sensitivities to observation of CP
violation, using D+ ! ⇡�⇡+⇡+ as an example, are presented in Table 19.

The SM generated CP violation could be observed in the SCS decays, such as D0! ⇡+⇡�⇡+⇡�

and D0! K+K�⇡+⇡�, while NP is needed to justify any observation of CP violation in the DCS
decays, such as D0! K+⇡�⇡+⇡�. Many techniques can be adopted to search for CP violation, all of
them exploiting the rich resonant structure of the decays. The methods used so far at LHCb are based
on bT -odd asymmetries and the energy test, while studies are ongoing to measure model-dependent CP
asymmetries in the decay amplitudes.

The study of bT -odd asymmetries exploits potential P -odd CP violation from the interference
between different amplitude structures in the decay, as described in Ref. [287]. This uses a triple product
CT = ~pA ·(~pB⇥~pC) constructed from the momenta of three of the final state particles ~pA, ~pB, ~pC . LHCb
has studied bT -odd asymmetries using 3 fb�1 data from the Run 1 dataset, and obtained a sensitivity of
2.9 ⇥ 10�3 with very small systematic uncertainties [288]. The peculiarity of this measurement is the
absence of instrumental asymmetries, since it is given by the difference of two asymmetries measured
separately on D0 and D0 decays, aCP = (AT � ĀT )/2, where

AT =
(�(D0, CT > 0)� �(D0, CT < 0))

(�(D0, CT > 0) + �(D0, CT < 0))
, ĀT =

(�(D0, C̄T > 0)� �(D0, C̄T < 0))

(�(D0, C̄T > 0) + �(D0, C̄T < 0))
. (49)

One can therefore expect the errors to scale with luminosity to reach a sensitivity down to 2.9 ⇥ 10�5

(9.4⇥ 10�5) for D0 ! ⇡+⇡�⇡+⇡� (D0 ! K+K�⇡+⇡�) decays, as detailed in Table 20.
The energy test method is insensitive to global asymmetries. However, it is expected that it will

become sensitive to variations in phase space of production and detection asymmetries. These can be
controlled in data by application of the method to CF decays, such as D0! K�⇡+⇡+⇡�. Assuming
scaling with the square-root of the ratio of sample sizes, the same p-values can be expected for the CP
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Table 20: Extrapolated signal yields, and statistical precision on bT -odd CP -violation observables at
LHCb.

D0 ! ⇡+⇡�⇡+⇡� D0 ! K+K�⇡+⇡�

Sample (L) Yield (⇥106) �(a
bT -odd
CP ) Yield (⇥106) �(a

bT -odd
CP )

Run 1–2 (9 fb�1) 13.5 2.4⇥ 10�4 4.7 5.4⇥ 10�4

Run 1–3 (23 fb�1) 69 1.1⇥ 10�4 12 3.4⇥ 10�4

Run 1–5 (300 fb�1) 900 2.9⇥ 10�5 156 9.4⇥ 10�5

Table 21: Overview of sensitivities to various CP -violation scenarios for D0! ⇡+⇡�⇡+⇡� decays as
extrapolated from Ref. [289]. The relative changes in magnitude and phase of the amplitude of the
resonance R to which sensitivity is expected are given in % and �, respectively. The P -wave ⇢0(770)
is a P -odd component. The phase change in this resonance is tested with the P -odd CP -violation test.
Results for all the other scenarios are given with the standard P -even test.

R (partial wave) 9 fb�1 23 fb�1 300 fb�1

a1! ⇢0⇡ (S) 1.4% 0.6% 0.17%

a1! ⇢0⇡ (S) 0.8� 0.35� 0.10�

⇢0⇢0 (D) 1.4% 0.6% 0.17%

⇢0⇢0 (P) 0.8� 0.35� 0.10�

asymmetries given in Table 21.
Charm decays with neutrals in the final state can help to shed light on the SM or beyond-SM

origin of possible CP -violation signals by testing correlations between CP asymmetries measured in
various flavour-SU(3) or isospin related decays, see Sec. 3.4 and Refs. [233, 234, 290]. These modes
are, however, particularly challenging in hadronic collisions, where the calorimeter background for low
energy clusters is high, while the trigger retention rate needs to be kept low to allow for affordable rates.

Nevertheless, good performances are achieved when considering decays with at least two charged
particles in the final states, such as D0! ⇡+⇡�⇡0, since the charged particles help to identify the dis-
placed decay vertex of the charm meson. In only 2 fb�1 of data, collected during 2012, LHCb has
reconstructed about 660,000 D0! ⇡+⇡�⇡0 decays [195], i.e., about five times more than Babar from
its full data set [291], with comparable purity. Preliminary estimates for Run 2 data, give about 500 000
signal decays per fb�1, making future CP -violation searches in this channel very promising. Similarly,
large samples of D+

(s)! ⌘(0)⇡+ decays, with ⌘(0)! ⇡+⇡��, or D+! ⇡+⇡0 decays, with ⇡0! e+e��,
are already possible with the current detector. The D+

(s)! ⌘0⇡+ mode, as an example, has been used by
LHCb during Run 1 to perform the most precise measurement of CP asymmetries in these channels to
date, with uncertainties below the 1% level [292].

More challenging final states consisting only of neutral particles, such as ⇡0⇡0 or ⌘⌘, can still
be reconstructed with ⇡0! �� or ⌘! �� candidates made of photons which, after interacting with the
detector material, have converted into an e+e� pair. Such conversions must occur before the tracking
system to have electron tracks reconstructed. Although the reconstruction efficiency of these “early”
converted photons in the current detector reaches only a few percent of the calorimetric photon efficiency,
their purity is much higher. This approach may become interesting only with the large data sets that are
expected to be collected by the end of Upgrade II. The ⌘ decays can also be reconstructed through the
⇡+⇡�� final state.

Unlike the D0 decays which are usually tagged with a soft pion from D⇤+ decays, there is no easy
tagging of the D+ modes, which thus often suffer from a high combinatorial background. Employing a
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⇡0 tag using D⇤+! D+⇡0 decays could facilitate future studies of D+ decays, in particular those with
challenging and/or high multiplicity final states.

The study of these modes may be challenging in Run 3 due to the cluster pile-up at higher lu-
minosities and radiation damage of the current calorimeter. The new calorimeter proposed for LHCb
Upgrade II would have an improved granularity. It would therefore improve the efficiency for ⇡0! ��
decays and, in particular, could make the ⇡0 tag feasible.

3.7.7 Rare leptonic and radiative charm decays
The most experimentally accessible very rare charm decay is D0 ! µ+µ�. The world’s best limit on
B(D0 ! µ+µ�) was obtained by LHCb with 0.9 fb�1 of 2011 data [260], resulting in

B(D0 ! µ+µ�) < 6.2⇥ 10�9 at 90% CL. (50)

Extrapolating the current detector performance, the expected limit is about 5.9 ⇥ 10�10 with 23 fb�1

and 1.8⇥ 10�10 with 300 fb�1 of integrated luminosity, covering a large part of the unambiguous space
to search for NP without being affected by long distance uncertainties in the SM predictions.

The next class of rare charm decays which are particularly suited for experiments at hadron col-
liders are three-body decays with a pair of leptons in the final state, such as D+

(s)/⇤
+
c ! h+`+`� and

D0 ! h+h�`+`�. In some NP scenarios the short distance contributions can be enhanced by several
orders of magnitude allowing NP to manifest as an enhancement of the branching fraction. An example
of such a model is shown in Fig. 29, where the Wilson coefficients were assumed to obtain NP contri-
butions, CNP

9 = �0.6 and CNP
10 = 0.6 (cf. Eqs. (46), (47)). Outside of the resonance regions the short

distance contributions are comparable to the long distance effects. The chosen NP benchmark point leads
to branching ratios just below the current LHCb limit [263]

B(⇤+
c ! pµ+µ�) < 5.9⇥ 10�8 at 90% CL. (51)

In the Upgrade II LHCb is expected to improve the limit to

B(⇤+
c ! pµ+µ�) < 4.4⇥ 10�9 at 90% CL. (52)

An order of magnitude improvement is expected for the limit on B(D+
(s) ! ⇡+µ+µ�) decays,

which is currently at 7.3 ⇥ 10�8 at 90% CL [261]. The expected upper limits are about 1.3 ⇥ 10�8

with 23 fb�1 and 0.37⇥ 10�8 with 300 fb�1. In addition, LHCb will have the ability to measure angular
observables such as the forward-background asymmetry, AFB, or time integrated ACP , which will pro-
vide additional handles to separate the long distance from the short distance contributions, and for which
some theoretical predictions in NP scenarios already exist [242], as shown in Fig. 30.

Last but not least with a sample corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 300 fb�1 LHCb
will be able to perform searches for the LFV decays D+

(s)/⇤
+
c ! h+`+`0� and perform tests of lepton

universality via the ratios B(D+
(s)/⇤

+
c ! h+µ+µ�)/B(D+

(s)/⇤
+
c ! h+e+e�).

The decays D0 ! h+h�`+`� have richer dynamics than the two- and three-body decays, al-
lowing for a variety of differential distributions to be investigated. Due to the huge charm production
cross-section at the LHC, and LHCb’s ability to trigger on low pT dimuons, LHCb has unique physics
reach in studying these decays. In fact, significant progress has already been made with the observa-
tion of the CF decay D0! K�⇡+µ�µ+ (with the dimuon mass in the ⇢/! region) with a branching
fraction (4.17 ± 0.42) ⇥ 10�6 [293] and the SCS decays D0! ⇡+⇡�µ+µ� and D0! K+K�µ+µ�

with branching fractions of (9.64 ± 1.20) ⇥ 10�7 and (1.54 ± 0.33) ⇥ 10�7, respectively [268]. For
the latter, also the differential branching fraction as a function of the dimuon mass squared, q2, was
measured. Furthermore, LHCb has performed the first measurement of CP - and angular asymmetries
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Fig. 29: Differential branching fraction for the decay ⇤+
c ! pµ+µ� as a function of q2 (left) in the

SM and (right) in a NP scenario with CNP
9 = �0.6 and CNP

10 = �0.6 [262]. The current LHCb limit is
marked with green. The extrapolated upper limit with the 23 and 300 fb�1 data sets is marked in red.

Fig. 30: (Left) Differential branching fraction of D+ ! ⇡+µ+µ� as a function of q2 in the SM. The
current LHCb limit is marked with a dashed black line. (Middle and right) Predictions for ACP in a
particular NP scenario of Ref. [242] with different strong phases �⇢,�.

in D0! ⇡+⇡�µ+µ� and D0! K+K�µ+µ� decays using Run 2 data. This resulted in the first de-
termination of the forward-backward asymmetry AFB, the triple-product asymmetry A2� and the CP -
asymmetry ACP with uncertainties at the percent-level [245]. Moreover, the implementation of triggers
for dielectron modes opens the possibility of measuring branching-fraction ratios between di-muon and
di-electron modes. Since the main limit for these studies comes from the available statistics, LHCb will
already have excellent prospects in Run 3 and 4. Projected signal yields for the muonic modes of O(104)
will allow more sensitive studies of angular asymmetry and the first amplitude analyses to attempt to
disentangle short distance and long distance components. However, the full potential for these decays
will be exploited only with the 300 fb�1 LHCb upgrade.

3.7.8 Prospects with charm baryons
In general, charmed baryon decays offer a rich laboratory within which to study matter-antimatter asym-
metries. The most easily accessible modes for LHCb are multibody decays containing one proton and
several kaons or pions, such as the CF ⇤+

c ! pK�⇡+ decay and the SCS ⇤+
c ! pK�K+ and p⇡�⇡+

decays. Unlike the analogous final states of the spinless neutral and charged D mesons, such charmed
baryon final states have at least five degrees of freedom, allowing for a complex variation of the strength
of CP violation across the phase space. A complete description of such a space is experimentally chal-
lenging. This is compounded by the relatively short lifetime of the ⇤+

c baryon with respect to those of
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the D mesons, which decreases the power of selections based on the displacement of the charm vertex,
increasing the prompt combinatorial background, which mainly comprises low-momentum pions and
kaons. Selections of charm baryons then heavily rely on good discrimination between proton, kaon, and
pion hypotheses in the reconstruction of charged tracks, and on a precise secondary vertex reconstruction.
The latter is also necessary when reconstructing charm baryons originating from semileptonic b-hadron
decays, which has the advantage of both a simple trigger path (a high-pT, displaced muon) and a cleaner
experimental signature due to the large b-hadron lifetime. The presence of the proton in the final state,
whilst a useful handle for selections, poses experimental challenges for CP -violation measurements in
addition to those present for measurements with D mesons, as the proton-antiproton detection asymme-
try must be accounted for. This has not yet been measured at LHCb due to the lack of a suitable control
mode.

The most precise measurement of CP violation in charm baryons was made recently by the LHCb
collaboration using Run 1 data, corresponding to 3 fb�1 of integrated luminosity [194]. The difference
between the phase-space-averaged CP asymmetries in ⇤+

c ! pK�K+ and ⇤+
c ! p⇡�⇡+ decays was

found to be consistent with CP symmetry to a statistical precision of 0.9 %. This difference is largely
insensitive to the proton detection asymmetry, but masks like-sign CP asymmetries between the two
modes. Further studies must then gain a precise understanding of the proton detection asymmetry, in
addition to measuring the variation of CP violation across the decay phase space.

Although there is little literature on the subject, the magnitude of direct CP violation in charm
baryon decays is expected to be similar to that for charmed mesons [294], and so the first step in fur-
thering our understanding is to reach a precision of 0.5 ⇥ 10�4. This can be met by LHCb given the
300 fb�1 of integrated luminosity collected by the end of Run 5. The acquisition of more data is vital
in enabling studies of states heavier than the ⇤+

c baryon, as their alternate compositions may permit
considerably different dynamics. In this respect it is interesting to note that the ⌅++

cc baryon was dis-
covered [295] by LHCb using the ⇤+

c K
�⇡+⇡+ final state with data taken in 2016, corresponding to an

integrated luminosity of 1.7 fb�1. A signal yield of 313± 33 was determined, which can be extrapolated
to around 100, 000 such decays obtainable with data corresponding to 300 fb�1, allowing asymmetry
measurements with a precision of 0.4 %. The flexible trigger and real-time analysis concept of LHCb’s
Upgrade II will however enable not only this measurement but a detailed mapping of the entire landscape
of multiply-heavy charmed hadrons.
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4 Strange-quark probes of new physics
Authors (TH): Giancarlo D’Ambrosio, Diego Guadagnoli, Teppei Kitahara, Diego Martinez Santos.

Although not specifically built for the study of strange hadrons, LHCb’s forward geometry allows for
a rich physics programme with strange hadrons. LHCb Upgrade II phase will substantially enlarge in
scope this programme. Its relevance is evident from the fact that kaon physics provides among the most
stringent constraints on new-physics interactions. As with the charm and beauty counterparts, the HL-
LHC will be a uniquely powerful factory for strange baryons which the LHCb Upgrade II is well placed
to exploit.

4.1 The (HL) LHC as a strangeness factory
The capabilities of LHCb for strangeness decays are due to the large strange-hadron production rates
at the LHC, combined with the specific features of LHCb in comparison with the other LHC detectors.
These are the higher efficiency for low transverse-momentum particles and the better invariant-mass
and vertex resolutions. A simple estimate with Pythia 8.226 yields a K0 cross section in 14 TeV pp
collisions of about 0.6 barn, as well as another 0.6 barn for K±. These are roughly 1000 times larger than
the production cross sections for B mesons. Hyperon cross sections are also large, attaining in Pythia
0.14, 0.04, 0.01 barn for ⇤0, ⌃+, and ⌅�, respectively (including their antiparticles), while the cross
section for ⌦� is similar to that of B’s.

The LHCb capabilities for strange decays were first demonstrated in Ref. [296], which achieved
the world’s best result in B(K0

S ! µ+µ�) even though the trigger efficiency on well reconstructed
decays was only ⇠ 1% (to be compared to ⇠ 90% for B0

s ! µ+µ�). In Run 2, dedicated trigger
lines have been implemented, selecting muons down to 80 MeV in transverse momentum and increasing
the trigger efficiency by one order of magnitude for strangeness decays to dimuons [297]. The main
limitation is the hardware trigger (L0). In Run 3 the LHCb trigger will be fully software-based, which
can in principle allow for efficiencies as high as those achieved for B’s. The main challenge for LHCb
Upgrade II will be to fully exploit the software trigger, and enable high trigger efficiency at low transverse
momentum using the displacement of the decay products. In addition, using downstream reconstruction
in the trigger may boost the LHCb capabilities for charged kaon decays by up to a factor 5 [298].

Among the different strange hadron species, the LHCb detector layout is particularly suitable
for K0

S and hyperons, which have relatively shorter lifetimes compared to K± or K0
L, which mostly

decay outside the detector. An approximate acceptance ratio for K0
S : K± : K0

L is estimated as 1 :
0.01 : 3 ⇥ 10�3 [298] for full tracking and 1 : 0.02 : 0.01 for downstream tracking (i.e, no usage of
VELO information). Hence, measurements with K± decays will also be possible, with potential overlap
with NA62. LHCb Upgrade II will reach sensitivities for B(K0

S ! µ+µ�) below the 10�11 level if it
keeps the performance of the current detector [299], taking into account that the full software trigger
will allow for very high trigger efficiencies. Similarly, sensitivities at the 10�10 level are expected for
B(K0

S ! ⇡0µ+µ�) [300].
The same analysis strategy as B(K0

S ! ⇡0µ+µ�) can be applied to other decays, such as K0
S !

�µ+µ�, although the sensitivity will be worse due to poorer mass resolution [298]. Other kaon decays
that can be studied at LHCb include K+ ! ⇡µµ (both with opposite-sign and same-sign muon pairs),
K0

S ! 4µ, or decays involving electrons, especially interesting in order to search for lepton flavor
violation (LFV) and lepton-flavor universality violation (LFUV). The LHCb Upgrade II will also have
an abundant enough sample of ⌃+ ! pµ+µ� to do precise study of the differential decay rate. The
⌃+ ! pe+e� can be studied using dedicated triggers. Semileptonic hyperon decays are reconstructed
in LHCb [298] and kinematic constraints can be used to reconstruct the mass peak of the hyperon. Since
the expected yields for these decays can be very large, the main challenge is the fight against peaking
backgrounds, such as ⇤ ! p⇡� or ⌅� ! ⇤⇡�. LHCb Upgrade II will also be able to update existing
limits on LFV kaon decays [301]. A longer list of decays that LHCb will be able to probe can be found
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in Ref. [298].

4.2 K
0
S ! µ

+
µ
� and K

0
L ! µ

+
µ
� decays

LHCb Upgrade I and Upgrade II are expected to be able to probe short-distance physics using the
K0 ! µ+µ� decay. In the SM, KS ! µ+µ� is significantly dominated by P -wave CP -conserving
long-distance (LD) contribution, while S-wave CP -violating short-distance (SD) contributions from Z-
penguin and W -box are small [302–304]:

B(KS ! µ+µ�)SM = [(4.99 ± 1.50)LD + (0.19 ± 0.02)SD]⇥ 10�12. (53)

The large uncertainty comes from the LD contribution which has been computed in ChPT [302]. This
uncertainty is expected to be reduced by a dispersive treatment of KS ! �⇤�⇤ [305], where KS ! ��,
KS ! µ+µ��, KS ! µ+µ�e+e� and KS ! µ+µ�µ+µ� are measurable in LHCb experiment and
KLOE-2 experiment at DA�NE [306]. It is important to note that, in contrast to the KL ! µ+µ�

decay:

• The decay KS ! µ+µ� provides another sensitive probe of imaginary parts of SD couplings and
consequently is very sensitive to new sources of CP violation. This is not the case of KL ! µ+µ�

which is governed by real couplings.
• As seen in Eq. (53) the LD and SD contributions to the total rate are added incoherently [302,303],

which represents a big theoretical advantage over KL ! µ+µ�, where LD and SD amplitudes
interfere.

This means that in BSMs in which the SD contribution is significantly enhanced, the LD-uncertainty
in KS ! µ+µ� ceases to be important, and theoretically clean tests of new-physics scenarios are possi-
ble. In particular, being the SD contribution dominant, correlations of KS ! µ+µ� with "0/" and also
KL ! ⇡0⌫⌫̄ are present within many new-physics models.

Indeed, within concrete BSMs, B(KS ! µ+µ�) can be modified substantially, for example B ⇠
O(10�10) in the leptoquark models [307] and B ⇠ O(10�11), or even saturate the current experimental
bound in certain MSSM parameter space [308], albeit somewhat fine-tuned. Already the present upper
bound from LHCb can have some impact on the allowed parameter range of certain models. This shows
that future improvement of this bound can have important impact on various BSM scenarios.

The LHCb full Run1 analysis has set the upper limit for KS ! µ+µ� [309],

B(KS ! µ+µ�)LHCb Run1 < 0.8 (1.0)⇥ 10�9 at 90% (95%) CL, (54)

which is 2 orders of magnitude larger than the SM sensitivity. With LHCb upgrades the sensitivity is
significantly improved. Using the upgraded software trigger, the LHCb experiment is aiming to reach
the SM sensitivity, as shown in Fig. 31.

A crucial aspect of the K0 ! µ+µ� decay is a flavor-tagged measurement which can probe CP -
violating SD contributions directly. Its numerical effect is O(1) compared to the prediction in Eq. (53)
even in the SM [304]. While KL decays typically outside the LHCb fiducial volume, for KS the inter-
ference between KL and KS affects the number of signal events as �int. / A(KL ! µ+µ�)A(KS !
µ+µ�)⇤ when the flavor tagging, K0 or K0 at t = 0, is performed. An effective branching ratio into
µ+µ�, which includes the interference correction and would correspond to experimental event numbers
after the removal of KL ! µ+µ� background, is given by [304],

B(KS ! µ+µ�)e↵ =⌧S

Z tmax

tmin

dte
� t
⌧S "(t)

��1 Z tmax

tmin

dt

(
�(KS ! µ+µ�)e

� t
⌧S

+
Df2

Km3
K�µ

8⇡
Re
h
i
⇣
ASAL � �

2
µB

⇤
SBL

⌘
e�i�mK t

i
e
� t

2⌧S

⇣
1+

⌧S
⌧L

⌘)
"(t),

(55)
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Fig. 31: Projected LHCb reach for B(K0
S ! µ+µ�) as a function of the integrated luminosity times trig-

ger efficiency (which is expected to be O(1) in LHCb Upgrade II. The black band is the SM prediction.
Figure adapted from Ref. [299], which is based on the data used in [309].

with �(KS ! µ+µ�) = f2
Km3

K�µ

⇣
A2

S + �2µ|BS |
2
⌘
/(16⇡), where final-state muon polarizations are

summed over, tmin to tmax corresponds to a range of detector for KS tagging, "(t) is the decay-time
acceptance of the detector, �µ =

�
1 � 4m2

µ/m
2
K

�1/2, and fK = (155.9 ± 0.4) MeV [310]. The
KL ! µ+µ� background can be subtracted by a combination of the simultaneous measurement of
KS ! ⇡+⇡� and the knowledge of the observed value of B(KL ! µ+µ�) [304]. The dilution factor
D is a measure of the initial K0–K0 asymmetry,

D =
�
K0 �K0�/

�
K0 + K0�. (56)

The AS,L and BS,L are the S-wave and P -wave contributions in KS,L ! µ+µ� transitions, respectively.
The expressions for them are given in Ref. [308] using the general �S = 1 effective Hamiltonian. Note
that AS and BL are real, while BS and AL are complex.

The interference contribution is proportional to the dilution factor, D, which requires flavor tag-
ging. This can be done by detecting the accompanying K� in the process pp ! K0K�X , ⇤0 in the
process pp! K0⇤0X , or ⇡+ in the process pp! K⇤+X ! K0⇡+X [304].

In the SM, the effective branching ratio in Eq. (55) can be reduced to [304, 308]

ASAL � �
2
µB

⇤
SBL =

4G2
FM

2
Wm2

µ

m2
K⇡

2 ImCA,SM| {z }
SD (CPV)

✓
Aµ

L��| {z }
LD (CPC)

� ⇡2

G2
FM

2
W

ReCA,SM| {z }
SD (CPC)

◆
. (57)

The Wilson coefficient CA is defined by, He↵ = �CA(s�µPLd)(`�µ�5`) + h.c., and

CA,SM = � [↵2(MZ)]2

2M2
W

�
V ⇤
tsVtdYt + V ⇤

csVcdYc
�
, (58)

where ↵2 = g2/(4⇡), Yt = 0.950±0.049 and Yc = (2.95±0.46)⇥10�4 [311]. The large CP -conserving
LD two-photon contribution to KL is [303, 312]

Aµ
L�� = ±2.01(1)⇥ 10�4 ⇥ (0.71(101)� i 5.21) , (59)

where the sign is theoretically and experimentally unknown. The large imaginary (absorptive) compo-
nent in Aµ

L�� can amplify the small CP -violating SD contribution in KS ! µ+µ�. Fig. 32 shows the
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effective branching ratio and time distributions in the SM, where the interference of the CP -violating
contribution can affect KS ! µ+µ� decay up to O(60)%. This quantity is also sensitive to NP con-
tributions to the electroweak penguin, that contributes to "0/" (direct CP violation in K0

L ! ⇡⇡). To
illustrate this correlation we plot with a green band in Fig. 32 (left) the effect in the effective lifetime
(as a function of D) of a Z penguin BSM contribution that would explain the experimental value of
"0/" assuming the SM predictions obtained in Refs. [313, 314]. These are based on the current lattice
result [315] or in Ref. [316], although it is important to note that there are SM calculations of "0/" con-
sistent with the experimental data [317, 318]. Some studies in new physics models are also given in
Refs. [308, 319].

Using the effective branching ratio in Eq. (55), one can define the flavor-tagging asymmetry in
KS ! µ+µ� by [308]

ACP (KS ! µ+µ�)D,D
0 =

B(KS ! µ+µ�)e↵(D)� B(KS ! µ+µ�)e↵(D0)

B(KS ! µ+µ�)e↵(D) + B(KS ! µ+µ�)e↵(D0)
, (60)

where D0 is obtained by requiring an opposite flavor tagging. For instance, when a positive dilution
factor is achieved by collecting the di-muon signals accompanying K�, the negative dilution factor, that
is expressed as D0, can be obtained by collecting the signals accompanying K+. This asymmetry is
a theoretically clean quantity that emerges from a genuine direct CP violation in general new-physics
models. In the SM, ACP (KS ! µ+µ�)SM

D,�D = O(0.7) ⇥D is predicted in the case of D0 = �D and
it is sensitive to a new CP -violating phase beyond the SM [308].

In a similar way, the CP asymmetry of Bd,s ! µ+µ� has been studied [320, 321]. However, for
the Bs system the situation differs substantially from KS , since the LD contributions are negligible and
the life-time difference between the two mass eigenstates is small compared to KS,L. The CP asymmetry
in Bd,s ! µ+µ� vanishes in the SM, but is also sensitive to a new CP -violating phase.

Before closing this section, we briefly comment on KL ! e+e�. Both KL ! e+e� and KL !
µ+µ� are dominated by LD two-photon contributions [322,323]. The branching ratio for KL ! e+e� is
dominated by the double logarithm contribution,/ log2(me/mK). The subdominant local term is fixed,
up to a two-fold ambiguity, from the measured B(KL ! µ+µ�); so that B(KL ! e+e�)/B(KL !
��) = (1.552 ± 0.014) ⇥ 10�8 or B(KL ! e+e�)/B(KL ! ��) = (1.406 ± 0.013) ⇥ 10�8 is
predicted [323]. The measured value (1.65± 0.91)⇥ 10�8 [310] is not yet precise enough to resolve the
ambiguity.

4.3 KS ! µ
+
µ
�
�, KS ! µ

+
µ
�
e
+
e
� and KS ! µ

+
µ
�
µ
+
µ
�

To improve the LD determination of B(KS ! µ+µ�), it is important to measure KS ! µ+µ��,
KS ! µ+µ�e+e� and KS ! µ+µ�µ+µ�. These channels are at reach for LHCb Upgrade II and thus
may give necessary LD information needed for a better control of KL ! µ+µ�. These four body decays
have a peculiar feature: similarly to KS,L ! ⇡+⇡�e+e� [323], the two different helicity amplitudes
interfere. One can then measure the sign of KL ! �⇤�⇤ ! `+`�`+`� by studying the time interference
between KS and KL, which has a decay length 2�S [324].

The ChPT prediction for B(KS ! ��) [325], which has been experimentally confirmed, allows
one to make a prediction for B(KS ! µ+µ��) = 7.25⇥ 10�10; this value is increased by vector meson
dominance (VMD) and unitarity corrections to B(KS ! µ+µ��) = (1.45 ± 0.27)⇥ 10�9 [305].

4.4 KS ! ⇡
0
`
+
`
� and K

± ! ⇡
±
`
+
`
�

At low dilepton mass squared, q2, the dominant contribution to K±(KS) ! ⇡±(⇡0)`+`� is due to a
single virtual-photon exchange. The resulting amplitude involves a vector form factor Vi(z) (i = ±, S),
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Fig. 32: Left panel: The effective branching ratios with the blue (gray) band denoting the SM prediction
with (without) taking into account the dilution D. The green band corresponds to a BSM scenario enter-
ing through electroweak penguins studied in Ref. [304]. Right panel: The K ! µ+µ� time distributions
in the SM for several choices of D. The D = 0 decay intensity is normalized, either over the interval
0.1⌧S to 1.45⌧S (solid lines) or 0.1⌧S to 3⌧S (dashed lines). Positive sign of Aµ

L�� is assumed in Eq. (59).
A detailed explanation and results for the negative sign of Aµ

L�� are given in Ref. [304].

Table 22: Fitted values of coefficients entering the vector form factor in Eq. (61).

Channel a+ b+ Reference

ee �0.587 ± 0.010 �0.655 ± 0.044 E865 [328]

ee �0.578 ± 0.016 �0.779 ± 0.066 NA48/2 [329]

µµ �0.575 ± 0.039 �0.813 ± 0.145 NA48/2 [330]

which can be decomposed in the general form up to O(p6) in the chiral expansion as [326, 327],

Vi(z) = ai + biz + V ⇡⇡
i (z) , z = q2/m2

K , for i = ±, S. (61)

Here the low energy constants (LECs), ai and bi, parametrize the polynomial part of the amplitude,
while the rescattering contribution V ⇡⇡

i can be determined from fits to K ! ⇡⇡ and K ! ⇡⇡⇡ data
(no �I = 1/2 contribution to V ⇡⇡

S ). The chiral loops, encoded in V ⇡⇡
i , have been computed, model-

independently and at leading order, in the framework of chiral perturbation theory [326, 327]. Chiral
symmetry alone does not constrain the values of the LECs, so instead, we consider the differential decay
rate d�/dz / |V+(z)|2 as a means to extract a+ and b+ from experiment. The resulting fit to the decay
spectra from all available high-statistics experiments is given in Table 22. The experimental size of the
b+/a+ ratio exceeds the naive dimensional analysis estimate, calling for a large VMD contribution.

The branching ratios of KS ! ⇡0`+`�, on the other hand, are approximately

B(KS ! ⇡0e+e�) ⇡ 5⇥ 10�9 · a2S , B(KS ! ⇡0µ+µ�) ⇡ 1.2⇥ 10�9 · a2S , (62)

and NA48, assuming just a VMD form factor, finds respectively [331, 332]

|aS |ee = 1.06+0.26
�0.21 ± 0.07, |aS |µµ = 1.54+0.40

�0.32 ± 0.06. (63)

The uncertainty of |aS |µµ gives the dominant theoretical uncertainty in KL ! ⇡0µ+µ�. Therefore,
this measurement is a crucial piece of information required to establish the relative roles of indirect CP
violation vs. direct CP violation in KL ! ⇡0µ+µ�, in order to probe SD effects [312]. The LHCb
Upgrade II can reach a precision in B(K0

S ! ⇡0µ+µ�) at the 10�10 level (see Fig. 33), and, through an
analysis of the differential decay rate, a 10% statistical precision on the form factor term |aS | with free
bS [298].
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Fig. 33: Projected LHCb reach for B(K0
S ! ⇡0µ+µ�) as a function of the integrated luminosity times

trigger efficiency (which is expected to be O(1) in LHCb Upgrade II. Figure adapted from Ref. [300].

4.4.1 Lepton flavor universality violation in K
± ! ⇡

±
`
+
`
�

The coefficients a+ and b+ can be used to test for LFUV. If lepton flavour universality applies, each of
the two coefficients, averaged over different experiments, have to be equal for the ee and µµ channels.
Within errors this is indeed the case, see Table 22. Since the SM interactions are lepton flavour universal,
deviations from zero in differences, such as aµµ+ � aee+ , would be a sign of NP. Such a test is especially
interesting in view of the B-physics anomalies (see Sec. 7), with rare kaon decays providing a comple-
mentary role in testing the NP explanations. Our analysis [333] is based on the observation that at low
energy scales, µ ⌧ mt,b,c, the strangeness-changing transitions are described in terms of the effective
Lagrangian [323]

L|�S|=1
eff = �GFp

2
VudV

⇤
us

X

i

Ci(µ)Qi(µ) + h.c. , (64)

which contains semileptonic operators

Q7V = [s̄�µ(1� �5)d]
X

`=e,µ

⇥
¯̀�µ`

⇤
, and Q7A = [s̄�µ(1� �5)d]

X

`=e,µ

⇥
¯̀�µ�5`

⇤
, (65)

that are the s ! d analogues of the b ! s operators, QB
9,10. In the framework of minimal flavour

violation (MFV), the Wilson coefficients of the two sectors are correlated. We use this feature to convert
knowledge of C7V,7A into bounds on CB

9,10.

To convert the allowed range on aNP
+ into a corresponding range in the Wilson coefficients C``

7V ,
we make use of the O(p2) chiral realization of the SU(3)L current

s̄�µ(1� �5)d$ if2
⇡(U@

µU †)23 , U = U(⇡,K, ⌘) , (66)

to obtain

aNP
+ =

2⇡
p

2

↵
VudV

⇤
usC

NP
7V . (67)

Contributions due to NP in K+ ! ⇡+`+`� can then be probed by considering the difference between
the two channels

Cµµ
7V � Cee

7V = ↵
aµµ+ � aee+

2⇡
p

2VudV
⇤
us

. (68)
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Assuming MFV, this can be converted into a constraint on the NP contribution to CB
9 ,

CB,µµ
9 � CB,ee

9 = �
aµµ+ � aee+p

2VtdV
⇤
ts

⇡ �19 ± 79 , (69)

where we have averaged over the two electron experiments listed in Table 22.
The determination of aµµ+ � aee+ needs to be improved by an O(10) factor in order to probe the

parameter space relevant for the B-anomalies, which require Wilson coefficients CB
9,10 = O(1) [334].

Improvements of this size may be possible at NA62, especially for the experimentally cleaner dimuon
mode which currently has the larger uncertainty.

4.5 KS ! ⇡
+
⇡
�
e
+
e
�

The KS ! ⇡+⇡�e+e� decays can be interesting, if one can test beyond the dominant bremsstrahlung
contribution, performing ChPT tests. In principle, CP violation is also of interest for NP searches. So far,
NA48 has, using 676 events, obtained a measurement B(KS ! ⇡+⇡�e+e�) = (4.79 ± 0.15) ⇥ 10�5,
[310] to be compared with the theoretical prediction [335]

B(KS ! ⇡+⇡�e+e�) = 4.74 · 10�5
| {z }

Brems.

+ 4.39 · 10�8
| {z }

Int.

+ 1.33 · 10�10
| {z }

DE

. (70)

Similarly, one can predict for the dimuon channel,

B(KS ! ⇡+⇡�µ+µ�) = 4.17 · 10�14
| {z }

Brems.

+ 4.98 · 10�15
| {z }

Int.

+ 2.17 · 10�16
| {z }

DE

. (71)

The LHCb upgrade expects a yield of up to 5⇥10�4 events per fb-1 [336].

4.6 LFV modes
Modes with LFV, such as K ! (n⇡)µ±e⌥, provide null tests of the SM. The interest on such processes
has been renewed because they can receive sizable contributions from BSM addressing the hints for
LFUV in B ! K(⇤)`+`�. Both types of processes can arise from NP contributions to the product of
the two neutral currents, composed of the down-type quarks and charged leptons. The only difference
between the two is the strength of the flavour couplings involved. Using general EFT arguments, the
amount of LFUV hinted at in B ! K(⇤)`+`� decays, generically imply B ! K(⇤) LFV rates of the
order of 10�8 [337]. (More quantitative estimates require introduction of flavour models [265,333,338–
348].)

As discussed in Ref. [301], such arguments can be extended to K ! (⇡)µ±e⌥, with fairly general
assumptions on different flavour couplings involved. Expected rates can be as large as 10�10 � 10�13

for the KL ! µ±e⌥ mode and a factor of ⇠ 100 smaller for the K+ ! ⇡+µ±e⌥ one. Taking into
account the suppression mechanisms at play, such “large” rates are a non-trivial finding. The relatively
wide predicted ranges are due to the inherent model dependence, especially in the choice of the leptonic
coupling and of the overall scale of the new interaction, typically between 5 and 15 TeV [301]. On the
experimental side, the limits on K ! (⇡)µ±e⌥ modes are, somewhat surprisingly, decades-old

B(KL ! e±µ⌥) < 4.7⇥ 10�12 [349] , B(KL ! ⇡0e±µ⌥) < 7.6⇥ 10�11 [350] ,

B(K+ ! ⇡+e�µ+) < 1.3⇥ 10�11 [351] , B(K+ ! ⇡+e+µ�) < 5.2⇥ 10�10 [352] .
(72)

These modes can be profitably pursued at the upgraded LHCb, which will benefit from huge yields. Ref.
[301] presented a feasibility study for the modes in Eq. (72), taking K+ ! ⇡+µ±e⌥ as a benchmark.
The expected reach is displayed in Fig. 34 as a function of the integrated luminosity and for different
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Fig. 34: Expected reach for K+ ! ⇡+µ±e⌥ as a function of the integrated luminosity with 13 TeV pp
collisions based on a fast simulation of LHCb. Different scenarios in terms of PID performance and pT
thresholds of the ⇡+ and e± candidates are shown. Combinatorial background is neglected in the study.
Figure adapted from Ref. [301].

scenarios of detector performance. This shows that LHCb Upgrade II could update some of the existing
limits, a result that per se already makes these searches promising. Even more interestingly, LHCb
Upgrade II could probe part of the parameter space for LFV kaon decays suggested by the B-physics
anomalies. This conclusion in turn calls attention to other running and upcoming facilities, including
Belle-II, NA62 [353], as well as the newly proposed TauFV [354]. Dedicated sensitivity studies for these
facilities are required in order to make more quantitative statements. Yet, the experimental outlook for
all these modes is certainly promising.

4.7 Hyperons at HL-LHC
The LHCb can contribute significantly to the strangeness-physics programme with measurements of
hyperon decays. There is vast room for improvement in this sector as most of the data for the standard
modes, both in nonleptonic and semileptonic decays, is about 40 years old, and many of the rare decays
sensitive to SD physics have not even been searched for. An exploratory study of the LHCb’s potential
in hyperon physics was presented in [355]; here we summarize the main conclusions.

Current experimental data on the semileptonic hyperon decays ⇤ ! pµ�⌫̄, ⌅� ! ⇤µ�⌫̄ and
⌅� ! ⌃0µ�⌫̄ is quite poor, with relative uncertainties in the range of 20%-100%. These decay modes
can be partially reconstructed at the LHCb, where the kinematic distributions allow one to discriminate
from the peaking backgrounds of ⇤ ! p⇡� and ⌅� ! ⇤⇡�. Besides testing lepton-universality by
comparing with the semi-electronic modes, these decays are sensitive to BSM scalar and tensor cur-
rents [356]. If percent precision is achieved in the measurement of semi-muonic branching fractions,
they could contribute to a better determination of the CKM matrix element |Vus| from hyperon de-
cays [357–360].

A golden mode among the rare hyperon decays is ⌃+ ! pµ+µ�, to which LHCb recently con-
tributed with an evidence for the decay at 4.1� and a di-muon invariant distribution consistent with the
SM [361], thus challenging the HyperCP anomaly [362]. With dedicated triggers and the upgraded LHCb
detector in the HL phase about a thousand events per year of data-taking could be measured, which will
allow one to measure angular distributions or direct CP asymmetries that have been shown to be sensitive
to SD physics [262, 363]. The equivalent channel with lepton number violation, ⌃ ! p̄µ+µ+ can also
be searched for, with potential sensitivities at the 10�9 level. Other �S = 1 semileptonic rare hyperon
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decays, except those of the ⌦� (which will be produced at a rate similar to that of a B-meson), must
have electrons in the final state due to phase space. Sensitivity to B(⌃+ ! pe+e�) ⇠ 10�6 should be
accessible at LHCb, whereas other modes like⇤! p⇡�e+e� suffer from low electron reconstruction ef-
ficiency. More exotic modes, probing baryon-number violation, lepton-flavor violation, or �S = 2, can
also be measured with projected sensitivities improving by orders of magnitude the current limits [355].
Radiative decays such as ⇤! p⇡� are also accessible to LHCb.
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5 Tau leptons
Authors (TH): Vincenzo Cirigliano, Martin Gonzalez-Alonso, Adam Falkowski, Emilie Passemar.

The physics of the tau lepton is an exceptionally broad topic, both experimentally and theoretically.
A large variety of processes involving taus have been used in the last decades to learn about fundamental
physics [364]. In some cases the results obtained in e+e� machines [365] are very hard to improve in
the LHC environment, due to large backgrounds, even if the number of taus produced is much larger.
This is the case, e.g., for the study of basic tau properties (mass, lifetime, etc.) or the standard tau decay
channels. However, there are also many processes involving taus that are relevant for HL/HE-LHC. Here
we focus on those that are more directly connected to flavour and that are not covered by other sections
(for instance h! ⌧⌧ , h! ⌧`, Sec. 9 or heavy meson decays to taus, Sec. 7 ).

To simplify the discussion we will assume that the scale of New Physics (NP) relevant for the
processes under consideration is much heavier than the energy scales probed by the LHC. We can then
use the SMEFT framework [366]. We first discuss lepton flavour conserving observables, where the SM
contribution has to be calculated with some accuracy in order to probe NP. In contrast, the SM contri-
bution is negligible for lepton flavour violating processes, where the challenges are purely experimental.
As a result, the NP scales that are probed are much higher in the latter case.

5.1 Lepton-flavour-conserving processes
Collider phenomenology is usually very different for the so-called vertex corrections and contact inter-
actions. For vertex corrections the NP contributions mimic the structure of the SM gauge couplings,
Z⌧⌧ and W ⌧⌫. Their study requires, in most cases, very precise measurements, which are challenging
in a hadron collider. On the other hand, four-fermion contact interactions (generated for example by the
tree-level exchange of a heavy mediator) give a contribution to high-energy observables qualitatively dif-
ferent from the SM one. For instance, a contribution from an off-shell mediator grows with the partonic
center of mass energy, and thus one does not require very high precision in order for the measurements
to probe interesting NP scales [367, 368]. For these contact interactions, we focus on flavour-diagonal
couplings involving first-generation quarks and third-generation leptons.

5.1.1 High-energy tails
LHC measurements of differential distributions in the Drell-Yan lepton production can be sensitive to
new effective interactions between leptons and quarks [367, 368]. As an example, consider that the
following dimension-6 interaction is added to the SM Lagrangian,

L �
C(3)
lq

⇤2 (L̄3�µ�
iL3)(Q1�

µ�iQ1), (73)

where �i are the Pauli matrices, L3 = (⌫⌧L, ⌧L) is the 3rd generation lepton doublet, and Q1 = (uL, dL)
is the 1st generation quark doublet. This interaction term can be interpreted as an effective field theory
(EFT) description of a more fundamental theory, for example an exchange of an SU(2) triplet of vector
bosons with masses mV = ⇤ � v that couples to L3 and Q1 with coupling strength gV ⇡ 2|C(3)

lq |1/2.
Even when mV is too heavy to be directly produced at the LHC, the effective interaction in Eq. (73) may
produce observable effects, and therefore provide information about the theory that completes the SM.

At the LHC, contact interactions between quarks and 3rd generation leptons can be probed via
the processes pp ! ⌧+⌧�X and pp ! ⌧⌫X [369, 370]. Here we focus on the latter, taking as a
template the existing Run-2 ATLAS analysis in Ref. [371]. This measured the ⌧⌫ transverse mass dis-
tribution, where the transverse mass is given by mT =

p
2pTET (1� cos�), with ~pT the transverse

momentum of the (hadronic) tau candidate, ~ET the missing transverse momentum, and � the azimuthal
angle between the two. The effects of the interaction in Eq. (73) are most pronounced at higher mT .
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To estimate the current and future sensitivity, we pick mT > 1.8 TeV as our signal region (a more
elaborate analysis with a wider, binned, mT range would lead to stronger bounds [370]). Using the
Madgraph [372]/Pythia 8 [373]/Delphes [374] simulation chain and imposing the selection cuts we
can estimate the expected number of events in the presence of the interaction in Eq. (73):

NmT>1.8 TeV
pp!⌧⌧ ⇡

✓
L

36.1 fb�1

◆2

40.36 + 4.0⇥ 103
C(3)
lq v2

⇤2 + 3.6⇥ 105

0

@C(3)
lq v2

⇤2

1

A
23

5 , (74)

where L is the integrated luminosity, v ⇡ 246 GeV, and we will ignore the theoretical error of this
estimation. The ATLAS collaboration observed 0 events in L = 36.1 fb�1 [371], from which one
can derive the 68% CL limit on the Wilson coefficient in Eq. (73): �(5.3 TeV)�2  C(3)

lq /⇤2 
(7.7 TeV)�2. For the HL-LHC with L = 3000 fb�1, assuming the observed number of events will be
exactly equal to the SM prediction, the expected limit becomes

� 1

(17.5 TeV)2


C(3)
lq

⇤2 
1

(20.5 TeV)2
@ 68% CL. (75)

Compared to the present LHC bound, this represents an O(10) stronger bound on C(3)
lq /⇤2, or O(3)

times improvement in the reach for the mass scale of NP. Assuming maximally strongly coupled NP,
gV ⇠ 4⇡, the HL-LHC can probe particles even as heavy as mV ⇠ 100 TeV.

There are 3 more independent dimension-6 operators that can be probed by the pp! ⌧⌫ process:
Oledq = (L̄3⌧R)(d̄RQ1), Olequ = (L̄3⌧R)(Q1uR), and O(3)

lequ = (L̄3�µ⌫⌧R)(Q̄1�
µ⌫uR) [367, 375]. We

estimate that the HL-LHC will be sensitive to C/⇤2 ⇠ (10 TeV)�2 through a one-bin analysis like the
one presented above. The slightly smaller sensitivity than for the operator in Eq. (73) follows from the
fact that these do not interfere with the SM amplitudes, and thus their effect enters only at quadratic order
in C/⇤2. 3

We expect that our simple analysis provides a good qualitative estimate of the HL-LHC reach.
However, a more sophisticated analysis using the full information about the mT distribution (such as in
Ref. [370]), and possibly also about the ⌧ polarization, should lead to a further O(1) increase of sensitiv-
ity. Ideally, the optimal analysis should be able to distinguish between different dimension-6 operators
(except between Oledq and Olequ, which give exactly the same contribution to the pp! ⌧⌫ cross section),
and provide constraints on the Wilson coefficients in the situation when all the independent operators
are simultaneously present. Furthermore, the process pp ! ⌧+⌧� probes a large set of dimension-
6 operators: Olq = (L̄3�µL3)(Q1�

µQ1), Olu = (L̄3�µL3)(ūR�
µuR), Old = (L̄3�µL3)(d̄R�

µdR),
Oeq = (⌧̄R�µ⌧R)(Q̄1�

µQ1), Oeu = (⌧̄R�µ⌧R)(ūR�
µuR), and Oed = (⌧̄R�µ⌧R) (d̄R�

µdR), in addition
to the operators discussed above. We expect comparable sensitivity of pp ! ⌧+⌧� to C/⇤2 as in the
case of pp ! ⌧⌫ [367]. It is unlikely that the LHC alone can discriminate between all these operators;
to this end combining with low energy precision measurements of ⌧ decays will be necessary. Finally,
we mention that ⌧⌧ and ⌧⌫ production also probes analogous operators with heavier (s, c, b) quarks
instead of the 1st generation ones [369, 377, 378]. The presence of such operators in the Lagrangian can
be motivated by the anomalies observed by BaBar and LHCb in the B ! D(⇤)⌧⌫ decays [379–381] (see
Sec 7).

5.1.2 Beyond tails: lepton flavour universality
It has been pointed out recently that there is an interesting complementarity between the high-energy
searches and low-energy precision studies, presented above, and hadronic tau decays [370]. The latter

3Contributions from SMEFT dim-8 operators are assumed to be subleading with respect to dim-6 squared terms. Although
not true in general, this is indeed the case for strongly coupled UV completions [376].
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are equally sensitive to vertex and contact interactions, and thus effectively become model-independent
probes of LFU violations in the W ⌧⌫ vertex once the strong LHC bounds described above are taken into
account. This is interesting because the only low-energy model-independent measurement of this effect,
which was carried out at LEP2, found a ⇠ 2� tension with LFU [382, 383]. Including also hadronic
tau decays and LHC bounds on contact interactions, the result is improved by a factor of two, but the
(dis)agreement with LFU remains at the ⇠ 2� level: �gW ⌧

L � �gWe
L = 0.0134(74) [370].

Finally, it is interesting to mention the possibility of accessing LFU violations in the vertex cor-
rections at the (HL/HE) LHC. In the ratio of W ! ⌧⌫ and W ! `⌫ many experimental and QCD
uncertainties cancel, which make a per-cent level extraction a bit less complicated. In fact, past studies
carried out by the D0 collaboration [384] showed that such precision is indeed possible in a collider
environment.

5.2 Lepton Flavour Violation
Lepton Flavour Violating (LFV) processes involving charged leptons are very interesting because their
observation would be a clear indication of physics beyond the SM. While lepton family number is an
accidental symmetry of the SM, we know it must be broken in order to account for neutrino masses and
mixings. If the only low-energy manifestations of LFV are neutrino masses and mixings (which corre-
sponds to a very high scale for LFV), then charged LFV amplitudes are suppressed by the GIM mecha-
nism and the predicted rates are un-observably small, e.g., B(µ ! e�) ⇠ 10�52, B(⌧ ! µ�) ⇠ 10�45

and B(⌧ ! 3µ) ⇠ 10�54 [385–388]). However, if the breaking of the lepton family symmetry happens
not too much above the electroweak symmetry breaking scale, as borne out in many NP scenarios, then
one can expect charged LFV BRs quite close to existing limits, and therefore within reach of ongoing
searches. In fact in some cases experimental limits are already excluding regions of parameter space in
specific weak scale NP models. While less severe than in the quark sector, one has a “flavour problem”
in the lepton sector as well.

A rich literature exists on this topic, including studies in supersymmetric extensions of the SM,
little Higgs models, low-scale seesaw models, leptoquark models, Z 0 models, left-right symmetric mod-
els, and extended Higgs models. For recent reviews on both theoretical and experimental aspects we
refer the reader to Refs. [389, 390]. Current limits on BRs in µ-e transitions are at the level of 10�13

(e.g. B(µ+ ! e+�) < 4.2 ⇥ 10�13 (90% CL) [391]), while ⌧ -µ and ⌧ -e BRs are bound at the 10�8

level [197]. As discussed below, improvements in LFV ⌧ decays will offer the opportunity to explore (i)
correlations with µ-e transitions, probing underlying sources of flavour breaking; (ii) correlations among
different LFV ⌧ decays, probing the nature of the underlying mechanism. In parallel to the ambitious
programme constraining LFV for tau lepton, a similar programme exists in the muonic sector improving
the limit on µ ! e� with MEGII [392, 393], µ ! 3e with Mu3e [394, 395], and µ ! e conversion
on Aluminium target with Mu2e [396] at Fermilab and COMET [397] at JPARC and on silicon-carbide
and graphite target with DeeMe at JPARC [398, 399]. LFV studies can also be performed in B and D
decays, as well as the decays of cc̄ and bb̄ quarkonia, though the effective NP scale reach is lower, see,
e.g., [400,401]. Probing the relative strength of µ! e and ⌧ ! µ LFV transitions will shed light on the
underlying sources of family symmetry breaking in the lepton sector and their link to the quark sector in
grand unified scenarios.

Finally, LFV decay modes of the Z0 are also of considerable interest. Their BRs in the SM are
again negligible, B(Z ! e±µ⌥) ⇠ B(Z ! e±⌧⌥) ⇠ 10�54, B(Z ! µ±⌧⌥) ⇠ 10�60 and the LHC
can obtain competitive bounds in some of these channels [402]. The current upper limits are due to LEP
measurements (at 95% CL) [403–406],

B(Z ! e±µ⌥) < 1.7⇥ 10�6, B(Z ! e±⌧⌥) < 9.8⇥ 10�6, B(Z ! µ±⌧⌥) < 1.2⇥ 10�5, (76)

while the ATLAS Collaboration has recently obtained the following 95% CL upper limits: B(Z !
e±⌧⌥) < 5.8 ⇥ 10�5 [407], and B(Z ! µ±⌧⌥) < 1.3 ⇥ 10�5 [407]. The HL/HE LHC will therefore
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provide the best limit on LFV Z decays. The detection of a signal in the Z0 ! ``0 channel, in combina-
tion with the information from charged lepton LFV decays, would also allow one to learn about features
of the underlying LFV dynamics. An explicit example is provided by the Inverse Seesaw (ISS) and
“3+1” effective models which add one or more sterile neutrinos to the particle content of the SM [408]
(see also, e.g., Ref. [409–411]).

5.2.1 Lepton Flavour Violation in ⌧ decays
Tau decays offer a rich landscape to search for CLFV. The ⌧ lepton is heavy enough to decay into hadrons.
Until now already 48 LFV modes have been bounded at the level of 10�8 [197], as can be seen in Fig. 35.
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Fig. 35: Bounds on Tau Lepton Flavour Data from the existing experiments are compiled by
HFLAV [197]; projections of the Belle-II bounds were performed by the Belle-II collaboration assuming
50 ab�1 of integrated luminosity [196].

The B factories, BaBar and Belle, have improved by more than an order of magnitude [412–424]
the previous CLEO bounds [425–427] for a significant number of modes. Some of the modes, for
instance, ⌧ ! `!, have been bounded for the first time [413].

Table 23 shows a list of limits obtained for the ⌧ ! 3µ channel by different experiments. The
strongest limits come from the B-factories, with a competitive limit obtained by LHCb [428]. Table 23
also contains the recent measurement by ATLAS [429], as well as the expected limit from the Belle-
II experiment at the SuperKEKB collider, which will improve current limits by almost two orders of
magnitude [196]. Finally, Table 23 also summarizes the expected limits from the HL-LHC that we
discuss in more detail below.

The physics reach and model-discriminating power of LFV tau decays is most efficiently analyzed
above the electroweak scale using SMEFT, and in a corresponding low-energy EFT when below the weak
scale [430]. Several classes of dimension-six operators contribute to LFV tau decays at the low-scale,
with effective couplings denoted by Ci/⇤

2. Loop-induced dipole operators mediate radiative decays
⌧ ! `� as well as purely leptonic ⌧ ! 3` and semi-leptonic decays. Four-fermion – both four-lepton
and semi-leptonic – operators with different Dirac structures can be induced at tree-level or loop-level,
and contribute to ⌧ ! 3` and ⌧ ! ` + hadrons. As a typical example, we note that current limits
on ⌧ ! µ� probe scales on the order of ⇤/

p
CDipole ⇠ 500 TeV. Besides probing high scales, LFV ⌧

decays offer two main handles to discriminate among underlying models of NP, i.e., to identify which
operators are present at low energy and what is their relative strength: (i) correlations among different
LFV ⌧ decay rates [430]; (ii) differential distributions in higher multiplicity decays, such as the ⇡⇡
invariant mass in ⌧ ! µ⇡⇡ [430] and the Dalitz plot in ⌧ ! 3µ [431, 432].
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Table 23: Actual and expected limits on BR(⌧ ! 3µ) for different experiments and facilities. The
ATLAS projections are given for the medium background scenario, see main text for further details.

BR(⌧ ! 3µ) Ref. Comments
(90% CL limit)
3.8⇥ 10�7 ATLAS [429] Actual limit (Run 1)
4.6⇥ 10�8 LHCb [428] Actual limit (Run 1)
3.3⇥ 10�8 BaBar [417] Actual limit
2.1⇥ 10�8 Belle [423] Actual limit
3.7⇥ 10�9 CMS HF-channel at HL-LHC Expected limit (3000 fb�1)
6⇥ 10�9 ATLAS W-channel at HL-LHC Expected limit (3000 fb�1)
2.3⇥ 10�9 ATLAS HF-channel at HL-LHC Expected limit (3000 fb�1)
O(10�9) LHCb at HL-LHC Expected limit (300 fb�1)
3.3⇥ 10�10 Belle-II [196] Expected limit (50 ab�1)

In addition to Belle-II, HL/HE LHC will be able to search for the “background-free” ⌧ ! 3µ. A
detailed summary of projected sensitivities is given below. This is a particularly crucial discovery mode
when LFV is introduced at tree-level, for example by the exchange of Z 0 or doubly charged Higgs bosons.
Efforts should also go into understanding the backgrounds and improving the sensitivity in semi-leptonic
three-body decays ⌧ ! µ⇡+⇡� and ⌧ ! µKK̄, which have a particularly high discovery potential in
Higgs-mediated [433–435] or leptoquark-mediated LFV. If LFV is discovered, these modes also have
significant model-diagnosing power because of their Dalitz structure, and therefore also probe a wider
class of models than the dominant one-loop-induced LFV process ⌧ ! µ�. Of particular interest is the
sensitivity of ⌧ ! µ⇡⇡ to extended Higgs sectors and to non-standard Yukawa couplings of the SM
Higgs to light quarks and leptons [430, 434]. This channel also allows a particularly robust theoretical
interpretation thanks to advances in the calculation of all the relevant hadronic form factors [434].

5.2.2 HL-LHC experimental prospects
The LHC proton collisions at 13 TeV produce ⌧ leptons with a cross-section five orders of magnitude
larger than at Belle II. As a result, during the HL-LHC running period, about 1015 ⌧ leptons will be
produced in 4⇡. Most will be produced in the decay of heavy flavour hadrons, specifically Ds meson
decays. This high production cross-section compensates for the higher background levels and lower
integrated luminosity, in particular for the ⌧ ! 3µ golden mode. Background events arise dominantly
from badly reconstructed heavy flavour decays like D+

s ! ⌘(µ+µ��)µ+⌫µ, lepton fakes from hadrons
(cc̄/bb̄ ! Xµµ), and pile-up. A particular challenge for this production channel is the soft momentum
spectrum of the ⌧ decay products, which places stringent requirements on both the trigger and offline
reconstructions of all the HL-LHC experiments.

W and Z bosons offer a complementary source of ⌧ leptons. Their production cross sections are
considerably smaller than those for B and D mesons, but ⌧ leptons from W and Z afford much cleaner
experimental signatures with far better signal-to-background ratios for CMS and ATLAS; the LHCb
forward geometry is less well suited to exploting these decays. For instance, in a ⌧ ! 3µ search relying
on W ! ⌧⌫ decays as a source of ⌧ leptons, one can benefit from ⌧ leptons having relatively large
transverse momenta and being isolated, from large missing transverse momentum pmiss

T in an event, and
from the transverse mass of the ⌧ -pmiss

T system being close to the W mass.
Detector improvements planned for the HL-LHC period will significantly enhance the capabilities

of all three experiments in this area. In the case of ATLAS, the installation of a new tracking system
will improve the vertex and momentum resolution. The trigger system upgrade will include additional
capabilities, ultimately improving the online selection, and allowing to maintain a low muon triggering
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Fig. 36: (Top) Comparison of ATLAS tau mass resolutions in the W - (left) and HF-channels (right)
in Run-2 and under HL-LHC detector conditions. Widths are estimated from a double-Gaussian fit.
(Bottom) CMS trimuon invariant mass m3µ for the ⌧ ! 3µ signal (red) and background (blue) after all
event selection cuts, for Category 1 (left) and Category 2 (right) events, as defined in the text. The signal
is shown for B(⌧ ! 3µ) = 2⇥ 10�8. CMS results refer to the HF channel; plots are taken from [436] .

threshold. The CMS upgraded muon system, whose coverage is extended from |⌘| = 2.4 to 2.8, in-
creases the signal fiducial acceptance by a factor of two and, also, enhances the capability to trigger on
and reconstruct low momentum muons [436]. The additional events with muons at high |⌘| have worse
trimuon mass resolution. Hence, two event categories are introduced: Category 1 for events with all
three muons reconstructed only with the Phase-1 detectors, and Category 2 for events with at least one
muon reconstructed by the new triple Gas Electron Multiplier (GEM) detectors, which will be installed
in the first station of the upgraded muon system. The impact of the proposed ATLAS detector upgrades
and CMS event categories is shown in Fig. 36. In the case of LHCb, the deployment of a fully software
trigger will remove one of the key sources of inefficiency in the current analysis. In addition, the pro-
posed calorimeter improvements during the LHCb Upgrade II will play an important role in suppressing
backgrounds such as D+

s ! ⌘(µ+µ��)µ+⌫µ.
The extrapolated sensitivities for ATLAS and CMS are shown in Fig. 37 and Tables 24 and 25. The

ATLAS sensitivities [437] are extrapolated based on the Run 1 measurement [429] taking into account the
expected detector improvements. Three scenarios for the acceptance, efficiency and background yields
are considered. Systematic uncertainties are extrapolated from the Run-1 measurement scaling down by
the increased statistics with preserved constant terms for the reconstruction efficiency. A 15% systematic
uncertainty dominated by the background estimation is derived. Varying the systematic uncertainty by
5% translates into a 10% change of the expected upper limit. Limits of up to B(⌧ ! 3µ) = 1.03(5.36)⇥
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Fig. 37: ATLAS extrapolated CLs versus the ⌧ ! 3µ branching fraction, BR(⌧ ! 3µ) for each of the
discussed scenarios in the W -channel (left) and HF-channel (right). The horizontal red line denotes the
90% CL. The limit is obtained from the intersection of the CLs and this line.

Table 24: Summary of the ATLAS expected 90% CL upper limit on B(⌧ ! 3µ) for an assumed lu-
minosity of 3 ab�1 of pp collisions at

p
s = 14 TeV in the W and Heavy Flavour (HF) channels, for

different signal and background yield scenarios.

Scenario W -channel HF-channel
90% CL UL [10�9] 90% CL UL [10�9]

ATLAS High 5.4 1
ATLAS Medium 6.2 2.3
ATLAS Low 13.5 6.4

10�9 are derived in the HF-(W -)channel. In the case of CMS, the absence of tails in the signal trimuon
mass distribution, shown in Fig. 36, demonstrates the robustness of the reconstruction even at the high
pileup (PU=200) of HL-LHC. The projected exclusion sensitivity in the absence of a signal is B(⌧ !
3µ) < 3.7⇥10�9 at 90% CL, while the expected 5 �-observation sensitivity is B(⌧ ! 3µ) = 1.1⇥10�8.
CMS studies focusing on ⌧ leptons originating from W boson decays are ongoing.

Extrapolations based on the current LHCb ⌧ ! 3µ result [428] and assuming no detector or trigger
improvements show that, similarly to Belle II, CMS, and ATLAS, Upgrade II LHCb would also be able
to probe branching ratios down to O(10�9). This will allow Upgrade II LHCb to independently confirm
any earlier Belle II discovery, or to significantly improve the combined limit.
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Table 25: (Top) The expected numbers of signal and background events in the mass window 1.55 -2.0
GeV for CMS. An integrated luminosity of 3000 fb�1 and a signal B(⌧ ! 3µ) = 2 ⇥10�8 is assumed.
(Bottom) The search sensitivities for the combined categories.

Category 1 Category 2
Number of background events 2.4 ⇥106 2.6 ⇥106

Number of signal events 4580 3640
Trimuon mass resolution 18 MeV 31 MeV
B(⌧ ! 3µ) limit per event category 4.3 ⇥10�9 7.0 ⇥10�9

B(⌧ ! 3µ) 90% C.L. limit 3.7⇥ 10�9

B(⌧ ! 3µ) for 3-� evidence 6.7⇥ 10�9

B(⌧ ! 3µ) for 5-� observation 1.1⇥ 10�8
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6 Hadron spectroscopy and QCD exotica
Authors (TH): Angelo Esposito, Feng-Kun Guo, Juan Nieves, Alessandro Pilloni, Antonio Polosa, Sasa Prelovsek.

Determination of hadron spectrum is key to understanding the strong interactions, in particular the
mechanisms underlying color confinement. While BESIII is the leading experiment in the charm region,
and Belle II will make a major impact in the study of excited mesons and lighter exotic hadrons, only
the HL-LHC experiments have the potential to comprehensively study the full range of possible excited
hadronic states. Such a comprehensive understanding and characterisation of quark structures would not
only, in some sense, greatly enhance the taxonomy of the SM particles, but would also sharpen our un-
derstanding of QCD in a particularly difficult energy regime. Moreover, while not directly probing BSM
physics, spectroscopy measurements will continue to make essential contributions to the interpretation
of any observed BSM effects in the flavour sector. In addition, spectroscopy can provide tools to probe
BSM effects by using a new observed state as a tagger [438], [439].

While the Upgrade II of LHCb will by design offer unparalleled capabilities in this area, the legacy
of HL-LHC for spectroscopy will be much stronger, if ATLAS and CMS are also able to continue to
pursue this work in the HL-LHC period. The planned hardware tracking triggers and much higher data
rates sent to their software triggers are promising in this respect, and we encourage further study of what
capabilities they might bring to this area of physics. In particular, heavy-ion experiments might have an
advantage for doubly-heavy exotics, if they can improve their particle identification.

Gauge theories play a major role in BSM and some of them might be strongly coupled. In this
sense, QCD serves as a prototype of a strongly-coupled gauge theory. By studying hadron spectroscopy
and the QCD exotica we learn about the range of possibilities of analogous states in BSM theories.

6.1 Open questions in spectroscopy
A large number of “exotic” experimental discoveries, which did not fit the expectations of the (until
then) very successful valence quark model, as well as the unprecedented statistical precision obtained
by LHCb, BESIII, and other experiments, have led to a recent renaissance of hadron spectroscopy. For
recent reviews, see [196, 310, 440–448]. Understanding strong interactions at low energies requires an
explanation of how the emergent hadron spectrum is organized, which can shed light on the confinement
property of QCD.

To answer this question, a joint effort by experimental and theoretical communities is needed,
making a combined use of all available tools, including lattice QCD results and effective field theory
(EFT) methods, as well as phenomenological tools. The spectra of weakly decaying hadrons, as post-
dicted or predicted by lattice QCD, generally agree with the observed ones. Valuable conclusions can be
drawn from the lattice also for several strongly decaying resonances, where the challenge increases with
the number of open strong decay channels. From the phenomenological side, quark potential models,
inspired by QCD, describe mesons as bound states of a valence quark-antiquark pair, and baryons as
bound states of three valence quarks. One would expect these models [449–451] to work particularly
well in describing the heavy quarkonium sector. They indeed do a very good job for the spectrum of
charmonia and bottomonia below their respective open-flavor thresholds. This success can be connected
with QCD by using nonrelativistic EFTs such as the ones described in Refs. [452–455].

However, other color configurations are allowed, such as mesons with two quarks and two anti-
quarks, and baryons with four quarks and one anti-quark, dubbed tetraquarks and pentaquarks, respec-
tively.4 These are examples of the so-called exotic hadrons which also include glueballs and hybrid
hadrons with gluonic excitations. As already mentioned, their search has been an important theme in
high-energy experiments, although plagued by several ambiguous claims. The key questions are: Can

4In fact, such configurations were already suggested in Gell-Mann’s seminal paper on the quark model [456]. Multiquark
configurations are also suggested, but not listed, in Zweig’s original paper [457]. The name of “pentaquark” and a pioneering
dynamical model first appeared in Ref. [458].
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new states be unambiguously extracted from the experimental data? Are exotic hadrons really allowed by
QCD? If yes, what kinds are allowed? Why are they so scarce? Can lattice QCD predict their spectrum?
Is it possible to construct QCD-based phenomenological models for (at least) some of them?

The situation dramatically changed in 2003, when the charm-strange mesons D⇤
s0(2317), Ds1(2460)

and the charmonium-like X(3872) were discovered by the BaBar, CLEO and Belle Collaborations, re-
spectively. None of them is in line with the predictions from potential quark models. For instance, their
masses are lower than the predictions by Godfrey and Isgur by about 160 MeV, 70 MeV and 80 MeV,
respectively [451]. As time passed, more and more unknown resonant structures were reported from
various high-energy experiments, mostly BaBar, Belle, BESIII and LHCb. Many new structures, not
compatible with predictions, have been found in the charmonium mass region. These are traditionally
called XY Z states.5 In particular, the isovector Z states are explicitly exotic, because they have nonzero
isospin and at the same time contain a heavy QQ̄ pair. Similarly, LHCb [459] reported two structures
in the J/ p spectrum. If these were produced by real QCD baryon resonances (Pc), these states would
contain at least five valence quarks/antiquarks. So far, there has been no consensus about the nature
of these resonances, and some of the related experimental peaks might even receive large contributions
from kinematical effects, making their interpretation as real states ambiguous. To resolve these issues,
high statistics data and the search for signatures of these states in several different processes are highly
desirable.

Next, we introduce briefly a few main types of models beyond the naive quark model for these
intriguing exotic hadron candidates.

6.1.1 Tetraquarks
Two quarks and two antiquarks can lead to color singlets in different ways, which are difficult to choose
from first principles. One possibility is for the constituents to be bound in a compact tetraquark (see,
e.g., [460, 461]). For experimental reasons, the most studied systems are of the form QQ̄qq̄ 0, where
Q = c, b and q(0) are light quarks. Their spectrum is well described in terms of diquarks, with a spin-
spin interaction between the constituents given by HI = 2Qq

�
SQ · Sq + SQ̄ · Sq̄

0
�
, with no coupling

between the constituents of different diquarks [461]. The chromomagnetic couplings  are extracted from
observed masses. It is found that two quasi-degenerate 1++ and 1+� states are expected (identified with
the X(3872) and Zc(3900)), together with a higher 1+� state (the Z 0

c(4020)). The same pattern should
be replicated in the beauty system, where the two Zb(1

+�)’s have been discovered but the Xb(1
++) is

still missing. The Zc’s and Zb’s are expected to fill in triplets of states, as confirmed experimentally.
The X is an exception: only the neutral state is observed. This could be due to its accidental vicinity
to threshold [462]. Moreover, the remarkable isospin violation observed in its decays can be explained
by the fact that, being ↵s(2mc) small, the mixing between the mass eigenstates is suppressed [460,463].
The X± components are forced to decay only into charmonia, and the computed rates lie below the
current exclusion limits set experimentally. Decay modes such as, for example, X± ! J/ ⇢± should
be eagerly sought in data.

Radial excitations are also possible, the charged Z(4430) being the most remarkable example [460,
464, 465]. Its mass and decay modes fit perfectly a picture where it is the first radial excitation of the
Zc. Lastly, one also has orbital excitations, allowing for a 1� spectroscopy. Prominent candidates
are the observed Y (1�) states. An example is the Y (4630) � Y (4660) system (identified as a single
particle in [466]). Its mass fits the diquarkonium spectroscopy and its strong preference to decay into
two baryons is easily explained by the breaking of the QCD string between the diquarks. For reviews
see [440, 442, 443, 445, 467]. Remarkably, the X , Z(0)

c and Z(0)
b resonances are found experimentally

5Note that the naming scheme was changed in the 2018 edition of the Reviews of Particle Physics (RPP) by the Particle
Data Group [310]. For charmonium(-like) states, the isoscalar states with quantum numbers J

��, J++ are called  J , �cJ ,
respectively, and the isovector states with J

��, J+� are called RcJ , ZcJ , respectively.
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� . 10 MeV above their related meson-meson thresholds (D0D̄⇤0 for the X , etc.). Their measured
widths follow a � = A

p
� law, with the same coefficient A for both charm and beauty states, as first

observed in [468].
The above feature, the suppression of the interactions across different diquarks and the preference

for decaying into open-flavour mesons, can be qualitatively explained with a separation in space of the
two diquarks due to a (tiny) potential barrier between the two [462, 469–471]. With this conjecture,
one can also understand why the discrepancy between the decay into quarkonia and open flavor is more
prominent in the bottom sector than in the charm one. This would also make these exotic hadrons slightly
larger than the standard ones (⇡ 1.3 fm) [471]. The idea of the diquark–antidiquark pair being slightly
separated in space has also been presented in [472], where it was shown that considering diquarks as
dynamical and moving with respect to each other leads to an interesting way of computing tetraquark
decays. The same picture has also been employed to study the spectrum of tetraquarks and possible
selection rules for their decays [473], as well as to study pentaquarks [474]. Among other proposals to
calculate the tetraquark spectrum, we recall the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, where the tetraquark
is described as a heavy QQ̄ pair in color octet, immersed into an effective potential generated by the
light pair, again in color octet. Under the assumption that the effective potential is the same as the one
calculated on the lattice for heavy hybrids, the spectrum is derived [475]. Lastly, it was also proposed
that the scaling of the tetraquark exclusive production cross section with the center-of-mass energy might
reveal important information on the composite nature of these states [476, 477]. It follows that the study
of production of exotic states is crucial.

6.1.2 Hadronic molecules
These are complex systems for which the dominant components are two or more interacting hadrons.
For a review of theoretical and phenomenological aspects of hadronic molecules, with a focus on the
new heavy-flavour hadrons, we refer to [444]. For a review focusing on the X(3872), see [478].

The simplest hadronic molecule would be a loosely bound state of two hadrons (H1, H2) with
a sizable extension. Such an object would be the analog to a neutron-proton pair bound to form a
deuteron. If the physical state is located slightly below an S-wave threshold of two hadrons H1 and
H2, the scattering length (a) and effective range (r) of the continuum H1 + H2 ! H1 + H2 scattering
amplitude would be approximately given by

a = �2
1� �2

2� �2
1

�
+ O(�/�), r = � �2

1� �2
1

�
+ O(�/�), (77)

where � =
p

2µEB , with µ the H1, H2 reduced mass and EB > 0 the binding energy of the physical
state (i.e., the difference between the H1, H2 threshold and its mass), � the inverse range of forces and
�2 the wave function renormalization constant, which for a pure molecule vanishes. There is also a
relation for the effective coupling of the physical state to H1 and H2, given by (using the non-relativistic
normalization)

g2NR,eff =
2⇡�

µ
(1� �2) + O(�/�). (78)

The (1��2) factor gives the molecular probability, i.e., the probability of finding the H1H2 component in
the physical state (the Weinberg compositeness criterion [479]). Thus, for a pure molecule (�2 = 0), one
finds that the scattering length takes its maximum value, a = �1/�, and in addition r = O(1/�), while
for a compact state (�2 = 1) one gets a = O(1/�) and r ! �1. In addition, the effective coupling
takes the maximal value for a pure molecule and it vanishes when there is no H1H2 component in the
physical state. These differences produce distinctive signatures in the line shapes of near-threshold states
(see, e.g., the discussion in [444, 480]) and not-so-near-threshold states [481]. In the case of coupled-
channel dynamics, one might also find states that can decay into some of the open channels. These may
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still qualify as hadronic molecules, were they to couple strongly to one of the channels considered in the
dynamical space. A detailed review on weak decays of heavy hadrons leading to molecular states in the
final state is given in [482].

The hadron-hadron interactions are usually taken from EFTs based on exact or approximate QCD
symmetries, which are employed to construct amplitudes satisfying unitarity in coupled channels. The
undetermined low-energy constants (LECs) are fitted to data or lattice QCD results, both in the perturba-
tive expansion (implicit in the EFT) and in the unitarization procedure.

6.1.2.1 Effect of meson-meson channels on naive quark-antiquark bound states
Many of the hadronic structures discovered since 2003 appear close to hadron-hadron thresholds, and
thus their dynamics can be strongly dictated by the nearby multiquark hadron-hadron channels. In fact,
the discovery of the XY Z particles is opening the door to systematically explore higher Fock compo-
nents of the hadron wave function [483–485]. When the hadron-hadron channels dominate, one gets
states that can be approximately by hadronic molecules introduced above. Within quark models, the
hadron-hadron effects can be calculated as pioneered in Refs. [449, 450, 486].

Within the quark model picture, the coupling between the quark-antiquark and meson-meson sec-
tors requires that the hadronic state is written as [487, 488]

| i =
X

↵

c↵| ↵i+
X

�

��(P )|�A�B�i, (79)

where | ↵i are eigenstates of the quark-antiquark Hamiltonian [489, 490], |�A�B�i is the two-meson
state with � quantum numbers and ��(P ) is the relative wave function between the two mesons. In
principle one should couple with an infinite number of hadron-hadron channels. However, it has been
argued in Refs. [491, 492] that the only relevant thresholds are those close to the naive states, while the
rest have only little effect, which can be absorbed in the quark model parameters. The reason is that the
energy nonanalyticity at thresholds does not cause any nontrivial behavior, if the thresholds are far away.

The meson-meson interaction can be derived from the quark-antiquark one using the resonating
group method (RGM) [493, 494]. The coupling between the quark-antiquark and meson-meson sectors
requires the creation of a light quark-antiquark pair, and thus the operator associated with this should
describe also the open-flavor meson strong decays of heavy quarkonia. The most simple decay model
is the well-known 3P0 model [495–497], in which the transition potential between quark-antiquark and
meson-meson sectors can be defined as

h�A�B�|T | ↵i = P h�↵(P ) �(3)(~Pcm) , (80)

where P denotes the relative momentum of the two-meson state.
Using Eq. (79) and the transition potential in Eq. (80), one gets the coupled equations

c↵M↵ +
X

�

Z
h↵�(P )��(P )P 2dP = E c↵ , (81)

X

�

Z
H�

0
�(P

0, P )��(P )P 2dP +
X

↵

h�0
↵(P 0) c↵ = E ��0(P 0) , (82)

where M↵ are the masses of the bare quark-antiquark mesons and H�
0
� is the RGM Hamiltonian for

the two-meson states. Solving the coupled-channel equations, Eqs. (81) and (82), as indicated, e.g., in
Ref. [498], allows to study hadronic states as poles of the S-matrix in any possible Riemann sheet.

6.2 Hadrons with a single heavy quark
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6.2.1 Mesons

The lowest positive-parity states include the very narrow charm-strange mesons D⇤
s0(2317), Ds1(2460),

and the very broad charm-nonstrange mesons D⇤
0(2400) and D1(2430) [310]. Their bottom partners are

still waiting for discovery, likely by LHC experiments. Bottom partners of the first two might be also
accessible at Belle-II, though being at the upper edge of its energy reach.

6.2.1.1 Phenomenology

There were attempts trying to interpret the D⇤
s0(2317) and Ds1(2460) as cs̄ mesons, see, e.g., [499–502],

or as the positive-parity chiral partners of the ground-state Ds and D⇤
s [503, 504]. In these cases, the

isospin-breaking hadronic decay widths are predicted to be of the order of only 10 keV. Predictions for
the radiative decays can be found in [499, 503]. An updated calculation of the excited cq̄ (q = u, d, s)
meson spectrum and the decay properties in the relativized quark model can be found in [505].

The D⇤
s0(2317) and Ds1(2460) states could be compact tetraquarks, namely [cq][s̄q̄ 0] states, where

the two quarks and the two antiquarks are coupled to form a color singlet, see, e.g., [460, 506]. Having
a single heavy quark, the mechanism driving isospin violation described in [460, 463] is expected not to
be as effective as for the X(3872), making the DsJ states isosinglet. The only kinematically allowed
hadronic decay channel is the isovector D(⇤)

s ⇡ state. Hence, the lack of isospin violation, together with
the predilection for tetraquarks to decay into baryons, explains the narrowness of the states. Using
the mass of the X(3872) to fix the chromomagnetic coupling in the tetraquark model, one can indeed
accommodate both of them. Of course, this predicts other similar states with quantum numbers (0, 1, 2)+,
all expected to decay into D(⇤)+

s ⇡0. The D(⇤)K mode should be open for the heavier members in the
multiplet.

Another possibility is to describe the D⇤
s0(2317) and Ds1(2460) as DK and D⇤K molecules [507,

508]. Dynamically they can be generated from charmed-meson–light-meson scattering in unitarized
heavy-meson chiral effective theory (UHMChPT) [509–512], using as input the scattering lengths calcu-
lated on the lattice [513]. Such scheme predicts a (strangeness, isospin) (S, I) = (1, 0) state with a mass
2315+18

�28 MeV, in agreement with that of the D⇤
s0(2317) resonance. Applying the Weinberg’s composite-

ness condition allows one to estimate the size of the molecular component to be about 70% [513]. Such
a picture is supported by the lattice energy levels reported in [514, 515], as discussed in [516, 517].

A decisive measurement is that of the width of the D⇤
s0(2317), which is expected to be around

100 keV in the molecular picture and smaller in other models [499, 500]. So far, only an upper limit has
been provided. It would be difficult to measure such a tiny width at LHC experiments for two reasons:
because it requires a very high mass resolution, and because there is a neutral pion in the dominant
decay mode D+

s ⇡
0. However, it could be possible to measure the width of its spin partner Ds1(2460),

which carries similar information, through the decay mode Ds⇡
+⇡� and the Dalitz decay Ds1(2460)!

Ds�(! µ+µ�). Dalitz decays have already been probed successfully for the �c states [518]. Both decay
modes benefit from a very good mass resolution (⇠ 1 MeV), given the small Q values of the reactions.
Though a measurement of the width with a precision of 100 keV might be optimistic, LHCb should at
least be able to improve on the current upper limit (< 3.5 MeV). The proposed decay modes suffer from
tiny branching fractions, but the large integrated luminosity in the HL-HE era would help cope with that.

In the (S, I) = (0, 1/2) sector, UHMChPT suggests the presence of two broad D⇤
0 states at about

2.10� i 0.10 GeV and 2.45� i 0.13 GeV [519], which would have masses different from the D⇤
0(2400)

given in the RPP [310], determined from fitting to the D⇡ mass distributions using a single Breit–Wigner
function. Ref. [520] showed that these amplitudes can reproduce well the B� ! D+⇡�⇡� process
measured by the LHCb Collaboration [521]. The combination of angular moments, hP1i � 14

9 hP3i, is
particularly sensitive to the D⇡ S-wave, and a higher-statistics measurement in the energy range between
2.4 and 2.5 GeV will provide invaluable information on the D⇡–D⌘–DsK̄ coupled-channel dynamics.
Ref. [520] also finds two broad D1 states at 2.25 � i 0.11 GeV and 2.56 � i 0.20 GeV, in addition to
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the relatively well-understood narrow D1(2420). A precise study of hP1i � 14
9 hP3i for the D⇤⇡ S-wave

is needed in the B̄ ! D⇤⇡⇡ channel, as well as in B̄ ! D(⇤)⌘⇡, B̄ ! D(⇤)
s K̄⇡, B̄ ! D(⇤)

s K̄K̄,
B̄s ! D(⇤)K̄⇡, B̄s ! D(⇤)

s ⌘⇡, etc. In particular, signals of the predicted higher D⇤
0 and D1 states,

coupled dominantly to D(⇤)
s K̄, could be near-threshold enhancements in the D(⇤)

s K̄ spectrum. Such
enhancements exist in low-statistics data by BaBar [522] and Belle [523,524], and need to be investigated
at LHCb using data sets with much higher statistics.

Heavy-quark flavour symmetry allows one to predict the bottom partners of charmed mesons.
The lowest B⇤

s0 and Bs1 are predicted to be at about 5.72 GeV and 5.77 GeV [519, 520], consistent
with lattice results [525]. A good channel to search for both of them is B⇤

s� [503, 526]. They can also
decay into the isospin-breaking hadronic channels B(⇤)

s ⇡0, whose widths are expected to be smaller than
those of their charm partners because the isospin splitting between B0 and B± is an order of magnitude
smaller than that between D0 and D±. The axial state Bs1 can decay into Bs� as well. Both the
Bs� and B⇤

s� decay modes should appear in the Bs� spectrum with similar efficiencies (similarly to
the B⇤

s2(5840) ! B⇤K decay, which peaks in the BK spectrum as well [527]). Large integrated
luminosity will cope with the low efficiency for detecting soft photons, and the LHCb experiment will
have sensitivity to observe such states for the first time. The predicted poles for the B⇤

0 mesons are
at about 5.54 � i 0.11 GeV and 5.85 � i 0.04 GeV, while those for the B1 mesons they are at about
5.58 � i 0.12 GeV and 5.91 � i 0.04 GeV [519, 520]. The bottom meson spectrum in quark models
is different. For an updated calculation of the excited bq̄ (q = u, d, s) meson spectrum and the decay
properties in the relativized quark model can be found in [528]. And the predictions of bottom mesons
in the parity-doubling model can be found in [503]. These resonances can be searched for in B⇡ and, for
higher excited states, in BsK̄ final states.

The DsJ(2860) discovered by BaBar [529] was split into a 1� state, the D⇤
s1(2860), and a 3�

state, the D⇤
s3(2860) by the LHCb measurement with higher statistics [530]. Yet, the ratio of two

branching fractions B(D⇤K)/B(DK) = 1.10 ± 0.24 [531] is assigned to the spin-1 D⇤
s1(2860) in

the RPP2018 [310]. This value is much larger than the expectations in Ref. [532], based on heavy quark
spin symmetry (HQSS) and the leading order chiral Lagrangian, for the D-wave cs̄ mesons, which are
the only available quark-model option in that mass region. The predictions in [532] are 0.06 and 0.39
for the 1� and 3� D-wave states, respectively. However, the quark-model calculation in Ref. [533] gives
larger values, 0.72 and 0.68 for the 1� and 3� D-wave states, respectively. On the other hand, in the
picture for the D⇤

s1(2860) as mainly a D1(2420)K bound state, the ratio is predicted to be 1.23 as a
natural consequence of HQSS [534]. Heavy quark symmetries allow to predict several related mesons in
this picture: a 2� spin partner at about 2.91 GeV, decaying into D⇤K and D⇤

s⌘; the bottom partners at
about 6.15 GeV and 6.17 GeV, decaying into B(⇤)K̄ and B(⇤)

s ⌘ [534].

6.2.1.2 Lattice QCD

The most extensive spectrum of higher-lying D and Ds mesons on the lattice [535] was obtained in
the single-hadron approximation, in which the decays of resonances and the effects of thresholds are
not taken into account. This lattice study predicts a large number of states with J  4 [535], most
of which have not been discovered yet. Some of them might contain substantial gluonic components
(hybrid mesons).

A proper treatment of a strongly decaying resonance R! H1H2, with one open channel, requires
simulations of single-channel H1H2 scattering. This has been accomplished recently by several lattice
collaborations for a series of resonances. Mostly, resonances composed of u, d, s were considered. The
infinite-volume scattering matrix T (E) is extracted from the energies of H1H2 eigenstates on the finite
lattice via the rigorous Lüscher’s formalism [536]. The resulting scattering matrix T (E) renders reso-
nance masses, M , and decay widths, �, via Breit–Wigner-type fits. A related strategy is to analytically
continue T (Ec) to the complex-energy plane, where the pole positions, Ec 'M � i

2�, are related to the
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resonance parameters. The resonances that strongly decay to several final states require simulation of
coupled-channel scattering, which is much more challenging. The Hadron Spectrum Collaboration man-
aged to extract the coupled-channel scattering matrix for a few selected channels, while most channels
are awaiting future simulations.

Strong decays of resonances containing a single heavy quark were considered only for the low-
lying charmed resonances with JP = 0+, 1±, 2+ [537, 538]. The Nf = 2 simulation of D⇡ scatter-
ing [537] finds a broad D⇤

0, in rough agreement with experiment. As commented above, a reanalysis
of D⇡–D⌘–DsK̄ coupled channels [538] for Nf = 2 + 1 suggests two D⇤

0 states, with masses located
around 2.10 and 2.45 GeV [519].

The strongly stable states that lie closely below the H1H2 threshold might be sensitive to threshold
effects. A proper way to treat these is to simulate H1H2 scattering. The mass of a shallow bound state
corresponds to an energy E < m1 + m2, of which the scattering matrix, T (E), has a pole. In this way,
the effects of D⇤K thresholds were found to push the masses of the D⇤

s0 and D⇤
s1 down, bringing them

close to the experimental values [514, 515]. Analogously, the yet-undiscovered strongly stable B⇤
s0 and

B0
s1 were predicted at 5.71 and 5.75 GeV, respectively [525]. For the decay modes that can be used in

searching, we refer to the discussion in 6.2.1.1.

6.2.2 Baryons
The most extensive spectrum of yet-undiscovered singly charmed baryons was predicted in 2013 [539].
It predicted five ⌦c baryons in the region 3.0-3.2 GeV, in impressive agreement with the 2017 LHCb
discovery [540]. This work predicted also up to ten ⇤c, ⌃c, ⌦c, ⌅c states in each channel with J  7/2,
where resonances are treated in a simplified single-hadron approach. A follow-up precision lattice study
of the five discovered ⌦c resonances confirms their most likely quantum numbers [541].

The experimental discovery of the five ⌦c states has triggered extensive theoretical activity, with
some of the quark models revisited in view of the new result [542–547]. The role of diquarks in the
⌦c spectrum was discussed in [542, 548, 549], while the odd-parity molecular interpretation for two or
three of the states seen by LHCb was proposed in Refs. [550–552]. The meson-baryon interactions
used in the molecular schemes, derived in [550, 552], are consistent with both chiral and heavy-quark
spin symmetries, and lead to successful descriptions of the observed lowest-lying odd parity ⇤c(2595),
⇤c(2625) [553–556] and ⇤b(5912), ⇤b(5920) [557] resonances. Some of the ⌦c states observed by
LHCb could thus be spin-flavour symmetry partners of these ⇤⇤

Q=c,b baryons. However, the masses and
decay widths of ⇤⇤

Q=c,b, at least the charmed ones, can also be accommodated within usual constituent
quark models (see for instance [558, 559]), and thus the importance of the molecular components in
their structure has not been settled yet. Information obtained from the ⇤b ! ⌫̄``⇤c(2595), ⇤b !
⌫̄``⇤c(2625), and related reactions will put some constraints on these models, as shown in [560].

Molecular schemes also predict partners of the ⌦c baryons in the bottom sector (see for instance,
Ref. [561]). LHCb recently reported [562] a peak in both the ⇤0

bK
� and ⌅0

b⇡
� invariant mass spectra

that might correspond to either a radially or orbitally excited quark-model ⌅�
b (6627) resonance with

quark content bds, or to a hadron molecule. In the latter, it would be dynamically generated from the
coupled-channel interaction between Goldstone bosons and the lowest even-parity bottom baryons [557,
563–565]. For a review of recent observations and phenomenological models of open-flavour heavy
hadrons, we refer to [566].

6.3 Hadrons containing c̄c, b̄b or c̄b

The current experimental status for the hadrons containing a heavy quark-antiquark pair can be found in
several recent reviews [196, 310, 440–448], and will not be repeated here. In the following, we discuss
isospin-scalar quarkonium(-like) states and, separately, exotic charged states, and focus on a few selected
important issues.
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6.3.1 Quarkonia

6.3.1.1 Phenomenology

The JPC = 1++ X(3872) state has several salient features: the central value of its mass coincides
with the D0D̄⇤ threshold within a small uncertainty of 180 keV [310]; despite the tiny phase space, its
decay branching fraction into D0D̄0⇡0 is larger than 40% [310]; it decays into !J/ (I = 0) and ⇢J/ 
(I = 1) with similar partial decay widths.

This state could be interpreted in terms of a [cq][c̄q̄] compact tetraquark. In this case, the isospin
violation is explained by the smallness of ↵s(mc) [460, 463], which suppresses the mixing between the
almost degenerate mass eigenstates Xu = [cu][c̄ū] and Xd = [cd][c̄d̄]. Isospin symmetry predicts a
degenerate charged partner X+– experimental search for which has so far been unsuccessful. Similarly,
degenerate isoscalar and isovector states with signature 0++, 0++0 and 2++ are expected, with masses
around M(0++) ' 3.8 GeV and M(0++0) ' M(2++) ' 4 GeV [461]. Were the Zc(4050) a scalar or
a tensor, it would have been a suitable candidate for one of the above isovector states (see e.g. [567]).
If confirmed, another possible candidate for the heavier scalar state could be the resonance observed by
LHCb in ⌘c⇡ [568]; see also Ref. [475].

Given the expected mass, the charged partner predicted in the tetraquark picture, X+, might only
decay into a charmonium and a light meson. As discussed in Sec. 6.1.1, a potential barrier between the
diquarks has been conjectured [462, 469–471]. This would solve the issue about the elusive X+: the
decay into J/ plus hadrons would be largely suppressed by the tunneling factor for a heavy quark, and
could make the hadronic decay comparable to the electromagnetic one, as is indeed observed in data. Al-
though physically and phenomenologically motivated, such a picture awaits experimental confirmation.
Specifically, the charged partners of the X could be searched in the J/ ⇢± channel.

The properties of the X(3872), on the other hand, indicate that it couples strongly to DD̄⇤. This
leads to the proposal that it could have a large DD̄⇤ molecular component [569–571]. The isospin
violation in this case stems from the difference of masses between the neutral D0D̄⇤0 and charge D+D⇤�

in the loops [572–574]. The line shapes of the X(3872) in both J/ ⇡+⇡� and D0D̄⇤0 modes are crucial
to reveal its nature and binding mechanism [575–579] (for a review, see [478]). Improved measurements
at the LHC experiments are foreseen. In the hadronic molecular picture, the 2++ heavy-quark spin
partner of the X , dubbed X2, would decay into DD̄⇤ and DD̄ in a D wave, and it is expected to be
narrow [580, 581]. However, it has been suggested [582] that the mixing of the D⇤D̄⇤ molecule with
bare charmonium �c2(2P ) might destabilize the X2 [583], making it hardly visible. Better experimental
information on the 2++ spectrum around 4 GeV is hence of great importance, and the X2 can be searched
for in DD̄ and J/ !. So far, there is only one observed state, �c2(3930), compatible with a standard
charmonium assignment, and its mass is lower than what is normally expected for the X2. No evidence
for an additional 2++ state that could be identified as the X2 has been observed so far. Hence, the
existence of the �c1(2P ) and/or the X2, in addition to the X(3872) and �c2(2P ) states, respectively, are
still open questions which need to be addressed and that will definitely shed light into the dynamics of
the mysterious X(3872) [582].

The 0++ spectrum is also still unclear: the spin of the narrow X(3915) is not fixed, and the broad
X(3860) [584,585] needs confirmation. Since the (0, 1, 2)++ and 1+� heavy quarkonia differ from each
other only by the quark polarization, it is necessary to consider systematically physical states with these
quantum numbers [582,586]. Thus, searching for an isoscalar 1+� state around 3.9 GeV is also of high
interest [587]. Its important decay modes include DD̄⇤, J/ ⌘ and J/ ⇡⇡. Hints for such a state have
been seen by COMPASS [588], albeit with low statistics.

The X(3872) could emerge as a dynamically generated mixed state of a DD⇤ molecule and the
�c1(2P ) as shown in [589], see also Refs. [484, 576, 586, 590–594]. The cc̄ mixture is less than 10%
but it is important to bind the molecular state. The proposed structure would allow to understand the
origin of its prompt production rate and to describe correctly its isospin violating decays and radiative
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transitions. The original cc̄(23P1) state is dressed by meson-meson coupled-channel effects and goes up
in the spectrum allowing its identification with the X(3940). Within the same coupled-channels scheme,
Ref. [583] analyzes the JPC = 0++ and 2++ charmonium sectors. The two hadron states found in
the 0++ channel were assigned to the Y (3940) and to the recently identified resonance X(3860) [584,
585]. The bound state with quantum numbers 2++ found in [583] is interesting because, within the
uncertainties of the model, its mass and decay properties suggest that the X(3915) and X(3930) meson-
like structures could correspond to the same state, as also claimed in Ref. [595].

It is also crucial to look for the analogue of the X(3872) in the bottom sector. Such a state could
decay, for example, into BB̄�, �bJ⇡⇡, ⌥⇡⇡⇡ and ⌥� [596–598]. The Xb ! ⌥⇢ channel has already
been investigated, with no observation [599,600]. It should be noticed, however, that this channel should
be highly suppressed due to G-parity violation. There is an important difference between the X(3872)
and the Xb: The mass difference between the charged and neutral charmed mesons is one order of
magnitude larger than that for the bottom mesons, because of the different interference between the QCD
and QED contributions [601], and thus the Xb should be a well-defined isoscalar state [596]. The null
results of Refs. [599, 600] are perfectly consistent with the existence of an isoscalar Xb [597, 598]. Note
that in the tetraquark model one would expect isospin violation, while the opposite is true in a molecular
scheme. The isospin-conserving channel Xb ! ⌥! has found no evidence for the state either [602]. The
spin-2 bottomonium-like Xb2 and Bc-like state Xbc2 [596] can instead be searched for in D-wave BB̄
and DB final states, respectively.

Vector 1�� states have also been observed at e+e� colliders (see, e.g., [603–607]). The number of
observed vector charmonium-like states far exceeds the predictions in the cc̄ potential quark models, and
thus some of them must have an exotic origin. In the tetraquark model these are diquarkonia with orbital
angular momentum L = 1, and their spectrum easily matches the experimental observations [461] (see
also [608]), which also leads to a distinctive spectrum with a low-mass 3�� state [609]. Complexity in
understanding these structures also comes from the many S-wave thresholds of hadron pairs, such as the
D̄D1(2420) for the Y (4260) [610] and 0f0(980) for the Y (4660) [611]. Effects of open charm channels
for the Y (4260) are considered in a quark model framework in Ref. [612]. The Y (4260) is also widely
regarded as a candidate for a hybrid charmonium [613–617]. The hadro-charmonium model for the
Y (4260) and Y (4360) [618] can hardly explain why the Y (4260) was seen in several different channels
including J/ ⇡+⇡�, hc⇡

+⇡�,�c0! and D0D⇤�⇡++c.c. (the data are nicely summarized in Ref. [448]
and a combined fit in these channels leads to a lower mass around 4.22 GeV for the Y (4260) [619]. The
search for these states in, for example, prompt production and/or B decays can help to understand their
nature.

6.3.1.2 Lattice QCD

The lattice spectrum of bottomonia presented in [620] contains almost all the observed b̄b states up to
the B̄B threshold. It also predicts a plethora of undiscovered states where the b̄b pair carries an orbital
angular momentum L = 2, 3, 4, and total angular momentum J  4. Fourteen Bc mesons with J  3
are predicted up to the BD threshold [620]. Only two of them have been discovered so far.

All the charmonia below the DD̄ threshold have been experimentally discovered, while the treat-
ment of strongly decaying resonances is much more challenging. The most extensive spectrum obtained
in the simplified single-hadron approach predicts several excited c̄c states, as well as c̄cg hybrids up to
4.7 GeV, carrying J  4 [535], also including exotic 1�+, 0+�, 2+� quantum numbers. Most of them
have not been observed yet. Only one exploratory study considered the resonant nature of charmonia
above the open-charm threshold [621], and underlines the need to experimentally explore further D̄D in
S and D waves. A neutral is found as a state slightly below DD̄⇤ [622].
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Table 26: Expected data samples at LHCb Upgrade II and Belle II for key decay modes for the spec-
troscopy of heavy flavoured hadrons. The expected yields at Belle II are estimated by assuming similar
efficiencies as at Belle.

LHCb Belle II
Decay mode 23 fb�1 50 fb�1 300 fb�1 50 ab�1

B+! X(3872)(! J/ ⇡+⇡�)K+ 14k 30k 180k 11k
B+! X(3872)(!  (2S)�)K+ 500 1k 7k 4k
B0!  (2S)K�⇡+ 340k 700k 4M 140k
B+

c ! D+
s D

0D0 10 20 100 —
⇤0
b! J/ pK� 340k 700k 4M —

⌅�
b ! J/ ⇤K� 4k 10k 55k —

⌅++
cc ! ⇤+

c K
�⇡+⇡+ 7k 15k 90k < 6k

⌅+
bc! J/ ⌅+

c 50 100 600 —

6.4 Experimental prospects
The LHCb Upgrade II detector will have a large impact on sensitivity in searches for heavy states.
Aside from the much larger integrated luminosity, many of the detector improvements planned for LHCb
Upgrade II may have significant benefits for spectroscopy studies. For example, the potential removal
of the VELO RF foils, together with the improved particle identification provide by the TORCH, will
enhance the reconstruction efficiency for multibody B decays, such as B+

c ! D+
s D

0D0; the selection
of short-lived particles (e.g., B+

c , ⌅cc, ⌦
+
cc, ⌅bc, etc) will also benefit from an improved vertex resolu-

tion; the Magnet Side Stations will help in studying di-pion transitions such as X(3872)! �c1⇡
+⇡� or

B⇤⇤+
c ! B+

c ⇡
+⇡�; improved ⇡0 and ⌘ mass resolutions will increase the sensitivity in searching for the

C-odd and charged partners of the X(3872) meson by X(3872)C�odd! J/ ⌘ and X(3872)±! J/ ⇡0⇡±.
A summary of the expected yields in certain important modes, and a comparison with Belle II, is given
in Table 26. Below we give further details on the prospects for specific studies and analyses.

6.4.1 Taxonomy of tetraquarks and pentaquarks
To advance our understanding of the X(3872) state, it will be very important to learn even more about its
decay pattern. In particular, if it really has a strong �c1(2P ) component, it should have ⇡+⇡� transitions
to the �c1(1P ) state. Unfortunately at LHCb, the reconstruction efficiency for the dominant �c1(1P ) de-
cay to �J/ decay is low, making this prediction hard to test. The very large data set of LHCb Upgrade II
will allow one to overcome this problem, and will be essential in detecting or refuting such transitions.
Studies of the X(3872) lineshape by a simultaneous fit to all detected channels are important for pinning
down the location of its resonant pole and determining its natural width; both are very important inputs
in helping with the understanding of the state. Therefore a very large data set will be essential for the
statistical precision of such studies and reconstruction of decays to D0D⇤0, which are relevant given the
proximity of the X(3872) mass to the D0D⇤0 threshold.

Searching for prompt production of any known exotic hadron candidates at the LHC remains an
important task, since its detection would signify a compact component, either conventional quarkonium,
or a tightly bound tetraquark or pentaquark. To date, the X(3872) is the only exotic hadron candidate
with QQ content that has been confirmed to be produced promptly. However, it will be important to
quantify the upper limits in negative searches to allow more rigorous phenomenological analysis.

Many puzzling charged exotic meson candidates (e.g., Z(4430)+) decaying to J/ ,  (2S) or �c1

plus a charged pion have been observed in B decays. Some of them are broad, and none can be satisfac-
torily explained by any of the available phenomenological models. The hidden-charm mesons, observed
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Fig. 38: Argand diagram of the Z(4430)� amplitude (A
Z(4430)

�) in bins of m2
 (2S)⇡

� from a fit to

the B0!  (2S)K+⇡� decays. The black points are the results based on Run 1 data [737] while the
blue points correspond to an extrapolation to an integrated luminosity of 300 fb�1 expected at the LHCb
Upgrade II. The red curve is the prediction from the Breit-Wigner formula with a resonance mass (width)
of 4475 (172) MeV. Units are arbitrary.

in the J/ � decay [738–740], also belong to this category. The determination of their properties, or
even the claim of their existence, relies on an advanced amplitude analysis, which allows the exotic con-
tributions to be separated from the typically dominant non-exotic components. Further investigation of
these QQqq structures will require much larger data samples and refinement of theoretical approaches to
parametrisations of hadronic amplitudes. Similar comments apply to improvements in the determination
of the properties of the pentaquark candidates Pc(4380)+ and Pc(4450)+ and to the spectroscopy of
excited ⇤ baryons in ⇤0

b! J/ pK decays. The large data set collected during the LHCb Upgrade II
would allow one to test further the resonant character of the Pc(4380)+, Pc(4450)+ and Z(4430)+

states (Fig. 38), while improvements in calorimetry would help in searching for new decay modes (e.g.,
P+
c ! �c1,2(! J/ �)p) by amplitude analyses of ⇤0

b! �c1,2pK
� decays [657, 741].

6.4.2 Searches for further tetra- and pentaquarks

Though the true nature of the X(3872) meson is still unclear, both the molecular [742] and tetraquark [460]
models predict that a C-odd partner (X(3872)C�odd) and charged partners (X(3872)±) may exist and
decay to J/ ⌘/��cJ and J/ ⇡0⇡± respectively.

Similarly, the existence of the Pc(4380)+ and Pc(4450)+ pentaquark states raises the question
of whether there is a large pentaquark multiplet. The observed states have an isospin 3-component of
I3 = +1

2 . If they are part of an isospin doublet with I = 1
2 , there should be a neutral I3 = �1

2 state
decaying to J/ n [474]. However this final state does not lend itself well to observation. Instead, the
search for the neutral pentaquark candidate can be carried out using decays into pairs of open charm, in
particular in the process ⇤0

b! ⇤+
c D

�K⇤0, where the neutral pentaquark states would appear as reso-
nances in the ⇤+

c D
� subsystem (Fig. 39 left). Such decays can be very well reconstructed, but the total

reconstruction efficiency suffers from the large number of tracks and the small branching fractions of ⇤+
c

and D� reconstructable final states; the total reconstruction efficiency is about a factor 50 smaller than
the efficiency for the ⇤0

b! J/ pK� channel. If there could exist pentaquarks of an isospin quadruplet,
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then there is the interesting possibility to find doubly charged pentaquarks decaying into ⌃++
c D0. Chan-

nels such as these require very large data sets to offset the low efficiency. The magnet side stations will
also improve the reconstruction efficiency of such decay modes with several tracks in the final states.

The relative coupling of the pentaquark states to their decays into the double open-charm channels
will depend on their internal structure and the spin structure of the respective decay. For that reason it
is important to study decays involving D⇤+ resonances as well (e.g., P+

c ! D⇤�⌃++
c ) to investigate

the internal structure of pentaquarks [665]. Since these decays require the reconstruction of slow pions
from the D⇤+ decays, the proposed tracking stations inside the magnet, enhancing the acceptance for
low-momentum particles, will be highly beneficial for this study.

Invoking SU(3) flavour symmetry, one would expect the existence of pentaquarks with strangeness,
which would decay into channels like J/ ⇤ or ⇤+

c D
�
s . Such states and their decays into these channels

were investigated in [649, 743]. To explore the potential of the former case, the decay ⌅�
b ! J/ ⇤K�

has been studied using Run 1 data at LHCb, with about 300 signal decays observed [744]. Complemen-
tary information can be achieved by a study of the ⇤0

b! J/ ⇤� decays. An increase of the available
integrated luminosity by a factor of 100 would allow detailed amplitude analyses to be performed for
these final states, with a similar sensitivity as was the case for the pentaquark discovery channel.

The history of X(3872) studies illustrates well the difficulty of distinguishing between exotic and
conventional explanations for a hidden-charm state. Therefore, it is appealing to search for states with
uncontroversial exotic signatures. A good candidate in this category would be a Tcc doubly charmed
tetraquark [443,643,696,702–704,745–755], being a meson with constituent-quark content ccqq0, where
the light quarks q and q0 could be u, d or s. If the masses of the doubly charmed tetraquarks are below
their corresponding open-charm thresholds, they would manifest as weakly decaying hadrons with prop-
erties including masses, lifetimes and decay modes not too different from the recently observed ⌅++

cc

baryons [756], and, as for the ⌅cc baryons, the most promising searches are in prompt production. In-
stead, if the masses of Tcc states are above the open-charm threshold and their widths are broad, it will
be very challenging to observe these states via prompt production. Instead, B+

c decays to open-charm
mesons can offer unique opportunity to test for their existence. In Run 5 the B+

c mesons will be copi-
ously produced at the LHC, because of the large production cross-sections of bb and cc pairs and of the
enormous data sample. Similarly to the amplitude analysis of the ⇤0

b! J/ pK� decay, which led to the
observation of the P+

c pentaquark candidates [757], studying the angular distributions of the multi-body
final states of the B+

c meson has the potential of indicating new states, e.g., Tcc, inaccessible through
decays of lighter hadrons. It also allows for the determination of the spin-parity quantum numbers of
any state that is observed. A good example is to study the T +

cc state in the decay mode B+
c ! D+

s D
0D0

(Fig. 39 middle) through the decay chain B+
c ! T +

cc D
0 and T +

cc ! D+
s D

0, as discussed in Ref. [702].
The decay B+

c ! D+
s D

0D0 has not been observed with the Run 1 data, and predictions on the
branching fractions of B+

c decays are subject to very large uncertainties. Estimates of the integrated
luminosity needed to perform a full amplitude analysis are therefore imprecise, and can only be for-
mulated through considerations of other decay modes such as B+

c ! J/ D+
s . The signal yield of

B+
c ! J/ D+

s (! �⇡+) decays observed in Run 1 data is 30 ± 6 [758]. Considering the branching
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fraction of the decay of the additional charm hadron and the lower efficiency due to the higher track
multiplicity, the estimated number of signal of B+

c ! D+
s D

0D0 decays is O(102) in a future dataset
corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 300 fb�1, collected with O(100%) trigger efficiency [758].
Since the D0 and D+

s mesons are pseudoscalars, the amplitude analysis simplifies, and can provide
conclusive results already with a few hundred decays.

Finally, strongly decaying doubly charmed tetraquarks with a narrow decay width, as predicted by
pure tetraquark models with spin-parity quantum numbers of 0+, 1+ and 2+, can also be searched for in
prompt production. The expected yields can be estimated by the associated production of open-charm
mesons measured with a fraction of the Run 1 data [759]. With a data sample of 300 fb�1, the yield
for D+D+ (D+D+

s ) associated production is around 750k (150k), which is a very promising sample in
which to search for narrow Tcc states.

If the coincidence of the �c1(2P ) charmonium state with the D0D⇤0 threshold is responsible for
the X(3872) state, there is likely no bottomonium analogue of it, since the �b1(3P ) state was detected
well below the BB⇤ threshold, and the �b1(4P ) state is predicted to be too far above it. However, if
molecular forces dominate its dynamics, there could be an isosinglet state below this threshold decay-
ing to !⌥ (1S), where ! could be reconstructed via the decay to ⇡+⇡�⇡0. Unfortunately, its prompt
production would likely be very small unless driven by tightly bound tetraquark dynamics or by the
bb̄ Fock-state component of the same quantum numbers [597]. The improved ⇡0 reconstruction in the
LHCb Upgrade II will help for these searches.

The prompt production at the LHC remains the best hope for unambiguously establishing the
existence of a stable, weakly decaying bbud tetraquark predicted by both lattice QCD and phenomeno-
logical models. However, the inclusive reconstruction efficiencies for such states are tiny due to the small
branching fractions of B and D meson decays to low-multiplicity final states (Fig. 39c). Recently, there
have been also several predictions for an exotic state with quark composition bbbb [711–721] with a mass
below the 2m⌘b threshold, which implies that it can decay to ⌥µ+µ�. However, lattice QCD calculations
do not find evidence for such a state in the hadron spectrum [710]. Given the presence of four muons
in the final state, LHCb will have good sensitivity for observing the first exotic state composed of more
than two heavy quarks [760].

Motivated by the discovery of the hidden-charm pentaquarks, theorists have extended the respec-
tive models for multiplet systems to include beauty quarks. In Ref. [668] QQqqq ground states were
investigated in an effective-Hamiltonian framework assuming a colour-magnetic interaction between
colour-octet qqq and QQ subsystems. Several resonant states are predicted. Such beautiful pentaquarks
could be searched for in the ⌥p, ⌥⇤, B±

c p and B±
c ⇤ mass spectra. In analogy with the popular ⌃c⇤

�
c

molecular model, Refs. [669] and [670] investigate similar dynamics in the hidden-bottom sector and
predict a large number of exotic resonances. Indeed, in the hidden-beauty sector the theory calculations
are found to be even more stable than for hidden charm, motivating searches for resonances close to the
B⇤⌃b, B⌃

⇤
b , B

⇤⌃⇤
b and B⇤⇤0

b , B⇤⇤0
b thresholds.

Another possibility is the existence of pentaquarks with open beauty and quark contents such
as bduud, buudd, bduud and bsuud [761, 762]. If those states lie below the respective baryon-meson
thresholds containing beauty, then they could be stable against strong decay and would predominantly
decay through the weak transition b! ccs. A search using a 3 fb�1 data set in four decay channels
J/ ph+h� (h = K, ⇡) has been performed in Ref. [763]. No signals were found and 90% CL limits
were set on the production cross section times branching fraction relative to the⇤0

b in the J/ pK� mode.
The obtained limits are of the order of 10�3, which does not yet rule out the estimates for the production
of such an object provided in Ref. [761]. Similar searches in channels with open-charm hadrons in the
final state again lead to large multiplicities and the respective small reconstruction efficiencies, but could
profit from favoured branching fractions. Investigations of a large number of channels will maximise
sensitivity for weakly decaying exotic hadrons. It has also been proposed to search for excited ⌦�

b

states [561] in analogy to the recently discovered excited ⌦0
c states [764]. Such open-beauty excited
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states could be searched for in decays to the ⌅bK final state.

6.4.3 Study of doubly-heavy baryons
The discovery of the ⌅++

cc baryon has opened an exciting new line of research that LHCb is avidly
pursuing. Measurements of the lifetime and relative production cross-section of ⌅++

cc , searches for
additional decay modes, and searches for its isospin partner ⌅+

cc and their strange counterpart ⌦+
cc are

underway.
A signal yield of 313 ± 33 ⌅++

cc ! ⇤+
c K

�⇡+⇡+ decays was observed by LHCb in 1.7 fb�1

of Run 2 data [756]. Improvements in the trigger for the LHCb Upgrade II detector are projected to
increase selection efficiencies by a factor two for most charm decays, with decays to high-multiplicity
final states, such as those from the cascade decays of doubly charmed baryons, potentially benefiting
much more [765, 766]. Thus the Run 5 sample will contain more than 90 000 decays of this mode. The
branching fraction for ⌅++

cc ! ⇤+
c K

�⇡+⇡+ is theoretically estimated to be up to 10%, making it one
of the most frequent nonleptonic decay modes. Several other lower multiplicity modes with O(1%)
predicted branching fractions will yield samples of comparable size [295, 681, 767, 768].

The efficiency with which LHCb can disentangle weak decays of doubly charmed baryons from
prompt backgrounds depends on the lifetime of the baryon [769]. Although the predicted lifetimes for
the ⌅+

cc, ⌅
++
cc , and ⌦+

cc baryons span almost an order of magnitude, the relative lifetimes of ⌅+
cc and

⌦+
cc are expected to be approximately 1/3 that of the ⌅++

cc baryon [674, 679, 770–775]. Assuming a
relative efficiency of 0.25 with respect to ⌅++

cc due to the shorter lifetimes and an additional production
suppression of �(⌦+

cc)/�(⌅++
cc ) ⇠ 0.2 for ⌦+

cc [674], LHCb will have Run 5 yields of around 25 000 for
⌅+

cc and 4500 for ⌦+
cc in each of several decay modes.

LHCb will be the primary experiment for studies of the physics of doubly charmed baryons for the
foreseeable future, and its potential will not be exhausted by the end of Run 5. With the data collected
in Run 2, LHCb should observe all three weakly decaying doubly charmed baryons and characterise
their physical properties. Run 5 will supply precision measurements of doubly differential cross sections
that will provide insight into production mechanisms of doubly heavy baryons. In addition Run 5 will
allow the spectroscopy of excited states and bring studies of the rich decay structure of doubly charmed
hadrons into the domain of precision physics.

The production cross section of the ⌅bc baryons within the LHCb acceptance is expected to be
about 77 nb [776]. This value is about 1/6 of the expected production cross-section of a B+

c meson [777,
778]. It should be noted that the relative ⇤0

b production rate is pT-dependent. In the typical pT range
in the LHCb acceptance, a ratio of production rates, �(pp! ⇤0

bX)/�(pp! B0X) ⇠ 0.5 [779, 780] is
measured. It is therefore conceivable that the ⌅bc production rates are also larger than predicted by the
above calculations.

It is quite challenging to observe and study ⌅bc and ⌦0
bc baryons because of the low production

rates, the small product of branching fractions and the selection efficiencies for reconstructing all of the
final-state particles. To collect a large sample of⌅bc baryons will require the higher integrated luminosity
and detector enhancements planned for in the LHCb Upgrade II. Using the notation that Xc is a charmed
baryon containing a single charm quark, some of the most promising decay modes to detect ⌅bc and
⌦0

bc baryons are: (i) J/ Xc modes J/ ⌅+
c , J/ ⌅0

c , J/ ⇤+
c , J/ ⇤+

c K
�; (ii) ⌅cc modes ⌅cc⇡

�; (iii)
doubly charmed modes D0⇤+

c , D0⇤+
c ⇡

�, D0D0p; (iv) penguin-topology modes ⇤+
c K

�, ⌅+
c ⇡

�; (v)
the ⌅b , B0 or ⇤0

b modes ⌅b⇡
+, ⇤0

b⇡
+, B0p, using fully reconstructed or semileptonic B0, ⇤0

b or ⌅b

decays [781]; (vi) the decays due to W -exchange between b-c quarks, that is not helicity suppressed, and
which can give rise to a final state with just one charmed particle, e.g., ⇤+

c K
�.

To put this in context, the LHCb collaboration observed 30 ± 6 B+
c ! J/ D+

s (! �⇡+) decays
with 3 fb�1 data at 7 and 8 TeV [758]. With looser selections about 100 signal decays can be ob-
tained with reasonably good signal-to-background ratio. The ⌅+

bc! J/ ⌅+
c decay is kinematically
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very similar. Assuming f
⌅

+
bc
/f

B
+
c
⇠ 0.2, with B(⌅+

bc! J/ ⌅+
c )/B(B+

c ! J/ D+
s ) ⇠ 1, while

B(⌅+
c ! pK�⇡+)/B(D+

s ! K+K�⇡+) ⇠ 0.1, and ✏
⌅

+
bc
/✏

B
+
c
⇠ 0.5, a signal yield of about 600

⌅+
bc! J/ ⌅+

c decays is expected in Run 5, albeit with sizeable uncertainties. Other modes could also
provide sizeable signal samples. It is likely LHCb will observe the ⌅bc baryons in Run 3/4, and further
probe the spectrum of other doubly heavy baryons with the large samples accessible in the proposed
Upgrade II.

6.4.4 Precision measurements of quarkonia
The correct interpretation of the experimental polarisation results for S-wave quarkonia requires a rig-
orous analysis of the feed-down contributions from higher excited states [782, 783]. The direct mea-
surement of the polarisation for �c and �b states is necessary to decrease this model dependence. Since
P -wave states are practically free from the feed-down from higher excited states, any �c and �b polari-
sation measurements could be interpreted in a robust manner without additional model assumptions.

The recent discovery of the �c1,2! J/ µ+µ� decays [784] opens the possibility to perform a
detailed study of �c production, allowing almost background-free measurements even for a very low
transverse momentum of �c candidates. Due to the excellent mass resolution, the vector state �c1 and
the tensor state �c2 are well separated, eliminating the possible systematic uncertainty caused by the
large overlap of these states in the �c(�b)! J/ (⌥ )� decay [782, 783, 785–788]. An integrated lu-
minosity of 300 fb�1 will allow one to probe the high-multipole contributions to the �c! J/ µ+µ�

amplitude, namely the magnetic-dipole contribution for �c1 decays and the magnetic-dipole and electric-
octupole contributions for �c2 decays. Use of the Run 5 data set is also necessary to measure the
(pT, y) dependence of �c polarisation parameters. In addition, the effect of the form factor in the decays
�c! J/ µ+µ� [789, 790] could be probed with the precision of several percent from the shape of the
m(µ+µ�) spectra.

Studies of double quarkonia production allows independent tests for the quarkonia production
mechanism, and in particular for the role of the colour octet. So far the LHCb collaboration has anal-
ysed double-J/ production in 7 TeV and 13 TeV data with relatively small datasets [791, 792]. Using
280 pb�1 of data collected at

p
s = 13TeV, (1.05 ± 0.05) ⇥ 103 signal J/ J/ events are observed.

However, even with the larger sample of J/ J/ events now available, it is not possible to distinguish
between different theory descriptions of the single-parton scattering (SPS) mechanism [793–801], nor
to separate the contributions from the SPS and double-parton scattering (DPS) mechanisms [802, 803].
Though the larger samples collected during Runs 3 and 4 will allow some progress on these questions, the
measurement of the correlation of J/ polarisation parameters will only be possible with the Upgrade II
data set.

In addition, while it is likely that ⌥⌥ and J/ ⌥ production will be observed in the near future
(assuming the dominance of the DPS mechanism), the determination of the relative SPS and DPS con-
tributions, as well as the discrimination between different SPS theory models, will require precision
measurements only possible with Run 5 data.
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7 Bottom-quark probes of new physics and prospects for B-anomalies
A key contribution of the HL-LHC data sets will be a comprehensive global picture of rare and (semi)-
leptonic quark transitions. This has value whether or not the current “flavour anomalies” are confirmed
with Run 2 or Run 3 LHC data. If the improvements on statistically limited observables, R

K
(⇤) and

R(D(⇤)), confirm the anomalies, a global analysis of all related channels may discriminate between
different BSM explanations. Such a global analysis will also help to constrain the mass scale of the
BSM particles and mediators, which, together with the direct HL-LHC searches, will further restrict the
range of possible explanations for the anomalies. On the other hand, if the signifcance of the anomalies
decreases, or they even disappear with Run 2 and Run 3 data, we should still search for small BSM effects
on top of the dominant SM amplitudes. In this case, global analyses of the data would lead to improved
bounds on the BSM affecting these flavor observables. The statistical power of the HL-LHC datasets
will also enable a unique reach for other BSM signatures such as Lepton-Flavour Violation (LFV) and
Baryon-Number Violation (BNV), particularly in the baryon and heavy-meson sectors.

We would like to stress that, in the HL-LHC era, many rare beauty decays will become abundant
and enter the precision-measurement regime. Therefore, it will become increasingly important that the
LHC collaborations and Belle II publish results in such a way that systematic uncertainties can be treated
in a coherent manner and their correlations taken into account. A good example of this is the treatment
of the ratio of hadronization fractions fs/fd in any LHC Bq ! `` combination, discussed in Sec. 7.3.
It will also be important to correctly treat systematic uncertainties due to the use of common software
packages, e.g., the use of PHOTOS by the LHC experiments and Belle II, in future lepton universality
measurements.

While much of the power of the HL-LHC and Belle II datasets will lie in the breadth of precisely
measured rare and (semi-)leptonic decays, practical considerations mean that experiments will continue
to publish analyses of individual decay modes as each is completed. Systematically publishing exper-
imental likelihoods, efficiency maps, and resolution unfoldings, as already done for some of the most
important analyses, should be strongly encouraged even now. This facilitates both the combination of
results between experimental collaborations, and the inclusion of the results in global fits and in tests of
phenomenological models [804–806].

7.1 Phenomenology of b ! s`` decays
Authors (TH): Wolfgang Altmannshofer, David Straub, Javier Virto.

In this section we discuss the status of the interpretation of b ! s transitions in and beyond the
SM, the prospects for future sensitivities at the LHC, and the complementarity with Belle-II. All current
and planned measurements of processes involving b ! s transitions are related to weak decays of b-
hadrons. At present, most of the data is on B decays, with a smaller fraction on Bs decays. LHCb
has already provided a few measurements on ⇤b decays, with data sets that will increase dramatically
in future runs, including a significant output on decays of other b-hadrons such as ⌦b or ⌅b [807] (see
Sec. 7.3).

Theoretically, the decays of b-hadrons are best described within the Weak Effective Theory (WET),
where flavor-changing transitions are mediated by “effective” dimension-six operators with Wilson co-
efficients (WCs) that encapsulate all SM and heavy NP effects. Thus all observables can be calculated
in full generality, model-independently in terms of the WCs and hadronic matrix elements. The relevant
effective Lagrangian for b! s transitions at low-energies in the SM is [808]

HSM
e↵ =

4GFp
2

X

p=u,c

�ps

 
C1O

p
1 + C2O

p
2 +

10X

i=3

CiOi

!
, (83)

with �ps = VpbV
⇤
ps. As defined in Ref. [808], the Op

1,2, O3,...,6, and O8 are the so-called “current-current”,
“QCD-penguin” and “chromo-dipole” operators, respectively, and they contribute to the b! s� and b!
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s`` transitions via an electromagnetic interaction. The O7� and O9,10 are the “electromagnetic dipole”
and the “semileptonic” operators, respectively. The BSM can enter through the WCs C1, . . . , C10, or the
chirally-flipped versions, PL(R) ! PR(L), giving O0

7�,...,10, or through scalar and tensor semileptonic
operators [809]. Furthermore, beyond the SM, semileptonic operators can induce lepton-flavor univer-
sality violation (LFUV) or charged-lepton flavor violation (CLFV). For the purpose of this Section, the
relevant operators for the interpretation of b! s� and b! s``0 data are

O(0)
7� =

emb

16⇡2
(s̄�µ⌫PR(L)b)F

µ⌫ ,

O``
0
(0)

9 =
↵em

4⇡
(s̄�µPL(R)b)(¯̀�

µ`0), O``
0
(0)

10 =
↵em

4⇡
(s̄�µPL(R)b)(¯̀�

µ�5`
0),

(84)

where we have added leptonic flavor labels (C`
i ⌘ C``

i ).
By calculating and measuring a large set of independent observables, one can perform global fits

to all the relevant WCs, and by comparing with their SM values, extract information on NP model-
independently. This programme has been carried out since the start of the LHC, and culminated in the
current b ! s`` anomalies [810–820]. The future runs of the LHC will allow either to establish the
anomalies or to refine our understanding of these transitions.

7.1.1 Observables and Hadronic Matrix Elements
7.1.1.1 Bq ! `+`�

From a theoretical perspective the purely leptonic decay, Bs ! `+`�, is the cleanest exclusive b! s``
process. Up to QED corrections [821], all QCD effects are contained in a decay constant, which is
precisely and reliably computed using lattice QCD, giving fBs

= 230.7(1.3) MeV [822]. 6 Going
beyond this accuracy in fBs

is difficult (see Sec. 11), and the current theoretical error is less than 5% [821,
822],

B(Bs ! µ+µ�)SM = (3.64 ± 0.11) · 10�9, (85)

which is dominated by the uncertainties of the relevant CKM parameters. The latest measurements by
LHCb and ATLAS [15, 825], have an error of ⇠ 25% (see Sec. 7.3 for HL-LHC prospects). Beyond
the SM, the decay Bs ! µ+µ� gives very strong constraints on the scalar and pseudoscalar opera-
tors [826, 827], and also on Cµ(0)

10 , which has an impact on the fits and the b! sµµ anomalies. Searches
for the CLFV channels Bs ! ⌧µ and Bs ! µe are important, because an observation would be an un-
ambiguous signal of NP, which can be connected to the LFUV signals in R

K
(⇤) [337,339,341,828,829].

Besides the branching fractions, an effective lifetime observable and the CP -violating observable Sµµ

are accessible by exploiting the nonvanishing width difference, ��s, in the Bs system [320, 830]. This
provides complementary constraints on the WCs [831], and a precise measurement will be possible at
the LHCb.

These measurements are simultaneously sensitive to the decay Bd ! µ+µ�, although its branch-
ing fraction is further suppressed by a CKM factor [822, 832],

B(Bd ! µ+µ�)SM = (1.00 ± 0.03) · 10�10. (86)

The ratio B(Bs ! µ+µ�)/B(Bd ! µ+µ�) can be predicted more accurately in the SM and models
with Minimal-Flavor Violation (MFV) than the single branching ratios, testing the flavor structure of the
short-distance dynamics. In particular, it is related to the ratio�ms/�md [833] with small uncertainties
from hadronic inputs and none from CKM ones. A similar comment applies to the ratios B(Bq !

6The average of lattice Nf = 2 + 1 results from FLAG 2016 [66] and other recent Nf = 2 + 1 + 1 lattice calculations of
the decay constant [823, 824] give similar central values but with larger errors.
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µ+µ�)/�mq [833]. It is important to emphasize that the measurements of B(Bd ! µ+µ�) that can
be done at the LHC are of utmost importance as they cannot be done in any other facility in the coming
decade.

Finally, the m
µ
+
µ
� spectrum is sensitive to the decay Bs ! µ+µ�� (where the photon is not de-

tected) [834]. Theoretically, this mode is interesting because the extra photon lifts the chiral suppression
of the leptonic mode and gives access to the WC Cµ

9 . However, it is also challenging to predict because
of long-distance hadronic contributions [835].

7.1.1.2 Bq !M`+`�

The most prominent semileptonic decay modes are B ! K(⇤)µ+µ� and Bs ! �µ+µ�. These are
sensitive to all the WCs and they currently dominate the global fits to b ! s`` data because of the
experimental precision achieved and the large number of observables they give access to. This allows
one to constrain some independent combinations of WCs and hadronic parameters. Since there is no
experimental information related to the polarization of the final-state leptons, the measurable observables
arise from the kinematic differential distributions of the final-state momenta. These are customarily
written as angular distributions with coefficients that depend on the dilepton invariant mass squared q2,
measured in specific bins of q2.

In the case of the three-body mode B ! Kµ+µ�, there are three observables: the differ-
ential branching fraction, dB/dq2, the forward-backward asymmetry, AFB(q2), and the “flat term”,
FH(q2) [809]. The kinematic distribution of the four-body decay, B ! V (! M1M2)`

+`�, contains
many more independent angular coefficients, up to 11 in the most general case (plus the total rate), called
Ii(q

2) or Ji(q
2) [836–838]. Normalizing these by the total differential rate d�/dq2 and symmetrizing or

antisymmetrizing with respect to the two charge-conjugate modes leads to the observables Si, Ai [837].
A subset of these observables can also be constructed for Bs ! �µ+µ� [839]. It is convenient to define
certain combinations of angular observables where form-factor uncertainties largely cancel in the heavy-
quark limit, called “optimized observables”. An independent set of these, optimized at low-q2, is given
by the P (0)

i basis [838, 840, 841]. Optimized observables at large-q2 also exist [841, 842].
The observables in exclusive semileptonic decays, B !M`+`�, are specified by transversity (or

helicity) amplitudes. They depend on two types of hadronic matrix elements: “local” (form factors) and
“non-local” (see, e.g., [843–845]). Local form factors for B ! K, B ! K⇤ and Bs ! � transitions
can be calculated at low-q2 in two different versions of light-cone sum rules (LCSRs) [846–849], and
at large-q2 using Lattice QCD [850, 851] (LQCD). A comparison between both determinations can be
done by parametrizing the q2 dependence via the z-expansion [852–854], which is based on the analytic
structure of the matrix elements. Future prospects for the theoretical precision of the form factors rely on
improvements in LQCD calculations. Note that both LQCD and LCSRs work in the narrow-width limit
for vector mesons. A calculation beyond this approximation is possible within the LCSRs [855, 856],
and points to a correction of up to 10%. There are prospects for treating hadronic resonances on the
lattice [857], and calculating directly the B ! K⇡ form factors should play an important role in the next
decade.

Non-local effects are significantly more difficult to estimate [858–860]. Data-driven methods
might be able to reduce the uncertainties on these hadronic contributions and will benefit significantly
from the high statistics collected by LHCb in the HL phase. All of these methods are based on precise
measurements of the q2 spectra in conjunction with a theoretically motivated parametrization of the
q2 dependence of the amplitudes and a theory benchmark that allows one to separate short-distance
contributions from long-distance contributions.

At low q2, the theory input is based on the light-cone Operator Product Expansion (OPE) at very
low (or negative) q2 [858,859], an expansion that breaks down at the perturbative cc̄ threshold q2 ' 4m2

c .
Parametrizations of the q2 dependence are based on a Taylor expansion in powers of q2 [819, 844] or on
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dispersion relations [859] such as in the z-expansion [845]. The latter two parametrizations implement
analyticity constraints and use extra information, such as data on (or in between) the B !  K⇤ decays,
with  = {J/ , (2S)}. Short- and long-distance effects are disentangled by the experimental input
from B !  K⇤, the fixed q2 dependence of the NP contribution, and by the theory constraints at
negative q2. The experimental prospects for this data-driven approach were studied in [861], showing
that future LHC data could provide a higher level of control over the long-distance contribution at low
q2.

At high q2, the theory input is based on the low-recoil OPE [842, 860, 862]. This method relies
on the theoretical assumption that resonant effects from “above-threshold” charmonia average out within
sufficiently broad q2 bins (“quark-hadron duality”). Thus, only a single bin in the whole high-q2 region
is typically considered in the global fits. The q2 spectrum can be used to give estimates and test models
of the intrinsically nonperturbative “duality-violating” effects. Currently, these analyses are carried out
within the “Krüger-Sehgal” (naive factorization) approach [863], which allows one to use data on the
R(s) ratio in e+e� annihilation [860, 864, 865]. Ref. [865] uses all currently available data on B !
K⇤µ+µ� at low recoil and finds agreement with the OPE within ⇠ 20% in all the bins. Notably, future
precision data from the LHC with the expected fine binning will be essential in refining these data-
driven methods and to disentangle NP contributions. As in the low-q2 case, combined fits to hadronic
parameters and NP are also beneficial [865].

Hadronic uncertainties largely cancel in the SM in lepton-universality ratios such as R
K

(⇤) [866],

R
K

(⇤) =
B(B ! K(⇤)µ+µ�)

B(B ! K(⇤)e+e�)
. (87)

The SM predictions are thus limited only by the size of the electromagnetic corrections [867]. Cur-
rent LHCb measurements show tensions with the SM in RK [868] and in two bins of RK

⇤ [869] at
approximately ⇠ 2.5� each. Much higher precision will be achieved with future data at LHCb [807].
and, independently, with Belle-II, which can confirm RK at 5� with 20 ab�1 [196] at the current ex-
perimental central value. In the presence of LFUV contributions the predictions are less precise and
“optimized” observables based on angular analyses of muonic and electronic modes can improve the
sensitivity to different BSM scenarios [870, 871]. In fact, LFUV and CLFV can be connected, and de-
cays such as B ! K(⇤)⌧µ and B ! K(⇤)µe become clear targets for the HL-LHC. Semitauonic decays
B ! K(⇤)⌧+⌧� are very challenging at the LHC but theoretically interesting because their branching
fractions can receive enhancements of several orders of magnitude in BSM [341, 872] (see also [873]
and [874]). Assuming that the LFUV anomalies persist and the BSM contributions are in the muonic
WCs, as the global fits to b ! sµµ currently suggest, one can use future precise and fine-binned mea-
surements in b! se+e� exclusive modes to fit the hadronic parameters directly [875].

Other measurements with potential impact on the b ! s`` fits will be possible at the HL-LHC.
The LHC experiments have a unique opportunity to measure the ⇤b ! ⇤µ+µ� decays [186], probing
the b ! sµ+µ� transition in a baryonic system [876–878]. For Bs ! �µ+µ�, a flavor-tagged time-
dependent analysis allows one to access independent observables [879] sensitive to BSM. The expected
sensitivity to the Bs and⇤b decay measurements will make it possible to extend the global fit programme,
outlined above, to these modes. Finally, the study of exclusive b! dµ+µ� transitions will reach the level
of precision we have now in b ! sµ+µ� (see Sec. 7.3). This will allow one to extend the programme
of the global fits to b ! dµ+µ� transitions, setting constraints in a different flavor sector or, if the
b ! s`` anomalies remain, to give further insights on the BSM flavour structure. The b ! dµ+µ�

modes are theoretically more challenging than their b! s`` counterparts, since new large long-distance
contributions appear at low q2, e.g., in the form of light resonances [880].
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7.1.1.3 Radiative decays: Bs ! �� and related modes

Radiative decays are obvious probes of the electromagnetic dipole operators. Strategies to determine
with these decays the helicity of the photon (and therefore the presence of BSM WC C 0

7� have intensively
been investigated [881–886]. Approaches based on the CP -averaged exclusive decay rates are prone to
hadronic uncertainties and depend quadratically on C 0

7� [885–887]. In contrast, interference between
helicity amplitudes of the B0

(s) and B̄0
(s) decays is directly sensitive to the photon polarization. This

can be measured by constructing time-dependent CP -asymmetries in B ! V � (the SV � observable),
or those induced by the width-differences ��q, shown to be clean null tests of the SM [881, 888].
Experimentally, SK

⇤
� has been measured in the B-factories [889, 890], while a measurement of the

width-difference effects has been achieved at LHCb [891]. Prospects in the HL-LHC include reaching
a few-percent precision in this observable, which will provide a strong constraint on the chirality of the
electromagnetic dipole operators.

The B ! K(⇤)`+`� decays are also sensitive to the interference of the two helicities through
the angular observables P1 (also called A(2)

T ) and PCP
3 close to the photon pole q2 ' 0, region where

these observables are particularly clean from hadronic uncertainties [844]. Thus, the electronic mode
is especially suited for these measurements, providing a theoretically clean window to right-handed
currents beyond the SM. This has been measured by LHCb with a ⇠ 20% precision with data of Run
1 [892] and will be improved to a few-percent precision in the HL-LHC.

7.1.1.4 Interplay with Belle-II: Inclusive B decays and Bq !M⌫⌫̄

Apart from contributing to the above-mentioned measurements [196], Belle-II will also measure decays
which are very challenging in the LHC environment. This comprises inclusive decays and the b ! s⌫⌫̄
transitions. The inclusive observables used in the current fits are B(B ! Xs�) and B(B ! Xs`

+`�).
Belle-II will improve these, including precise measurements of the forward-backward asymmetry in
B ! Xs`

+`�, which will impact the fits [196]. In particular, Belle-II measurements of B ! Xsµ
+µ�

will be able to test the LHCb anomalies independently by 2024 [196]. Theoretically, these inclusive rates
can be calculated perturbatively in terms of the partonic decay of the b quark up to small non-perturbative
effects [893, 894]. These include local power corrections, non-local shape function-like effects, and
additional contributions to the absence of an OPE for some operator insertion. The latter effects represent
irreducible uncertainties which cannot be removed by relaxing the experimentally necessary cuts in the
hadronic mass spectrum [894]. Calculations of both rates have been done with high accuracy [895,896].
The exclusive decays B ! K(⇤)⌫⌫̄ and related modes [897], on the other hand, depend only on local
form factors. Belle-II is expected to provide measurements of these modes with an uncertainty of about
10%, assuming the rates are SM-like [196]. These decays do not probe directly the WCs entering the
b ! s⌫⌫̄ transitions. However, they can be correlated through SU(2)L gauge invariance in the SMEFT
if the BSM is realized above the EW scale, and direct correlations are obtained in specific models of NP
(see e.g. [341, 898]).

7.1.2 Model-Independent Fits
Existing measurements show hints of deviations from the SM expectations in three different classes
of measurements: in B ! K⇤µ+µ� angular observables [899], in branching fractions of exclusive
b ! sµ+µ� decays (in particular Bs ! �µ+µ� [900]), and in µ-e universality (LFU) tests [5, 6].
None of the individual measurements is in tension with the SM by more than 4�. However, a global
significance of the tensions can be defined in a specific framework of NP, such as the model-independent
framework provided by the weak effective Hamiltonian.

Several groups have performed global fits of the WCs to existing b! s`` data (see [815–820,827]
for recent fits). Three classes of fits can be distinguished: fits to b! sµµ data only, fits to µ-e LFU ratios
only, and combined fits assuming no NP in b ! see transitions. All these fits agree – up to differences
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Fig. 40: Potential sensitivity to the SM and to NP scenarios motivated by the anomalies of LHCb,
ATLAS and CMS combined after the HL-LHC phase. These scenarios are C9 = �1.4 (vector current)
and C9 = �C10 = �0.7 (pure left-handed current). The observables included are the branching fraction
of Bs ! µ+µ� and the angular observables of the decay B0 ! K⇤0µ+µ� in the low-q2 region (e.g.,
P 0
5). To produce the P 0

5 expectation for ATLAS and CMS in Phase I, the result from a CMS projection
was scaled by 1/

p
2, assuming that the two experiments have the same sensitivity and the uncertainties

are uncorrelated. This plot has been done using the flavio software package [903].

that can be attributed to different theoretical inputs or different selection of observables – and arrive at two
basic conclusions. First, there is a tension in b ! sµµ data alone, and could be explained by a NP shift
in the WC Cµ

9 [811] (maybe combined with Cµ
10), or by a not well understood hadronic effect. Second,

the LHCb measurements of R
K

(⇤) , if combined,are already in tension with the SM and lepton-flavor
universality at 4�, assuming there is no experimental correlation between RK and RK

⇤ . This cannot be
explained by hadronic effects. Assuming that it is due to NP coupling only to muons, one finds that it is
consistent with the NP contribution needed to accommodate the b ! sµµ anomaly [826]. Singling out
the WC Cµ

9 in the muonic transition and performing a global fit to all the data, the log-likelihood ratio
between the best-fit point and the SM hypothesis corresponds to a deviation ranging from 4� to more
than 6�, depending on the theoretical assumptions [815–820].

Clearly, future experimental efforts that can clarify the origin of the above tensions are of utmost
importance. If LFU is indeed violated in b ! s`` transitions, then RK and RK

⇤ are theoretically clean
smoking guns that allow one to establish a possible deviation from the SM. At the same time, global fits to
all the relevant observables will remain relevant for several reasons: (i) if the hints for LFUV disappear
with more statistics, LFU new physics effects [820, 901, 902] might still hide in observables that are
theoretically less clean ; (ii) to identify the nature of NP (and not just its presence), the values of the BSM
Wilson coefficients have to be determined; (iii) in particular, if LFUV persists, to understand whether
the NP effects are due to the muons, the electrons, or to which part of admixture one needs to perform
lepton specific measurements and corresponding global fits; and (iv) they allow one to simultaneously
determine poorly known hadronic effects from the data.

Extrapolations of global fits to the LHC data after the HL phase, in the (Cµ
9 , Cµ

10) plane, are
shown in Fig. 40. Further improvements beyond those taken into account in projections in Fig. 40 are:
(i) B ! K⇤e+e� angular analysis can be included, where for LFUV NP a simultaneous amplitude
analysis of B ! K⇤µ+µ� and B ! K⇤e+e� decays is more powerful than separate analyses [875];
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Fig. 41: Examples of NP contributions to b ! sµµ transitions. Left: tree-level Z 0 contribution. Center:
tree-level leptoquark contribution. Right: One-loop leptoquark contribution.

(ii) combined fits to semi-leptonic and non-leptonic decays as well as the precise dilepton invariant mass
spectra will allow one to better disentangle long- and short-distance effects in B ! K⇤µ+µ� [861]; (iii)
unbinned determination of Wilson coefficients [804] will fully exploit the experimental potential.

7.1.3 Models of NP for b ! s``

Finally, we briefly review the NP models that can explain the b! s`` anomalies, assuming these become
statistically significant. The model-independent analysis gives for the NP scale of a tree-level mediator
with couplings of O(1),

⇤NP =
4⇡

e

1p
|VtbV

⇤
ts|

1p
|�Cµ

9 |
vp
2
' 35 TeVp

|�Cµ
9 |

, (88)

where�C`
i denotes the NP contribution to C`

i . The actual mass of the NP degrees of freedom responsible
for the anomalies can be much smaller if the NP couplings are small and/or if the NP contributions arise
at loop level, instead of at tree level.

At tree level there are two types of NP particles that can contribute to b! s`` transitions: Z 0 and
leptoquarks (see left and center diagrams in Fig. 41). Loop-level contributions of leptoquarks have been
studied extensively in the literature (see right diagram in Fig. 41). Other loop-level models have been put
forward, see, e.g., Refs. [342, 904–908], but we will not discuss them in detail.

7.1.3.1 Z 0 models
Models with a Z 0 that has flavour-violating couplings to quarks and that couples non-universally to
leptons can explain the observed anomalies in b ! s``. In a “simplified model” approach, treating the
Z 0 mass and its couplings to the SM fermions as free parameters, irreducible constraints arise from Bs

mixing, neutrino-trident production and LEP bounds on four-lepton contact interactions.
Combining these constraints gives the following maximal values for the Z 0 contributions to the

relevant Wilson coefficients�Ce,µ
9,10 in the case of (i) left-handed lepton couplings (89), or (ii) in the case

of vectorial lepton couplings (90) [909],

|�Cµ
9 | = |�Cµ

10| . 5.4 , |�Ce
9 | = |�Ce

10| . 0.64 , (89)
|�Cµ

9 | . 9.3 , |�Ce
9 | . 0.72 , �Cµ

10 = �Ce
10 = 0 . (90)

The Z 0 coupling to muons can comfortably explain the anomalies in RK and RK
⇤ and the other anoma-

lies in b! sµµ transitions. Addressing RK and RK
⇤ through a Z 0 coupling to electrons is possible only

in the parameter region close to the current upper bounds from Bs meson mixing and four-lepton contact
interactions. The sensitivity to NP of Bs-mixing [910, 911] will become stronger at the time scale of the
HL/HE-LHC due to improved lattice predictions of hadronic matrix elements (see Secs. 2 and 11). The
Z 0 mass can be at most several TeV; otherwise an explanation of the anomalies requires couplings to
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leptons that are non-perturbatively large. If the Z 0 has very weak couplings to light quarks and electrons,
its production cross section at colliders is tiny. Therefore the Z 0 could in principle be light, for example
at the electroweak scale, or in certain models even much lighter [912–914].

A popular class of UV-complete Z 0 models is based on gauging the difference of muon-number
and tau-number, Lµ�L⌧ . Once physics is introduced that generates flavor-violating couplings of the Z 0

to quarks, the observed tensions in b! s`` decays can be explained [915–922]. Lµ�L⌧ models predict

�Ce
9 = 0 , �Cµ

9 = ��C⌧
9 , �Ce

10 = �Cµ
10 = �C⌧

10 = 0 . (91)

Besides Lµ � L⌧ , various other combinations of gauged flavor symmetries have been used to construct
Z 0 models that can address the b! s`` anomalies [340,923–936]. Also, scenarios where the Z 0 couples
to both quarks and leptons indirectly through the mixing with heavy vectorlike fermions have been
considered [347, 937, 938].

In models with partial compositeness the Z 0 can be identified with a heavy neutral spin-1 resonance
of the composite sector, typically denoted as ⇢. Such a resonance generically features flavor-violating
couplings to quarks. A large degree of compositeness of the left-handed muons is required to explain
the B-decay anomalies [939–944]. The generic expectation in models with partial compositeness is that
the ⇢ couplings are strongest to SM fermions of the third generation, reflecting the mass hierarchy of the
SM fermions that is related to their degree of compositeness. Assuming the dominance of couplings to
left-handed leptons, these models suggest the pattern

�Ce
9 ' ��Ce

10 ⌧ �Cµ
9 ' ��Cµ

10 ⌧ �C⌧
9 ' ��C⌧

10 . (92)

Models in which the Z 0 is part of a SU(2)L triplet have been suggested as a simultaneous explana-
tion of the b ! s`` anomalies and hints for LFUV in semileptonic charged-current decays, R(D) and
R(D⇤) [265, 925, 926, 945–948].

Different Z 0 models predict different patterns of NP effects in b ! s`` and the related b ! s⌫⌫
transitions. Future measurements of these transitions at LHCb and Belle II will therefore allow one to
narrow down viable Z 0 models. For example, the Z 0 models based on the gauged Lµ � L⌧ symmetry
predict effects in the semileptonic b ! sµ+µ� and b ! s⌧+⌧� transitions of opposite sign, while b !
se+e� transitions remain SM-like. In these models, the purely leptonic Bs ! µ+µ� and Bs ! ⌧+⌧�

decays, as well as the neutrino modes B ! K(⇤)⌫⌫̄, are predicted to be SM-like [915].
A markedly different pattern arises in the Z 0 scenarios based on dominant couplings to left-handed

fermions of the third generation. In those models the b ! s⌧+⌧� and B ! K(⇤)⌫⌫̄ rates are typically
enhanced compared to the SM predictions by a factor of a few. The Bs ! µ+µ� rate is predicted to be
suppressed by approximately 25% compared to the SM prediction. Finally, in contrast to the Lµ � L⌧
models, rare lepton flavor-violating decays like B ! K(⇤)⌧µ are predicted at levels of O(10�8) [337]
which might be in reach at the HL-/HE-LHC.

7.1.3.2 Leptoquark models
There are seven quantum number assignments for leptoquarks that allow tree-level couplings to down-
type quarks and charged leptons of the SM. These are [264] S3 = (3̄, 3, 1/3), R2 = (3, 2, 7/6), R̃2 =
(3, 2, 1/6), S̃1 = (3̄, 1, 4/3), U3 = (3, 3, 2/3), V2 = (3̄, 2, 5/3) and U1 = (3, 1,�1/3). Among these,
the couplings of R2, R̃2, S̃1, and V2 necessarily involve right-handed currents and therefore cannot
explain the anomalies. Thus one is left with the triplet scalar S3, the singlet vector U1, and the triplet
vector U3. They all contribute at tree level to the operator (s̄�↵PLb)(µ̄�

↵PLµ) and can explain the
b! s`` anomalies.

In a simplified model approach the constraints on the leptoquark models are very weak. While the
leptoquarks S3, U1, and U3 contribute to Bs-mixing, they only do so at the 1-loop level. Correspondingly,
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the bounds on the leptoquark couplings from Bs mixing allow leptoquark masses as high as several 10’s
of TeV. Lower bounds on the leptoquark masses come from direct searches at hadron colliders. All
leptoquarks are charged under color and can be pair-produced through strong interactions in pp collisions.
Bounds from direct searches at the LHC are currently above 1 TeV in all different channels [949].

There is an additional leptoquark that has been identified as a possible explanation of the rare
B-decay anomalies. With the appropriate couplings, the scalar-doublet leptoquark R2 = (3, 2, 7/6)
can contribute to b! s`` transitions through 1-loop box diagrams [346] (for an earlier attempt with the
scalar singlet leptoquark S1 see [950]). The R2 model largely avoids constraints from the neutrino modes
B ! K(⇤)⌫⌫̄, and Bs mixing as well as from lepton universality in b ! cµ⌫ and b ! ce⌫ transitions.
If R2 is responsible for the anomalies, it is expected to be very close to the current sensitivity of direct
searches.

Most studies treat leptoquarks in the simplified-model approach [341, 344, 947, 948, 950–955].
Going beyond simplified models, one finds that the leptoquark couplings required to explain the anoma-
lies are likely not of Minimal-Flavor Violation type [956], and constitute new sources of flavor violation
beyond the SM Yukawa couplings. Both scalar and vector leptoquarks could arise, for example, in com-
posite models [957, 958]. The vector leptoquarks could also be the gauge bosons of an enlarged gauge
group that is broken not far above the TeV scale [348, 959–965]. The scalar-singlet leptoquark that con-
tributes to b ! s`` transitions at the loop level can be identified with the right-handed sbottom in the
Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model with R-parity violation [966, 967].

Some leptoquark scenarios are also able to address simultaneously the b! s`` anomalies as well
as the hints for LFUV in R(D(⇤)) [265, 348, 947, 948, 950, 954, 955, 958, 959, 962–964, 968]. However,
many of the models that attempt a simultaneous explanation are strongly constrained by measurements of
the ⌧+⌧� invariant mass spectrum at the LHC [369]; by existing bounds on B ! K⌫⌫ and B ! K⇤⌫⌫
from BaBar and Belle; by existing bounds on LFV tau decays like ⌧ ! 3µ; from precision measurements
of the leptonic couplings of the Z at LEP [969–971], and by lepton-universality tests in leptonic tau
decays ⌧ ! `⌫⌧ ⌫̄` [969–971].

7.2 Phenomenology of b ! c`⌫ decays
Authors (TH): Marat Freytsis, Martin Jung, Dean Robinson, Stefan Schacht.

7.2.1 B ! D
(⇤)

l⌫ form factors and anatomy of R(D
(⇤)

)

Signs of LFUV have not only been seen in loop-suppressed flavor-changing neutral currents discussed
above, but also in tree-level decays, namely, in tensions with the SM predictions for the ratios

R(D(⇤)) =
B(B ! D(⇤)⌧⌫)

B(B ! D(⇤)l⌫)
, (l = µ, e). (93)

Assuming for the moment the SM particle content only, the b ! c`⌫`0 transitions at scales near mb can
be described by an SU(3)⇥ U(1)-invariant effective Hamiltonian,

Hb!c⌧⌫
eff =

4GFp
2
Vcb

X

``
0

⇣
(�``0 + C``

0

L )O``
0

VL
+
X

i

C``
0

i O``
0

i + h.c.
⌘
, (94)

where `, `0 = e, µ, ⌧ denotes the charged-lepton and neutrino flavor, respectively, and the sum over i runs
over the following operators,

O``
0

VL,R
= (c̄L,R�

µbL,R)(¯̀L�µ⌫`0L), O``
0

SL,R
= (c̄R,LbL,R)(¯̀R⌫`0L),

O``
0

T = (c̄R�
µ⌫bL)(¯̀R�µ⌫⌫`0L).

(95)
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The NP coefficients C``
0

i depend, in general, on both charged-lepton and neutrino flavor. These operators
arise from more fundamental interactions at a higher scale ⇤ which, in accordance with available LHC
data, can be taken to be larger than the electroweak scale v˜. The operators of Eq. (95) should then be
embedded into SU(2)L⇥U(1) invariant operators composed of the full SM field content. For CVR

there
is no contribution violating lepton-universality at dimension-6, leading to a parametric suppression of at
least v2/⇤2 for tree-level ultraviolet (UV) completions. Linearly realized electroweak symmetry break-
ing, captured by the Standard Model effective field theory (SMEFT) [366,375], also yields the prediction
C``

0

VR
⌘ CVR

�``0 [972,973]. In this case, sizable contributions to CVR
are excluded by b! c(e, µ)⌫ [974].

While deviations from this prediction are possible in a non-linear realization of electroweak symmetry
breaking [973], at least one of the above-named sources of suppression always remains and right-handed
currents do not play a role.

The relevant hadronic matrix elements of the SM operator O``
VL

, i.e., hD| c̄�µb |B̄i, hD⇤| c̄�µb |B̄i,
and hD⇤| c̄�µ�5b |B̄i, are parametrized using one, two, and three form factors, respectively [975]. The
helicity form factors obey unitarity bounds which can be written in an elegant way using the parametriza-
tion of Boyd-Grinstein-Lebed (BGL) [976]. The contributions of the helicity form factors S1 and P1 (as
defined in [975]) to the branching ratios of B ! Dl⌫ and B ! D⇤l⌫ are suppressed by the mass of
the final-state lepton. In view of the lack of experimental information on these form factors we need
input from theory. In the case of B ! D, we are in the fortunate position that lattice results for both
V1 and S1 at w � 1 exist [66, 977, 978], where w = (m2

B + m2
D

(⇤) � q2)/(2mBmD
(⇤)). This is the

reason for the very good agreement of all SM predictions in this case, see Table 27. Recently, also soft
photon corrections to R(D) have been discussed [979]. For B ! D⇤, we have only one data point
from lattice, namely A1(w = 1) [980, 981] so that it is necessary to use Heavy Quark Effective Theory
(HQET) [975, 982–988] to relate the B ! D and B ! D⇤ form factors order-by-order in the heavy
quark expansion in terms of Isgur–Wise functions in order to obtain a prediction for P1 and hence R(D⇤).

At NLO in the heavy-quark expansion, i.e., expanding to linear order in ↵s/⇡ and 1/mc,b, there
is sufficient differential information in the B ! D(⇤)l⌫ decays to fit to the four Isgur-Wise functions
that arise at this order [982, 989]. In the literature the theoretical error from using NLO HQET results is
under discussion, leading to different results for the error of the SM prediction. HQET can also be used
to obtain a stronger version of the unitarity bounds (see Refs. [70, 976] for details). Additional model-
dependent theoretical input at maximal w can be provided by Light Cone Sum Rules (LCSR) [849,990],
or at zero recoil by QCD sum rules [985–988]. We give a summary of theoretical predictions for R(D(⇤))
in Table 27.

Since lattice data is presently available only at zero recoil for B ! D⇤ and the kinematic sup-
pression requires d�[B ! D⇤l⌫]/dw to vanish at w = 1, |Vcb| can be obtained from B ! D⇤l⌫
only by extrapolating d�[B ! D⇤l⌫]/dw back to zero recoil. This procedure can be highly sensi-
tive to the chosen form-factor parameterization and other theoretical inputs; for recent analyses, see
Refs. [31, 32, 69, 70, 981, 982, 989, 991, 992]. Lattice data beyond zero recoil is expected soon (see [993]
for preliminary results) from both domain wall and AsqTad ensemble approaches. Combined with abun-
dant future data for B ! D⇤l⌫ from HL-LHC, extractions of |Vcb| that are less sensitive to theoretical
inputs will become possible, thereby either resolving or more concretely establishing tensions between
exclusive and inclusive measurements of |Vcb|.

With future experimental data and lattice QCD results (see Sec. 11 and Table 41 therein) the SM
prediction of R(D⇤) will improve considerably. For an estimate, one may note that the dependence of
d�/dw on the P1 form factor arises only incoherently, via a contribution of the form m2

l |P1(w)|2. This
P1 term contributes approximately 10% of the total integrated B ! D⇤⌧⌫ rate, which suggests that the
dependence of R(D⇤) on this form factor should be limited. Assuming a 1% future precision for P1,
using the 50 ab�1 which Belle II will presumably gather by 2025, and taking into account the expected
improvement of the form factors A1,5 and V4 from the lattice, it is hence reasonable to assume that an
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Table 27: Current SM R(D(⇤)) theory predictions and their deviation from experiment R(D)exp =
0.407(39)(24) [197,379,380,994] and R(D⇤) = 0.306(13)(7) [16,17,197,379–381,994–997] (HFLAV
2018 summer update). For older SM predictions see Refs. [998–1000]. Table adapted and extended from
Ref. [992].

Ref. R(D) Exp. deviation
[1001] 0.299(3) 2.4�
[982] 0.299(3) 2.4�
[989] 0.302(3) 2.3�

Ref. R(D⇤) Exp. deviation
[982] 0.257(3) 3.3�
[70] 0.260(8) 2.7�
[989] 0.257(5) 3.1�

error of 0.001 for the SM value of R(D⇤) might be achieved.

7.2.2 Excited states and other b hadrons: R(D
⇤⇤
), R(J/ ), R(⇤

(⇤)
c ) and R(Xc)

Measurements of |Vcb| and lepton universality can also be probed via B decays to the D⇤⇤ excited states,
as well as decays of strange or charmed b hadrons, including Bs ! D(⇤)

s , Bc ! J/ , and the baryonic
⇤b ! ⇤(⇤)

c transitions. In comparison to the B ! D(⇤)`⌫ decay modes, these modes may variously
exhibit higher sensitivities to specific NP operators or, in some cases, may be theoretically cleaner than
the decays to the D(⇤) ground states. These modes can also be important downfeed or crossfeed back-
grounds to the B ! D(⇤)`⌫ decays and, to the extent they are affected by the same NP operators, must
also be understood and measured carefully. The HL-LHC is the only experiment planned that will yield
significant samples of these heavier b-hadrons, with precision analyses anticipated from the LHCb ex-
periment. In this subsection we present the motivations and theoretical prospects for the measurement of
each of these exclusive decay modes, as well as for measurement of inclusive semileptonic B decays.

The D⇤⇤ excited states comprise four different charmed hadrons: The D⇤
0, D⇤

1, D1, D⇤
2. In the

language of HQET, these furnish two doublets, {D⇤
0 , D

⇤
1} and {D1 , D

⇤
2}, with spin-parity s⇡`` = 1

2
+

and 3
2
+, respectively. (In the heavy-quark limit, spin-parity is a conserved quantum number.) The 3

2
+

states are narrow, with � ⇠ 30–50 MeV, because their hadronic decays to D(⇤)⇡ either proceed via a
D-wave or violate heavy quark-symmetry, while the 1

2
+ states are quite broad. Although isolating these

excited-state decays will likely be simpler at e+e� B factories, which can more easily reconstruct ⇡0’s
and photons, analyses of B ! D⇤⇤`⌫ decays are also feasible at LHCb Upgrade II, especially for the
narrow 3

2
+ states subsequently decaying to charged hadrons.

The crucial attractive feature of the B ! D⇤⇤ transitions is that various leading-order contri-
butions to the form factors vanish in the heavy-quark limit at zero recoil (w = 1), so that O(↵s) and
O(1/mc,b) corrections become important [1002–1005]. The richer structure of the subleading form-
factor contributions has the consequence that sensitivity to various NP currents can be much larger than
in the ground state decays [1005, 1006]. For example, including only a NP tensor operator, O``

0

T , one
finds the ratios R(X)/R(X)SM ' {1.5, 1.3} for X = {D,D⇤} at the best fit to the R(D(⇤)) data.
However, the same Wilson coefficients result in R(X)/R(X)SM greater than 4.0 or less than 0.5 for
X = {D⇤

0, D
⇤
1, D1, D

⇤
2}. Interference between different B ! D⇤⇤ transitions also offers the possibility

to probe for new CP-violating phases in the NP operators [1007]. The current SM predictions for all four
modes, from fits to Belle data including NLO HQET contributions, are [1006]

R(D⇤
0) = 0.08±0.03, R(D⇤

1) = 0.05±0.02, R(D1) = 0.10±0.02, R(D⇤
2) = 0.07±0.01 . (96)

Decays of B mesons to these excited states have total SM branching ratios comparable to the
B ! D(⇤)`⌫ decays themselves. Combined with the possible large enhancement of the semitauonic
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modes by NP contributions, this means that the subsequent D⇤⇤ ! D(⇤)X decays can then induce
important downfeed backgrounds to the D(⇤) measurements. Analyses of B ! D(⇤)`⌫ will therefore
typically have to fold in contributions from these excited states. Moreover, anticipated analyses for
the inclusive B ! D⇡`⌫ decays provide an opportunity to probe these excited-state decays and their
associated larger NP sensitivities collectively with the ground-state decays. In this context, rather than
being thought of as a background, these contributions should be more properly thought of as additional
sources of (NP) signal. The large data sets from HL-LHC will then provide a very sensitive set of
channels for probing NP contributions to b! c`⌫.

The Bs and Bc mesons have production ratios �(Bs)/�(bb̄) ⇠ 10% [1008] and �(Bc)/�(bb̄) ⇠
0.2% [1009] in Run 1 LHC. A much smaller sample of Bs mesons may also be produced at B factories
running on the ⌥(5S) resonance. However, for the Bc the only significant sample of mesons will be
produced at HL-LHC. At first glance, the theoretical structure of Bs ! D(⇤,⇤⇤)

s `⌫ can be mapped directly
from B ! D(⇤,⇤⇤)`⌫ via the approximate SU(3) flavor symmetry. Some crucial differences are that
B(D⇤

s ! Ds�) ' 94%, which will be difficult to see at LHCb Upgrade II, while the four D⇤⇤
s excited

states are all narrow, and therefore may be easier to resolve.
The leptonic Bc ! (J/ ! µµ)`⌫ decay mode is reasonably clean experimentally, with mea-

surements for R(J/ ) already available from LHCb Run 1 data, R(J/ ) = 0.71 ± 0.17 (stat) ±
0.18 (sys) [18], albeit with large uncertainties at present. A central difficulty in probing this mode
lies in the large theoretical uncertainties for the Bc ! J/ form-factor parameterizations. Predictions
for the form factors are typically hadronic-model-dependent, making use of either perturbative QCD,
the constituent-quark model, the (non)relativitistic quark model, or QCD sum rules [1010–1018]. The
LHCb results have motivated several studies of the form factors [1019–1022]. A recent, more model-
independent result combines preliminary lattice QCD results with dispersive bounds and zero-recoil
heavy-quark relations, leading to the prediction 0.20  R(J/ )  0.39 [1023], at 95% CL, implying a
mild tension at the 1.3� level with the data.

Abundant samples of ⇤b’s will be produced only at (HL-)LHC, with a production cross-section
�(⇤b)/�(bb̄) ⇠ 10% [779]. From an HQET point of view, the ⇤b ! ⇤c transitions are theoretically
cleaner than the B ! D(⇤) decays, because the “brown muck” dressing the heavy quark lies in the
s⇡`` = 0+ ground state. A consequence of this is a relatively simpler form-factor structure, where not
only the O(↵s) but also the O(1/mc,b) and O(↵s/mc,b) subleading contributions are fully fixed by
the leading-order HQET structure, reducing the number of free parameters in the form-factor fits. These
modes are therefore promising, clean candidates for testing the behavior of the HQET expansion itself, by
e.g., assessing the impact of O(1/m2

c) contributions. Fitting the subsubleading O(↵s,↵s/mc,b, 1/m
2
c)

HQET structure to existing LHCb data [77] and lattice form factor results [71] implies such terms are
of the expected size [1024]. More ⇤b ! ⇤c`⌫ data from LHCb will improve the precision of these
results, allowing access to other subleading terms. Moreover, with precision lattice calculations of the
form factors (see, e.g., Ref. [71]), additional data for these modes may permit precision measurement of
|Vcb| in an environment with reduced theoretical uncertainties.

The heavy quark expansion is also applicable to ⇤b transitions into excited ⇤⇤
c = ⇤c(2595),

⇤c(2625) states [1025]. The complexity of the HQET description lies between that of ⇤b ! ⇤c and
B ! D(⇤) transitions, with two unknown functions up to O(1/mc,b). It was recently demonstrated that
simultaneous binned likelihood fits to the rich angular distributions of ⇤b ! ⇤⇤

cµ⌫̄ decays can determine
these two functions and produce data-driven predictions of R(⇤⇤

c) [1026]. The projected precision due
to parametric effects reaches ⇠ 2% for the LHCb Upgrade 1 data set. Due to the spin structure of the ⇤⇤

c

states, these decays provide a complementary LFU probe with a different set of systematic uncertainties
when compared to R(D(⇤)) and R(⇤c). More data from LHCb will similarly improve the precision of
these results.

Also of interest is the measurement of the inclusive process B ! Xc`⌫, where Xc can be a
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multibody charmed state of arbitrary invariant mass, and the associated ratio R(Xc). In the heavy quark
limit mb !1, the amplitude for this process corresponds simply to that of the free quark decay b! c`⌫.
Corrections to the heavy quark limit are obtained via an OPE in terms of local heavy-quark operators:
SM predictions exist at O(1/m2

b) including two-loop QCD corrections [1027, 1028], yielding

R(Xc) = 0.223 ± 0.004 , (97)

although recent analyses [1029, 1030] have shown that 1/m3
b corrections can decrease R(Xc) by as

much as 5%. Combining this with the inclusive measurement B(B ! Xce⌫) = (10.65 ± 0.16)% [197]
implies Br(B ! Xc⌧⌫) = (2.38 ± 0.05)%. This is in good agreement with the LEP measurement
B(b! X⌧⌫) = (2.41± 0.23)% [310], where X can be any multibody state. However, the present mea-
surements for B(B ! D⌧⌫) + B(B ! D⇤⌧⌫) = (2.71 ± 0.18)% [1028], when further combined with
the SM predictions for B(B ! D⇤⇤⌧⌫) [1005, 1006], implies B(B ! Xc⌧⌫) > (2.8 ± 0.2)%, already
well in excess of the SM prediction for the semitauonic inclusive process. An indirect R(Xc) anomaly
then arises independent from the details of the form factor parameterizations involved in R(D(⇤)). Given
these tensions, and since measurement of the inclusive process would involve both different theory uncer-
tainties and different systematics compared to the exclusive modes, direct measurement of B ! Xc⌧⌫
is of high interest in further understanding the b! c⌧⌫ anomalies.

7.2.3 Models of NP for b ! c⌧⌫

A possible NP origin of the deviations in R(D(⇤)) requires a large contribution with respect to the SM.
Defining R̂(X) = R(X)/R(X)|SM, we have with present data R̂(D) = 1.36 ± 0.15 and R̂(D⇤) =
1.19± 0.06. This points to & 10% NP contribution to the amplitude when the SM and NP contributions
interfere, and & 40% if they do not. The scale of NP for the R(D(⇤)) anomaly is then

⇤NP =
1p
|Vcb|

1p
|�Ci|

vp
2
⇠ 1 TeVp

|�Ci|
, (98)

and the contributions are expected to enter at tree level. Possible mediators, assuming they couple only
to SM fields, were classified in [1028]. If the present central values R(D(⇤)) are sustained, this anomaly
will be established by the time of the measurements at HL/HE-LHC, cf. Fig. 42 left. The focus will
hence shift to model differentiation in b! c⌧⌫ and the analysis of the lepton- and quark-flavor structure
of the NP contributions. A completely general NP analysis will require theoretical care. For instance,
form-factor determinations from b ! c`⌫ decays could also be sensitive to NP contributions, subject to
the constraint that extractions of |Vcb| from these decays can be made consistent with all other global
data on CKM unitarity. Consequently, experimentally determined form-factor parameters may require
a simultaneous fit to the deviations or additional determinations of form-factor ratios, which, however,
are expected to be available at the required precision by the start of HL/HE-LHC. See Sec. 11 for corre-
sponding prospects from lattice QCD.

The tree-level mediators that can explain the R(D)-R(D⇤) anomaly are a W 0 [925, 926, 943,
946] generating CVL

, a charged color-neutral scalar [999, 1031–1037] generating CSL,R
in Eq. (94), and

leptoquarks [341,377,828,950,952,954,958,959,962,963,968,1038–1048] generating various couplings,
mostly CVL

or CSL
⇠ CT . For comparisons between these models, see for instance [1000, 1028, 1049–

1053]. Allowing for additional light particles opens up the possibility to address the anomalies with
contributions involving right-handed neutrinos [1047, 1054–1060], since the neutrino is not detected.

In order to differentiate between the different combinations of NP operators that these models
produce at low energies, information beyond R(D(⇤)) is needed [1030, 1061]. Presently, the available
additional observables in b ! c⌧⌫ transitions are: (i) differential distributions in q2 [379, 380] already
excluding some fine-tuned scenarios despite their large uncertainties; (ii) the first measurements of the
⌧ polarization asymmetry and the longitudinal fraction in B ! D⇤⌧⌫ [995, 996]; (iii) the measurement
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Fig. 42: Left: Present status of the R(D)-R(D⇤) anomaly, showing the individual measurements (68%
CL contours), the world average (68% and 95% CL filled ellipses), the SM prediction (95% CL filled
ellipse) as well as the projections for LHCb measurements by 2025 (dashed contour), and Upgrade II
(dotted contour, both at 68% CL, assuming the present central value). Right: Correlations between
R(D⇤) and the ⌧ -polarization asymmetry A�(D

⇤)[= �P⌧ (D
⇤)] (upper panel) and the longitudinal frac-

tion FL(D⇤) (lower panel) for NP scenarios with only a left-handed vector coupling (green) or only
scalar couplings (blue), together with the first measurements [995, 996] (light blue) and the experimen-
tal average for R(D⇤) (yellow bands), excluding [995] in the upper panel. Updated and adapted from
Ref. [1031].

of R(J/ ) [18], which is up to 2� above the SM prediction, as well as that of any NP model (see the
previous subsection); (iv) the measurement of the inclusive rate b ! X⌧⌫ at LEP [310, 1062], yielding
R̂(Xc) = 1.01 ± 0.10, in slight tension with the measurements for R(D(⇤)) [1027–1029, 1031]; (v) the
(indirect) bound on Bc ! ⌧⌫ from the Bc lifetime [1046, 1063, 1064], providing a strong constraint on
models with only scalar couplings and disfavoring them as a solution for R(D⇤) for values close to the
present central value.

Additional indirect constraints apply within UV-complete NP models: high-pT searches for sig-
natures related to potential mediators of these transitions often provide strong constraints via, e.g.,
bb̄ ! ⌧⌧ [369], bc̄ ! ⌧⌫ [378] or h ! ⌧⌧ [1065], while radiative corrections can result in constraints
from lepton universality in ⌧ decays [970], lepton-flavor violating decays [970], charged-lepton mag-
netic moments [1065] and electric dipole moments [1066]. Current data on ⌥(1S) ! ⌧⌧ decays also
constrain most mediator models, and a future programme of measuring both ⌥ and  decays can have
sensitivity to all NP UV completions [1067]. The current bounds on b ! s⌫⌫̄, now only O(1) above
the SM [1068, 1069], can also put severe constraints on particular NP models [1070, 1071]. Finally, it
is interesting to note that contributions to b ! s`` and b ! s� are also generically produced at loop
level [908].

At the HL/HE-LHC qualitative progress in identifying potential NP in b! c⌧⌫ can be understood
chiefly in terms of two classes of observables:

• Precision results for R(X): R(D(⇤)) can establish NP and give basic model differentiation. R(⇤(⇤)
c )

is a measurement with independent systematics that improves model discrimination since it is sen-
sitive to a different combination of NP parameters. The same applies to inclusive R(Xc), to be
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Fig. 43: A two-dimensional representation of the LHCb (left) and ATLAS (middle) branching fraction
measurements for B0! µ+µ� and B0

s! µ+µ�. The central values are indicated with the marker. The
profile likelihood contours for 1,2,3. . . Gaussian � are shown as blue contours (left) and grey shaded
areas (middle). The red cross labelled SM reports the Standard Model predictions. Right: background-
subtracted B0

s! µ+µ� decay-time distribution with the LHCb fit result superimposed.

measured by Belle II. Other modes, like R(D(⇤)
s ) or R(J/ ), will add to these and provide cross-

checks with independent systematic uncertainties.
• Differential-rate measurements in B ! X⌧⌫: Differential measurements in q2 as well as in the

helicity angles and the ⌧ -polarization are powerful discriminators between the SM and NP, as well
as between different NP models [974, 998, 999, 1031, 1050, 1072–1084]. For instance, the low-
recoil region in B ! D⌧⌫ is very sensitive to scalar contributions, tensor contributions change the
polarization in the high-recoil region in B ! D⇤ in a unique manner, and left-handed vector con-
tributions leave normalized quantities unchanged while affecting the total rates sizably. Examples
for the discriminating power of such measurements are given in Fig. 42 (right), where correla-
tions in NP models are shown together with the first measurements of two proposed quantities by
Belle [995, 996]. First studies regarding the reach of LHCb for such observables are presented
in Sec. 7.3.7. Already semi-integrated quantities like the forward-backward asymmetry or the
observables shown in Fig. 42 can be very powerful in distinguishing different NP scenarios.

At high pT, bc⌧⌫ operators can also be directly probed by the pp! ⌧X+MET (missing transverse
energy) signature at the LHC, inclusively [378], or with a b-tag in the final state, with model discrimina-
tion possible at the beyond the 3� level in at the HL-LHC [817]. This channel would allow one to probe
all the NP scenarios addressing the R(D(⇤)) anomalies in the HL-LHC phase (see Sec. 10). Analysis of
NP effects in b! c⌧⌫ will be made more powerful and self-consistent by the development of dedicated
NP reweighting tools such as Hammer [1085]. These tools will permit experimental collaborations to
efficiently reweight their very large simulated datasets to arbitrary NP models and thus fit for WCs as
part of experimental analyses. Observation of NP in b ! c⌧⌫ would warrant precise measurements at
HL-/HE-LHC of related modes, b! c(e, µ)⌫, b! u⌧⌫ and t! b⌧⌫ transitions.

7.3 Experimental perspectives
7.3.1 Measurements of Bq ! ll from LHCb/ATLAS/CMS

Following the observation of B0
s! µ+µ� by the CMS and LHCb collaborations [1086], the most strin-

gent constraints on B0
s! µ+µ� and B0! µ+µ� have been set by the LHCb [15] and ATLAS [825,

1087] collaborations, cf., Fig. 43. Both sets of measurements are compatible with the SM predictions.
HL-LHC will offer a compelling opportunity to extend the ATLAS and CMS B0

s ! µ+µ� and
B0 ! µ+µ� studies to the expected integrated high luminosity. Flexible trigger systems and inner
tracker improvements will allow both experiments to maintain efficient low-pT dimuon triggers and
achieve good mass resolution, which are the key ingredients for the Bs,d ! µ+µ� analysis. Fig. 44
demonstrates the ATLAS and CMS B ! µ+µ� invariant mass reconstruction capabilities in the HL-
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Fig. 44: Left: comparison of the ATLAS invariant mass spectra for simulated B0
s ! µ+µ� events

with the current (Run-2) and upgraded (ITk) detectors. A vertical line at the Bd mass value is drawn
to visualize the Bs-Bd signals separation. Middle and right plots: CMS B0

s and B0 invariant mass
distributions in the Run-2 and Phase-2 scenario respectively. The B0

s distribution is normalized to unity
and the B0 distribution is normalized according to the SM expectation. CMS plots are taken from [1088].

LHC era. The pseudorapidity |⌘f | of the most forward muon (of the candidate) is used to visualize
the CMS results and compare the performance of Phase-2 against Run-2. In Fig. 44 the signal mass
distributions for |⌘f | < 1.4 are overlaid. The CMS improved separation between B0 ! µ+µ� and
B0

s ! µ+µ� in Phase-2 is evident; this will help to separate the B0 signal from the tails of the B0
s

signal,which now becomes a background for the B0 measurement.
The LHCb detector is already well optimised for this decay, and planned improvements to the

tracking and muon detector shielding in LHCb’s upgrades will ensure that the muon reconstruction and
identification performance does not degrade with increasing pileup. Both ATLAS and CMS make
HL-LHC extrapolations with a PU scenario of 200 interactions per bunch-crossing, which was found
not to have strong impact on the analysis performance. While the uncertainty on B(B0! µ+µ�)
remains statistically limited for HL-LHC projections (300 fb�1/3 ab�1), the projected uncertainty on
B(B0

s! µ+µ�) depends on the assumptions made for the systematic uncertainties. The current sys-
tematic uncertainty is dominated by sources external to the analysis, such as the relative uncertainty
associated with the b-quark fragmentation probability ratio, fs/fd [1089], followed by the branching
fractions of the normalisation modes and less significant systematics arising from internal analysis ef-
fects (e.g., 2% each from particle identification and track reconstruction in the case of LHCb, individual
efficiencies in the case of ATLAS and CMS).

Systematic uncertainties are treated slightly differently in the projections of the three experiments.
ATLAS conservatively assumes in the HL-LHC projections that the fs/fd and the normalization modes
branching fraction uncertainties will be at the same level as previously used, i.e., 5.8% and 3%, while
CMS and LHCb project them to be 3.5% and 1.4%, respectively, based on reasonable assumptions about
additional Belle II inputs and improvements in the knowledge of form-factor ratios and branching frac-
tion measurements. A more complete discussion of sensitivity projections and systematics therein from
ATLAS and CMS are presented in Refs [1090] and [1088]. For LHCb, the remaining experimental sys-
tematic uncertainties are already at the⇠ 3 percent level, and because they rely on data-driven corrections
from calibration samples they can be expected to be reduced to the ⇠ 1.4 percent level in Upgrade II.
The resulting HL-LHC projected statistical and systematic uncertainties for the three experiments are
summarized in table 28; for the comparisons of the ATLAS, CMS and LHCb reaches (such as the one
carried out in Fig. 47) , the reference scenarios considered are respectively the “3 ab�1 Intermediate”, “3
ab�1” and “300 fb�1”.

At the end of the Upgrade II data taking period, LHCb assumes to achieve an overall uncertainty
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Table 28: Projected ATLAS, CMS and LHCb uncertainty on B(B0
s ! µ+µ�) and B(B0 ! µ+µ�).The

HL-LHC scenario corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 300 fb�1 for LHCb and 3 ab�1 for ATLAS
and CMS. For each extrapolation the total (statistical+systematic) uncertainties are reported.

B(B0
s ! µ+µ�) B(B0 ! µ+µ�)

Experiment Scenario stat + syst % stat + syst %

LHCb 23 fb�1 8.2 33

LHCb 300 fb�1 4.4 9.4

CMS 300 fb�1 12 46

CMS 3 ab�1 7 16

ATLAS Run 2 22.7 135

ATLAS 3 ab�1 Conservative 15.1 51

ATLAS 3 ab�1 Intermediate 12.9 29

ATLAS 3 ab�1 High-yield 12.6 26

on B(B0
s! µ+µ�) of about 4.4%, which would imply an uncertainty on B(B0

s! µ+µ�) to be ap-
proximately 0.30 ⇥ 10�9 with 23 fb�1 and 0.16 ⇥ 10�9 with 300 fb�1. The LHCb reach on the ratio
of branching fractions B(B0! µ+µ�)/B(B0

s! µ+µ�) is expected to remain limited by statistics and
decrease from 90% for the current measurement to ⇠ 34% with 23 fb�1 and ⇠ 10% with 300 fb�1.

The CMS projections are obtained by extrapolating the Run-2 analysis performances to the HL-
LHC scenario. Trigger efficiencies comparable to those of Run-2, with manageable rates, are expected
to be attained [1091] and are here assumed. The effect of the increased pileup on the signal selection
efficiency was also found to be manageable. The inner tracker of the CMS HL-LHC detector is estimated
to provide a 40-50% improvement relative to Run-2 on the dimuon mass resolution. This results in an
improved separation of the B0

s and B0 signals, lowering the signal cross-feed contamination that is
specially crucial for the B0 observation, and a reduction of the level of the semileptonic background in
the signal region (see Fig. 44). With the full Phase-2 integrated luminosity of 3000 fb1, CMS expects to
measure the B0

s ! µ+µ� branching fraction at the level of 7%. precision, and observe the B0 ! µ+µ�

decay with a significance in excess of 5�. Fig. 45 shows the invariant mass fit projections for the Bs,d !
µ+µ� analyses for an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb�1.

The ATLAS projections [1090] are extrapolated from the ATLAS Run 1 analysis [1092]. As-
sumptions include the training of a multivariate classifier capable of similar background rejection and
signal purities and an analysis selection with comparable pile-up immunity as Run 1. The study takes
into account the scaling of B production cross-section and integrated luminosity relative to Run 1, and
explores different triggering scenarios corresponding to different dimuon transverse momentum thresh-
olds, (pµ1

T ,pµ2
T ): (6 GeV, 6 GeV), (6 GeV, 10 GeV) and (10 GeV, 10 GeV). For each of these scenarios

the sensitivity is categorized on the basis of the signal statistics expected relative to the Run 1 analysis
(x15, x60 and x75 respectively, in 3 ab�1 of HL-LHC ATLAS data), yielding the projected 68.3%, 95.5%
and 99.7% likelihood contours in Fig. 46.

Fig. 47 compares the projected experimental sensitivities of ATLAS, CMS, and LHCb with the BR
predictions from a particular class of BSM models [1094]. All estimates use the quoted SM predictions
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Fig. 45: Projected dimuon invariant mass distributions with overlaid fit results for the Bd,s ! µ+µ�

analyses by CMS, with an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb�1. Events where the most forward muon
lies in the barrel (left) and forward (right) regions of the detector display different mass resolutions and
are categorized accordingly in the analysis. The SM relative B0

s and B0 contributions are here assumed.
(Plots are taken from [1088]).
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Fig. 46: ATLAS projected 68.3% (solid), 95.5% (dashed) and 99.7% (dotted) confidence level profiled
likelihood ratio contours for the “conservative” (top), “intermediate” (middle) and “high-yield” HL-LHC
extrapolations. Red contours do not include the systematic uncertainties, which are then included in the
blue ellipsoids. The black point shows the SM theoretical prediction and its uncertainty [1093].

as central values for the branching fractions. The estimated experimental sensitivity at HL-LHC is close
to the uncertainty of the current SM prediction from theory, which is dominated by the uncertainty on the
B0

s decay constant, fBs
, determined from lattice QCD calculations, and the CKM matrix elements. Both

are expected to improve in precision in the future. The power of the HL-LHC data set to discriminate
not only between the SM and BSM models, but also within the parameter space of those BSM models,
is clear.

With the HL-LHC data set, precise measurements of additional observables are possible, namely
the effective lifetime, ⌧ e↵µµ , and the time-dependent CP asymmetry of B0

s! µ+µ� decays. Both quan-
tities are sensitive to possible new contributions from the scalar and pseudo-scalar sector in a way com-
plementary to the branching ratio measurement [320]. The effective lifetime is related to the mean B0

s

lifetime ⌧Bs
through the relation

⌧ e↵µµ =
⌧Bs

1� y2s

1 + 2Aµµ
��ys + y2s

1 + Aµµ
��ys

, (99)
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Fig. 47: B0
s ! µ+µ� and B0 ! µ+µ� branching ratios as computed using new sources of flavour-

changing neutral currents, as discussed in Ref. [1094]. The green points are the subset consistent with
other measurements. The black cross point is the SM prediction, while the coloured contours show the
expected 1-sigma HL-LHC sensitivites of ATLAS, CMS, and LHCb.

where ys = ⌧Bs
��s/2, and ��s = �

B
0
sL
� �

B
0
sH

. In the SM, Aµµ
�� = 1, with only the heavy mass

eigenstate decaying to µ+µ�. In BSM scenarios it can take any value between �1 and 1. LHCb has
performed the first measurement of the B0

s! µ+µ� effective lifetime using a dataset of 4.4 fb�1, result-
ing in ⌧ e↵µµ = 2.04 ± 0.44 ± 0.05 ps [15] (Fig. 43, right). The relative uncertainty on ⌧ e↵µµ is expected to
decrease to approximately 8% with 23 fb�1 and 2% with 300 fb�1, being statistically limited.

The CMS sensitivity for a measurement of the B0
s ! µ+µ� effective lifetime is estimated using an

ensemble of pseudo-experiments generated with parameters reflecting the projected Phase-2 conditions.
The signal lifetime distribution for each pseudo-experiment is obtained using the sPlot technique [1095]
to separate out the background, and then fitted with a model consisting of an exponential function,
convolved with a Gaussian function that describes the expected decay time resolution, and multiplied by
an efficiency function that accounts for reconstruction effects. The outcome of such a pseudo-experiment
is shown in Fig. 48. The effective lifetime is expected to be measured with a statistical precision of 3%
at 3000 fb�1.

While the current experimental uncertainty is larger than for ⌧
B

0
sH
�⌧

B
0
sL

, a 2�3% uncertainty on

⌧ e↵µµ would allow to set stringent constraints on Aµµ
�� and in particular would allow to break the degeneracy

between any possible contribution from new scalar and pseudoscalar mediators.
Assuming a tagging power of about 3.7% [10], a dataset of 300 fb�1 allows LHCb to reconstruct

a pure sample of more than 100 flavour-tagged B0
s! µ+µ� decays (effective yield) and measure their

time-dependent CP asymmetry. From the relation

�(B0
s (t)! µ+µ�)� �(B̄0

s ! µ+µ�)

�(B0
s (t)! µ+µ�) + �(B̄0

s ! µ+µ�)
=

Sµµ sin(�mst)

cosh(yst/⌧Bs
) + Aµµ

�� sinh(yst/⌧Bs
)
, (100)

where t is the signal proper time and �ms is the mass difference of the heavy and light B0
s mass eigen-

states, Sµµ can be measured with an uncertainty of about 0.2. The signal yield expected in a 23 fb�1

dataset, on the other hand, is too low to allow a meaningful constraint to be set on Sµµ. A nonzero value
for Sµµ would automatically indicate evidence of CP -violating phases beyond the SM.
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Fig. 48: Projection of a background-subtracted proper decay time distribution, with fit result overlaid,
with the CMS experiment and 3000 fb�1. The estimated uncertainty in the B0

s ! µ+µ� effective
lifetime is obtained by fitting an ensemble of corresponding pseudo-experiments. (The plot is taken
from [1088]).

Being sensitive to a wider set of effective operators (O7, O9 and O10) [1096], the B0
s ! µ+µ��

decay offers an interesting counterpart to B0
s ! µ+µ�. The theoretical branching fraction is expected to

be one order of magnitude larger than the B0
s ! µ+µ� one [1097], owing to the removal of the helicity

suppression, when integrated over the full q2 spectrum. However, the presence of the photon makes the
direct reconstruction challenging at LHCb. No limit exist today on the B0

s ! µ+µ�� channel, while the
B0 ! µ+µ�� is limited at 1⇥ 10�7 at 90% CL by the BaBar experiment [1098].

Given the experimental difficulty, two complementary techniques are employed for the study of
the B0

s ! µ+µ�� decay at LHCb. The first is a full reconstruction which is more sensitive at low and
mid q2, where the photon energy is higher, and the second, recently proposed in Ref. [834], without
photon reconstruction but only sensitive at high q2.

The only non-negligible partially reconstructed background is the not yet measured Bd ! µ+µ�⇡0,
whose branching fraction is theoretically estimated to be of the same order of magnitude as the signal.
The main difficulty of the measurement is therefore the combinatorial background, because the uncer-
tainty on the photon momentum enlarges the signal width and blurs its kinematics. Based on current
reconstruction efficiencies, the expected sensitivity at the end of Run 3 (Upgrade II) is ⇠ 9� (⇠ 22�).
The use of Bs ! J/ ⌘ and Bd ! K⇡� as normalisation channels reduces the systematic uncertainties
due to the selection.

The partially reconstructed method consists of studying the B0
s ! µ+µ�� decay as a shoul-

der on the left of the B0
s ! µ+µ� peak in the dimuon mass distribution. The SM contribution as

background has been considered negligible so far. Conversely, large branching fractions could be eas-
ily excluded [834] when considering this as an additional component. The SM branching fraction for
this region would be around 2 ⇥ 10�10, implying a first observation would be possible with Run 3 and
certainly with Run 4 data, while extremely tight limits could already be determined with Run 2.

7.3.2 Measurements of b ! s`` from LHCb/ATLAS/CMS

7.3.2.1 Yield and systematics evolution

With the large data set that will be collected at the end of Run 5, it will be possible to make a precise
determination of the angular observables in narrow bins of q2 or using a q2-unbinned approach [804,806];
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LHCb foresees to achieve around 440 000 fully reconstructed B0! K⇤0µ+µ� decays, CMS around
700 000 excluding the q2 range overlapping with the resonant decays [1099].

The current ATLAS, CMS and LHCb measurements are statistically limited. For LHCb the major
systematics are those which affect the calculation of the angular acceptance. Most of the systematic
uncertainties are expected to reduce significantly with more integrated luminosity due to larger control
samples. Both the LHCb statistical and systematic uncertainties are therefore scaled with integrated
luminosity when obtaining the projections. In this context it is interesting to note that Upgrade II will
provide signal yields that are of the order of the current tree-level control modes B0 ! J/ K⇤0 and
B0

s ! J/ �. In the most recent measurement of �s from B0
s ! J/ �, the systematic uncertainties on

the decay amplitudes due to modeling of the angular acceptance were already at the 0.001-0.002 level.
Therefore, even without considering further improvements from the larger control samples available in
Upgrade II, these uncertainties will not systematically limit the Upgrade II analysis.

The CMS sensitivity for the measurement of the P 0
5 parameter at HL-LHC is extrapolated [1099]

from the CMS Run-1 results [1100] under some assumptions: effects of improvements in the analysis
strategy (e.g., different selection criteria or fits) are not considered and the trigger thresholds and effi-
ciency are assumed to remain the same. The latter is likely to be a conservative assumption since the
availability of tracking information at the first level trigger may result in a higher efficiency than in Run-
1. The extrapolation method also assumes that the signal-to-background is the same; indeed, the main
source of background is from other b-hadron decays, whose cross-section scales the same as the signal.
Samples of simulated events are used to evaluate three relevant aspects of the analysis, namely mass res-
olution, CP mistagged rate, and the effect of pileup, to justify the extrapolation method; no degradation
in the projected analysis performance was found. For each q2 bin, the expected B0 ! K⇤0µ+µ� sig-
nal yields are obtained from a sample of simulated signal events generated with the Phase-2 conditions,
including an average of 200 pileup, and scaled to the integrated luminosity of 3000 fb �1.

The estimated statistical uncertainty on the P 0
5 parameter at 3000 fb�1 is obtained by scaling the

statistical uncertainty measured in Run-1 by the square root of the ratio between the yields observed
in Run-1 and the Phase-2 simulation. The evolution of the systematic uncertainties is also extrapolated
from the Run-1 analysis. Improved understanding of theory and the experimental apparatus is expected
to reflect in a factor of 2 reduction in many uncertainties in the Phase-2 scenario. The uncertainties
which depend on the available amount of data are scaled the same as the statistical uncertainties. The
uncertainty related to the limited number of simulation events is neglected, under the assumption that
sufficiently large simulation samples will be available by the time the HL-LHC becomes operational.

The ATLAS study extrapolates the signal and background yields based on the Run 1 analysis
data observations [1101], accounting for 3000 fb�1 of integrated luminosity and a ⇥1.7 increase in the
b production cross-section. Monte-Carlo simulations are employed to estimate the experimental preci-
sion achievable, including the improved 4-prong invariant mass resolution projected with the ATLAS
upgraded tracking system [1102]. Particular care is taken in applying likely trigger selections, emulating
trigger thresholds and accounting for the q2-dependency of the trigger efficiency. Three different sets of
di-muon trigger threshold scenarios are considered: two 6 GeV muons, the combinaton of 6 GeV and a
10 GeV muon, or two muons of 10 GeV. Although not dominant in the result, systematic uncertainties
are carefully extrapolated as well: signal and background fit model accuracies are expected to improve
in proportion to the available data statistics, detector acceptance and mistagging accuracy are driven by
MC statistics and thus assumed to produce negligible effects, the inclusion of S-wave contributions to
the data fit is extrapolated to improve the effect of this systematic by a factor 5, and detector alignment
and B-field systematic uncertainties are expected to improve approximately by a factor 4 with larger
calibration samples and the use of new techniques [1103].

The precision of the future b! s`` branching fraction measurements from the LHC experiments
will be limited also by the knowledge of the B! J/ X decay modes that are used to normalise the
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Table 29: Wilson coefficients in benchmark NP scenarios. The first scenario is inspired by the present
discrepancies in the rare decays, including the angular distributions of the decay B0! K⇤0µ+µ� and
the measurements of the branching fraction ratios RK and RK

⇤ . The second scenario is inspired by the
possibility of explaining the rare decays discrepancies and those measured in the observables R(D(⇤)).
The third and fourth scenarios assume small nonzero right-handed couplings.

scenario CNP
9 CNP

10 C 0
9 C 0

10

I �1.4 0 0 0

II �0.7 0.7 0 0

III 0 0 0.3 0.3

IV 0 0 0.3 �0.3

observed signals. The knowledge of these branching fractions will be improved by the Belle II collab-
oration but will inevitably limit the precision of the absolute branching fractions of rare b ! s`+`�

processes. The comparison between the predicted and measured branching fractions will in any case be
limited by the theoretical knowledge of the form factors.

7.3.2.2 Sensitivity projections

In order to estimate the sensitivity to BSM effects in b ! s`` decays, a number of benchmark NP
scenarios are considered, see Table 29. Scenarios I and II are inspired by the current discrepancies.
The first scenario is the one that best explains the present b ! sµµ decay data. The second is the best
explaining the rare semileptonic measurements within a purely left-handed scenario. This requirement is
theoretically well motivated and arises in models designed to simultaneously explain the discrepancies
seen in both tree-level semitauonic and loop-level semileptonic decays. The third and fourth scenarios
assume that the current discrepancies are not confirmed but there is instead a small contribution from
right-handed currents that would not be visible with the current level of experimental precision. These
scenarios will serve to illustrate the power of the large LHCb Upgrade II data set to distinguish between
different NP models. This power relies critically on the ability to exploit multiple related decay channels.

Unlike the systematics limited branching fractions, a more precise comparison between theory
and experiment can be achieved by studying isospin and CP asymmetries, which will be experimentally
probed at percent-level precision with the LHCb Upgrade II data set. This will also enable new decay
modes to be studied, for example higher spin K⇤ states and modes with larger numbers of decay products.
It is also possible to reduce theoretical and experimental uncertainties by comparing regions in angular
phase-space of b ! s`` decays. The angular distribution of B! V `+`� decays, where V is a vector
meson, can be expressed in terms of eight q2-dependent angular coefficients that depend on the Wilson
coefficients and the form factors. Measurements of angular observables in B0! K⇤0µ+µ� decays
show a discrepancy with respect to the SM predictions [813, 814, 899, 1100, 1101, 1104–1118]. This
discrepancy is largest in the so-called optimized observable P 0

5 [899]. The decay B0
s! �µ+µ� can

also be described by the same angular formalism as the B0! K⇤0µ+µ� decay. However, in this case
the B0

s and B0
s mesons decay to a common final state and it is not possible to determine the full set of

observables without tagging the initial flavour of the B0
s .

The expected precision of an unbinned LHCb-only determination of P 0
5 in the SM and in Scenar-

ios I and II is illustrated in Fig. 49, where we have followed the theoretical approaches in Refs. [804,806]
for the predictions. Upgrade II will enable these scenarios to be clearly separated from the SM and from
each other. By combining information from all of the angular observables in the decay, it will also be
possible for LHCb to distinguish models with much smaller NP contributions. Fig. 50 shows the ex-
pected 3� sensitivity to NP in the Wilson coefficients C 0

9,10 assuming the central values for the SM,
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Fig. 49: Total experimental sensitivity, including systematics, at LHCb to the P 0
5 angular observable in

the SM, Scenarios I and II for the Run 3 (left) and the Upgrade II (right) data sets. The sensitivity is
computed assuming that the charm-loop contribution is determined from the data.
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Fig. 50: Expected sensitivity to the Wilson coefficients C 0
9 and C 0

10 from the future LHCb analysis of the
B0! K⇤0µ+µ� decay. The ellipses correspond to 3� contours for the SM, Scenario III and Scenario IV
for the Run 3 (left) and the Upgrade II (right) data sets.

Scenario III and Scenario IV. These scenarios are also clearly distinguishable with the precision that will
be available with the Upgrade II data set.

The CMS projected statistical uncertainties and total uncertainties for the measurement of P 0
5

versus q2 for an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb�1 are shown in Fig. 51, along with the Run 1 results.
The P 0

5 total uncertainties in the q2 bins are estimated to improve up to a factor of 15 in the 3000
fb�1 scenario [1099], compared to those quoted in the Run-1 analysis. The extrapolation to 300 fb�1

integrated luminosity is also estimated by CMS [1099] and provides an improvement of up to a factor of
7 with respect to the Run-1 analysis. These results are among the inputs of the global fit to the HL-LHC
experimental projections shown in Fig. 40, which indicates the potential sensitivity to the SM and NP
scenarios in the C9- C10 Wilson-coefficient plane.

The foreseen Phase-2 total integrated luminosity offers the opportunity to perform the angular
analysis in narrower q2 bins, in order to measure the P 0

5 shape as a function of q2 with finer granularity.
The q2 region below the J/ mass(-squared), which is more sensitive to possible new physics effects, is
considered. Each Run-1 q2 bin is split into smaller and equal-size bins to achieve a statistical uncertainty
of the order of the total systematic uncertainty in the same bin. With respect to the Phase-2 systematic
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Fig. 51: Projected statistical (hatched regions) and total (open box) uncertainties on the CMS P 0
5 param-

eter versus q2 in the Phase-2 scenario at 3000 fb�1. The CMS Run-1 measurement of P 0
5 is also shown

by circles with inner vertical bars representing the statistical uncertainties and outer vertical bars repre-
senting the total uncertainties. The vertical shaded regions correspond to the J/ and  0 resonances.
The two lower pads represent the statistical (upper pad) and total (lower pad) uncertainties with the finer
q2 binning. (The plot is taken from [1099]).

uncertainties with wider bins, the systematic uncertainties that were scaled the same as the statistical
uncertainties are adjusted to account for less data in each finer bin while the other uncertainties are
unchanged. The corresponding statistical and total uncertainties on P 0

5 are shown in the lower two pads
of Fig. 51.

The analysis in narrow q2 bins provides a better determination of the P 0
5 parameter shape which

will allow for testing theoretical predictions. The CMS available projection is for the single P 0
5 angular

parameter; with the foreseen HL-LHC statistics, CMS will have the capability to perform a full angular
analysis of the B0! K⇤0µ+µ� decay mode.

The ATLAS [1119] projected statistical and systematic uncertainties are provided in the same q2

bins employed in the Run 1 analysis, and for the same set of angular parameters already published.
Table 30 reports the combined statistical and systematic uncertainty expectations for the different trig-
ger scenarios considered, with the projected uncertainties for all the angular parameters compared to
current theoretical predictions in figure 52. Reference [1119] includes full detail on the breakdown of
statistical and systematic contributions. The precision in measuring e.g. the P 0

5 parameter is expected
to improve by a factor between 5 and 9 relative to the Run 1 result, depending on the trigger scenario
considered.

Furthermore, with large data sets expected at the HL-LHC it will be possible for the LHC ex-
periments to probe B! V `+`� SM contributions, under the premise that a genuine NP contribution is
expected to have no q2 dependence, while, e.g., a charm loop contribution is expected to grow when
approaching the pole of the charmonia resonances. A measurement using Breit-Wigner functions to
parametrise the resonances, and their interference with the short-distance contributions to the decay, was
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Fig. 52: Projected ATLAS HL-LHC measurement precision in the FL, P1, P 0
4, P 0

5, P 0
6 and P 0

8 parameters
for the intermediate µ10µ6 trigger scenario compared to the ATLAS Run 1 measurement. Alongside
theory predictions (CFFMPSV [1120], DHMV [1121], JC [843]) are also shown. Both the projected
statistical and the total (statistical and systematic) uncertainties are shown. While the HL-LHC toy-MC
were generated with the DHMV central values of the FL and P (0)

i parameters, in these plots the central
values are moved to the ATLAS Run 1 measurement for better visualization of the improvement in the
precision.

proposed in Ref. [805]. A similar technique has already been applied by LHCb to the Run-1 data for the
B+! K+µ+µ� decay [1122]. An alternative approach using additional phenomenological inputs has
also been proposed [1123]. Such a combination of phenomenological and experimental methods may
improve our knowledge of the charm-loop contribution and form factors, which would allow Cµ

9 and Cµ
10

to be determined with great precision in b! sµµ transitions.

7.3.3 Measurements of b ! dll

Thanks to LHCb’s particle identification capabilities, the Upgrade II data set will provide a unique oppor-
tunity to make precise measurements of b! d`` processes. Using the Run 1 and 2 data sets, LHCb data
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Table 30: Combined systematic and statistical uncertainties on the FL and P (0)
i parameters from the 2012

ATLAS data measurement and projected to the HL-LHC phase for the three trigger scenarios discussed
in the text.

LHC phase q2[ GeV2] �totFL
�totP1

�totP
0
4

�totP
0
5

�totP
0
6

�totP
0
8

Run 1 [0.04, 2.0] 0.11 0.31 0.45 0.31 0.21 0.51

[2.0, 4.0] 0.12 0.61 0.37 0.34 0.34 0.57

[4.0, 6.0] 0.18 0.50 0.38 0.39 0.30 0.43

HL-LHC µ6µ6 [0.04, 2.0] 0.010 0.027 0.037 0.037 0.019 0.046

[2.0, 4.0] 0.008 0.093 0.040 0.038 0.040 0.070

[4.0, 6.0] 0.016 0.083 0.032 0.047 0.033 0.041

HL-LHC µ10µ6 [0.04, 2.0] 0.011 0.037 0.046 0.040 0.023 0.055

[2.0, 4.0] 0.011 0.103 0.047 0.042 0.044 0.075

[4.0, 6.0] 0.018 0.100 0.040 0.053 0.038 0.052

HL-LHC µ10µ10 [0.04, 2.0] 0.018 0.065 0.076 0.059 0.041 0.093

[2.0, 4.0] 0.017 0.15 0.074 0.068 0.059 0.100

[4.0, 6.0] 0.026 0.17 0.074 0.082 0.063 0.090

have been used to observe the decays B+! ⇡+µ+µ� [1124,1125] and ⇤0
b! p⇡�µ+µ� [1126], and to

find evidence for the decays B0! ⇡+⇡�µ+µ� (in a ⇡+⇡� mass region that is expected to be dominated
by B0! ⇢0µ+µ�) and B0

s! K⇤0µ+µ� [1127] with branching fractions at the O(10�8) level. The ex-
isting data samples comprise O(10) decays in these decay modes. The upgrade will provide samples of
thousands, or tens of thousands of such decays. The ability to measure the properties of these processes
depends heavily on the PID performance of the LHCb subdetectors. In the case of the B0

s! K⇤0µ+µ�

decay, excellent mass resolution is also critical to separate B0
s and B0 decays.

The ratio of branching fractions between the CKM-suppressed b ! d`` transitions and their
CKM-favoured b! s`+`� counterparts, together with theoretical input on the ratio of the relevant form
factors, enables the ratio of CKM elements |Vtd|/|Vts| to be determined. The precision on |Vtd|/|Vts|
from such decays is dominated at present by the statistical uncertainty on the experimental measurements
of B+! ⇡+µ+µ�, and is much less precise than the determination from mixing measurements. The
theoretical uncertainty at high-q2 is at the level of 4% and is expected to improve with further progress
on the form factors from lattice QCD [1128]. Around 17 000 B+! ⇡+µ+µ� decays are expected in the
full 300 fb�1 dataset, allowing an experimental precision better than 2%.

The current set of measurements of b ! s`` processes have demonstrated the importance of
angular measurements in the precision determination of Wilson coefficients. With the LHCb Upgrade II
dataset, where a sample of 4300 B0

s! K⇤0µ+µ� decays is expected, it will be possible to make a full
angular analysis of a b ! d`+`� transition. The B0

s! K⇤0µ+µ� decay is both self-tagging and has
a final state involving only charged particles. The LHCb Upgrade II data set will allow the angular
observables in this decay to be measured with better precision than the existing measurements of the
B0! K⇤0µ+µ� angular distribution.

The LHCb Upgrade II dataset will also give substantial numbers of B0,+! ⇢0,+µ+µ� and⇤0
b! Nµ+µ�

decays. Although the B0! ⇢0µ+µ� decay does not give the flavour of the initial B meson, untagged
measurements will give sensitivity to a subset of the interesting angular observables. Analysis of the
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Fig. 53: Projected sensitivity for the RK , RK
⇤ and R� measurements in different NP scenarios with the

Upgrade II data set. The existing Run 1 measurements of RK and RK
⇤ are shown for comparison.

⇤0
b! N⇤µ+µ� decay will require statistical separation of overlapping p⇡� resonances with different

JP by performing an amplitude analysis of the final-state particles.
The combination of information from B(B0! µ+µ�), the differential branching fraction of the

B+! ⇡+µ+µ� decay, and angular measurements, notably of B0
s! K⇤0µ+µ�, will indicate whether

NP effects are present in b ! d transitions at the level of 20% of the SM amplitude with more than 5�
significance.

7.3.4 LFU tests in b ! (s, d)``

The Run 1 LHCb data have been used to perform the most precise measurements of RK and RK
⇤

to-date [5,6] (see Fig. 53). These measurements are compatible with the SM at the level of 2.1–2.6 stan-
dard deviations. Assuming the current detector performance, approximately 46 000 B+! K+e+e� and
20 000 B0! K⇤0e+e� candidates are expected in the range 1.1 < q2 < 6.0 GeV2/c4 in the Upgrade II
data set. The ultimate precision on RK and RK

⇤ will be better than 1%. The importance of the Upgrade II
data set in distinguishing between different NP scenarios is highlighted in Fig. 53. With this data set all
four NP scenarios could be distinguished at more than 5� significance.

The Upgrade II data set will also enable the measurement of other RX ratios e.g., R�, RpK and
the ratios in CKM suppressed decays. For example, with 300 fb�1, it will be possible to determine
R⇡ = B(B+! ⇡+µ+µ�)/B(B+! ⇡+e+e�) with a few percent statistical precision. A summary of
the expected performance for a number of different RX ratios is indicated in Table 31.

In addition to improvements in the RX measurements, the enlarged Upgrade II data set will give
access to new observables. For example, the data will allow precise comparisons of the angular distri-
bution of dielectron and dimuon final-states. Differences between angular observables in B! Xµ+µ�

and B! Xe+e� decays are theoretically pristine [1129, 1130] and are sensitive to different combina-
tions of Wilson coefficients compared to the RX measurements. Fig. 54 shows that an upgraded LHCb
detector will enable such decays to be used to discriminate between different NP models, for example
separating between Scenarios I and II [1131]. Excellent NP sensitivity can be achieved irrespective of
the assumptions made about the hadronic contributions to the decays.

In the existing LHCb detector, electron modes have an approximately factor five lower efficiency
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Table 31: Estimated yields of b ! se+e� and b ! de+e� processes and the statistical uncertainty on
RX in the range 1.1 < q2 < 6.0 GeV2/c4 extrapolated from the Run 1 data. A linear dependence of the
bb production cross section on the pp centre-of-mass energy and unchanged Run 1 detector performance
are assumed. Where modes have yet to be observed, a scaled estimate from the corresponding muon
mode is used.

Yield Run 1 result 9 fb�1 23 fb�1 50 fb�1 300 fb�1

B+! K+e+e� 254 ± 29 [5] 1 120 3 300 7 500 46 000

B0! K⇤0e+e� 111 ± 14 [6] 490 1 400 3 300 20 000

B0
s! �e+e� – 80 230 530 3 300

⇤0
b! pKe+e� – 120 360 820 5 000

B+! ⇡+e+e� – 20 70 150 900

RX precision Run 1 result 9 fb�1 23 fb�1 50 fb�1 300 fb�1

RK 0.745 ± 0.090 ± 0.036 [5] 0.043 0.025 0.017 0.007

R
K

⇤0 0.69 ± 0.11 ± 0.05 [6] 0.052 0.031 0.020 0.008

R� – 0.130 0.076 0.050 0.020

RpK – 0.105 0.061 0.041 0.016

R⇡ – 0.302 0.176 0.117 0.047

9C Re Δ
3− 2− 1− 0 1

10
C 

R
e

 
Δ

1.5−

1−

0.5−

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5
SM
scenario II
scenario I

Fig. 54: Constraints on the difference in the C9 and C10 Wilson coefficients from angular analyses of
the electron and muon modes with the Run 3 and Upgrade II data sets. The 3� regions for the Run 3
data sample are shown for the SM (solid blue), a vector-axial-vector new physics contribution (red dot-
ted) and for a purely vector new physics contribution (green dashed). The shaded regions denote the
corresponding constraints for the Upgrade II data set.

than the corresponding muon modes, owing to the tendency for the electrons to lose a significant fraction
of their energy through bremsstrahlung in the detector. This loss impacts on the ability to reconstruct,
trigger and select the electron modes. The precision with which observables can be extracted therefore
depends primarily on the electron modes and not the muon modes. In order for RX measurements to
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benefit from the large Upgrade II data samples, it will be necessary to reduce systematic uncertainties to
the percent level. These uncertainties are controlled by taking a double ratio between RX and the decays
B! J/ X , where the J/ decays to µ+µ� and e+e�. This approach is expected to work well, even
with very large data sets.

Other sources of systematic uncertainty can be mitigated through design choices for the upgraded
detector. The recovery of bremsstrahlung photons is inhibited by the ability to find the relevant photons
in the ECAL (over significant backgrounds) and by the energy resolution. A reduced amount of material
before the magnet would reduce the amount of bremsstrahlung and hence would increase the electron
reconstruction efficiency and improve the electron momentum resolution. Higher transverse granularity
would aid signal selection and help reduce the backgrounds. With a large number of primary pp colli-
sions, the combinatorial background will increase and will need to be controlled with the use of timing
information. However, the Run 1 data set indicates that it may be possible to tolerate a significant (i.e.,
larger than a factor two) increase in combinatorial backgrounds without destroying the signal selection
ability.

7.3.5 Time dependent angular analyses in b ! (s, d)ll

Time dependent analyses of rare decays into CP -eigenstates can deliver orthogonal experimental infor-
mation to time-integrated observables. So far, no time-dependent measurement of the B0

s! �µ+µ�

decay has been performed due to the limited signal yield of 432 ± 24 in the Run 1 data sample [900].
However, the larger data samples available in Upgrade II will enable time-dependent studies. The frame-
work describing B and B ! V `+`� transitions to a common final-state is discussed in Ref. [1132],
where several observables are discussed that can be accessed with and without flavour tagging. Two ob-
servables called s8 and s9, which are only accessible through a time-dependent flavour-tagged analysis,
are of particular interest. These observables are proportional to the mixing term sin (�mst) and provide
information that is not available through flavour specific decays. Assuming a time resolution of around
45 fs and an effective tagging power of 5% results in an effective signal yield of 2000 decays for the
Upgrade II data set.

As a first step towards a full time-dependent analysis, the effective lifetime of the decay B0
s! �µ+µ�

can be studied. The untagged time-dependent decay rate is given by

d�

dt
/ e��s


cosh

✓
��st

2

◆
+ A�� sinh

✓
��st

2

◆�
. (101)

The observable A�� can be related to the angular observables FL and S3 via A�� = 2S3 � FL. Due
to the significant lifetime difference ��s in the B0

s system, even an untagged analysis can probe right-
handed currents. For the combined low- and high-q2 regions, preliminary studies suggest a statistical
sensitivity to A�� of 0.05 can be achieved with a 300 fb�1 data set.

With the Upgrade II data set it will also be possible to perform a time-dependent angular analysis
of the b! d process B0! ⇢0µ+µ�. This process differs from B0

s! �µ+µ� in two important regards:
it is CKM suppressed and therefore has a smaller SM branching fraction; and ��d ⇡ 0, removing
sensitivity to A��. The uncertainties on the angular observables are expected to be of the order of 0.1
for this case.

The time-dependent angular analyses will still be statistically limited even with 300 fb�1. It will
be important to maintain good decay-time resolution and the performance of the particle identification
will be crucial to control backgrounds, as well as to improve flavour tagging performance.

7.3.6 Measurements of b ! s�

The time dependent CP asymmetry of B! fCP� arises from the interference between decay amplitudes
with and without B0

(s) � B0
(s) mixing and is predicted to be small in the SM [881, 1133, 1134]. As a
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consequence, a large asymmetry due to interference between the B mixing and decay diagrams can only
be present if the two photon helicities contribute to both B and B decays. From the time dependent
decay rate

�(B0
(s)(B

0
(s))! fCP�)(t) ⇠ e��st

⇥
cosh

✓
��(s)

2

◆
�A� sinh

✓
��(s)

2

◆
±

± CCP cos
�
�m(s)t

�
⌥ SCP sin

�
�m(s)t

� ⇤
, (102)

where A�, CCP and SCP depend on the photon polarisation [888]. Two strategies can be devised:
one studying the decay rate independently of the flavour of the B meson, which allows A� to be ac-
cessed, and one tagging the flavour of the B meson, which accesses SCP and CCP . The first strat-
egy has been exploited at LHCb to study the 4000 B0

s! �� candidates collected in Run 1 to obtain
A� = �0.98+0.46

�0.52 (stat)+0.23
�0.20 (syst) [891], compatible at two standard deviations from the prediction of

A�
SM = 0.047+0.029

�0.025.

With ⇠ 60k signal candidates expected with 50 fb�1, the full analysis, including flavour tagging
information, will improve the statistical uncertainty on A� to ⇠ 0.07, and will need a careful control of
the systematic uncertainties. The analysis performed with⇠ 800k signal decays expected with 300 fb�1,
with a statistical uncertainty to ⇠ 0.02, requires some of the possible improvements in ⇡0 reconstruction
of the Upgrade II detector to be able to use the full statistical power of the data.

In addition to studying the B0
s system, LHCb can study the time-dependent decay rate of B0 !

K0
S⇡

+⇡�� decays, which permits access of the photon polarisation through the SCP term. With O(1000)
signal events in Run 1, around 35k and 200k are expected at the end of Run 4 and Upgrade II, respectively
(1.75k and 10k when considering the flavour tagging efficiency), opening the doors to a very competitive
measurement of SCP in the B0 system.

Another way to study the photon polarisation is through the angular correlations among the three-
body decay products of a kaonic resonance in B! Kres(! K⇡⇡)�, which allows the direct measure-
ment of the photon polarisation parameter in the effective radiative weak Hamiltonian [883]. As a first
step towards the photon polarisation measurement, LHCb observed nonzero photon polarisation for the
first time by studying the photon angular distribution in bins of K+⇡�⇡+ invariant mass [1135], but the
determination of the value of this polarisation could not be performed due to the lack of knowledge of
the hadronic system. To overcome this problem, a method to measure the photon polarisation using a
full amplitude analysis of B! K⇡⇡� decays is currently under development [1136], with an expected
statistical sensitivity on the photon polarisation parameter of ⇠ 5% in the charged mode with the Run 1
dataset. The extrapolation of the precision to 300 fb�1 results in a statistical precision better than 1%,
and hence control of the systematic uncertainties will be crucial.

The polarisation of the photon emitted in b! s� transitions can also be accessed via semileptonic
b ! s`` transitions, for example in the decay B0 ! K⇤0`+`�. Indeed, as mentioned in previous
sections, at very low q2 these decays are dominated by the electromagnetic dipole operator O(0)

7 . Namely,
the longitudinal polarisation fraction (FL) is expected to be below 20% for q2 < 0.2 GeV2/c4. In this q2

region, the angle � between the planes defined by the dilepton system and the K⇤0 ! K+⇡� decay is
sensitive to the b! s� photon helicity.

While the K⇤0µ+µ� final state is experimentally easier to select and measure at LHCb, the
K⇤0e+e� final state allows q2 values below 4m2

µ to be probed, where the sensitivity to the photon
helicity is maximal. Compared to the radiative channels used for polarisation measurements, the B0 !
K⇤0e+e� final state is fully charged and gives better mass resolution and therefore better separation from
partially reconstructed backgrounds.

The sensitivity of this decay channel at LHCb was demonstrated by an angular analysis performed
with Run 1 data [1137]. The angular observables most sensitive to the photon polarisation at low q2

are A(2)
T and AIm

T , as defined in Ref. [1137, 1138]. Indeed, in the limit q2 ! 0, these observables can
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be expressed by the following functions of C(0)
7� (assuming NP contributions to be much smaller than

|CSM
7� |):

A(2)
T (q2 ! 0) ' 2

Re(C
0⇤
7 )

|C7|
and AIm

T (q2 ! 0) ' 2
Im(C

0⇤
7 )

|C7|
. (103)

In order to maximise the sensitivity to the photon polarisation, the angular analysis should be performed
as close as possible to the low q2 endpoint. However, the events at extremely low q2 have worse �
resolution (because the two electrons are almost collinear) and are polluted by B0 ! K⇤0� decays with
the � converting in the VELO material. In the Run 1 analysis [1137] the minimum required m(e+e�) was
set at 20 MeV/c2, but this should be reduced as the Upgrade II VELO detector will have a significantly
lower material budget (multiple scattering is the main effect worsening the � resolution). Similarly, the
background from � conversions will be reduced with a lighter RF-foil or with the complete removal of it
in Upgrade II [807].

Using the signal yield as given in Table 31 leads to the following statistical sensitivities to A(2)
T

and AIm
T : 12% with 8 fb�1, 7% with 23 fb�1 and 2% with 300 fb�1. The theoretical uncertainty induced

when this observable is translated into a photon polarisation measurement is currently at the level of
2% but should improve by the time of the Upgrade II analyses. The current measurements performed
with Run 1 data have a systematic uncertainty of order 5% coming mainly from the modelling of the
angular acceptance and from the uncertainty on the angular shape of the combinatorial background.
The acceptance is independent of � at low q2 and its modelling can be improved with larger simulation
samples and using the proxy channel B0 ! K⇤0J/ (! e+e�).

Weak radiative decays of b baryons are largely unexplored, with the best limits coming from CDF:
B(⇤0

b! ⇤�) < 1.3⇥ 10�3 at 90% CL [1139]. They offer a unique sensitivity to the photon polarisation
through the study of their angular distributions, and will constitute one of the main topics in the radiative
decays programme in the LHCb Upgrade II.

With predicted branching fractions of O(10�5 � 10�6), the first challenge for LHCb will be their
observation, as the production of long-lived particles in their decay, in addition to the photon, means in
most cases that the b-baryon secondary vertex cannot be reconstructed. This makes their separation from
background considerably more difficult than in the case of regular radiative b decays.

The most abundant of these decays is ⇤0
b! ⇤(! p⇡�)�, which is sensitive to the photon polari-

sation mainly7 through the distribution of the angle between the proton and the ⇤ momentum in the rest
frame of the ⇤ (✓p),

d�

d cos ✓p
/ 1� ↵�↵p,1/2 cos ✓p, (104)

where ↵� is the asymmetry between left- and right-handed amplitudes and ↵p,1/2 = 0.642±0.013 [310]
is the ⇤! p⇡� decay parameter. Using specialised trigger lines for this mode 15 � 150 signal events
are expected using the Run 2 dataset. Preliminary studies show that a statistical sensitivity to ↵� of
(20 � 25)% is expected with these data, which would be reduced to ⇠ 15% with 23 fb�1 and below
4% with 300 fb�1. In the LHCb Upgrade II, the addition of timing information in the calorimeter will
be important to be able to study this combinatorial-background dominated decay; additionally, improved
downstream reconstruction would allow the use of downstream ⇤ decays, which make up more than 2/3
of the total signal.

The ⌅b! ⌅�(! ⇤(! p⇡�)⇡�)� decay presents a richer angular distribution, with dependence
to the photon polarisation in both the ⇤ angle (✓⇤) and proton angle (✓p),

d�

d cos ✓⇤ cos ✓p
/ 1� ↵�↵⌅ cos ✓⇤ + ↵p,1/2 cos ✓p

�
↵⌅ � ↵� cos ✓⇤

�
, (105)

7In the following, we assume that the ⇤0
b (and any other beauty baryon) polarisation is zero [1140], removing part of the

photon polarisation dependence.
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Fig. 55: The projected absolute uncertainties on R(D⇤) and R(J/ ) from the current sensitivities (at
3 fb�1) to 23 fb�1, 50 fb�1, and 300 fb�1.

but the lower �(pp! ⌅b), combined with a lower reconstruction efficiency due to the presence of one
extra track, results in an order of magnitude fewer events than in the ⇤0

b case, making the increase of
statistics from the Upgrade II even more relevant. With a similar sensitivity to the photon polarisation to
that of ⇤0

b! ⇤(! p⇡�)�, ⌅b! ⌅�� decays will allow this parameter to be probed with a precision of
40% and 10% with 23 and 300 fb�1, respectively.

7.3.7 Measurements of b ! c`⌫ including Bc and b-baryon prospects

LHCb has made measurements of R(D(⇤)) using both muonic (⌧+ ! µ+⌫⌫) and hadronic (⌧+ !
⇡+⇡�⇡+⌫) decays of the tau lepton [16, 17, 997]. Due to the presence of multiple neutrinos these de-
cays are extremely challenging to measure. The measurements rely on isolation techniques to suppress
partially reconstructed backgrounds, B meson flight information to constrain the kinematics of the unre-
constructed neutrinos, and a multidimensional template fit to determine the signal yield. Fig. 55 shows
how the absolute uncertainties on the LHCb muonic and hadronic R(D⇤) measurements are projected to
evolve with respect to the current status. The major uncertainties are the statistical uncertainty from the
fit, the uncertainties on the background modelling and the limited size of simulated samples. A major
effort is already underway to commission fast simulation tools. The background modelling is driven
by a strategy of dedicated control samples in the data, and so this uncertainty will continue to improve
with larger data samples. From Run 3 onward it is assumed that, taking advantage of the full software
HLT, the hadronic analysis can normalise directly to the B0 ! D⇤�µ+⌫µ decay, thus eliminating the
uncertainty from external measurements of B(B0 ! D⇤�⇡+⇡�⇡+). It is assumed that all other sources
of systematic uncertainty will scale as

p
L. With these assumptions, an absolute uncertainty on R(D⇤)

of 0.003 will be achievable for the muonic and hadronic modes with the 300 fb�1 Upgrade II dataset.
On the timescale of Upgrade II, interest will shift toward new observables beyond the branching

fraction ratio [1141]. The kinematics of the B! D⇤⌧⌫ decays is fully described by the dilepton mass,
and three angles which are denoted �, ✓L and ✓D. LHCb is capable of resolving these three angles, as
can be seen in Fig. 56. However, the broad resolutions demand very large samples to extract the under-
lying physics. The decay distributions within this kinematic space are governed by the underlying spin
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Fig. 56: Angular resolution for simulated B! D⇤µ⌫ (black) and B! D⇤⌧⌫ (red) decays, with ⌧+ !
µ+⌫⌫. This demonstrates our ability to resolve the full angular distribution, with some level of statistical
dilution.

structure, and precise measurements of these distributions will allow the different helicity amplitudes to
be disentangled. This can be used both to constrain the Lorentz structure of any potential NP contribu-
tion, and to measure the hadronic parameters governing the B! D⇤⌧⌫ decay, serving as an essential
baseline for SM and non-SM studies. The helicity-suppressed amplitude which presently dominates the
theoretical uncertainty on R(D(⇤)) is too strongly suppressed in the B! D(⇤)µ⌫ decays to be measur-
able, however this can be accessed in the B! D(⇤)⌧⌫ decay directly. If any potential NP contributions
are assumed not to contribute via the helicity-suppressed amplitude then the combined measurements of
B! D(⇤)µ⌫ and B! D(⇤)⌧⌫ decays will allow for a fully data-driven prediction for R(D(⇤)) under
the assumption of lepton universality, eliminating the need for any theory input relating to hadronic form
factors. However, these measurements have yet to be demonstrated with existing data. This exciting pro-
gramme of differential measurements needs to be developed on Run 1 and 2 data before any statement is
made about the precise sensitivity, but it offers unparalleled potential to fully characterise both the SM
and non-SM contributions to the b! c⌧⌫ transition.

As measurements in R(D⇤) become more statistically precise, it will become increasingly more
urgent to provide supplementary measurements in other b-hadron species with different background
structure and different sources of systematic uncertainties. For example, the B0

s! D+
s ⌧

�⌫ and B0
s !

D⇤+
s ⌧�⌫ decays will allow supplementary measurements at high yields, and do not suffer as badly from

cross-feed backgrounds from other mesons, unlike, for example, B0! D⇤+⌧�⌫, where the B+ and B0
s

both contribute to the D⇤+µX or D⇤+⇡�⇡+⇡�X final states. Furthermore, the comparison of decays
with different spins of the b and c hadrons can enhance our sensitivity to different NP scenarios [77,1142].
No published measurements exist for the B0

s case yet, but based on known relative efficiencies and as-
suming the statistical power of this mode tracks R(D(⇤)), we expect less than 6% relative uncertainty
after Run 3, and 2.5% with the Upgrade II data, where limiting systematic uncertainties are currently
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expected to arise from corrections to simulated pointing and vertex resolutions, from knowledge of par-
ticle identification efficiencies, and from knowledge of the backgrounds from random combinations of
charm and muons. It is conceivable that new techniques and control samples could further increase the
precision of these measurements.

Methods are currently under development for separating the B0
s! D⇤+

s `�⌫ and B0
s! D+

s `
�⌫

modes, and given the relative slow pion (D⇤+! D0⇡+) and soft photon (D⇤+
s ! D+

s �) efficiencies,
the precision in B0

s! D+
s ⌧⌫ decays can be expected to exceed that in B0

s! D⇤+
s ⌧⌫, the reverse of

the situation for R(D(⇤)). An upgraded ECAL would extend the breadth and sensitivity of R(D⇤(⇤)+
s )

measurements possible in the Upgrade II scenario above and beyond the possible benefits of improved
neutral isolation in R(D) or R(D+

s ) measurements.
Of particular interest are the semitauonic decays of b baryons and of B+

c mesons. The former
provides probes of entirely new Lorentz structures of NP operators which pseudoscalar to pseudoscalar
or vector transitions simply do not access. The value of probing this supplementary space of couplings
has already been demonstrated by LHCb with its Run 1 measurement of |Vub| via the decay ⇤0

b! pµ�⌫,
which places strong constraints on right-handed currents sometimes invoked to explain the inclusive-
exclusive tensions in that quantity. By the end of Run 3, it is expected that the relative uncertainty for
R(⇤+

c ) will reach below 4%, and 2.5% by the end of Upgrade II. A further exciting prospect is the
study of b ! uµ⌫ decays, which have been beyond experimental reach thus far. For example the decay
B+ ! pp̄µ⌫ offers a clean experimental signature. Our capabilities with this decay could benefit from
the enhanced low momentum proton identification with the TORCH subdetector.

Meanwhile, the B+
c ! J/ ⌧�⌫ decay is an entirely unique state among the flavoured mesons as

the bound state of two distinct flavors of heavy quark, and, through its abundant decays to charmonium
final states, provides a highly efficient signature for triggering and reconstruction at high instantaneous
luminosities. Measurements of B+

c ! J/ `⌫ decays involve a trade-off between the approximately 100
times smaller production cross-section for B+

c verses the extremely efficient J/ ! µ+µ� signature in
the LHCb trigger. For illustration, in Run 1, LHCb reconstructed and selected 19 000 B+

c ! J/ µ�⌫
decays, compared with 360 000 B0! D⇤+µ�⌫. This resulted in a measurement of R(J/ ) = 0.71 ±
0.17±0.18 [18]. As a result of the smaller production cross-section, the muonic measurements have large
backgrounds from h! µ misidentification from the relatively abundant B! J/ Xh decays, where Xh

is any collection of hadrons, and so they are very sensitive to the performance of the muon system and
PID algorithms in the future. Here it is assumed that it will be possible to achieve similar performance
to Run 1 in the upgraded system.

To project the sensitivity for B+
c ! J/ ⌧�⌫ based on Ref. [18], it is assumed that all the system-

atic uncertainties can be reduced with the size of the input data except for those that were assumed not
to scale with data for the previous predictions. For these, we assume that they can be reduced down until
they reach the same absolute size as the corresponding systematic uncertainties in the Run 1 muonic
R(D⇤) analysis. In addition, it is assumed that sometime in the 2020s lattice QCD calculations of the
form factors for this process will allow the systematic uncertainty due to signal form factors to be reduced
by an additional factor of two. This results in a projected absolute uncertainty for the muonic mode of
0.07 at the end of Run 3 and 0.02 by the end of Upgrade II, as can be seen in Fig. 55. Measurements in
the hadronic mode can be expected to reach similar sensitivities.

7.3.8 Searches for LFV, LNV, BNV and interplay with tests of LU

The LHCb collaboration has recently published [1143] the world’s best limits on the branching fractions
of the B0

s! e±µ⌥ and B0! e±µ⌥ decays using the first 3 fb�1 collected in 2011 and 2012 at 7 and
8 TeV respectively. The acceptance of the B0

s! e±µ⌥ decays can be affected by the relative contribu-
tion of the two B0

s mass eigenstates to the total decay amplitude, due to their large lifetime difference.
Therefore, the upper limit on the branching fraction of B0

s! e±µ⌥ decays is evaluated in two extreme
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hypotheses: where the amplitude is completely dominated by the heavy eigenstate or by the light eigen-
state. The results are B(B0

s! e±µ⌥) < 6.3 (5.4) ⇥ 10�9 and B(B0
s! e±µ⌥) < 7.2 (6.0) ⇥ 10�9 at

95% (90%) CL, respectively. The limit for the branching fraction of the B0 mode is B(B0! e±µ⌥) <
1.3 (1.0)⇥ 10�9 at 95% (90%) CL.

Assuming similar performances in background rejection and signal retention as in the current anal-
ysis, at the end of Run 4 the LHCb experiment will be able to probe branching fractions of B0

s! e±µ⌥

and B0! e±µ⌥ decays down to 8⇥ 10�10 and 2⇥ 10�10, respectively. The additional statistics accu-
mulated during the Upgrade II data taking period will push down these limits to 3⇥10�10 and 9⇥10�11

respectively, close to the interesting region where NP effects may appear. The Upgrade II improvement
in electron reconstruction will be very important in attaining, or exceeding, this goal.

An upper limit on the B0! ⌧±µ⌥ channel has been already set by BaBar: B
⇣
B0! ⌧±µ⌥

⌘
<

2.2 ⇥ 10�5 at 90% CL [1144]. The first search for the B0
s! ⌧±µ⌥ channel is in progress in LHCb

and the results are expected soon on data recorded in 2011 and 2012 using the ⌧±! ⇡±⇡⌥⇡±⌫ and
⌧±! ⇡±⇡⌥⇡±⇡0⌫ decay modes. Given the presence of a neutrino that escapes detection this kind of
analysis is much more complicated than those investigating electron or muon final states. A specific
reconstruction technique is used in order to infer the energy of the ⌫, taking advantage of the known ⌧
vertex position given by the 3⇡ reconstructed vertex. This way, the complete kinematics of the process
can be solved up to a two-fold ambiguity. LHCb expects to reach sensitivities of a few times 10�5

with the Run 1 and 2 data sets. Extrapolating the current measurements to the Upgrade II LHCb could
reach B

⇣
B0! ⌧±µ⌥

⌘
< 3⇥ 10�6 at 90% CL. The mass reconstruction technique depends heavily on

the uncertainty on the primary and the ⌧ decay vertices, hence improvement in the tracking system in
Upgrade II, including a removal or reduction in material of the VELO RF foil, will be very valuable.

In many generic NP models with LFUV, CLFV decays of b-hadrons can be linked with the anoma-
lies recently measured in b ! s`` decays [5, 6, 899]. If NP indeed allows for CLFV then the branching
fractions of B ! K``

0
or ⇤0

b ! ⇤``
0

will be enhanced with respect to their purely leptonic counterparts,
since the helicity suppression is lower. Furthermore, if observed, they would allow the measurement of
more observables with respect to the lepton flavour violating decays discussed in the previous sections,
thanks to their multi-body final states and, in the case of ⇤0

b , to the non-zero initial spin.
The current limits set by the B-Factories on the branching fractions of B ! Keµ and B ! K⌧µ

decays are < 13⇥ 10�8 [1107] and < 4.8 · 10�5 [1145] at 90% confidence level, respectively.
At LHCb, searches for B+! K+e±µ⌥, B0! K⇤0⌧±µ⌥, B+! K+⌧±µ⌥ and ⇤0

b! ⇤e±µ⌥

are ongoing. These searches are complementary, as charged lepton flavour violation couplings among
different families are expected to be different. The analyses involving ⌧ leptons reconstruct candidates
via the ⌧�! ⇡�⇡�⇡+⌫⌧ channel, which allows the reconstruction of the ⌧ decay vertex.8 All these
decays contain at least one muon, which is used to efficiently trigger on the event. Usually, since these
decays involve combinations of leptons that are not allowed in the SM, the backgrounds can be kept well
under control, leaving very clean samples only polluted by candidates formed by the random combina-
tions of tracks. This combinatorial effect is higher for the channel with a ⌧ in the final state decaying
into three charged pions. The other relevant background comes from chains of semileptonic decays,
where two or more neutrinos are emitted and therefore combinations of leptons of different flavours are
possible. These decays have typically a low reconstructed invariant mass, due to the energy carried away
by the neutrinos, and so they do not significantly pollute the signal region.

The expected upper limits at LHCb using the first 9 fb�1 of data taken are O(10�9) and O(10�6)
for the B+! K+e±µ⌥ and B0! K⇤0⌧±µ⌥ decays respectively, at 90% confidence level. The limit
for B+! K+⌧±µ⌥ is expected to be similar to B0! K⇤0⌧±µ⌥. The sensitivity of these analyses

8It should be noted that searches for B+
! K

+
⌧
±
µ
⌥ from B

⇤
s2 without ⌧ reconstruction can give complementary infor-

mation.
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scales almost linearly with luminosity for B+! K+e±µ⌥, and with the square root of the luminosity
for B0! K⇤0⌧±µ⌥. In both cases, the expected limits using the Upgrade II data are in the region of
interest of the models currently developed for explaining the B anomalies, so they will provide strong
constraints on the NP scenarios with CLFV

Experimentally, Lepton-Number Violating (LNV) and Baryon-Number Violating (BNV) measure-
ments are null searches, so sensitivity is assumed to scale linearly with luminosity L when the back-
ground is negligible and as

p
L if the background is significant. LHCb has already published searches in

certain channels, and others are in progress:

• Searches for LNV in various B-meson decays of the form B ! Xµ+µ+, where X is a system of
one or more hadrons. The principal motivation is the sensitivity to contributions from Majorana
neutrinos [1146], which may be on-shell or off-shell, depending on the decay mode. The published
results consist of searches for B+! K�µ+µ+, B+! ⇡�µ+µ+ and B+! D+

(s)µ
�µ� [1147–

1149]. A limit of B(B+ ! ⇡�µ+µ+) < 4 ⇥ 10�9 is set at the 95% confidence level, along
with more detailed limits as a function of the Majorana neutrino mass. Since the combinatorial
background was found to be low but not negligible with the Run 1 data, we estimate that the limit
can be improved by a factor of ten with the full Upgrade II dataset.

• Search for BNV in ⌅0
b oscillations [438]. Six-fermion, flavour-diagonal operators, involving two

fermions from each generation, could give rise to BNV without violating the nucleon stability
limit [1150,1151]. Since the⌅0

b (bsd) has one valence quark from each generation, it could couple
directly to such an operator and oscillate to ⌅0

b . The published search used the Run 1 data and
set a lower limit on the oscillation period of 80 ps. Since events are tagged by decays of the ⌅ 0�

b

and ⌅⇤�
b resonances, with the former being particularly clean, and since the analysis also uses the

decay-time distribution of events, the sensitivity is expected to scale linearly. Although the decay
mode used in the published analysis is hadronic (⌅0

b ! ⌅+
c ⇡

�), future work could also benefit
from the lower-purity but higher-yield semileptonic mode ⌅0

b ! ⌅+
c µ�⌫µ.

• ⇤+
c ! pµ+µ+. This channel has previously been investigated at the e+e� B-Factories. The

current upper limit, obtained by BaBar [1152], is B(⇤+
c ! pµ+µ+) < 9.4 ⇥ 10�6 at the 90%

confidence level. With Run 1 and 2 data alone, it should be possible to reduce this to 1 ⇥ 10�6.
Further progress depends on the background level, but an additional factor of 5–10 with the full
Upgrade II statistics is likely.

• ⇤+
c ! µ+µ�µ+. Experimentally, this is a particularly promising decay mode: the final state with

three muons is very clean, and there are no known sources of peaking background. This search
could be added for little extra effort to the ⌧� ! µ+µ�µ� search described in the preceding
section.
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8 The top quark and flavour physics

Among the SM fermions the top quark stands out. It has a large mass and an O(1) coupling to the Higgs,
quite distinct from any other SM fermion. Studying top quark properties may shed light on the resolution
of the SM flavour puzzle, or at least as to why one and only one Yukawa coupling is large. The large
Higgs-top coupling is also the reason for the weak scale hierarchy problem to be so acute – the quadratic
divergent corrections to the Higgs mass are driven almost completely by this coupling. BSM models
addressing the hierarchy problem may thus well leave an imprint in the top quark properties and decays.
For instance, the FCNC top decays, t! c�, cZ, cg, are null tests of the SM and are used as BSM probes.

Top quark also directly enters the flavour phenomenology. Loops with the top quark are responsi-
ble for the largest short-distance contributions to the down-quark FCNCs. The SM predictions are thus
controlled by the flavour couplings of the top – with B and K transitions determining the CKM matrix
elements Vtb, Vts, Vtd through these virtual effects. Determining Vtx directly from high pT transitions, as
well as the structure of the Wtb vertices, can then serve as independent consistency checks of the SM.

Top quarks can also be used as a clean source of tagged B mesons. Ref. [1153], for instance,
suggested to use top-pair events, where at least one of the tops decays semi-leptonically, to measure CP
violation in heavy flavor mixing and decays. This measurement was then performed for the first time at
by ATLAS in Ref. [1154].

The LHC is already a top factory and the currently available statistics has allowed ATLAS and
CMS to perform a vast campaign of top related measurements. However, the larger number of top quarks
at HL-LHC and HE-LHC will open new possibilities for precise measurements of top-quark properties
and for significant improvements probing NP, such as the rare FCNC decays.

8.1 Global effective-field-theory interpretation of top-quark FCNCs

Authors (TH): Gauthier Durieux, Teppei Kitahara, Cen Zhang.

8.1.1 Effective operators

Starting from an Effective Field Theory (EFT) with full SU(3)C ⇥ SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y gauge symme-
try and matter content of the SM, one can show that odd-dimensional operators all violate baryon or
lepton numbers [1155]. Imposing the conservation of these quantum numbers, the leading higher di-
mensional operators of the SM arise at dimension six. We follow the top-quark EFT conventions set by
the LHC TOP WG in Ref. [1156]. The LHC TOP WG employs linear combinations of Warsaw-basis
operators [375] which appear in interactions with physical fields after electroweak symmetry breaking.

The operators contributing to top-quark FCNC processes fall into several categories. We consider
operators involving exactly two quarks, as well as those involving two quarks and two leptons. Operators
containing four quarks only start contributing at next-to-leading order in QCD in most of the measure-
ments we consider (pp ! tj is the exception). The corresponding Warsaw-basis operators are [1156]
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O(ij)
u' = q̄iuj'̃ ('†'),

O1(ij)
'q = ('†i

 !
D µ')(q̄i�

µqj),

O3(ij)
'q = ('†i

 !
D I

µ')(q̄i�
µ⌧ Iqj),

O(ij)
'u = ('†i

 !
D µ')(ūi�

µuj),

O(ij)
'ud = ('̃†iDµ')(ūi�

µdj),

O(ij)
uW = (q̄i�

µ⌫⌧ Iuj) '̃W
I
µ⌫ ,

O(ij)
dW = (q̄i�

µ⌫⌧ Idj) 'W
I
µ⌫ ,

O(ij)
uB = (q̄i�

µ⌫uj) '̃Bµ⌫ ,

O(ij)
uG = (q̄i�

µ⌫TAuj) '̃G
A
µ⌫

O1(ijkl)
lq = (l̄i�

µlj)(q̄k�
µql),

O3(ijkl)
lq = (l̄i�

µ⌧ I lj)(q̄k�
µ⌧ Iql),

O(ijkl)
lu = (l̄i�

µlj)(ūk�
µul),

O(ijkl)
eq = (ēi�

µej)(q̄k�
µql),

O(ijkl)
eu = (ēi�

µej)(ūk�
µul),

O1(ijkl)
lequ = (l̄iej) " (q̄kul),

O3(ijkl)
lequ = (l̄i�

µ⌫ej) " (q̄k�µ⌫ul),

O(ijkl)
ledq = (l̄iej)(d̄kql)

(106)

The operators O'ud, OdW , and Oledq, only contribute to charged top-quark currents (not considering SM
electroweak corrections) and are therefore not relevant for our purposes. The EFT degrees of freedom
appearing in top-quark FCNC processes were defined in Appendices E.1-2 of Ref. [1156]. They are:

c[I](3a)t' ⌘ [Im]
Re {C

(3a)
u' }, c[I](3a)uA ⌘ [Im]

Re {cWC(3a)
uB + sWC(3a)

uW }, (107)

c[I](a3)t' ⌘ [Im]
Re {C

(a3)
u' }, c[I](a3)uA ⌘ [Im]

Re {cWC(a3)
uB + sWC(a3)

uW }, (108)

c�[I](3+a)
'q ⌘ [Im]

Re {C
1(3a)
'q � C3(3a)

'q }, c[I](3a)uZ ⌘ [Im]
Re {�sWC(3a)

uB + cWC(3a)
uW }, (109)

c[I](3+a)
'u ⌘ [Im]

Re {C
(3a)
'u }, c[I](a3)uZ ⌘ [Im]

Re {�sWC(a3)
uB + cWC(a3)

uW }, (110)

as well as c[I](3a)uG ⌘ [Im]
Re {C

(3a)
uG }, c[I](a3)uG ⌘ [Im]

Re {C
(a3)
uG }, and

c�[I](`,3+a)
lq ⌘ [Im]

Re {C
�(``3a)
lq }, cS[I](`,3a)lequ ⌘ [Im]

Re {C
1(``3a)
lequ }, (111)

c[I](`,3+a)
eq ⌘ [Im]

Re {C
(``3a)
eq }, cS[I](`,a3)lequ ⌘ [Im]

Re {C
1(``a3)
lequ }, (112)

c[I](`,3+a)
lu ⌘ [Im]

Re {C
(``3a)
lu }, cT [I](`,3a)

lequ ⌘ [Im]
Re {C

3(``3a)
lequ }, (113)

c[I](`,3+a)
eu ⌘ [Im]

Re {C
(``3a)
eu }, cT [I](`,a3)

lequ ⌘ [Im]
Re {C

3(``a3)
lequ }. (114)

Compared to the anomalous coupling parametrization, the EFT approach has two features that are
worth emphasizing. First, it includes four-fermion operators, which have been unduly neglected in most
experimental analyses (apart from Ref. [1158]). Second, the EFT approach captures the correlations be-
tween interaction terms that derive from electroweak gauge invariance. For instance, the t̄�µ⌫TAq h GA

µ⌫

and t̄�µ⌫TAq GA
µ⌫ interactions arise from the same OuG operator and their coefficients are thus related.

In Fig. 57, we show examples of four-point interactions contributing to single top-quark FCNC produc-
tion. Correlations also arise from the fact that left-handed down- and up-type quarks belong to a single
gauge-eigenstate doublet. Operator coefficients measurable in B-meson physics are thus related to those
relevant to top-quark physics (see Secs. 8.1.5 and 8.2.2).

8.1.2 Theory predictions
Because the LHC is a hadron collider, theory predictions at LO are often not sufficient when an accurate
interpretation of observables in terms of theory parameters is needed. Typical NLO QCD corrections in
top-decay processes [1159–1164] amount to approximately 10%, while in production processes they can
reach between about 30% and 80% [1165–1169]. Theory predictions for top-quark FCNC processes are
in general available at NLO accuracy in QCD. Complete results at NLO in QCD for top-quark FCNC
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Fig. 57: Effective operators give rise to four-point contact interactions that are overlooked in the approach
with anomalous couplings, although they contribute to FCNC processes at the same order in 1/⇤2 as the
three-point ones. Representative diagrams are shown for ug ! th production (or radiative t ! hug
decay), and e+e� ! t ū (or t! u e+e� decay). Figure taken from Ref. [1157].

decays through two-quark and two-quark–two-lepton operators can be found in Ref. [1164]. Single top-
quark production associated with a neutral gauge boson, �, Z, or the scalar boson h have also been
studied. Two-quark operators have been implemented in the FeynRules/MadGraph5_aMC@NLO simula-
tion chain [372, 1170, 1171], allowing for automated NLO QCD predictions matched to parton shower.
Details on this implementation have been presented in Ref. [1172]. Two-quark-two-lepton operators
are now also available in MadGraph5_aMC@NLO (see Ref. [1173]). Finally, the direct top-quark produc-
tion with decay process, pp ! bW+, involves additional technical difficulties due to the intermediate
top-quark resonance. It is now being studied, and the corresponding NLO generator matched to parton
shower will be available in the future [1174].

8.1.3 Existing limits
Table 32 lists the existing limits on FCNC processes. We follow Ref. [1157] and interpret them in a
global EFT analysis. Several additional remarks are in order:

• For t ! q`` we use the predictions at NLO in QCD provided in Ref. [1157] for the m`` 2
[78, 102] GeV range although the most stringent constraints by ATLAS are set using |m``�mZ | <
15 GeV. The CMS bounds obtained by combining production and decay process cannot be rein-
terpreted to include four-fermion operators.

• For single top-quark production through the tqg interaction, we use the best constraints: in the
up-quark channel by CMS and in the charm-quark channel by ATLAS. We naively combine them
using the numerical value at NLO in QCD for the t! jj branching fraction provided in Sec. V.B
of Ref. [1157].

• For single top-quark production in association with a photon, we note the very interesting fiducial
limit provided by Ref. [1175] which allows for an accurate reinterpretation. However, we use the
simplified approach of Ref. [1157] based on the limit quoted on the total cross section and use the
numerical values computed at NLO in QCD for pp ! t� + t̄� with a 30 GeV cut on the photon
pT although a 50 GeV cut was applied in Ref. [1175].

• For t! hj decay we use the most stringent limits set by ATLAS in the multilepton channel. The
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Table 32: Summary of the existing 95% C.L. limits on top-quark FCNC branching fractions obtained at
the LHC. A summary plot is available at https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LHCPhysics/
LHCTopWGSummaryPlots#table21. Ref. [1175] has set limits in a fiducial volume at the particle level
for pp! t� (not displayed in this table). Numbers in bold are used as inputs to the global EFT analysis.

Mode Br95%CL Ref. exp.
p
s L remarks

t! qZ

u 1.7⇥ 10
�4 [1176] ATLAS 13 TeV 36.1 fb�1 decay, |m`` �mZ | < 15 GeV

c 2.4⇥ 10
�4

u 2.4⇥ 10�4 [1177] CMS 13 TeV 35.9 fb�1 production plus decay
c 4.5⇥ 10�4

u 2.2⇥ 10�4 [1178] CMS 8 TeV 19.7 fb�1 production, 76 < m`` < 106 GeV

c 4.9⇥ 10�4

t! qg

u 0.40⇥ 10�4 [1179] ATLAS 8 TeV 20.3 fb�1 �(pp! t)⇥ Br(t! bW ) < 3.4 pb

c 2.0⇥ 10
�4

u 0.20⇥ 10
�4 [1180] CMS 7, 8 TeV 5.0, 17.9 fb�1 in pp! tj

c 4.1⇥ 10�4

t! q�

u 1.3⇥ 10
�4 [1175] CMS 8 TeV 19.8 fb�1 �(pp! t�)⇥ Br(t! bl⌫) < 26 fb

c 17⇥ 10
�4 �(pp! t�)⇥ Br(t! bl⌫) < 37 fb

t! qh

u 19⇥ 10
�4 [1181] ATLAS 13 TeV 36.1 fb�1 multilepton channel

c 16⇥ 10
�4

u 55⇥ 10�4 [1182] CMS 8 TeV 19.7 fb�1 multilepton, ��, bb̄
c 40⇥ 10�4

u 47⇥ 10�4 [1183] CMS 13 TeV 35.9 fb�1 bb̄

c 47⇥ 10�4

dependence on all operator coefficients, except Ct� and CtG, is assumed to be negligible.
• Limits on e+e� ! tj+ t̄j obtained at LEP II [1184] still dominate constraints on four-fermion op-

erators involving electrons, while t! q`` at hadron colliders are the only measurements constrain-
ing four-fermion operators featuring a pair of muons. However, the latter limits are not explicitly
shown below. We use the limit from the highest LEP II centre-of-mass energy,

p
s = 207 GeV,

which is the most sensitive to four-fermion operators, �(e+e� ! tj + t̄j) < 170 fb.

The global analysis based on existing data gives 95% C.L. limits on the EFT Wilsons coefficients
in the notation of Ref. [1156], shown in Fig. 58 (left panel). As explained in Ref. [1157], no statisti-
cal combination is attempted, i.e., limits from different measurements are only overlaid. Fig. 59 (left
panel) show two-dimensional constraints in the c�'q,'u,ceq,eu plane. This illustrates the complementar-
ity between the LHC and the LEP II measurements; the former gives better constraints on two-fermion
operators, the latter on four-fermion operators.
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'q | or |c(a+3)
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|c(a3)
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HL-LHC (3/ab at 14 TeV)

Fig. 58: Current (left) and projected HL-LHC (right) 95% C.L. limits on top-quark FCNC operator
coefficients in the conventions of Ref. [1156]. Red and blue bars denote top-up and top-charm FCNCs,
respectively. White marks indicate individual limits, obtained under the unrealistic assumption that all
the other operator coefficients vanish.
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Fig. 59: Current (left) and prospective HL-LHC (right) 95% C.L. limits on top-quark FCNC operator
coefficients in a two-dimensional plane formed by two- (x axis) and four-fermion (y axis) operator coef-
ficients. Other parameters are marginalized over, within the constraints obtained when all measurements
are included. Red and blue regions are the combined constraints for top-up and top-charm FCNCs. The
impact of t ! j`+`� and e+e� ! tj, t̄j measurements is displayed separately in dark and light gray
colors for top-up and top-charm FCNCs, respectively.

8.1.4 Future limits
We use the prospects presented in Sec. 8.1.6 to estimate the future reach of global constraints for the
HL-LHC scenario. As previously, we assume that the limits quoted on the Br(t ! qZ) branching
fraction are derived using the dilepton decays of the Z boson, in a m`` 2 [78, 102] GeV window for
the dilepton invariant mass. This determines the sensitivity to four-fermion operators. The limits on the
tq� interaction were derived by a combination of production and decay processes [1185]. Since the only
prospect provided is on the B(t ! q�) branching fraction, we approximate it as though it is from the
measurement of the decay process only. This assumption affects primarily the dependence of bounds on
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tqg interactions.
The results of a global fit based on the HL-LHC prospects are displayed in Fig. 58 (right panel).

Comparing with the left panel, constraints on two-fermion operators are typically improved by a factor
of a few, while those on four-fermion operators are only marginally improved, mostly indirectly through
the improvement of the limits on other operator coefficients. The two dimensional plane of Fig. 59 (right
panel) shows that LEP II constraints on e+e� ! tj, t̄j production will start having little impact, even on
the four-fermion operators, after the HL-LHC phase.

8.1.5 Complementarity with B-meson and kaon rare processes
The NP effective operators which include the top quark also contribute to the low-scale effective Hamil-
tonian for meson decays, and hence, precision measurements of the B-meson and kaon rare processes
provide complementary constraints to the NP top-quark operators [1186–1188].

In the framework of SMEFT, the SU(2)L gauge symmetry between tL and bL provides a direct
constraint to the NP top-quark operators arising from the tree-level matching onto the B physics Hamil-
tonian [904, 1187]. For instance, in the flavour basis, the following operators

O1(ij32)
`q = (¯̀i�µPL`j)(q̄3�

µPLq2) = (¯̀i�µPL`j)(t̄�
µPLc) + (¯̀i�µPL`j)(b̄�

µPLs) , (115)

O1(ij32)
`equ = (¯̀iPRej)"(q̄3PRc) = �(¯̀i

+PRej)(t̄PRc) + (⌫̄iPRej)(b̄PRc) , (116)

are constrained from Bs ! `+`�, B ! K(⇤)⌫⌫, b ! s`+`�, and b ! c`�⌫̄ observables. Each of the
constraints significantly depends on the lepton-flavour dependence (e.g., see Ref. [952]).

Also, the NP operators which include single top quark, e.g.,

O1(32)
'q = ('† !iDµ')(t̄�µPLc) + ('† !iDµ')(b̄�µPLs) , (117)

and two top quarks, e.g.,

O1(33kl)
qd = (t̄�µPLt)(d̄

k�µPRd
l) + (b̄�µPLb)(d̄

k�µPRd
l) with k 6= l , (118)

can contribute to the low-scale effective Hamiltonian through the one-loop matching conditions at the
electroweak symmetry breaking scale by integrating out the top quark, W , Z and the SM Higgs bo-
son. These one-loop contributions are enhanced by the top-quark mass. Although such a two top-quark
operator does not contribute to the single top-quark production mentioned in this section, once a UV
completion is considered, single and two top-quarks operators could be related. The one-loop matching
conditions onto �F = 1 processes are given in Ref. [904], while the conditions onto �F = 2 ones
are given in Ref. [1189]. Besides, one-loop matching conditions to �F = 0, e.g., h ! ⌧+⌧� and the
leptonic dipole moments, are investigated in Ref. [1065].

8.1.6 Experimental perspectives
8.1.6.1 Signal modeling

The generation of signal events at ATLAS is done at NLO with MadGraph5_aMC@NLO [372, 1190] and
the effective field theory framework developed in the TopFCNC model is used [1157, 1172]. In the case
of gqt coupling, the MEtop generator is used instead [1191]. At CMS signal events are simulated at
LO with MadGraph5_aMC@NLO with the effective lagrangian implemented by means of the FEYNRULES
package, except in the simulation of signal events for gqt and �qt couplings where CompHEP [1192] and
PROTOS 2.0 [1193] are used, respectively. In both experiments Pythia 8 is used to simulate the parton
showering and hadronization. The generation of signal events is done under the assumption of only one
non-vanishing FCNC coupling at a time.
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Table 33: Summary of the projected reach for the 95% C.L. limits on the branching ratio for anomalous
flavor changing top couplings.

B limit at 95%C.L. 3 ab�1, 14 TeV 15ab�1, 27 TeV Ref.
t! gu 3.8⇥ 10�6 5.6⇥ 10�7 [1194]
t! gc 32.1⇥ 10�6 19.1⇥ 10�7 [1194]
t! Zq 2.4� 5.8⇥ 10�5 [1195]
t! �u 8.6⇥ 10�6 [1196]
t! �c 7.4⇥ 10�5 [1196]
t! Hq 10�4 [1195]
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Fig. 60: The expected exclusion limits at 95% C.L. on the branching fractions for the t! ug (left panel)
and t! cg (right panel) FCNC processes as a function of integrated luminosity.

8.1.6.2 Top-gluon

The gqt FCNC process was studied by ATLAS [1179] and CMS [1180] in single top quark events.
The event signature includes the requirement of one isolated lepton and the presence of a significant
amount of transverse missing energy (Emiss

T ). The analysis at CMS requires exactly one b and one non-b
jet to be present in the final state with the dominant background arising from the tt̄+jets production,
while the analysis at ATLAS vetoes any additional jets resulting in the dominant source of background
associated with the W+jets production. A neural network-based technique is used to separate signal
from background events. The observed (expected) 95% C.L. upper limits in the CMS analysis are B(t!
gu) < 2.0 (2.8)⇥ 10�5 and B(t! gc) < 4.1 (2.8)⇥ 10�4, while the resultant limits in case of ATLAS
are B(t! gu) < 4.0 (3.5)⇥ 10�5 and B(t! gc) < 2.0 (1.8)⇥ 10�4. The projected limits for 3 ab�1

are B(t! gu) < 3.8⇥ 10�6 and B(t! gc) < 32.1⇥ 10�6 [1194].
The dependence of the B(t! ug) and B(t! cg) exclusion upper limits on integrated luminosity

is shown in Fig. 60 with 1 and 2 � bands corresponding to 68 % and 95 % C.L intervals of distributions
of the limits . In addition the two-dimensional contour that reflects the possible simultaneous presence
of both FCNC processes. is shown in Fig. 61.
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Fig. 61: Two-dimensional expected limits on the t! ug vs and t! cg branching fractions at 68% and
95% C.L. for an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb�1

8.1.6.3 Top-Z

ATLAS studied the sensitivity to the tqZ interaction, by performing an analysis [1197] based on simu-
lated samples and following both the strategy of its 13 TeV data analysis on the same subject [1176] and
of the general recommendations for this HL-LHC study. The study is performed in the three charged
lepton final state of tt̄ events, in which one of the top quarks decays to qZ, (q = u, c) and the other
one decays to bW (tt̄ ! bWqZ ! b`⌫q``). The kinematics of the events are reconstructed through
a �2 minimisation and dedicated control regions are used to normalize the main backgrounds and con-
strain systematic uncertainties. The main uncertainties, in both the background and signal estimations,
are expected to come from theoretical normalization uncertainties and uncertainties in the modeling of
background processes in the simulation. Different scenarios for the systematic uncertainties are consid-
ered, ranging from the full estimations obtained with the 13 TeV data analysis, to the ones expected with
improvements in theoretical predictions, which should be half of the former ones. A binned likelihood
function L(µ, ✓) is used to do the statistical analysis and extract the signal normalisation. An improve-
ment by a factor of five is expected in relation to the current 13 TeV data analysis results. Obtained
branching ratio limits are at the level of 4 to 5 ⇥10�5 depending on the considered scenarios for the
systematic uncertainties.

8.1.6.4 Top-gamma

The t�q anomalous interactions have been probed by CMS at 8 TeV in events with single top quarks
produced in association with a photon [1175] and the resulting exclusion limits are B(t ! �u) <
1.3 (1.9)⇥ 10�4 and B(t! �c) < 2.0 (1.7)⇥ 10�3.

In this section, the sensitivity of the upgraded CMS detector to tq� FCNC transitions is estimated
for integrated luminosities of 300 and 3000 fb�1 using single top quark production via q ! q�, with q
being a u or a charm quark [1196]. This analysis focuses on subsequent SM decays of the top quark in a
W boson and bottom quark, with the W boson decays leptonically to a muon or electron and a neutrino.
The final state signature is the presence of a single muon or electron, large missing transverse momentum,
a b jet, and an isolated high energy photon, with a broad ⌘ spectrum. The photon properties themselves
provide good separation with respect to the dominant background processes from W+jets, and single top
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or top quark pair production in association with photons. For the discrimination of signal and background
events, and to set the limits on the FCNC couplings, the events are split into two categories depending on
the pseudo-rapidity of the photon (central region with |⌘� | < 1.4 and forward region with 1.6 < |⌘� | <
2.8). In the central (forward) region the photon pT (energy) is used as a discriminating distribution:
the low pT (energy) is background dominated, while the high pT (energy) region is populated by signal
events. The distributions are shown in Fig. 62.
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Fig. 62: Transverse momentum of photon candidates for the central ⌘ region (left) and energy of photon
candidates in the forward region (right).

The limits on the cross section for the single top quark production via tq� are obtained considering
systematic uncertainties from variations of the renormalization and factorization scale, b-tagging and jet
energy scale corrections and their effects as propagated to missing transverse energy, lepton efficiency
and luminosity.

These studies yield the following upper limite on the branching ratios at 95%C.L.: B(t! �u) <
8.6⇥ 10�6, B(t! �c) < 7.4⇥ 10�5.

8.1.6.5 Top-Higgs

The tHq interactions are studied by ATLAS in top quark pair events with t! qH,H ! �� [1198] and
H !WW [1181] at 13 TeV. The former analysis explores the final state with two isolated photons. For
leptonic top quark decays the selection criteria includes the requirement of one isolated lepton, exactly
one b jet, and at least one non-b jet. In case of hadronic top quark decays the analysis selects events with
no isolated leptons, at least one b jet, and at least three additional non-b jets. The dominant background
processes are associated with the production of non-resonant ��+jets, tt̄+jets and W+�� events. The
resultant limits are B(t ! Hu) < 2.4 (1.7) ⇥ 10�3 and B(t ! Hc) < 2.2 (1.6) ⇥ 10�3. The
search for FCNC in H ! WW includes the analysis of multilepton final states with either two same-
sign or three leptons. The dominant backgrounds arising from the ttW , ttZ and non-prompt lepton
production are suppressed with a BDT. The obtained limits are B(t ! Hu) < 1.9 (1.5) ⇥ 10�3 and
B(t ! Hc) < 1.6 (1.5) ⇥ 10�3. The tHq anomalous couplings are probed by CMS in H ! bb̄
channel in top quark pair events, as well as in single top associated production with a Higgs boson, at 13
TeV [1183]. The event selection includes the requirement of one isolated lepton, at least two b jets, and
at least one additional non-b jet. The dominant tt̄ background is suppressed with a BDT discriminant
to set the exclusion limits of B(t ! Hu) < 4.7 (3.4) ⇥ 10�3 and B(t ! Hc) < 4.7 (4.4) ⇥ 10�3.
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Table 34: The current and projected 95% C.L. constraints from direct observables on the real and imagi-
nary parts of the Wilson coefficients that contribute to the Wtb vertex, assuming⇤ = 1 TeV and c�'q = 0.

Coeff. ctW cbW c'tb
Current Re(. . .) [�0.70, 0.82] [�2.2, 2.2] [�8.9, 10.9]

Im(. . .) [�1.5, 2.2] [�2.1, 2.2] [�9.9, 9.9]

3000 fb�1 Re(. . .) [�0.23, 0.58] [�2.2, 2.0] [�9.3, 10.6]
Im(. . .) [�1.2, 1.3] [�2.2, 2.1] [�9.9, 9.9]

Preliminary projections suggest B(t! Hq) < O(10�4) [1195, 1199].

8.2 Anomalous Wtb vertices and CP -violation effects from T -odd kinematic distributions
Authors (TH): Frederic Deliot, Wouter Dekens.

Beyond the SM, contributions to the Wtb vertex have been widely studied in the literature [1187,
1188, 1200–1214]. Assuming that new physics is much heavier than the electroweak scale, the BSM
corrections to the Wtb vertex can be described using an EFT. The first contributions appear at dimension
six and, in the conventions of [1156], take the following form

Ltb = �t̄


gp
2
�µ
�
Vtb

�
1 + v

2

2 c
�
'q

�
PL + v

2

2 C'tbPR

�
W+

µ � v�µ⌫W+
µ⌫

�
CbWPR + C⇤

tWPL

��
b + h.c. ,

(119)
where Ci = (ci + ic[I]i )/⇤2. In writing (119) we follow Ref. [1200] and enforce C1(33)

'q + C3(33)
'q = 0 to

avoid tree-level FCNC decays of the Z (one also obtains a strong constraint from Z ! bb decays [1208]),
such that only the real combination c�'q = C1(33)

'q � C3(33)
'q appears.

The Wilson coefficients in Eq. (119) are in terms of the often-used anomalous couplings [1202,
1215] given by

VL = V ⇤
tb

�
1 + v

2

2 c
�
'q

�
, VR = v

2

2 C
⇤
'tb, gL = �

p
2v2C⇤

bW , gR = �
p

2v2CtW . (120)

Note that within SMEFT gauge invariance links the above vertices to additional interactions. The full
form of the relevant SMEFT operators is given in Sec. 8.1.

The above interactions give tree-level contributions to single-top production and to the observables
in t! W+b decay, in particular, to the W -boson helicity fractions. Apart from these processes that are
“directly” sensitive to the Wtb vertices, there are “indirect” observables that receive contributions from
the same operators through loop diagrams. Examples are h ! b̄b, B ! Xs�, and searches for electric
dipole moments (EDMs). Below we discuss briefly both the direct and indirect limits on the operators in
Eq. (119), as well as the projections for the HL-LHC (see also Working-Group 1 Section on this topic).

8.2.1 Direct probes
The Wtb interactions can be probed directly in single-top production and through the W boson helicity
fractions in top decays. In the case of polarized top quarks it is possible to construct additional T -odd
observables that are sensitive to CP -violating phases in the Wtb couplings. Here we discuss briefly these
observables and the resulting (projected) constraints.

Single top production The single-top production cross section has been measured in the t and
s channels at the LHC at

p
s = 7, 8, and 13 TeV [1216–1221]. In principle, these cross sections

receive contributions from all Wtb couplings. The measurements can be compared with the SM predic-
tion [1222] at NNLO in QCD, while BSM contributions have been evaluated at NLO [1223–1226]. In
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Table 35: Indicative constraints on the SMEFT operators contributing to the Wtb vertex from indirect
observables. A single Wilson coefficient is taken to be nonzero at a time, and we set ⇤ = 1 TeV.

Coeff. h! b̄b EWPT B ! Xs� EDMs
c�'q � � [�2.0, 2.2] �
c'tb [�0.3, 4.3] � [�4.6, 4.9] · 10�2 �
ctW � [�1.1, 0.7] [�0.22, 0.89] �
cbW � � [�13, 3.5] · 10�3 �
c[I]'tb [�7.3, 7.3] � [�0.20, 0.20] [�0.019, 0.019]

c[I]tW � � [�2.4, 4.5] [�1.0, 1.0] · 10�3

c[I]bW � � [�4.3, 2.3] · 10�2 [�5.5, 5.5] · 10�4

SMEFT the single-top cross sections can receive contributions from other operators, in particular, from
several four-quark operators, see, e.g., Refs. [1210,1211]. Thus, in order to perform an exhaustive global
analysis one would have to include these effects as well.

Top quark decays The helicity fractions of the W boson in top decays are mostly sensitive to
ctW , cbW , and c'tb, and have been measured both at the Tevatron and the LHC [1227–1232]. In addition,
the phase �� between the amplitudes of longitudinally and transversely polarized W bosons, recoiling
against a left-handed b quark, carries information on the imaginary part of CtW [1230, 1233]. The SM
predictions for the helicity fractions are known to NNLO in QCD [1234], while the BSM contributions
have been computed to NLO [1164, 1201].

As mentioned above, in the case of polarized top-quark decays, it becomes possible to construct
additional observables that are sensitive to both the real and imaginary parts of the Wtb couplings. In
particular, both the asymmetries constructed in Ref. [1235,1236] and the triple-differential measurements
of Ref. [1237] are sensitive to c[I]tW (see also Ref. [1206]). As a result, the limits on c[I]tW already improve
noticeably when including current experimental measurements of these angular asymmetries [1214].

After taking into account the current experimental results on single-top production, the helicity
fractions, and angular asymmetries one obtains the current (projected) limits in the left (right) panel of
Table 34 [1214, 1238]. For an analysis focused on single-top production see Ref. [1239]. These limits
were obtained by assuming that c�'q = 0. 9 Comparing the two panels one sees that the current and
projected limits on the cbW and c'tb couplings are very similar, while the projected limits on the real and
imaginary parts of ctW are roughly a factor of 2 stronger than the current constraints.

Top decays can also be used to probe physics beyond that of the top sector. For example, Ref.
[1240] recently suggested that the process t! bW ! bb̄c can be used to measure Vcb at the mW scale,
instead of Vcb(mb) which is probed in B decays.

8.2.2 Indirect probes

The anomalous Wtb interactions contribute to other processes through loop diagrams. Although this can
give rise to stringent constraints, their interpretation requires some care. As indirect observables receive
contributions from additional operators apart from the Wtb couplings, cancellations between different
Wilson coefficients are possible. We will assume this is not the case and derive limits for the case that a
single dimension-six operator is generated at the BSM scale.

9This coupling is harder to constrain as it is degenerate with a shift in Vtb, see Eq. (119). This degeneracy can be broken by
using CKM unitarity tests, or by considering additional interactions, such as the Wts, Wtd, and Ztt vertices, that are linked
to c

�
'q by gauge invariance. A more naive constraint, obtained by setting Vtb = 1, leads to |c

�
'q| . 1 [1225].
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Electric dipole moments. Electric dipole moments are probes of CP violation and, therefore,
receive contributions from the imaginary parts of the Wtb couplings. The most stringent experimental
limits have been obtained on the EDMs of the neutron, mercury, and the ThO molecule, the latter of
which can be interpreted as a limit on the electron EDM for our purposes. To obtain the contributions
to EDMs one first has to evolve the Wtb operators to low energies, µ ⇠ 2 GeV. QCD becomes non-
perturbative below this scale, and one has to match to Chiral perturbation theory, which describes the
CP -odd interactions in terms of hadrons, photons, and electrons. These interactions can then be used to
calculate the EDMs of nucleons, atoms, and molecules.

Among the operators in Eq. (119), the c[I]'tb and c[I]bW couplings are mainly constrained by the neu-

tron EDM, while c[I]tW contributes to the electron EDM. The c[I]'tb and c[I]bW first generate the bottom-quark

chromo EDM, O(33)
dG (in the notation of [1200]), through one-loop diagrams [1225, 1241, 1242], which

subsequently induces the Weinberg operator, OG̃, after integrating out the bottom quark [1243–1246].
The hadronic matrix element of the Weinberg operator contributing to the neutron EDM is poorly
known. Combining naive-dimensional-analysis and sum-rule estimates [1244, 1247, 1248], one has
|dn| = 6|e (50 MeV)CG̃(1 GeV)|, with an O(100%) uncertainty.

The contributions to the electron EDM also arise from a two-step process: c[I]tW first induces
CP -odd operators of the form Xµ⌫X̃

µ⌫'†', with Xµ⌫ a SU(2)L or U(1)Y field strength, as well as
semileptonic interactions of the form, (ēL�µ⌫ eR) (t̄L�

µ⌫tR), through the renormalization group equa-
tions [1224, 1249, 1250]. These additional operators then induce the electron EDM at one loop. Using
the above contributions and the current experimental limits [1251–1253], we obtain the constraints in
Table 35. The limits from the neutron EDM are expected to improve by 1 to 2 orders of magnitude in
the next generation of experiments [1254], while proposals exist to improve the electron EDM limits by
several orders of magnitude [1255–1257].

Rare B decays. Unlike EDMs, measurements of B ! Xs� are sensitive to both the real and
imaginary parts of the couplings. Although all four of the Wtb vertices give rise to flavour-changing
b ! s transitions through one-loop diagrams [904, 1188, 1200], the largest effects are due to C'tb and
CbW . Both of these couplings induce contributions proportional to mt instead of mb that appears in
SM (as well as for c�'q and CtW ), leading to a relative enhancement of mt/mb. Here we consider the
constraints from measurements of the B ! Xs� branching ratio and the CP asymmetry [197], for
which we use the theoretical expressions of [1258] and [1259], respectively. This leads to the constraints
in Table 35, which are expected to improve by a factor of a few in the future. In particular, the uncertainty
on the branching ratio is expected to decrease by a factor of 2 to 3 at Belle II, while the improvement is
projected to be a factor of 5 for the CP asymmetry [196].

Electroweak precision tests. The Wtb operators also modify the self energies of the SM gauge
bosons through one-loop diagrams, which are often parametrized by the S, T , and U parameters [1260–
1262]. Taking into account the RGE contributions, only ctW induces the S parameter by mixing with the
O'WB operator (cbW contributions are proportional to mb), which leads to the limits in Table 35. Here
we assumed only a single dimension-six operator is present at µ = ⇤, but one can include the couplings
of the operators that induce S and T at tree level, O'WB and OHD, and marginalize over them. This
can be done because electroweak precision observables carry more information than is captured by the
S, T , and U parameters alone. This approach is discussed Ref. [1208, 1263] and leads to weaker limits,
ctW 2 [�1.6, 0.8], cbW 2 [�2, 24], c�'q 2 [�0.7, 4.7] for ⇤ = 1TeV.

Higgs decays. Finally, the Wtb interactions contribute to the process h ! b̄b by inducing cor-
rections to the SM bottom-quark Yukawa coupling [1225]. In particular, the C'tb coupling generates a
contribution to the Yukawa coupling that scales as yb ⇠ ytv

2C'tb/(4⇡)2. Thus, although this contri-
bution only appears at one loop, the suppression is offset by the appearance of the top-quark Yukawa
instead of that of the bottom quark. Using the combined ATLAS and CMS analysis [1264] of the Higgs
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decays to ��, WW , ZZ, ⌧⌧ , µµ, and b̄b signal strengths we obtain the limits in Table 35.

8.3 Determinations of Vtx

Authors (TH): Mariel Estevez, Darius Faroughy, Jernej Kamenik.

The LHC as a top-quark factory has the ability to directly probe the Vtx matrix elements. In
particular, measuring the fractions of b-tagged jets in leptonic top decays t ! Wj allows one to set a
limit on the ratio

R =
Br(t! bW )P

x=d,s,b Br(t!Wx)
> 0.995 (121)

at 95% CL [1265]. This result, when combined with measurements of t-channel single-top production
[1217], provides a direct determination of |Vtb| = 1.07 ± 0.09 in the limit |Vtb| � |Vts|, |Vtd|. Given
that these measurements are already dominated by systematic effects, in particular the knowledge of the
b-tagging efficiencies and theoretical uncertainties in single-top production, significant improvement in
precision of Vtb measurement at the HL-LHC or HE-LHC would arguably require novel strategies.

8.3.1 Measuring |Vtd| at HL-LHC and HE-LHC
A possible experimental strategy to probe the |Vtd| matrix element directly at the HL(HE)-LHC is using
single top production associated with a W boson, pp! tW . The idea is to exploit the production cross-
section enhancement, as well as boosts of the top quarks coming from initial state valence d-partons. The
d-quark is a valence constituent of the proton and there is an imbalance with the d̄-quark that motivates
to explore charge asymmetries as possible Vtd-sensitive observables. The main backgrounds, contrary
to t-channel single top production, are charge symmetric or have very small charge asymmetries. The
dg ! tW associated production process is interesting because of its sizeable charge asymmetry in
proton collisions and also because its kinematics predicts a characteristic angular distribution. We expect
a relatively large incoming momentum on average from the valence d-quark. Consequently, a forward
W� is preferred in the lab frame, which is supposed to produce a forward `� in signal events. The
main two backgrounds to the `+`�bEmiss

T final state are the dileptonic tt̄ production (missing one of the
b-jets from top decays) and gb ! tW associated production, proportional to |Vtb|

2. Both backgrounds
have very small charge asymmetries. In order to increase the sensitivity and enhance the signal cuts
can be imposed that reduce the cross-sections of the backgrounds, see Ref. [1266] for details. The most
important difference between signal and background comes from the ⌘(`�) distribution, where the signal
clearly prefers forward negatively charged leptons. The asymmetry

A(⌘, pT ) =
N+ �N�

N+ + N� , (122)

where N± = N (�|⌘(`)| ? 0 &�pT (`) ? 0) , is a |Vtd| sensitive observable. Each process contributes
with N+

i �N�
i = �i · Ai · ✏i · Ai(⌘, pT ), where the factors on the right hand side are the cross-section,

acceptance, selection efficiency and asymmetry, respectively. To quantify the versatility of the proposed
charge asymmetry we study the prospective experimental reach in r ⌘ |Vtd/V

SM
td | by computing the

difference of A(⌘, pT ) to its SM expectation in units of the uncertainty. Based on existing experimen-
tal studies of charge asymmetries in top production [1267] we include an estimate for the systematic
uncertainty of �sys = 0.2%, and define the significance as

significance =
���A(⌘, pT )�A(⌘, pT )SM

���/
q

(N+ + N�)�1 +�2
syst. (123)

Fig. 63 shows the contours of expected experimental significance for A(⌘, pT ) (and r) as functions
of luminosity, for 13 TeV and 27 TeV LHC. As a rough guidance we also show with dashed lines the
significance for the case that the dominant tt̄ background were further reduced by a factor of 2, e.g., by
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Fig. 63: Contour lines for the projected 2�, 3� and 5� upper bounds on |Vtd| (and r ⌘ |Vtd/V
SM
td |) as

functions of the LHC luminosity at 13 TeV (left) and 27 TeV (right). Dashed lines follow if the dominant
tt̄ background is reduced by half, see text for details.

using multivariate discrimination techniques as already done in existing single top analyses [1268–1270].
Values of r < 10 could be directly accessible at the LHC@13TeV, improving the existing best direct
constraint [1265] by roughly a factor of three. The current direct bound on |Vtd| can be surpassed with
the Run 2 dataset, while with 3000 fb�1 it could be possible to probe |Vtd| ⇠ |V SM

ts | ' 0.04.
The dominant tt̄ background is mostly generated via gluon fusion, which is charge symmetric.

There are subleading contributions from processes like uū ! tt̄ which are charge asymmetric, but
only enter at higher orders in QCD. This is the main reason the dominant tt̄ background has a strongly
suppressed charge asymmetry. At higher collision energies, the probability of finding energetic enough
gluons in the proton increases faster than that of valence quarks. Consequently, the fraction of tt̄ events
from the quark-antiquark initial state is reduced [1267]. This leads to a shrinking charge asymmetry
with growing collision energy. Unfortunately, the same happens to the signal, this time because at higher
energies the asymmetry between d and d̄ partons inside the proton is reduced. The net effect is a severely
diminished significance at 27 TeV compared to 13 TeV for comparable luminosities.

8.3.2 Measuring Cabibbo-suppressed decays of the top quark at HL-LHC and HE-LHC
With the large tt̄ statistics at the LHC, one might attempt a direct measurement of Cabibbo-suppressed
decays of the top quark, t ! (s, d)W±, in leptonic tt̄ events. Since there is no practical way to distin-
guish between strange and down quark jets at the detector level (without dedictated PID systems), one
measures

⇢ ⌘
q�

B(t! sW ) + B(t! dW )
�
/B(t! bW ) . (124)

This gives a direct information on (|Vts|
2 + |Vtd|

2)1/2, but not on Vts and Vtd separately. In the SM,
⇢ ⇡ |Vts| ⇡ 0.04.

To perform the measurement it is necessary to discriminate between heavy-flavoured jets, e.g.,
b-jets from the t ! bW background, gluons from ISR/FSR contamination, and the signal – the light-
quark jets (q-jets) from the Cabibbo-suppressed top decays. This can be achieved through a q-tagger
based on existing techniques used for b-tagging and quark/gluon jet discrimination [1271]. There are
several known useful observables which can be used in a q-tagger. In the following we use: (i) the
multiplicity NSV of secondary vertices (SV) in the jet within a fiducial volume of the tracker, (ii)
the fraction of longitudinal momentum of the jet carried by the hardest prompt charged track zmax ⌘
max

⇥
~px · ~pjet/|~pjet|

2⇤
x2jet, and (iii) the 2-point energy correlation function U�

1 =
P

i,j2jet z
i
T z

j
T (Rij)

� ,

ziT ⌘ piT /p
jet
T , where R2

ij = (⌘i�⌘j)
2 +(�i��j)

2 and � is a free real parameter for which quark/gluon
discrimination is optimized at � = 0.2 [1272, 1273], see Ref. [1274] for more details.

For the projections we use the reference working point shown in Table 36. We bin preselected
events into one of the six tagged dijet categories {||, |b, |q, qb, qq, bb} where q, b and | represent q -jets,
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Table 36: Tagging and mis-tagging efficiencies for the q-tagging working point used in the Vtq analysis.

(t) type Cuts ✏tq ✏tb ✏tc ✏tg
q-tagger NSV = 0 & zmax > 0.3 0.18 0.0031 0.038 0.049
b-tagger NSV > 3 0.0091 0.64 0.09 0.016
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Fig. 64: Illustration of statistical limits on the ratio ⇢ '
�
|Vts|

2 + |Vtd|
2�1/2/|Vtb| from an analysis of

Cabbibo-suppressed top decays in leptonic tt̄ events at 13TeV LHC. See text for details.

b -jets and non-tagged jets (a jet failing both taggers), respectively. Fig. 64 shows the resulting upper
limits on ⇢ taking into account only statistical uncertainties in the qb category for the signal significance
S/
p
B at 2� (solid boundary) and 5� (dashed boundary) as a function of the LHC luminosity, compared

to the current best limit by CMS shown by the gray dashed curve. The results suggest that the HL-LHC
could find evidence of Cabbibo-suppressed top decays and determine Vts CKM element directly, though
the precise precision depends crucially on how well systematic uncertainties can be controlled. The
uncertainties in q- and b-tagging efficiencies could be controlled using Zj production. Then a fit of the
categorized dijet data {||, |b, |q, qb, qq, bb} in inclusive dilepton events to a probabilistic model taking
into account the tagging efficiencies could be performed, similar to that performed in [1265,1275] for the
extraction of Vtb. Especially relevant for the HE-LHC would be to measure t ! (s, d)W from boosted
semi-leptonic tt̄ events. Events with one top-tagged fat jet, one narrow jet and one lepton (both daughter
candidates of the leptonic top) can be categorized by the flavour content of the narrow jet. A preliminary
analysis [1274] suggests comparable sensitivity to the leptonic tt̄ dataset already at the 13TeV LHC.
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9 The Higgs boson and flavour physics
Authors (TH): F. Bishara, R. Harnik, A. Martin, M. Schlafer, Y. Soreq, E. Stamou, F. Yu.

In the SM the Higgs couplings to the fermions are the origin of the flavour structure. In the SM the
Yukawa couplings, yf , are CP conserving and proportional to the fermion masses, mf , with a common
proportionality factor,

ySMf =
p

2mf/v , (125)

while the tree-level flavour changing couplings are zero. Currently, only the third generation Yukawa
couplings have been measured and found to be in agreement with the SM predictions, see Refs. [1276–
1282]. For the Higgs couplings to the first two generations, only upper bounds exist at present [1283–
1287].

To parametrize the deviations from the SM, it is useful to introduce a generalized  framework
(the summation is over fermion type f = u, d, ` and generations i, j = 1, 2, 3)

Le↵ = �fi
mfi

v
hf̄ifi + ĩfi

mfi

v
hf̄i�5fi �

h⇣
fifj + ĩfifj

⌘
hf̄ i

Lf
j
R + h.c.

i

i 6=j
. (126)

Experimentally, we want to test a number of SM predictions: (i) proportionality, yf / mf ; (ii) the factor
of proportionality, fi = 1; (iii) diagonality (no off-diagonal flavour violation), fifj = 0; (iv) reality (no
CP violation), ̃fi = ̃fifj = 0 [1288]. Different Higgs Yukawa couplings are probed both directly and
indirectly. Direct methods are: for top Yukawa the tt̄h production [1276–1278]); for bottom and charm,
pp ! V h, h ! bb̄, cc̄ [1281–1283]; for leptons pp ! h ! `+`� [1279, 1280, 1284]; for light quarks
the exclusive h ! V � decays [1289–1292]. The kinematical distributions [1293, 1294] and global fits
to all the Higgs data also provide bounds on different Yukawa couplings.

The Higgs production and decay signal strengths from the CMS collaboration [1295], and from
ATLAS for h ! cc̄ [1283] from a global fit, which includes the direct observation of tt̄h production,
gives for the signal strengths µtth = 1.18+0.30

�0.27, µbb = 1.12+0.29
�0.29, µcc < 105, µ⌧⌧ = 1.20+0.26

�0.24, µµµ =

0.68+1.25
�1.24. In terms of modifications of the flavour-diagonal CP -conserving Yukawas, the best fit values

are, see also [1264, 1295],

t = 1.11+0.12
�0.10, b = �1.10+0.33

�0.23, ⌧ = 1.01+0.16
�0.20, µ = 0.79+0.58

�0.79. (127)

The u, d, s, and charm Yukawa couplings can be constrained from a global fit to the Higgs data and the
precision electroweak measurements at LEP. Floating all the couplings in the fit gives [1285, 1287],

u < 3.4 · 103, d < 1.7 · 103, s < 42, c . 6.2. (128)

The upper bound on B(h ! e+e�) gives for the electron Yukawa |e| < 611 [1286, 1296]. The
upper bounds on c,s,d,u roughly correspond to the size of the SM bottom Yukawa coupling and are thus
much bigger than the corresponding SM Yukawa couplings. The upper bounds can be saturated only if
one allows for large cancellations between the contribution to fermion masses from the Higgs vev and
an equally large contribution from NP, but with an opposite sign. In models of NP motivated by the
hierarchy problem, the effects of NP are generically well below these bounds.

In the rest of this section we first briefly discuss the expected deviations in a set of NP models,
and give the prospects for HL-/HE-LHC (see also [1289, 1297–1301]). An expanded version of the
discussion is available in write-up of WG2, Sec. 7.

9.1 New Physics benchmarks for modified Higgs couplings
The expected sizes of effective Yukawa couplings, f , ̃f and ff 0 , ̃ff 0, in popular models of weak
scale NP models, some of them motivated by the hierarchy problem are shown in Tables 37 and 38,
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Model t c(u)/t ̃t/t ̃c(u)/t
SM 1 1 0 0

MFV 1 + Re(auv
2
+2bum

2
t )

⇤
2 1� 2Re(bu)m

2
t

⇤
2

Im(auv
2
+2bum

2
t )

⇤
2

Im(auv
2
)

⇤
2

NFC Vhu v/vu 1 0 0

F2HDM cos↵/ sin� � tan↵/ tan� O
⇣
mc
mt

cos(��↵)
cos↵ cos�

⌘
O
✓

m
2
c(u)

m
2
t

cos(��↵)
cos↵ cos�

◆

MSSM cos↵/ sin� 1 0 0
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⇣
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⇤
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⌘
1 + O

⇣
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⇣
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GL2 cos↵/ sin� ' 3(7) 0 0
RS 1�O
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v
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2
KK
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⇣
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KK
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2
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2
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⌘
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⇣
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2
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2

⌘
+ O

⇣
y2⇤�
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M
2
⇤
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1 + O

⇣
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⇤

⌘
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⇣
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O
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M
2
⇤

⌘

Table 37: Predictions for the flavour-diagonal up-type Yukawa couplings in a sample of NP models (see
text for details).

Model ct(tc)/t ut(tu)/t uc(cu)/t

MFV
Re
�
cum

2
bV

(⇤)
cb

�

⇤
2

p
2mt(c)

v

Re
�
cum

2
bV

(⇤)
ub

�
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p
2mt(u)

v
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�
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bVub(cb)V
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2mc(u)
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cos(��↵)
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⇤
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⇤
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⇤
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⇤
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Table 38: Same as Table 37 but for flavour-violating up-type Yukawa couplings. In the SM, NFC and
the tree-level MSSM the Higgs Yukawa couplings are flavour diagonal. The CP-violating ̃ff 0 are ob-
tained by replacing the real part, Re, with the imaginary part, Im. All the other models predict a zero
contribution to these flavour changing couplings.

adapted from [1302–1306]. The predictions are shown for the Standard Model, multi-Higgs-doublet
models (MHDM) with natural flavour conservation (NFC) [1307,1308], a “flavourful” two-Higgs-doublet
model beyond NFC (F2HDM) [1309–1312] the MSSM at tree level, a single Higgs doublet with a
Froggat-Nielsen mechanism (FN) [1313], the Giudice-Lebedev model of quark masses modified to
2HDM (GL2) [1314], NP models with minimal flavour violation (MFV) [1315], Randall-Sundrum mod-
els (RS) [1316], and models with a composite Higgs where Higgs is a pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone boson
(pNGB) [1317–1320]. Tables 37 and 38 only show predictions for up-quark sector, while the results for
down-quark and lepton sectors can be found in (see also Sec. 7 of WG2 write-up).

In Tables 37 and 38, v = 246 GeV is the electroweak vev, while ⇤ is the typical NP scale.
For instance, if SM is corrected by dimension six operators with Minimal Flavour Violation (MFV),
then the up-quark couplings receive a contribution Y 0

uQ̄LH
cuR/⇤

2, so that the Yukawa coupling is
yu = Yu + 3Y 0

uv
2/(2⇤2), with Y 0

u = auYu + buYuY
†
uYu + cuYd Y

†
d Yu + · · · , where Yu,d are the SM
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Yukawas. The v2/⇤2 contributions correct both the diagonal Yukawa couplings, and lead to off-diagonal,
flavour violating, couplings.

Not all NP models lead to flavour-violating Yukawa couplings. For instance, in multi-Higgs-
doublet models with natural flavour conservation by assumption only one doublet, Hu, couples to the
up-type quarks, only one Higgs doublet, Hd, couples to the down-type quarks, and only one doublet,
H` couples to leptons (it is possible that any of these coincide, as in the SM where H = Hu = Hd =
H`) [1307, 1308]. This only modifies diagonal Yukawa couplings, while off-diagonal remain to be zero,
as in the SM. Similar result applies to the MSSM tree-level Higgs potential where hu,d mix into the
Higgs mass-eigenstates h and H as hu = cos↵h + sin↵H , hd = � sin↵h + cos↵H , where h is the
observed SM-like Higgs, and the vevs are vu = sin� v, vd = cos�. Flavourful two-Higgs-doublet
model [1309], on the other hand, introduces mass suppressed off-diagonal and CP violating contribu-
tions, a direct consequence of the fact that one Higgs doublet couples only to top, bottom and tau, and a
second Higgs doublet couples to the remaining fermions (see also [1321–1324]). Off-diagonal and CP
violating Yukawa couplings are typical of any model of flavour with new degrees of freedom that are light
enough, such as if the Higgs mixes with the flavon from the Froggatt-Nielsen (FN) mechanism [1313],
or if FN mechanism gives the structure of both dimension 4 and dimension 6 operators in SMEFT. An-
other example is the model of quark masses introduced by Giudice and Lebedev [1314], where the quark
masses, apart from the top mass, are small, because they arise from higher dimensional operators.

In Randall-Sundrum warped extra-dimensional models, that address simultaneously the hierarchy
problem and the hierarchy of the SM fermion masses [1316,1325–1328], the corrections to the Yukawa
couplings are suppressed by the masses of Kaluza-Klein (KK) modes, mKK . If Higgs is a pseudo-
Goldstone boson arising from the spontaneous breaking of a global symmetry in a strongly coupled
sector, coupling to the composite sector with a typical coupling y⇤ [1317–1320] (for a review, see [1329]),
the corrections to the Yukawa couplings are suppressed by the mass of composite resonance with a typical
mass M⇤ ⇠ ⇤.

In conclusion, we see that the NP effects in Higgs couplings to the SM fermions are either sup-
pressed by 1/⇤2, where ⇤ is the NP scale, or are proportional to the mixing angles with the extra scalars.
This means that in the decoupling limit, ⇤ ! 1 and/or small mixing angles, all the NP effects van-
ish. In the decoupling limit the Higgs couplings coincide with the SM predictions, f = 1, while
̃f = 0,ff 0 = 0, ̃ff 0 = 0.

9.2 Probing charm and light quark Yukawa couplings
The inclusive method of probing the charm-quark Yukawa is in many ways complementary to searches
for exclusive decays (see discussion of Sec. 9.2.3) or searches for deviations in Higgs distributions (see
Sec. 9.2.4). For example, in the inclusive approach an underlying assumption is that the Higgs coupling
to WW and ZZ —entering Higgs production— is SM-like, while the interpretation of Higgs distribu-
tions assumes no additional new physics contribution that affects them in a significant way. An important
difference between the inclusive and the exclusive approach is that the latter relies on interference with
the SM H ! �� amplitude while the former does not. Therefore, in principle the exclusive approach
may be sensitive to the sign and CP properties of the coupling to which the inclusive approach is insen-
sitive to. At the same time, measurements of exclusive decays of the Higgs are challenging due to the
small probability of fragmenting into the specific final state and large QCD backgrounds, which is why
the inclusive approach appears to be the most promising one to probe deviations in the magnitude of the
Higgs to charm coupling.

The summary of the projections that are discussed in the following sections, is given in Fig. 66.
Shown are the expected HL-LHC constraints from exclusive decays (blue), from Higgs kinematic distri-
butions (purple) and from inclusive c-tagging measurements (yellow), as well as the constraints from the
combined h! �� and h! ZZ line shapes (dashed lines), from the total width using off-shell methods
(green), and from the global fits to Higgs data (red). For the global fit one assumes B(h! BSM) < 5%,
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Fig. 66: Summary of the HL-LHC projections for measurements of Higgs Yukawa couplings to leptons
from searches for h! `+`� decays.

while the constraints from the total width assume that one will be able to constrain � < 1.2�SM (green
bars), and that the resolution for the ��/ZZ line shape will be 200MeV at the HL-LHC. Note that the
off-shell constraints are model dependent.

9.2.1 Inclusive charm quark tagging
The most straight-forward way of inclusively probing charm quark Yukawa is to expand the h ! bb̄
search with a search for pp ! (Z/W ! ``/⌫)(h ! cc̄) [1285]. Another possibility is to search for
pp ! hc production [1298]. The search for h ! cc̄ from pp ! Zh at

p
s = 13 TeV was recently

performed on a 36.1 fb�1 sample by ATLAS [1283]. The c-tagging algorithms are similar to b-tagging
ones, with the most relevant quantities the displaced vertices due to a finite lifetime of c-hadrons. Prior
to its use in Higgs physics, c-tagging was used early on in Run I of the LHC by ATLAS and CMS in
searches for supersymmetry [1330,1331]. Its usefulness in relations to Higgs physics was first discussed
in Ref. [1332] and subsequently used in Ref. [1285] to recast ATLAS and CMS Run I analyses for
h! bb̄ to provide the first direct LHC constraint on charm Yukawa.

The efficiency of jet flavour tagging algorithms in associating a jet to a specific quark is correlated
with the confidence to reject other hypotheses, e.g., production from light-quarks. Given the rather
similar lifetimes of b and c hadrons, there is always a non-negligible contamination of the c-jet sample
with b jets [1285]. The ATLAS analysis [1283] used a working point with an efficiency of approximately
41% to tag c-jets and rejection factors of roughly 4 and 20 for b- and light-quark-jets, respectively. An
inclusive h! cc̄ analysis must thus either assume a SM value for the bottom Yukawa (as in Ref. [1283]),
or break the degeneracy between yb and yc, e.g., by using more than one tagging working point with
different ratios of c-tagging to b-tagging efficiencies [1285, 1297].

The prospects for measuring pp ! Zh(! cc̄) at the HL-LHC were obtained in Ref. [1333], by
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Fig. 67: Projections for measuring charm Yukawa modifications from an inclusive H ! cc̄ search atp
s = 14 TeV using two different c-taggers (left and right panel) [1297]. In red the 95% CL region

employing an integrated luminosity of 2⇥ 300 fb�1 and in blue the region employing 2⇥ 3000 fb�1.

rescaling the Run 2 analysis [1283] to an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb�1. Possibilities to reduce the
systematic uncertainties were discussed as well. Assuming b = 1, an upper bound on the signal strength
of µZh(cc̄) < 6.3 at 95% CL can be set. In Ref. [1297] instead, the prospects for measuring h ! bb̄ atp
s = 14 TeV [1334] were recast to obtain the projection for an inclusive h ! cc̄ measurement. Both

c and b are treated as free variables. Fig. 67 shows results for two flavour tagging working points:
a c-tagging efficiency of 30% (c-tag II, left panel) or 50% (c-tag III, right panel), while in both cases
the b(light)-jet rejection is 5(200). The b direction is profiled away, giving the HL-LHC sensitivity of
c ' 21(6) at 95% CL with c-tag II (c-tag III) and 2⇥ 3000 fb�1 at

p
s = 14 TeV, indicated by the blue

regions in Fig. 67.
Even though the LHCb experiment operates at lower luminosity compared to ATLAS and CMS, it

has unique capabilities for discrimination between b- and c-jets thanks to its excellent vertex reconstruc-
tion system [1335]. With the secondary vertex tagging (SV-tagging) LHCb achieved an identification
efficiency of 60% on b-jets, of 25% on c-jets and a light jets (light quarks or gluons) mis-identification
probability of less than 0.2%. Further discrimination between light and heavy jets and between b- and
c-jets is achieved by exploiting the secondary vertex kinematic properties, using Boosted Decision Tree
techniques (BDTs). For instance, an additional cut on the BDT that separates b- from c-jets removes
90% of h! bb̄ while retaining 62% of h! cc̄ events [1336].

The LHCb acceptance covers ⇠ 5% of the associated production of W/Z + h at 13 TeV. Fig. 68
(left) shows the coverage of LHCb for the bb̄ pair produced in the decay of the Higgs boson in association
with a vector boson. When the two b-jets are within the acceptance, the lepton from W/Z tends to be in
acceptance as well (⇠ 60% of the time). Due to the forward geometry, Lorentz-boosted Higgs bosons
are likely to be properly reconstructed.

LHCb set upper limits on the V + h(! bb̄) and V + h(! cc̄) production [1336] with data from
LHC Run 1. Without any improvements in the analysis or detector, the extrapolation of this to 300fb�1

at 14 TeV leads to a sensitivity of µZh(cc) . 50 . Detector improvements are expected in future upgrades,
in particular in impact parameter resolution which directly affects the c-tagging performance. If the
detector improvement is taken into account, the c-jet tagging efficiency with the SV-tagging is expected
to improve as shown in Fig. 68 (right). Further improvement is expected from the electron reconstruction
due to upgraded versions of the electromagnetic calorimeter. Electrons are used in the identification of
the vector bosons associated with the Higgs. With these improvements, the expected limit can be pushed
down to µZh(cc) . 5 � 10 which corresponds to a limit of 2-3 times the Standard Model prediction on
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Fig. 68: Left: 2D histogram showing the coverage of the LHCb acceptance for the bb̄ pair produced
by the Higgs decay in associated production with a W or a Z boson. Right: LHCb c-jet SV-tagging
efficiency for different scenarios in the HL-LHC conditions.

the charm Yukawa coupling. This extrapolation does not include improvements in analysis techniques:
for instance Deep Learning methods can be applied to exploit correlations in jets substructure properties
to reduce the backgrounds.

9.2.2 Strange quark tagging

The main idea behind the strange tagger described in Ref. [1337] is that strange quarks—more than
other partons—hadronize to prompt kaons which carry a large fraction of the jet momentum. Although
the current focus at LHC is mainly on charm and bottom tagging, recognizing strange jets has been
attempted before at DELPHI [1338] and SLD [1339], albeit in Z decays.

Fig. 69 shows results for a strange tagger based on an analysis of event samples of Higgs and W
events generated with PYTHIA 8.219 [373,1340]. In each of the two hemispheres of the resonance decay,
the charged pions and kaons stemming from the resonance are selected with an assumed efficiency of
95%. Similarly, KS are identified with an efficiency of 85% if they decay via KS ! ⇡+⇡� within 80 cm
of the interaction point, which allows one to reconstruct the decaying neutral kaon. Among the two lists
of kaon candidates—one per hemisphere—one kaon in each list is chosen for further analysis such that
the scalar sum of their momenta is maximized while rejecting charged same-sign pairs. The events are
separated into the categories charged-charged (CC), charged-neutral (CN) and neutral-neutral (NN) with
relative abundances of about CC:CN:NN⇡ 9 : 6 : 1.

All selected candidates are required to carry a large momentum p|| along the hemisphere axis.
This cut reduces the background from gluon jets as gluons radiate more than quarks and therefore tend
to spread their energy among more final state particles. In addition, charged kaons need to be produced
promptly, in order to reject heavy flavour jets. The latter requirement is implemented by a cut on the
impact parameter d0 after the truth value has been smeared by the detector resolution.

The efficiencies obtained in the CC and CN channel for a cut of d0 <14 µm are shown in Fig. 69.
While there is clearly still ample room for improvement, this simple tagger already shows a good sup-
pression of the bottom, charm and gluon background by orders of magnitude. Due to missing particle
identification at ATLAS and CMS, the efficiencies for first-generation jets and strange jets are degener-
ate in the CC channel. However, in the CN channel, due to the required KS , a suppression of pions is
achieved that breaks this degeneracy. This is particularly interesting in light of the HL-LHC, where a
large background from first generation jets is expected.
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Fig. 69: Efficiencies as function of the cut on p|| and for d0 <14 µm to reconstruct the different Higgs
decay channels and W decays as ss̄ event by the described tagger. The left plot shows the CC channel,
the right the CN channel.

mode Bh!V � < RV �,ZZ
⇤ < Yukawa range

J/ � 1.5 · 10�3 [1289, 1290] 9.3 �295Z + 16e↵�� < c < 295Z + 16e↵��
� � 4.8 · 10�4 [1292, 1341] 3.2 �140Z + 10e↵�� < ̄s < 140Z + 10e↵��
⇢ � 8.8 · 10�4 [1292] 5.8 �285Z + 42e↵�� < 2̄u + ̄d < 285Z + 42e↵��

Table 39: The current 95% C.L. upper bounds, assuming SM Higgs production, on different exclusive
h! V � decays, and the interpretation in terms of the Higgs Yukawa couplings. Note that ̄q = yq/y

SM
b .

9.2.3 Exclusive Higgs decays
Exclusive Higgs decays to a vector meson, V , and a photon, h ! V �, can directly probe bottom,
charm [1300,1301], strange, down and up [1287] quark Yukawas. On the experimental side, both ATLAS
and CMS reported first upper bounds on h! ⌥�, J/ � [1289,1290], h! �� and h! ⇢� [1292,1341],
sensitive to diagonal Yukawa couplings. The h! V � decays receive two contributions, from h! ��⇤

decay followed by a �⇤ ! V fragmentation, and from a numerically smaller amplitude that involves
the direct coupling of quarks to the Higgs [1287, 1300, 1301, 1342]. The sensitivity to the quark Yukawa
couplings thus comes mostly from the interference of the two amplitudes.

Normalizing to the h! ZZ⇤ ! 4` channel the total Higgs width cancels [1285, 1299],

RV �,ZZ
⇤ ⌘

µV �

µZZ
⇤

BSM
h!V �

BSM
h!ZZ

⇤
'
�h!V �

�h!ZZ
⇤
, (129)

where BSM
h!ZZ

⇤ is the SM branching ratio for h ! ZZ⇤ ! 4`. In the last equality we also assumed
perfect cancellation of the production mechanisms (this is entirely correct, if h ! �� is used as nor-
malization channel, but at present this leads to slightly worse bounds on light quark Yukawas). Using
predictions from Ref. [1299] gives the currently allowed ranges for light quark Yukawa couplings, col-
lected in Table 39 (here Z and e↵�� parametrize deviations of h ! ZZ, �� amplitudes relative to their
SM values).

For prospects to probe light quark Yukawa at HL-/HE-LHC we follow Ref. [1297]. Rescaling with
luminosity and the increased production cross sections both the signal and backgrounds, while ignoring
any changes to the analysis that may change the ratios of the two, gives the projected sensitivities listed in
Table 40. The estimates in Table 40 are in agreement with the ATLAS projection for h! J/ � [1343],
which quotes RJ/ �,ZZ

⇤ < 0.34+0.14
�0.1 . We see that only large enhancements, with Yukawa coupling of
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mode collider energy RV �,ZZ
⇤ < Yukawa range (V = e↵�� = 1)

J/ � 14 TeV 0.47
p
L3 16� 67L1/4

3 < c < 16 + 67L1/4
3

27 TeV 0.28
p
L3 16� 52L1/4

3 < c < 16 + 52L1/4
3

� � 14 TeV 0.33
p
L3 11� 46L1/4

3 < ̄s < 11 + 46L1/4
3

27 TeV 0.20
p
L3 11� 35L1/4

3 < ̄s < 11 + 35L1/4
3

⇢ � 14 TeV 0.60
p
L3 44� 93L1/4

3 < 2̄u + ̄d < 44 + 93L1/4
3

27 TeV 0.36
p
L3 44� 72L1/4

3 < 2̄u + ̄d < 44 + 72L1/4
3

Table 40: The projections of bounds on Yukawa couplings for HL-/HE-LHC as functions of integrated
luminosity, L3 ⌘ (3/ab)/L . Note that ̄q = yq/y

SM
b .
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Fig. 70: Normalized Higgs pT and rapidity distributions for modified charm (left) and u, d and s Yukawas
(middle and right). Taken from [1294] and [1293].

light quarks well above the values of bottom Yukawa will be probed. To be phenomenologically viable,
these would require large cancellations in the contributions to the light quark masses (and a mechanism
to avoid indirect bounds from global fits to the Higgs data).

Higgs exclusive decays can in principle also probe off-diagonal couplings by measuring modes
such as h ! B⇤

s� [1287]. However, the Higgs flavour violating couplings are strongly constrained
by meson mixing [1344, 1345], so that the expected rates are too small to be observed. For a detailed
discussion of h!MZ,MW channels see [1346].

9.2.4 Yukawa constraints from Higgs distributions

9.2.4.1 Higgs pT and rapidity distributions

In general, the Higgs pT distribution probes whether NP particles are running in the gg ! h + (g)
loops [1347–1358]. However, the soft part of the pT spectrum is also an indirect probe of light quark
Yukawas [1293, 1294]. If Higgs, unlike in the SM, is produced from the uū or dd̄ fusion, then (i) the
Sudakov peak is shifted to pT ⇠ 5 GeV from ⇠ 10 GeV in the SM [1293, 1359], and (ii) the rapidity
distributions are more forward, i.e., shifted toward larger ⌘ [1293], see Fig. 70. Enhanced s or c Yukawa
couplings also lead to softer Higgs pT spectrum. The dominant effect for charm quark is due to one
loop contributions to gg ! hj process that are enhanced by double logarithms [1360], while for strange
quark it is due to ss̄ fusion production of the Higgs [1293]. Fig. 70 shows the corresponding normalized
distributions, for which many theoretical and experimental uncertainties cancel.

The 8 TeV ATLAS results on Higgs pT distributions [1361] were converted to the following 95 %
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Fig. 71: The sensitivity of Higgs pT distributions to the light quark Yukawa couplings at 13 TeV LHC
Run2 and HL-LHC: to charm and bottom [1294] (left) and to up and down [1293] (right, assuming total
5% systematic+statistical uncertainty).

CL bounds in Ref. [1293]

̄u = yu/y
SM
b < 0.46 , ̄d = yd/y

SM
b < 0.54 , (130)

stronger than the corresponding bounds from fits to the inclusive Higgs production cross sections. The
sensitivities expected at HL-LHC are shown in Fig. 71 (right), assuming a 5% total uncertainty in each
pT bin. CMS interpreted the 35.9 fb�1 measurement of 13 TeV Higgs pT spectrum in terms of 95 % CL
bounds on c and b Yukawa couplings [1362]

�4.9(�33) < c < 4.8(38), �1.1(�8.5) < b < 1.1(18), (131)

assuming the branching fractions depend only on c or b (in addition the total decay width is allowed to
float freely). These bounds on the c and b Yukawa are weaker than the bounds from the global fit of the
8 TeV Higgs data along with the electroweak precision data allowing all Higgs coupling to float [1285]
and from the direct measurement of h ! bb̄ by using b-tagging. The projected HL-LHC sensitivity for
c,b from higgs pT distributions, while assuming SM branching ratios, is shown in Fig. 71 (left). For
the case that tha bounds depends only on the c and b, the bound on the c Yukawa is stronger than the
bound from the global fit of the 8 TeVHiggs data along with the electroweak precision data, allowing
all Higgs couplings to float [1285]. However, it relies on strong assumptions that the Higgs couplings
(besides c or b) are SM like, and it is mostly sensitive to the cross section and not to the angular shape as
the latter bound.

Fig. 72 shows expected one sigma c,b contours from 3000fb�1 global fits, obtained by extrap-
olating the measured constraints in Ref. [1363]. The fit uses expected differential distributions, obtained
by extrapolating the

p
s = 13 TeV pT distributions in the h! �� [1364] and h! ZZ(⇤) ! 4` [1365]

(` = e or µ) decay channels, as well as a search for h! bb̄ at large pT [1366], which enhances the sensi-
tivity to t. The simultaneous extended maximum likelihood fit to the diphoton mass, four-lepton mass,
and soft-drop mass, mSD, [1367, 1368] spectra in all the analysis categories of the h ! ��, h ! ZZ,
and h ! bb̄ channels, gives the results in Fig. 72 (left) when only c and b are varied, while all the
other couplings are set to the SM value, and in Fig. 72 (right), if in addition the Higgs total decay width
is allowed to float. In the fit for Fig. 72 (left) the largest sensitivity to c,b comes from the total cross
sections times branching ratios, while for Fig. 72 (right) it is due to normalized differential distributions
(1/�)(d�/dpT ). In Fig. 72 the systematic uncertainties are conservatively kept at current level (dubbed
Scenario 1). There is only a minor change in the projected constraints on c,b in case of reduced
systematic uncertainties (Scenario 2) compared to Scenario 1.
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Fig. 72: Left: projected simultaneous fit of b and c from 3ab�1 13 TeV data, assuming current sys-
tematics (Scenario 1). The one standard deviation contours are drawn for the h ! �� channel (the
h ! ZZ, the combination of h ! �� and h ! ZZ) with solid red (blue, black). For the combination
the two standard deviation contour is drawn as a black dashed line. The negative log-likelihood value are
given on the coloured axis. Right: same as left, but with the branching fractions implemented as nuisance
parameters with no prior constraint, i.e., the total Higgs width is floated freely. (Taken from [1369].).

9.2.4.2 W±h charge asymmetry

The W±h charge asymmetry,

A =
�(W+h)� �(W�h)

�(W+h) + �(W�h)
, (132)

is a production-based probe of light quark Yukawa couplings [1370]. In the SM, the inclusive HE-LHC
charge asymmetry is expected to be 17.3%, while the HL-LHC charge asymmetry is expected to be
21.6%. The dominant W±h production mode is due to Higgs boson radiating from W± intermediate
lines, if the Yukawa-mediated diagrams are negligible. If the quark Yukawas are not SM-like, however,
the charge asymmetry can either increase or decrease, depending on the overall weight of the relevant
PDFs. In particular, the charge asymmetry will increase if the down or up quark Yukawa couplings are
large, reflecting the increased asymmetry of ud̄ vs. ūd PDFs; the charge asymmetry will decrease if the
strange or charm Yukawa couplings are large, reflecting the symmetric nature of cs̄ vs. c̄s PDFs. The
subleading correction from the Cabibbo angle-suppressed PDF contributions determines the asymptotic
behavior for extremely large Yukawa enhancements.

The effect of individual d, u, s, or c quark Yukawa enhancements on the inclusive charge asym-
metry is shown in Fig. 73, in units of ̄f = yf/yb,SM, evaluated at the Higgs mass scale. Since W±h
production probes lower Bjorken-x at the HE-LHC compared to the HL-LHC, the expected SM charge
asymmetry is lower at the higher energy collider. The bands denote the change in the charge asymmetry
from varying the renormalization and factorization scales within a factor of 2. The error bars denote
the expected 0.45% (0.25%) statistical sensitivity to the charge asymmetry at HL-LHC (HE-LHC) in
the W±h ! `±`±jj⌫⌫ final state [1370]. The HE-LHC sensitivity was estimated by simply rescaling
with the appropriate luminosity ratio, since we expect the increases in both signal and background elec-
troweak rates to largely cancel. The constraint from the CMS Run I direct Higgs width upper bound is
also shown [1370]. If the signal strengths are fixed to the SM expectation and the central prediction is
used, the HE-LHC charge asymmetry measurement could constrain ̄f . 2�3 for up and charm quarks,
and ̄f . 7 for down or strange quarks.
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Fig. 73: Inclusive charge asymmetry for W±h production at the 27 TeV HE-LHC (solid colored bands),
and 14 TeV HL-LHC (dotted colored bands), calculated at NLO QCD from MadGraph_aMC@NLO
using NNPDF 2.3 as a function of individual Yukawa rescaling factors ̄f for f = u (red), d (green), s
(blue), and c (purple). Shaded bands correspond to scale uncertainties at 1� from individual �(W+h) and
�(W�h) production, which are conservatively taken to be fully uncorrelated. The expected statistical
errors from this measurement using 10 ab�1 of HE-LHC data and 3 ab�1 of HL-LHC data are also
shown.

9.3 LFV decays of the Higgs
The flavour violating Yukawa couplings are well constrained by the low-energy flavour-changing neutral
current measurements [1344,1345,1371]. For instance, CMS bounds 2µe+

2
eµ < (5.4⇥10�4)2 from the

h! eµ search [1372], compared to indirect bound from µ! e�, which is 2µe + 2eµ < (3.6⇥ 10�6)2

[1345]. A notable exception are the flavour-violating couplings involving a tau lepton, where the
strongest constraints on ⌧µ,µ⌧ ,⌧e,e⌧ are from direct searches for flavour-violating Higgs decays
at the LHC [1373, 1374]. Currently, the CMS 13 TeV search with 35.9 fb�1 [1373] gives the strongest
constraint

q
2µ⌧ + 2⌧µ < 1.43⇥ 10�3 ,

q
2e⌧ + 2⌧e < 2.26⇥ 10�3 , (133)

obtained from 95 % CL upper limits B(h ! µ⌧) < 0.25% and B(h ! e⌧) < 0.61%, respectively.
One can also directly measure the difference between the branching ratios of h ! ⌧e and h ! ⌧µ, as
proposed in [1375]. Assuming naively that both systematics and statistical error scale with square root of
the luminosity, one can expect that the sensitivity of 3000 fb�1 HL-LHC will be around the half per-mil
level for both the h! e⌧ and h! µ⌧ branching ratios.

The LHC can also set bounds on rare FCNC top decays involving a Higgs [1182,1198,1376,1377].
The strongest current bounds are |ct|

2 + |tc|
2 < (0.06)2 and |ut|

2 + |tu|
2 < (0.07)2 at 95 % CL.

9.4 CP violating Yukawa couplings
The CP-violating flavour-diagonal Yukawa couplings, ̃fi , are well constrained from bounds on the
electric dipole moments (EDMs) [1286, 1378–1381] under the assumption of no cancellation with other
contributions to EDMs. For the electron Yukawa, the latest ACME measurement [1253, 1382] results in
an upper bound of ̃e < 1.9 ⇥ 10�3 [1286]. For the bottom and charm Yukawas the strongest limits
come from the neutron EDM [1381]. Using the NLO QCD theoretical prediction, this translates into
the upper bounds ̃b < 5 and ̃c < 21 when theory errors are taken into account. For the light quark
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Fig. 74: Expected CL, assuming the SM, for exclusion of the pure CP -odd scenario, t = 0, ̃t = 1, as a
function of the integrated luminosity. Left: using the tt̄h (h! bb̄) dileptonic analysis only, middle: using
the tt̄h (h ! bb̄) semileptonic analysis only, right: combining observables in each individual channel
and combining both channels, treating the observables as uncorrelated. A likelihood ratio computed from
the binned distribution of the corresponding discriminant observable was used as test statistic.

CPV Yukawas, measurements of the Mercury EDM place strong bounds on the up and down Yukawas
of ̃u < 0.06 and ̃d < 0.03 [1383] (no theory errors, 90% CL), while the neutron EDM measurement
gives a weaker constraint on the strange quark Yukawa of ̃s < 2.2 [1383] (no theory errors, 90% CL).

The top and ⌧ Yukawa phases can be directly probed at HL-LHC, as we discuss below. For
constraints from EDMs and other phases see [1253, 1286, 1286, 1378, 1379, 1381, 1382].

9.4.1 tt̄h

CP violation in the top quark-Higgs coupling is strongly constrained by EDM measurements [1378], if
the light quark Yukawa couplings and hWW couplings have their SM values. If this is not the case, the
indirect constraints on the phase of the top Yukawa coupling can be substantially relaxed. Assuming the
EDM constraints can be avoided, the CP structure of the top quark Yukawa can be probed directly in
pp! tt̄h. Many simple observables, such as mtt̄h and pT,h are sensitive to the CP structure, but require
reconstructing the top quarks and Higgs.

Recently, several tt̄h observables have been proposed that access the CP structure without re-
quiring full event reconstruction. These include the azimuthal angle between the two leptons in a fully
leptonic t/t̄ decay with the additional requirement that the pT,h > 200 GeV [1384], and the angle be-
tween the leptons, in a fully leptonic t/t̄ system, projected onto the plane perpendicular to the h mo-
mentum [1385]. These observables only require that the Higgs is reconstructed and are inspired by the
sensitivity of��

`
+
`
� to top/anti-top spin correlations in pp! tt̄ [1386]. The sensitivity of both of these

observables improves at higher Higgs boost, and therefore higher energy, making them promising targets
for the HE-LHC, though no dedicated studies have been carried out to date.

Fig. 74 shows the expected CL, assuming the SM, for exclusion of the pure CP -odd scenario,
t = 0, ̃t = 1, as a function of the integrated luminosity. Samples of tt̄h(h! bb̄) events were generated
at the LHC for

p
s = 13 TeV, with MadGraph5_aMC@NLO [372] using the HC_NLO_X0 model [1387], as

were all relevant SM background processes. The analyses of the tt̄h (h ! bb̄) events were carried
out in the dileptonic and semileptonic decay channels of the tt̄ system. Delphes [374] was used for
a parametrised detector simulation and both analyses used kinematic fits to fully reconstruct the tt̄h
system. The results were extrapolated, as a function of luminosity, up to the 3000 fb�1.

Fig. 74 left (middle) shows results using the dileptonic (semileptonic) analysis only. The CL were
obtained from a signal-enriched region (with at least 3 b-tagged jets) in which a likelihood ratio was
computed from binned distributions of various discriminant observables [1388, 1389]. Only statistical
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uncertainties were considered. Fig. 74 right shows CL obtained from the combination of different ob-
servables in each channel i.e., �⌘(`+, `�), ��(t, t̄) and sin(✓tt̄Ht ) sin(✓H

W
+) in the dileptonic channel

and, b4 and sin(✓tt̄Ht̄ ) sin(✓HbH ) in the semileptonic channel. The combination of the two channels is also
shown for comparison. The observables were treated as uncorrelated.

The main conclusions of these studies can be summarized in what follows: i) many angular observ-
ables are available with the potential of discriminating between values of t, ̃t in the top quark Yukawa
coupling; ii) the sensitivity of the semileptonic final state of tt̄h(h! bb̄) is roughly a factor 3 better than
that of the dileptonic channel alone (Fig. 74 left); iii) the combination of the two channels (semi- and
dileptonic) is roughly a factor 5 more sensitive than the dileptonic channel, providing a powerful test of
the top quark-Higgs interactions in the fermionic sector.

9.4.2 ⌧ ⌧̄h

The most promising direct probe of CP violation in fermionic Higgs decays is the ⌧+⌧� decay channel,
which benefits from a relatively large ⌧ Yukawa, resulting in a SM branching fraction of 6.3%. Measuring
the CP violating phase in the tau Yukawa requires a measurement of the linear polarizations of both ⌧
leptons and the azimuthal angle between them. This can be done by analyzing tau substructure, namely
the angular distribution of the various components of the tau decay products.

The main ⌧ decay modes studied include ⌧± ! ⇢±(770)⌫, ⇢± ! ⇡±⇡0 [1390–1395] and ⌧± !
⇡±⌫ [1396–1398]. Assuming CPT symmetry, collider observables for CP violation must be built from
differential distributions based on triple products of three-vectors. In the first case, h ! ⇡±⇡0⇡⌥⇡0⌫⌫,
angular distributions built only from the outgoing charged and neutral pions are used to determine the
CP properties of the initial ⌧ Yukawa coupling. In the second case, h! ⇡±⇡⌥⌫⌫, there are not enough
reconstructible independent momenta to construct an observable sensitive to CP violation, requiring
additional kinematic information such as the ⌧ decay impact parameter.

In the kinematic limit when each outgoing neutrino is taken to be collinear with its corresponding
reconstructed ⇢± meson, the acoplanarity angle, denoted �, between the two decay planes spanned by
the ⇢± ! ⇡±⇡0 decay products is exactly analogous to the familiar acoplanarity angle from h! 4`CP -
property studies. Hence, by measuring the ⌧ decay products in the single-prong final state, suppressing
the irreducible Z ! ⌧+⌧� and reducible QCD backgrounds, and reconstructing the acoplanarity angle
of ⇢+ vs. ⇢�, the differential distribution in � gives a sinusoidal shape whose maxima and minima
correspond to the CP -phase in the ⌧ Yukawa coupling, '⌧ = arctan(̃⌧/⌧ ).

An optimal observable using the colinear approximation was derived in [1393]. Assuming 70%
efficiency for tagging hadronic ⌧ final states, and neglecting detector effects, the estimated sensitivity for
the CP-violating phase '⌧ using 3 ab�1 at the HL-LHC is 8.0�. A more sophisticated analysis [1394]
found that detector resolution effects on the missing transverse energy distribution degrade the expected
sensitivity considerably, and as such, about 1 ab�1 is required to distinguish a pure scalar coupling
(⌧ = 1, ̃⌧ = 0) from a pure pseudoscalar coupling (⌧ = 0, ̃⌧ = 1).

At the HE-LHC, the increased signal cross section for Higgs production is counterbalanced by
the increased background rates, and so the main expectation is that improvements in sensitivity will be
driven by the increased luminosity and more optimized experimental methodology. Rescaling with the
appropriate luminosity factors, the optimistic sensitivity to the ⌧ Yukawa phase '⌧ from acoplanarity
studies is 4-5�, while the more conservative estimate is roughly an order of magnitude worse.
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10 The high pT flavour physics programme
Flavour and high pT searches are intertwined in several ways. On the one hand the stringent bounds
from low-energy constraints put severe bounds on the NP models that contain states with TeV masses
with couplings to quarks. On the other hand, TeV scale New Physics is suggested by several solutions of
long standing problems of the SM, e.g., the hierarchy problem. Quite often the low energy constraints
are avoided by assuming Minimal Flavour Violation (MFV), where the only flavour breaking, even in the
NP sector, is due to the SM Yukawa matrices. However, more general flavour structures for the NP states
are still allowed. In fact such non-MFV couplings can have interesting consequences. In general we can
group the NP models into two broad classes: (i) models that address outstanding problems of the SM,
such at the SM flavour puzzle, the origin of dark matter, or the hierarchy problem, which may have non
trivial flavour structure, and (ii) models designed to explain the b! s`` and b! c⌧⌫ flavour anomalies,
that almost inevitably have quite a distinct flavour structure. The NP mediators potentially responsible
for the anomalies, Z 0, W 0 or leptoquarks, could be found at high pT searches in the HL- or HE-LHC.

In the rest of this section we first briefly review the models that address the SM flavour puzzle and
have states that could be probed at the HL-/HE-LHC, and their implications for high pT searches. The
second part of this section is devoted to high pT implications of B physics anomalies.

10.1 Models of flavour and TeV Physics
10.1.1 Randall-Sundrum models of flavour
Models of flavour based on warped extra dimension [1316] attempt to simultaneously solve the hier-
archy problem as well as the SM flavour problem [1325, 1326]. In the Randall-Sundrum (RS) models
the 5-dimensional space-time has anti-de Sitter geometry (AdS5), truncated by flat 4D boundaries, the
Planck (UV) and the TeV (IR) branes. This setup gives a warped metric in the bulk [1316] ds2 =
exp(�2krc|�|)⌘µ⌫dx

µdx⌫ � r2cd�
2, where k is the 5D curvature scale, rc the radius of compactifica-

tion and � 2 [�⇡,⇡] the coordinate along the 5-th dimension. The warp factor, exp(�2krc|�|), leads
to different length scales in different 4D slices along the � direction, which provides a solution to the
hierarchy problem. In particular, the Higgs field is assumed to be localized near the TeV-brane so that
the metric “warps” hHi5 ⇠M5 ⇠MP ⇠ 1019 GeV down to the weak scale, hHi4 = exp(�krc⇡)hHi5.
For krc ⇡ 12 then hHiSM ⌘ hHi4 ⇠ 1 TeV.

The hierarchies among the quark masses can be realized by localizing the Higgs on the IR brane,
while the fermions have different profiles in the 5-th dimension. The first and second generation zero
mode fermions are localized close to the UV-brane and have small overlaps with the Higgs, giving
small effective 4D SM Yukawa interactions, and thus small quark masses after electroweak symmetry
breaking. The top quark, on the other hand, is localized near the TeV brane resulting in a large top
Yukawa coupling.

This configuration has a built in automatic suppression of FCNCs, which are suppressed by the
same zero mode overlaps that gives the hierarchy of masses [1325, 1326]. This feature of the RS frame-
work plays a similar role as the SM Glashow-Iliopoulos-Maiani (GIM) mechanism, and was dubbed
RS-GIM in [1399, 1400]. Similarly to the SM GIM, the RS GIM is violated by the large top quark
mass. In particular, (t, b)L needs to be localized near the TeV brane, otherwise the 5D Yukawa coupling
becomes too large and makes the theory strongly coupled at the scale of the first Kaluza-Klein (KK)
excitation. In general this leads to sizeable corrections to electroweak precision observables, such as the
ZbLbL couplings. Such problems can be largely ameliorated by enlarging the bulk symmetry such that
it contains a custodial SU(2)L ⇥ SU(2)R symmetry [1401], which for instance lowers the KK scale
bounds from EW precision tests from 5 TeV to about 2TeV [1402]. The consequences for flavour phe-
nomenology have been worked out in a series of papers, see, e.g., [1403–1406], with K � K̄ mixing
for instance requiring the KK scale to be above 8 TeV [1402]. With flavour alignment the scale of KK
modes could be substantially lowered [1407] and could be reachable by HL/HE-LHC.
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The KK gluon resonances cannot be produced from gluons [1408], so that the LHC production is
restricted to the quark-antiquark fusion, even though this is suppressed by the flavor dependent zero mode
overlaps. This means that the LHC cross section for the first KK gluon resonances are small, suppressed
also by the quark-anti-quark parton density functions (PDFs). The dominant decay mode is into tt̄ final
state, due to the large zero mode overlaps [1409]. Using the benchmark RS model from [1410], the
most recent CMS analysis for tt̄ resonance searches, using both hadronic and leptonic tops, sets a lower
bound of 4.55 TeV on the mass of the KK gluon [1411]. The projected reach for 33TeV and 100TeV pp
colliders can be found in [1402].

10.1.2 Partial compositeness
Partial compositeness as the origin of the flavour hierarchies in composite Higgs models [1412] is the
holographic dual to the RS models of flavour. While the Higgs is the lightest state of the composite
sector, usually a pseudo-Nambu Goldstone boson from global symmetry breaking, the SM fermions and
gauge bosons are elementary (for a review, see, e.g, [1329]). The elementary fermions, Q,U,D, are
coupled to the composite sector through linear mixing with the composite operators, OQ, OU , OD,

L � ✏QQ̄LOQ + ✏U ŪROU + ✏DD̄ROD. (134)

The mixing parameters ✏a exhibit exponentially large hierarchies because of large, yet still O(1), dif-
ferences in anomalous dimensions of the corresponding composite operators. This is the analog of
the zero mode overlaps in the RS models. The SM Yukawa are given by (YU(D))ij ⇠ ✏iQ✏

j
U(D). For

✏1Q ⌧ ✏2Q ⌧ ✏3Q ⇠ 1, ✏1U ⌧ ✏2U ⌧ ✏3U ⇠ 1, ✏1D ⌧ ✏2D ⌧ ✏3D ⌧ 1 one can obtain the SM structure of
quark masses and CKM mixings.

The composite Higgs models are described by the compositeness scale f and the mass of the first
composite resonances, M⇤ ⇠ g⇤f , with g⇤ the typical strength of the resonances in the composite sec-
tor. The searches at the HL-/HE-LHC consist of Higgs coupling measurements, including deviations in
Higgs Yukawa couplings, and searches for composite resonances preferably coupled to third generation
fermions, electroweak gauge bosons, or the Higgs. Flavour observables put strong bounds on M⇤, if the
flavour structure is assumed to be generic. Such bounds can be relaxed in the case of approximate flavour
symmetries, see, e.g., Ref. [1329] for a review.

10.1.3 Low scale gauge flavour symmetries
The SM has in the limit of vanishing Yukawa couplings a large global symmetry. In the quark sector
this is GF = SU(3)Q ⇥ SU(3)U ⇥ SU(3)D. Ref. [1413] showed that the SM flavor symmetry group
GF is anomaly free, if one adds a set of fermions that are vector-like under the SM gauged group, but
chiral under the GF . This means that GF can be gauged. It is broken by a set of scalar fields that
have hiearchical vevs and lead to hierarchy of SM quark masses. This also implies a hierarchy for the
masses of the flavoured gauge bosons, with gauge bosons that more strongly couple to third generation
being lighter, while the flavoured gauge bosons that couple more strongly to the first two generations
are significantly heavier. This pattern in the spectrum of flavoured gauge bosons then avoids too large
contributions to FCNCs [1414].

At the LHC one searches for the lightest flavoured gauge bosons, with O(TeV) masses, which
couple mostly to b quarks and t quarks, but could also have non-negligible couplings to the first two
generations. The di-jet and tt̄ resonance searches are thus sensitive probes. A signal could also come
from production of the lightest vectorlike fermions, t0, or b0 [1413]. For several further benchmarks see,
e.g., Ref. [1415], where also a connection with dark matter was explored.

10.1.4 2HDM and low scale flavour models
Authors (TH): Martin Bauer, Marcela Carena and Adrián Carmona.
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In 2 Higgs Doublet Models (2HDMs), the two Higgs doublets, H1 and H2 are usually assumed not to
carry flavour quantum numbers. The collider phenomenology, on the other hand, changes substantially, if
they do. This is an interesting possibility that could solve the SM flavour puzzle via the Froggatt-Nielsen
(FN) mechanism where the flavon is replaced by the H1H2 ⌘ HT

1 (i�2)H2 operator. In this way, the NP
scale ⇤ where the higher dimensional FN operators are generated is tied to the electroweak scale, leading
to much stronger phenomenological consequences. Let us assume for concreteness a type-I like 2DHM
with the following Yukawa Lagrangian in the quark sector [1306, 1416]

LY � yuij

✓
H1H2

⇤2

◆nuij

q̄iLH1u
j
R + ydij

 
H†

1H
†
2

⇤2

!ndij

q̄iLH̃1d
j
R + h.c. , (135)

where H̃1 ⌘ i�2H
⇤
1 as usual, and the charges nu,d,e are a combination of the U(1) charges of H1,

(H1H2) and the different SM fermion fields (for an alternative discussion, where H1, H2 carry flavour
charges, but the Yukawa interactions are taken to be renormalizable, see [1417]). For simplicity, we set
the flavour charges of H1 and H2 to 0 and 1, respectively, such that nuij

= aqi�auj
, ndij = �aqi +adj ,

if we denote by aqi , aui
, . . . , the U(1) charges of the SM fermions. In general, the fermion masses are

given by

m = y "
n vp

2
, " =

v1v2
2⇤2 =

t�

1 + t2�

v2

2⇤2 , (136)

with the vacuum expectation values hH1,2i = v1,2 and t� ⌘ v1/v2. For the right assignment of flavour
charges one is able to accommodate the observed hierarchy of SM fermion masses and mixing an-
gles. This framework also leads to enhanced diagonal Yukawa couplings between the Higgs and the
SM fermions, while FCNCs are suppressed. If we denote by h and H the two neutral scalar mass
eigenstates, with h the observed 125 GeV Higgs, the couplings between the scalars ' = h,H and SM
fermions  Li,Ri

= PL,R i in the mass eigenbasis read

L = g' Li
 Rj

'  ̄Li
 Rj

+ h.c. (137)

with i, such that ui = u, c, t, di = d, s, b and ei = e, µ, ⌧ . This induces flavour-diagonal couplings

g' Li
 Ri

= ' i

m i

v
=
⇣
g' i

(↵,�) + n i
f'(↵,�)

⌘ m i

v
, (138)

as well as flavour off-diagonal couplings

g' Li
 Rj

= f'(↵,�)

✓
Aij

m j

v
�

m i

v
Bij

◆
. (139)

The flavour universal functions in (138) and (139) are gh i
= c��↵/t� + s��↵, gH i

= c��↵ � s��↵/t� ,
and fh(↵,�) = c��↵

�
1/t�� t�

�
+2s��↵, fH(↵,�) = �s��↵

�
1/t�� t�

�
+2c��↵, where cx ⌘ cosx,

sx ⌘ sinx. The entries in matrices A and B are proportional to the flavour charges of the corresponding
fermions that define the coefficients in (135). Unless all flavour charges for a given type of fermions are
equal, the off-diagonal elements in matrices A and B lead to FCNCs which are chirally suppressed by
powers of the ratio ", see [1418] for more details and explicit examples for scalings of matrix elements
in A and B.

10.1.5 A Clockwork solution to the flavour puzzle
Author (TH): Adrián Carmona.
The clockwork mechanism, introduced in [1419, 1420] and later generalized to a broader context in
Ref. [1421], allows one to obtain large hierarchies in couplings or mass scales. Ref. [1422] showed that
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Fig. 75: Left: The total gear pair production cross-sections in the final states tW + X , tH + X and
tZ + X for the benchmark model from Ref. [1422], with contributions from individual gears shown
stacked. The currently most stringent upper bounds [1423, 1424] are denoted with dashed lines (for
the tZ + X [1424] final state the bound is too weak to be shown). Right: Invariant mass spectrum of
individual pseudojets clustered using the hemisphere algorithm applied to partonic gear pair production
and decay at the 13 TeV LHC. The original hemisphere clustering results are shown in light gray, and
the modified hemisphere clustering results in mid-gray (dark gray if in addition the masses of the two
pseudojets are required to differ by less than 30%)

it can also be used to generate the observed hierarchy of quark masses and mixing angles with anarchic
Yukawa couplings, providing a solution to the flavour puzzle.

In the clockwork solution to the flavour puzzle, each SM chiral fermion  is accompanied with
a N -node chain of vector-like fermions,  L,j , R,j , with masses m, and a series of nearest neighbour
mass terms, qm ̄L,j R,j�1, between the nodes, where j = 1, . . . , N . The mass spectrum of each chain
has one chiral zero mode, the would-be SM fermion, and N heavy Dirac fermion mass-eigenstates
– the gears. For q � 1, the spectrum of the gears is compressed in a 2m band around qm, with
(MN �M1) ⌧ M1. The massless zero-mode interacts with the SM Higgs, which is on the 0-th node,
through a set of Yukawa interactions described by O(1) Yukawa matrices, YU,D. The component of the
massless mode on the 0-th node is, in the large q limit, given by 1/qN . This suppression is the origin of
the SM Yukawa hierarchies,

⇣
Y SM
u

⌘

ij
⇠ q

�NQ(i)

Q(i) (YU )ij q
�Nu(j)

u(j) ,
⇣
Y SM
d

⌘

ij
⇠ q

�NQ(i)

Q(i) (YD)ij q
�Nd(j)

d(j) . (140)

The hierarchy of quark masses can be then naturally obtained for anarchical YU and YD Yukawa matrices
if q�NQ(i) ⌧ q�NQ(j) , q

�Nu(i)

u(i) ⌧ q
�Nu(j)

u(j) , q
�Nd(i)

d(i) ⌧ q
�Nd(j)

d(j) , for i < j (in the benchmark below we
take qi to be universal and equal to q).

The clockwork models of flavour are endowed with a powerful flavour protection against FCNCs,
very similar to the RS models. The FCNCs with light quarks on the external legs are suppressed by
the same small overlaps of the zero-modes, giving rise to hierarchies between the SM quark masses.
This clockwork-GIM mechanism, along with the constraints on YU,D arising from the stability of the
Higgs potential, suffices to alleviate the flavour constraints to the level that TeV scale gear masses are
compatible with experimental bounds [1422].

TeV scale gears can be searched for at the LHC, where they are produced through QCD pair
production. The collider signatures depend on the gear decay patterns. The gears decay predominantly
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through their coupling to the Higgs doublet into gears from a different-chirality chain. The lightest gears
decay directly to SM fermions, mostly t and b, via the emission of W,Z or h, as do heavier gears for
which these are the only kinematically allowed channels. The main existing collider constraints are from
searches for pair production of vector-like quarks, in final states involving third generation SM quarks.
Ref. [1422] found the two 35 fb�1 13 TeV ATLAS searches for vector-like quarks decaying into tW
final states [1423], as well as the analogous search employing the tZ and tH final states [1424], to be
currently most sensitive, see Fig. 75.

The dense spectrum of gears and the potentially complex pattern of gear decays poses an experi-
mental challenge. In the conventional vector-like quark searches the clockwork signal will appear as an
excess of events with high transverse energies or HT , but without a dominant single peak in the invariant
mass of any particular final state, such as tH or tW . Ref. [1422] proposed a novel reconstruction strat-
egy targeting pair production of heavy quarks with a-priori unknown but potentially long decay chains
that result in a single heavy flavoured quark, t or b, plus any number of massive weak or Higgs bosons
per decay chain. The proposed search strategy uses a modified hemisphere clustering algorithm, with
t� and b�tagged jets as seeds for clustering into exactly two pseudo-jets (the invariant mass of these is
shown as mid-gray distribution in Fig. 75 right). The original hemisphere clustering uses instead the jets
with highest invariant mass as seeds and shows no sharp features (light gray). Requiring that the masses
of the two pseudo-jets differ by less then 30% gives the dark grey distribution, with clearly visible gears
(in the exploratory study of [1422] tops, b-quarks, W , Z and the Higgs were not decayed).

10.2 Flavour implications for high pT new physics searches
In this subsection we collect several signatures of flavour models or models where nontrivial flavour
structure is relevant for high pT searches: the FCNC top decays to exotica, the (model dependent) impli-
cations for di-Higgs production, and the set of signatures that are related to neutrino mass models.

10.2.1 Top decays to exotica
Authors (TH): S. Banerjee, M. Chala, M. Spannowsky.

The FCNC mediated processes are rare within the SM. However, LHC is a top factory and sig-
nificant number of events are expected even for top decays with very small branching ratios. In light
of this, studies of top FCNC decays to SM particles have garnered a strong interest in the commu-
nity [1175, 1176, 1180, 1181, 1198, 1239, 1425–1434]. The FCNC top decays to SM particles, t !
qZ, q�, qg, qH , q = u, c, and the related constraints from FCNC production processes, were discussed
in Sections 8.1 and 8.1.6.

In the presence of light NP, other exotic top FCNC decays are possible. We highlight one such pos-
sibility, where the NP spectrum contains a light scalar singlet, S, with mass mS below the top quark mass.
Such a scalar particle is predicted in a number of well-motivated NP models, e.g., in the NMSSM [1435]
and in non-minimal composite Higgs models [1319, 1320, 1329, 1436]. Moreover, quite often the in-
duced t! cS, uS FCNC decays are easier to probe than, for instance the ones involving the SM Higgs,
t! ch, uh [1437]. The reason is three-fold; (i) The top FCNCs mediated by S are usually suppressed by
one less power of the heavy physics scale; (ii) S may have a larger decay width into cleaner final states,
such as `+`�, bb or ��; (iii) S can be much lighter than the Higgs, reducing the phase space suppression.
Note that very light S, i.e., with mS < mh/2 ⇠ 62.5 GeV, need not be excluded by the LHC constraints
on the Higgs width, �(h ! SS) . 10 MeV [1438]. Indeed, for a quartic coupling �HSS

2|H|2, this
bound is avoided for �HS < 0.05.

There are no direct experimental limits on t ! qS from colliders. The indirect constraints from
1-loop box diagrams in D0 � D̄0 oscillations constrain the products of two S Yukawas, ỸutỸct(tc), and
ỸtuỸct(tc), to be small [198, 1345, 1439]. The St̄c or St̄u couplings can still be sizeable, but not both at
the same time. Inspired by the CMS t ! hc search [1183], Ref. [1440] developed a dedicated analysis
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Fig. 76: Branching ratios that can be tested in the bb (left) and �� (right) channels at 14 TeV HL-LHC
with 3000 fb�1 (95% CL upper limit is denoted by red dashed line). The three benchmark points, Eq.
(142), are denoted with black lines.

for t! qS, by varying mS , the mass of S. The projections at the 14 TeV LHC for S ! bb̄ and S ! ��
decays are shown in Fig. 76 . Assuming that S is the only light NP state, its couplings to the SM quarks
are induced by dimension 5 effective operator (not displaying generational indices)

L = �q̄LỸ
S

f
H̃uR + h.c. � g̃

mt

f
t̄LScR + h.c., (141)

where f is the NP scale, and on the r.h.s. we introduced a new flavour violating coupling g̃. The three
Benchmark Points (BP) shown in Figs. 76 are

BP1(2,3) : g̃ = 1.0(1.0, 0.1), f = 2(10, 2) TeV =) B(t! Sc) ⇠ 10�3(4,5) � 10�2(3,4). (142)

If the flavour conserving couplings of S to the SM fermions,  , are c m S( ̄ )/f , and to the photons
c�↵SFµ⌫F̃

µ⌫/(4⇡f), then B(S ! ��)/B(S !   ) ⇠ (↵/⇡)2(mS/m )2, taking c ⇠ c� ⇠ O(1).
The suppression of S ! �� can be partially compensated by scaling with mS , so that B(S ! ��) can
possibly be significantly larger than B(h ! ��). Searches should thus use both S ! bb̄ and S ! ��.
The details on how to reduce the backgrounds can be found in [1440]. Current searches for S ! bb in
the gluon fusion channel [1441] constrain only values of c above ⇠ 10 for f ⇠ 1 TeV. Our analysis
works instead for very small values of c provided the branching ratio is sizable.

For projections at future colliders we find that the increase in cross-section for the background
at
p
s = 27 TeV (100 TeV) when compared to

p
s = 14 TeV is similar to that for the signal, and is

⇠ 4(40). Assuming an integrated luminosity of 10 ab�1, we expect an increase in significance by a
factor of ⇠ 3.7 (⇠ 11.5). Similar results hold for the bb channel.

10.2.2 Implications for di-Higgs production
Authors (TH): Martin Bauer, Marcela Carena and Adrián Carmona.
Interestingly, in some models the flavour structure can feed back into nontrivial constraints on the scalar
potential. This was demonstrated in the 2HDM model with FN charges, introduced in Sec. 10.1.4. The
scalar couplings to gauge bosons are the same as in the normal type-I 2HDM while the scalar coupling
between the heavy Higgs H and two SM Higgs scalars h, as well as the triple Higgs coupling can be
expressed as [1442, 1443]

gHhh =
c��↵
v

h�
1�fh(↵,�)s��↵

��
3M2

A�2m2
h�M

2
H

�
�M2

A

i
, (143)

ghhh = �3

v

h
fh(↵,�)c2��↵(m2

h �M2
A) + m2

hs��↵

i
, (144)
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Fig. 77: Left: Br(H ! hh) as a function of cos(� � ↵) and tan� for MH = M
H

± = 550 GeV and
MA = 450 GeV. The dashed contours correspond to constant |h | (we set n = 1). Right: Invariant
mass distribution for the different contributions to the pp ! hh signal with c��↵ = �0.45 and h = 5

(blue), h = 4 (green) and h = 3 (red) at
p
s = 27 TeV, respectively.

where MA is the pseudoscalar mass. The U(1) flavour symmetry restricts the number of allowed terms
in the scalar potential forbidding, e.g., terms proportional to H1H2. Interestingly, one can rewrite such
self scalar interactions with the help of function fh(↵,�), since it is related to the combination H1H

†
2

appearing in both the scalar potential and the higher dimensional operators generating different Yukawa
couplings. Therefore, the parameter space for which fh(↵,�) � 1 and c��↵ 6= 0 leads to maximally
enhanced diagonal couplings of the SM Higgs to fermions (138) as well as to enhanced trilinear couplings
(143) and (144). For maximally enhanced Yukawa couplings, the mass of the heavy Higgs H cannot be
taken arbitrarily large and resonant Higgs pair production has to be present. This correlation between
the enhancement of the Higgs Yukawa couplings h and Br(H ! hh) is illustrated for MH = MA =
M

H
± = 500 GeV in Fig. 77 (left) where we plot the dependence of Br(H ! hh) on c��↵ and t� [1418].

The dashed contours correspond to constant values of |h | for n = 1. The correlation does not depend
on the factor n , although n > 1 leads to a larger enhancement. The two exceptions for which this
correlation breaks down are the limits c��↵ ⇡ 0 (disfavored in the flavour model) and c��↵ ⇡ ±1
(disfavoured by SM Higgs couplings strength measurements). Depending on the structure of the Yukawa
couplings, the value of h in Fig. 77 (left) can be larger or smaller than the value n = 1 chosen to
illustrate the relation between gHhh and h . Current experimental limits constrain this structure. For
example, since hµ < 2.1 [1444], either n = 0 for the muon, or one is constrained to the hµ < 2.1
parameter space in Fig. 77 (left).

There is a non-trivial interplay between resonant and non-resonant contributions to pp ! hh, as
shown in Fig. 77 (right), for

p
s = 27 TeV, setting MA = 450 GeV and MH = M

H
± = 550 GeV,

c��↵ = �0.45 and three different values of h = 3, 4 and 5. When the enhancement in the Higgs
Yukawa couplings is large enough, the interference between non-resonant and resonant contributions
turns the broad peak into a shoulder in the d�/dmhh distribution for the total cross section, as shown for
the case h = 5 by the blue line.

10.2.3 Neutrino Mass Models at the HL/HE LHC
Authors (TH): T. Han, T. Li, X. Marcano, S. Pascoli, R. Ruiz, C. Weiland.

The questions pertaining to neutrino masses: whether or not neutrinos are Majorana particles, the
origin of smallness of the neutrino masses, as well as the reason for large mixing angles, remain some
of the most pressing open issues in particle physics today. A set of potential solutions is provided by the
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Fig. 78: Upper: Born-level diagrams for heavy neutrino, N , production via (a) Drell-Yan (DY), (b)
gluon fusion (GF), and (c) vector boson fusion (VBF). Lower: for the benchmark mixing hypotheses
|Ve4| = |V⌧4| with |Vµ4| = 0 (left panel) and |Vµ4| = |V⌧4| with |Ve4| = 0 (right panel), the projected
sensitivity at

p
s = 14, 27 and 100 TeV using the tri-lepton + dynamic jet veto analysis of Ref. [1451].

seesaw models. These postulate new particles that couple to SM fields via mixing/Yukawa couplings,
SM gauge currents, and/or new gauge symmetries. If accessible, a plethora of rich physics can be studied
in considerable detail at hadron colliders. This would complement low energy and oscillation probes of
neutrinos [1146, 1445]. In the following, we summarize the discovery potential of seesaw models at
hadron colliders with collision energies of

p
s = 14 and 27 TeV. For a more comprehensive reviews on

the sensitivity of colliders to neutrino mass models, see [1146, 1445–1448] and references therein.

The Type I Seesaw and Variants

In Type I seesaw the light neutrino masses and mixing are generated from couplings of SM leptons to
new fermionic gauge singlets with Majorana masses. For low-scale seesaw models with only fermionic
singlets, lepton number has to be nearly conserved and light neutrino masses are proportional to small
lepton number violating (LNV) parameters [1449, 1450]. For high-scale seesaws with only fermionic
singlets, light neutrino masses are inversely proportional to large LNV mass scales, and again lepton
number is approximately conserved at low energies. Thus LNV processes are suppressed in type I
seesaw models (unless additional particles are introduced to decouple the light neutrino mass generation
from heavy neutrino production).

If kinematically accessible, heavy neutrinos N can be produced in hadron collisions through neu-
tral current and charged current processes, as shown in Fig. 78 (upper). The expected suppression
of LNV processes in type I seesaw models motivates the study of lepton number conserving (LNC)
processes, such as the heavy neutrino N production via DY and VBF, with subsequent decays to only
leptons,

pp! `NN + X ! `N`WW + X ! `N`W `⌫⌫ + X, (145)
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giving the trilepton final state, `±i `
⌥
j `

±
k +MET. Projections from a new tri-lepton search strategy recently

proposed in Ref. [1451], based on a dynamical jet veto selection cut, are shown in Fig. 78, assuming the
benchmark mixing hypotheses |Ve4| = |V⌧4| with |Vµ4| = 0 (left panel) and |Vµ4| = |V⌧4| with |Ve4| = 0
(right panel), for

p
s = 14, 27 and 100 TeV. For benchmark luminosities, the colliders can probe active-

sterile mixing as small as (approximately) |V`4|
2 ⇠ 5 ⇥ 10�4 � 9 ⇥ 10�5 and masses as heavy as

(approximately) 1.5� 15 TeV for |V`4|
2 ⇠ 10�2.

Another possibility is to search for lepton flavor violating (LFV) final states such as

q q0 ! N `±1 ! `±1 `
⌥
2 W⌥ ! `±1 `

⌥
2 j j. (146)

This was, e.g., studied in Ref [1452] in the context of the inverse seesaw (ISS), a low-scale variant of the
type I seesaw. Due to strong experimental limits on µ ! e� by MEG [1453], the event rates involving
taus are more promising than those for e±µ⌥jj. After L = 3 ab�1 of data taking, more than 100 LFV
events of ⌧±µ⌥jj type could be produced for neutrino masses below 700 (1000) GeV for pp collisions
at 14 (27) TeV.

In the presence of additional particles that can decouple the heavy neutrino production from the
light neutrino mass generation, e.g., new but far off-shell gauge bosons [1455], the Majorana nature of
the heavy neutrinos can lead to striking LNV collider signatures, such as the well-studied same-sign
dilepton and jets process [1456]

pp! N `±1 ! `±1 `
±
2 W⌥ ! `±1 `

±
2 + nj. (147)

Assuming that a low-scale type I seesaw is responsible for the heavy neutrino production, Fig. 79 dis-
plays the discovery potential and active-heavy mixing sensitivity of the µ±µ± channel [1454]. Assuming
the pessimistic/conservative mixing scenario of Sµµ = 1.1 ⇥ 10�3 [1454], the HL-LHC with 3 ab�1

would be able to discover a heavy neutrino with a mass of mN ' 400 GeV and is sensitive to masses up
to 550 GeV at 3�. Using only 1 ab�1, the HL-LHC can improve on the preexisting mixing constraints
summarized in the pessimistic scenario for neutrino masses up to 500 GeV.

Heavy Neutrinos and the Left-Right Symmetric Model
The Left-Right Symmetric Model (LRSM) addresses the origin of both tiny neutrino masses via a Type
I+II seesaw hybrid mechanism as well as the SM V � A chiral structure through spontaneous breaking
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of the SU(2)L ⇥ SU(2)R symmetry. The model predicts new heavy gauge bosons (W±
R , Z 0

R), heavy
Majorana neutrinos (N), and a plethora of neutral and electrically charged scalars (H0

i , H±
j , H±±

k ).
The LRSM gauge couplings are fixed to the SM Weak coupling constant, up to (small) RG-running
corrections. As a result, the Drell-Yan production mechanisms for WR and ZR result in large rates at
hadron colliders.

One of the most promising discovery channels is the production of heavy Majorana neutrinos
from resonant WR, with N decaying via a lepton number-violating final state. At the partonic level, the
process is [1456] (for details see [1445] and references therein)

q1q2 !WR ! N `±i ! `±i `
±
j W

⌥⇤
R ! `±i `

±
j q

0
1q

0
2. (148)

Due to the ability to fully reconstruct the final state of Eq. (148), many properties of WR and N can
be extracted, including a complete determination of WR chiral couplings to quarks independent of
leptons [1458]. Beyond the canonical pp ! WR ! N` ! 2` + 2j channel, it may be the case
that the heavy neutrino is hierarchically lighter than the right-handed (RH) gauge bosons. Notably,
for (mN/MWR

) . 0.1, N is sufficiently Lorentz boosted that its decay products, particularly the
charged lepton, are too collimated to be resolved experimentally [1457, 1459]. Instead, one can con-
sider the (`±j q

0
1q

0
2)-system as a single object, a neutrino jet [1457, 1460]. The hadronic process is then

pp ! WR ! N`±i ! jN `±i , and inherits much of the desired properties of (148), such as the simul-
taneous presence of high-pT charged leptons and lack of MET [1457, 1460], resulting in a very strong
discovery potential. Fig. 80 (right) shows the requisite integrated luminosity for 5(2)� discovery atp
s = 14 and 27 TeV.

Type II Scalars
Type II seesaw introduces a new scalar SU(2)L triplet that couples to SM leptons. The light neutrinos
obtain Majorana masses through SU(2)L triplet vev, so that type II scenario notably does not have sterile
neutrinos. The most appealing production mechanisms at hadron colliders of triplet Higgs bosons are

pp! Z⇤/�⇤ ! H++H��, pp!W ⇤ ! H±±H⌥, (149)

followed, by lepton flavor- and lepton number-violating decays to the SM charged leptons. In Type II
scenarios, H±± decays to ⌧±⌧± and µ±µ± pairs are comparable or greater than the e±e± channel by two
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Fig. 81: Requisite luminosity for 5(3)� discovery (evidence) as a function of M
H

±± for the process
pp! H++H�� ! ⌧h`

±`⌥`⌥, where ⌧± ! ⇡±⌫, for the NH and IH at
p
s = 14, 27 TeV.

orders of magnitude. Moreover, the ⌧µ channel is typically dominant in decays involving different lepton
flavors [1461, 1462]. If such a seesaw is realized in nature, tau polarizations can help to determine the
chiral property of triplet scalars. One can discriminate between different heavy scalar mediated neutrino
mass mechanisms, e.g., between Type II seesaw and Zee-Babu model, by studying the distributions of
tau lepton decay products [1462,1463]. Due to the low ⌧h identification efficiencies, future colliders with
high energy and/or luminosity enables one to investigate and search for doubly charged Higgs decaying
to ⌧h pairs. Accounting for constraints from neutrino oscillation data on the doubly charged Higgs
branching ratios, as well as tau polarization effects [1462], Figs. 81 displays the 3� and 5� significance in
the plane of integrated luminosity versus doubly charged Higgs mass for pp! H++H�� ! ⌧±`±`⌥`⌥

at
p
s = 14, 27 TeV, for single ⌧ channel with ⌧ ! ⇡⌫, both for normal (NH) and inverted hierarchy

(IH).

Type III Leptons
Low-scale Type III seesaws introduce heavy electrically charged (E±) and neutral (N) leptons, part of
SU(2)L triplet, that couple to both SM charged and neutral leptons through mixing/Yukawa couplings.
Triplet leptons couple appreciably to EW gauge bosons, and thus do not have suppressed production
cross section, contrary to seesaw scenarios with gauge singlet fermions. Up to small (and potentially
negligible) mixing effects the triplet lepton pair production cross sections are fully determined, see Fig.
82 (upper) for relevant tree level diagrams for the production of heavy charged leptons. Drell-Yan pro-
cesses are the dominant production channel of triplet leptons when kinematically accessible [1445]. Fig.
82 (lower left) shows the summed cross sections for the Drell-Yan processes, pp ! �⇤/Z⇤ ! E+E�,
and pp ! W±⇤ ! E±N , at NLO in QCD, following [1464], as a function of triplet masses (assuming
mN = mE), at

p
s = 14 and 27 TeV.

Another consequence of the triplet leptons coupling to all EW bosons is the adherence to the
Goldstone Equivalence Theorem. This implies that triplet leptons with masses well above the EW scale
will preferentially decay to longitudinal polarized W and Z bosons as well as to the Higgs bosons. For
decays of EW boson to jets or charged lepton pairs, triplet lepton can be fully reconstructed from their
final-state enabling their properties to be studied in detail. For fully reconstructible final-states,

NE± ! ``0 + WZ/Wh ! ``0 + nj + mb, (150)
E+E� ! ``0 + ZZ/Zh/hh ! ``0 + nj + mb, (151)

which correspond approximately to the branching fractions B(NE) ⇡ 0.115 and B(EE) ⇡ 0.116,
search strategies such as those considered in [1465, 1466] can be enacted. Assuming a fixed detector
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analyses of [1465, 1466].

acceptance and efficiency of A = 0.75, which is in line to those obtained by [1465,1466], Fig. 82(lower
right) shows as a function of triplet mass the requisite luminosity for a 5� discovery (solid) and 2�
evidence (dash-dot) of triplet leptons at

p
s = 14 and 27 TeV. With L = 3 � 5 ab�1, the 14 TeV

HL-LHC can discover states as heavy as mN ,mE = 1.6 � 1.8 TeV. For the same amount of data, the
27 TeV HE-LHC can discover heavy leptons mN ,mE = 2.6 � 2.8 TeV; with L = 15 ab�1, one can
discover (probe) roughly mN ,mE = 3.2 (3.8) TeV.

10.3 Implications of TeV scale flavour models for electroweak baryogenesis
Authors (TH): Oleksii Matsedonskyi, Geraldine Servant.

In most solutions to the SM flavour puzzle, Yukawa couplings have a dynamical origin, which
means that they potentially impact the cosmological evolution. In Refs. [1467–1474], such connections
between flavour and cosmology, in particular with the electroweak baryogenesis, have been investigated
in detail.

Electroweak baryogenesis (EWBG) is a framework where the matter-antimatter asymmetry of the
universe was created during the electroweak phase transition. It relies on a charge transport mechanism
in the vicinity of bubble walls during a first-order electroweak (EW) phase transition. EWBG uses EW
scale physics only and is therefore testable experimentally. It requires an extension of the Higgs sector,
giving a first-order EW phase transition as well as new sources of CP violation. Typically, there are
stringent constraints on EWBG models from bounds on Electric Dipole Moments. In the following, we
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consider situations where the source of CP violation has changed with time, which is a natural way to
evade constraints. The main motivation is to link EWBG to low-scale flavour models. If the physics
responsible for the structure of the Yukawa couplings is linked to EW symmetry breaking, we can expect
the Yukawa couplings to vary at the same time as the Higgs is acquiring a VEV, in particular if the
flavour structure is controlled by a new scalar field which couples to the Higgs. This is precisely what
can happen in Composite Higgs (CH) models [1320, 1329], on which we focus in the following.

The Composite Higgs (CH) models assume that the Higgs boson arises as a bound state of a new
strong interaction, confining around the TeV scale f . Other composite resonances are naturally heavier
than the Higgs, due to an approximate Goldstone symmetry suppressing the Higgs mass. The rest of the
SM fields do not belong to the strong sector and are elementary. The nature of the EW phase transition
in CH models can be substantially different with respect to the SM. One of the reasons is that the CH
models naturally feature new scalar resonances that participate in the EW phase transition and change
its properties (see Refs. [1475, 1476]). On the other hand, the EW transition may become strongly first
order even without the help of such additional states, if the EW transition happens simultaneously with
the deconfinement-confinement phase transition of the new strong sector (see Refs. [1471,1472] and also
Refs. [1469, 1477] for the dual description in the warped 5D space).

The flavour structure of the CH models is intimately tied with the viability of EWBG. The require-
ment of having a sizeable top quark Yukawa coupling, while suppressing the unwanted flavour-violating
effects, suggests that the new sector is nearly scale-invariant for a large range of energies above the con-
finement scale. As a result, one may expect that the transition dynamics is mostly determined by a single
light field – the dilaton � (see e.g Ref. [1478]). Depending on its mass, whose size can be related to the
separation of the UV flavour scale and the EW scale, the EW phase transition may happen separately
from the confinement, or simultaneously with it [1471, 1472].

Moreover, the mechanism for generating the SM flavour hierarchy in CH models may also be a
source of CP asymmetry during the EW phase transition. The hierarchy of SM Yukawas �q is generated
by the renormalization group running of the couplings yq between the elementary fermions and the strong
sector operators,

�q / y2q , with yq = yUV
q

✓
µ

⇤UV

◆�yq
, (152)

where µ ⇠ � is the confinement scale, ⇤UV is some large scale at which all the mixings are generated
with a similar size, yUV

q , and �yq is the anomalous dimension of the operator responsible for the mixing.
This means that the size of the Yukawa couplings changes with the evolution of the confinement scale
during the confinement phase transition. Such a change of the Yukawa interactions may efficiently source
the CP-violation required for the baryogenesis [1470].

For both types of transitions mentioned, one can expect to observe deviations of the Higgs cou-
plings from the SM predictions. These deviations are a result of contributions generic to CH models, as
well as those linked to the features of the phase transition and new sources of CP-violation. For con-
creteness we focus on the more minimal example, the combined electroweak and strong sector phase
transition. The potential of the Higgs boson can be parametrized in terms of trigonometric functions
of h/f , with the overall size of the potential controlled by the mixings between the elementary and
composite fermions [1480, 1481],

V = c1 sin2 h

f
+ c2 sin4 h

f
, (153)

where c1 ⇠ c2 ⇠
P

q(3y
2
q/(4⇡)2)g2?f

4. The dependence of the yq mixings on the dilaton field is
responsible for the mass mixing between the dilaton and the Higgs field, which we parametrise by an
angle �. To generate sufficient amount of CP violation, such mass mixing needs to be sizeable. Let us
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Fig. 83: Relative deviation of the Higgs couplings to W and Z bosons (left panel) and the imaginary part
of the correction to the top quark Yukawa coupling (right panel), as functions of the dilaton mass, m�,
the number of colours, N , in the new confining sector, and generic mass of composite states, m⇤. Solid
black (red dashed) contours correspond to the glueball-like (meson-like) dilaton. The current and near
future experimental sensitivities of electron EDM experiments to the imaginary part of the top yukawa
correspond respectively to approximately 2⇥ 10�3 [1253, 1378] and 2⇥ 10�4 [1479].

consider its effect on the quark Yukawa coupling:

LYukawa = �(�)

✓
� sin

h

f

◆
q̄LqR = q̄LqRh

✓
�(f)

�

f
+ ��

�� f

f

◆
+ . . . , (154)

where we performed an expansion in � around its present day value, f . Similar, but CP-preserving,
modifications are also generated in the couplings of the Higgs boson to the SM gauge fields and the
Higgs self-interactions. The complex phase of the Yukawa beta-function, ��, in (154) has to be different
from that of the quark mass �(f)h, as the Yukawa phase changes with energy. Choosing the mass
parameter to be real, the CP-violating interaction resides in the term / ��. Rotating the h and � fields
to the mass basis, the CP-even and CP-odd corrections to the Higgs Yukawa interaction are

Re[��] ⇠ Re[��]�(v/f) + �(�2/2 + �(v/f)), Im[��] ⇠ Im[��]�(v/f). (155)

In Fig. (83) we show the values of the CP-violating top quark Yukawa modification and the deviations
of the Higgs couplings to the W and Z bosons. Such couplings can be tested directly at the LHC, and
also in the measurements of electric dipole moments. The strength of the phase transition can be tested
in gravitational waves signals at the future space-based observatory LISA [1482].

10.4 Phenomenology of high pT searches in the context of flavour anomalies
Authors (TH): Alejandro Celis, Admir Greljo, Lukas Mittnacht, Marco Nardecchia, Tevong You.

Precision measurements of flavour transitions at low energies, such as flavour changing B, D and
K decays, are sensitive probes of hypothetical dynamics at high energy scales. These can provide the
first evidence of new phenomena beyond the SM, even before direct discovery of new particles at high
energy colliders. Indeed, the current anomalies observed in B-meson decays, in particular, the charged
current one in b ! c⌧⌫ transitions, and neutral current one in b ! s`+`�, may be the first hint of
new dynamics which is still waiting to be discovered at high-pT. When considering models that can
accommodate the anomalies, it is crucial to analyse the constraints derived from high-pT searches at the
LHC, since these can often rule out significant regions of model parameter space. Below we review these
constrains, and assess the impact of the High Luminosity and High Energy LHC upgrades (see also the
discussion in Sections 7.1.3,7.1.2, and 7.2.3).
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10.4.1 EFT analysis

If the dominant NP effects give rise to dimension-six SMEFT operators, the low-energy flavour mea-
surements are sensitive to C/⇤2, with C the dimensionless NP Wilson coefficient and ⇤ the NP scale.
The size of the Wilson coefficient is model dependent, and thus so is the NP scale required to explain the
R

D
(⇤)and R

K
(⇤) anomalies. Perturbative unitarity sets an upper bound on the energy scale below which

new dynamics need to appear [1483]. The conservative bounds on the scale of unitarity violation are
⇤U = 9.2 TeV and 84 TeV for R

D
(⇤)and R

K
(⇤) , respectively, obtained when the flavour structure of NP

operators is exactly aligned with what is needed to explain the anomalies. More realistic frameworks for
flavour structure, such as MFV, U(2) flavour models, or partial compositeness, give rise to NP effective
operators with largest effects for the third generation. This results in stronger unitarity bounds, ⇤U = 1.9
TeV and 17 TeV for R

D
(⇤) and R

K
(⇤) , respectively. These results mean that: (i) the mediators responsi-

ble for the b! c⌧⌫ charged current anomalies are expected to be in the energy range of the LHC, (ii) the
mediators responsible for the b! s`` neutral current anomalies could well be above the energy range of
the LHC. However, in realistic flavour models also these mediators typically fall within the (HE-)LHC
reach.

If the neutrinos in b ! c⌧⌫ are part of a left-handed doublet, the NP responsible for R
D

(⇤)

anomaly generically implies a sizeable signal in pp! ⌧+⌧� production at high-pT. For realistic flavour
structures, in which b ! c transition is O(Vcb) suppressed compared to b ! b, one expects rather large
bb ! ⌧⌧ NP amplitude. Schematically, �R

D
(⇤) ⇠ Cbb⌧⌧ (1 + �bs/Vcb), where Cbb⌧⌧ is the size of

effective dim-6 interactions controlling bb ! ⌧⌧ , and �bs is a dimensionless parameter controlling the
size of flavour violation. Recasting ATLAS 13 TeV, 3.2 fb�1 search for ⌧+⌧� [1484], Ref. [369] showed
that �bs = 0 scenario is already in slight tension with data. For �bs ⇠ 5, which is moderately large, but
still compatible with FCNC constraints, HL (or even HE) upgrade of the LHC would be needed to cover
the relevant parameter space implied by the anomaly (see Fig. [5] in [265]). For large �bs the limits from
pp! ⌧+⌧� become comparable with direct the limits on pp! ⌧⌫ from the bottom-charm fusion. The
limits on the EFT coefficients from pp! ⌧⌫ were derived in Ref. [378], and the future LHC projections
are promising. The main virtue of this channel is that the same four-fermion interaction is compared in
b ! c⌧⌫ at low energies and bc ! ⌧⌫ at high-pT. Since the effective NP scale in R(D(⇤)) anomaly
is low, the above EFT analyses are only indicative. For more quantitative statements we review below
bounds on explicit models.

The hints of NP in R
K

(⇤) require a (bs)(``) interaction. Correlated effects in high-pT tails of
pp ! µ+µ�(e+e�) distributions are expected, if the numerators (denominators) of LFU ratios R

K
(⇤)

are affected. Ref. [1485] recast the 13 TeV 36.1 fb�1 ATLAS search [1486] (see also [1487]), to set
limits on a number of semi-leptonic four-fermion operators, and derive projections for HL-LHC (see
Table 1 in [1485]). These show that direct limits on the (bs)(``) operator from the tails of distributions
will never be competitive with those implied by the rare B-decays [1485, 1488]. On the other hand,
flavour conserving operators, (qq)(``), are efficiently constrained by the high pT tails of the distributions.
The flavour structure of an underlining NP could thus be probed by constraining ratios �qbs = Cbs/Cqq

with Cbs fixed by the R
K

(⇤) anomaly. For example, in models with MFV flavour structure, so that
�u,dbs ⇠ Vcb, the present high-pT dilepton data is already in slight tension with the anomaly [1485].
Instead, if couplings to valence quarks are suppressed, e.g., if NP dominantly couples to the 3rd family
SM fermions, then �bbs ⇠ Vcb. Such NP will hardly be probed even at the HL-LHC, and it is possible that
NP responsible for the neutral current anomaly might stay undetected in the high-pT tails at HL-LHC
and even at HE-LHC. Future data will cover a significant part of viable parameter space, though not
completely, so that discovery is possible, but not guaranteed.
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Fig. 84: Schematic of the LHC bounds on LQ showing complementarity in constraining the (mLQ, yq`)

parameters. The three cases are: pair production � / y0q` , single production � / y2q` and Drell-Yan
� / y4q` (from [1490]).

10.4.2 Constraints on simplified models for b ! c⌧⌫

Since the b ! c⌧⌫ decay is a tree-level process in the SM that receives no drastic suppression, models
that can explain these anomalies necessarily require a mediator that contributes at tree-level:
• SM-like W 0: A SM-like W 0 boson, coupling to left-handed fermions, would explain the approximately
equal enhancements observed in R(D) and R(D⇤). A possible realization is a color-neutral real SU(2)L
triplet of massive vector bosons [946]. However, typical models encounter problems with current LHC
data since they result in large contributions to pp! ⌧+⌧� cross-section, mediated by the neutral partner
of the W 0 [369, 926, 946]. For MW

0 & 500 GeV, solving the R(D(⇤)) anomaly within the vector triplet
model while being consistent with ⌧+⌧� resonance searches at the LHC is only possible if the related
Z 0 has a large total decay width [369]. Focusing on the W 0, Ref. [1489] analyzed the production of this
mediator via gg and gc fusion, decaying to ⌧⌫⌧ . Ref. [1489] concluded that a dedicated search using
that b-jet is present in the final state would be effective in reducing the SM background compared to
an inclusive analysis that relies on ⌧ -tagging and Emiss

T . Nonetheless, relevant limits will be set by an
inclusive search in the future [378].

• Right-handed W 0: Refs. [1056, 1057] recently proposed that W 0 could mediate a right-handed inter-
action, with a light sterile right-handed neutrino carrying the missing energy in the B decay. In this case,
it is possible to completely decorelate FCNC constraints from R(D(⇤)). The most constraining process
in this case is instead pp! ⌧⌫. Ref. [378] performed a recast of the latest ATLAS and CMS searches at
13 TeV and about 36 fb�1 to constrain most of the relevant parameter space for the anomaly.

• Charged Higgs H±: Models that introduce a charged Higgs, for instance a two-Higgs-doublet model,
also contain additional neutral scalars. Their masses are constrained by electroweak precision measure-
ments to be close to that of the charged Higgs. Accommodating the R(D(⇤)) anomalies with a charged
Higgs typically implies large new physics contributions to pp! ⌧+⌧� via the neutral scalar exchanges,
so that current LHC data can challenge this option [369]. Note that a charged Higgs also presents an
important tension between the current measurement of R(D⇤) and the measured lifetime of the Bc me-
son [1031, 1046, 1063, 1064].

• Leptoquarks:
The observed anomalies in charged and neutral currents appear in semileptonic decays of the B-

mesons. This implies that the putative NP has to couple to both quarks and leptons at the fundamental
level. A natural BSM option is to consider mediators that couple simultaneously quarks and leptons at
the tree level. Such states are commonly referred as leptoquarks. Decay and production mechanisms of
the LQ are directly linked to the physics required to explain the anomalous data.
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Fig. 85: Present constraints and HL(HE)-LHC projections in the leptoquark mass versus coupling plane for the
scalar leptoquark S3 (left), and vector leptoquark U1 (right). The grey and dark grey solid regions are the current
exclusions. The grey and black dashed lines are the projected reach for HL-LHC (pair and single leptoquark
production prospects are based on the CMS simulation from Section 10.4.5). The red dashed lines are the projected
reach at HE-LHC (see Section 10.4.6). The green and yellow bands are the 1� and 2� preferred regions from the
fit to B physics anomalies. The second coupling required to fit the anomaly does not enter in the leading high-pT
diagrams but it is relevant for fixing the preferred region shown in green, for more details see Ref. [265].

– Leptoquark decays: the fit to the R(D⇤) observables suggest a rather light leptoquark (at the
TeV scale) that couples predominately to the third generation fermions of the SM. A series of
constraints from flavour physics, in particular the absence of BSM effects in kaon and charm
mixing observables, reinforces this picture.

– Leptoquark production mechanism: The size of the couplings required to explain the anomaly is
typically very large, roughly yq` ⇡ mLQ/ (1 TeV). Depending of the actual sizes of the leptoquark
couplings and its mass we can distinguish three regimes that are relevant for the phenomenology
at the LHC:

1. LQ pair production due to strong interactions,
2. Single LQ production plus lepton via a single insertion of the LQ coupling, and
3. Non-resonant production of di-lepton through t-channel exchange of the leptoquark.

Interestingly all three regimes provide complementary bounds in the (mLQ, yq`) plane, see Fig. 84.

Several simplified models with leptoquark as a mediator were shown to be consistent with the
low-energy data. A vector leptoquark with SU(3)c ⇥ SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y SM quantum numbers Uµ ⇠
(3,1, 2/3) was identified as the only single mediator model which can simultaneously fit the two anoma-
lies (see e.g. [265] for a recent fit including leading RGE effects). In order to substantially cover the
relevant parameter space, one needs future HL- (HE-) LHC, see Fig. 85 (right) (see also Fig. 5 of [265]
for details on the present LHC constraints). A similar statement applies to an alternative model featuring
two scalar leptoquarks, S1, S3 [955]. The pair of plots in Fig. 85 summaries the current exclusion and
the discovery reach for the HE and HL-LHC in the LQ coupling versus mass plane.

Leptoquarks states are emerging as the most convincing mediators for the explanations of the
flavour anomalies. It is then important to explore all the possible signatures at the HL- and HE-LHC.
The experimental programme should focus not only on the final states containing quarks and leptons of
the third generation, but also on the whole list of decay channels including the off-diagonal ones (bµ,
s⌧, . . . ). The completeness of this approach would allow to shed light on the flavour structure of the
putative New Physics.

Another aspect to be emphasized regarding leptoquark models is that the UV complete models
often require extra fields. The accompanying particles would leave more important signatures at high
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Fig. 86: Current and projected 95% CL limits on µµjj final state at CMS (solid black) and HL-LHC
(cyan) with 1 (10) ab�1 in solid (dashed) lines. The pair production cross-section for scalar leptoquarks
is shown in dotted lines for 14 (27) TeV in black (cyan) (Fig. taken from [1493]).

pT than the leptoquarks, which is particularly true for vector leptoquark extensions (see for example
[963, 1491])

10.4.3 Constraints on simplified models for b ! sll

The b ! sll transition is both loop and CKM suppressed in the SM. The explanations of the b ! sll
anomalies can thus have both tree level and loop level mediators. Loop-level explanations typically
involve lighter particles. Tree-level mediators can also be light, if sufficiently weakly coupled. However,
they can also be much heavier—possibly beyond the reach of the LHC.
• Tree-level mediators:
For b ! sll anomaly there are two possible tree-level UV-completions, the Z 0 vector boson and lep-
toquarks, either scalar or vector (see Fig. 41 in Sec. 7.1.3). For leptoquarks, Fig. 86 shows the current
95% CL limits from 8 TeV CMS with 19.6 fb�1 in the µµjj final state (solid black line), as well as the
HL-LHC (dashed black line) and 1 (10) ab�1 HE-LHC extrapolated limits (solid (dashed) cyan line).
Dotted lines give the cross-sections times branching ratio at the corresponding collider energy for pair
production of scalar leptoquarks, calculated at NLO using the code of Ref. [1492]. We see that the sen-
sitivity to a leptoquark with only the minimal b� µ and s� µ couplings reaches around 2.5 and 4.5 TeV
at the HL-LHC and HE-LHC, respectively. This pessimistic estimate is a lower bound that will typically
be improved in realistic models with additional flavour couplings. Moreover, the reach can be extended
by single production searches [1493], albeit in a more model-dependent way than pair production. The
cross section predictions for vector leptoquark are more model-dependent and are not shown in Fig. 86.
For O(1) couplings the corresponding limits are typically stronger than for scalar leptoquarks. Searches
in other decay channels should also be considered, such at tt̄+MET for which HL-LHC projections can
be found in Ref. [1494].

For the Z 0 mediator the minimal couplings in the mass eigenstate basis are obtained by unitary
transformations from the gauge eigenstate basis, which necessarily induces other couplings. Ref. [1496]
defined the “mixed-up” model (MUM) and “mixed-down” model (MDM) such that the minimal cou-
plings are obtained via CKM rotations in either the up or down sectors respectively. For MUM there is
no sensitivity at the HL-LHC. The predicted sensitivity at the HL-LHC for the MDM is shown in Fig. 87
as functions of Z 0 muon coupling gµµ and the Z 0 mass, setting the Z 0 coupling to b and s quarks such that
it solves the b ! s`` anomaly. The solid blue (orange) contours give the 95% and 99% CL sensitivity.
The red and green regions are excluded by Bs mixing [906] and neutrino trident production [1497,1498],
respectively. The more stringent Bs mixing constraint from Ref. [1495] is denoted by the dashed blue
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model for gµµ vs Z 0 mass in TeV. The dashed grey contours give the Z 0 width as a fraction of mass.
The green and red regions are excluded by trident neutrino production and Bs mixing, respectively. The
dashed blue line is the stronger Bs mixing constraint from Ref. [1495] (Fig. taken from [1496]).
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contours are the width as a fraction of mass. The green and red regions are excluded by trident neutrino
production and Bs mixing. The dashed blue line is the stronger Bs mixing constraint from Ref. [1495]
(Figs. taken from [1496]).

line; see, however, Ref. [948] for further discussion regarding the implications of this bound. The dashed
grey contours denote the width as a fraction of the mass. We see that the HL-LHC will only be sensitive
to Z 0 with narrow width, up to masses of 5 TeV.

At the HE-LHC, the reach for 10 ab�1 is shown in Fig. 88 for the MUM and MDM on the left
and right, respectively. In this case the sensitivity may reach a Z 0 with wider widths up to 0.25 and 0.5
of its mass, while the mass extends out to 10 to 12 TeV. We stress that this is a pessimistic estimate of
the projected sensitivity, particular to the two minimal models; more realistic scenarios will typically be
easier to discover.
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• Explanations at the one-loop level:
It is possible to accomodate the b! s`+`� anomalies even if mediators only enter at one-loop. One pos-
sibility is the mediators coupling to right-handed top quarks and to muons [346,907,1499–1501]. Given
the loop and CKM suppression of the NP contribution to the b! s`+`� amplitude, these models can ex-
plain the b! s`+`� anomalies for a light mediator, with mass around O(1) TeV or lighter. Constraints
from the LHC and future projections for the HL-LHC were derived in [1501] by recasting di-muon res-
onance, pp ! tt̄tt̄ and SUSY searches. Two scenarios were considered: i) a scalar LQ R2(3, 2, 7/6)
combined with a vector LQ eU1↵(3, 1, 5/3), ii) a vector boson Z 0 in the singlet representation of the SM
gauge group. Ref. [1500] also analyzed the HL-LHC projections for the Z 0. The constraints from the
LHC already rule out part of the relevant parameter space and the HL-LHC will be able to cover much
of the remaining regions. Dedicated searches in the pp ! tt̄tt̄ channel and a dedicated search for tµ
resonances in tt̄µ+µ� final state can improve the sensitivity to these models [1501].

10.4.4 Conclusions regarding high pT probes of flavour anomalies
The anomalous results in B-meson decays cannot be considered yet as a convincing evidence of New
Physics. On the other hand, the number (and quality) of observables that are not in complete agreement
with the SM prediction is growing with time in a coherent way. If true, the implications for HEP will be
profound. The conclusions we draw are the following:

• A conservative argument based on perturbative unitarity [1483] sets an upper bound on the New
Physics scale to be 9 TeV for charged current anomalies and 80 TeV for neutral current ones. The
analysis of explicit models show that the high-luminosity programme has a clear potential to probe
a large portion of the possible BSM options.

• The explanation of the anomalies in b ! c⌧⌫ transitions requires non trivial model building.
In particular, it is not possible to simply isolate the physics that mediate the flavour anomalous
transitions. In complete models other signature have to be considered. Typically it would be very
difficult to escape direct detection at HL/HE-LHC.

• Even though the naive scale associated with the b ! s`` anomalies is much higher than the en-
ergy accessible at HL/HE-LHC, in motivated models the flavour suppressions and weak couplings
guarantee a large coverage of the parameter space for leptoquark and Z 0 mediators [1496].

More generally, the probes of lepton flavour universality such as the ratios of inclusive ⌧+⌧� vs.
µ+µ� (or µ+µ� vs. e+e�) mass distributions, are important, theoretically clean, tests of the SM and are
well motivated observables both at HL- and HE-LHC, whether or not the current B-meson anomalies
become statistically significant.

As a final remark, it is important to remember that the anomalies are not yet experimentally estab-
lished. Among others, this also means that the statements on whether or not the high pT LHC constraints
rule out certain R(D(⇤)) explanations assumes that the actual values of R(D(⇤)) are given by their cur-
rent global averages. If future measurements decrease the global average, the high pT constraints can in
some cases be greatly relaxed so that HL- and/or HE-LHC may be essential even for these, at present
tightly constrained, cases.

10.4.5 Experimental prospects for high pT searches at HL-LHC relevant for B anomalies
We give next the experimental prospects for leptoquark searches, with leptoquarks decaying to the final
states relevant for B physics anomalies.

10.4.5.1 Prospects for leptoquark searches assuming t+⌧ and/or t+µ decays
The reach of searches for pair production of leptoquarks (LQs) with decays to t+ µ and t+ ⌧ is studied
for the HL-LHC with target integrated luminosities of Ltarget

int = 300 and 3000 fb�1 [1502]. The studies
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Fig. 89: Expected significances for an LQ decaying exclusively to top quarks and muons (left) or top
quarks and ⌧ leptons (right).

are based on published CMS results of the t+µ [1503] and t+⌧ [1504] LQ decay channels which use data
of proton-proton collisions at

p
s = 13TeV corresponding to Lint = 35.9 fb�1 recorded in 2016. While

the analysis strategies are kept unchanged with respect to the ones in Refs. [1503, 1504], different total
integrated luminosities, the higher center-of-mass energy of 14 TeV, and different scenarios of systematic
uncertainties are considered. In the first scenario (denoted ”w/ YR18 syst. uncert.”), the relative exper-
imental systematic uncertainties are scaled by a factor of 1/

p
f , with f = Ltarget

int /35.9 fb�1, until they
reach a defined lower limit based on estimates of the achievable accuracy with the upgraded detector [1].
The relative theoretical systematic uncertainties are halved. In the second scenario (denoted ”w/ stat.
uncert. only”), no systematic uncertainties are considered. The relative statistical uncertainties in both
scenarios are scaled by 1/

p
f .

Figure 89 presents the expected signal significances of the analyses as a function of the LQ mass
for different assumed integrated luminosities in the ”w/ YR18 syst. uncert.” and ”w/ stat. uncert.
only” scenarios. Increasing the target integrated luminosity to Ltarget

int = 3000 fb�1 greatly increases
the discovery potential of both analyses. The LQ mass corresponding to a discovery at 5� significance
with a dataset corresponding to 3000 fb�1 increases by more than 500 GeV compared to the situation at
Ltarget

int = 35.9 fb�1, from about 1200 GeV to roughly 1700 GeV, in the LQ ! tµ decay channel. For
LQs decaying exclusively to top quarks and ⌧ leptons, a gain of 400 GeV is expected, pushing the LQ
mass in reach for a 5� discovery from 800 GeV to 1200 GeV.

In Fig. 90, the expected projected exclusion limits on the LQ pair production cross section are
shown. Leptoquarks decaying only to top quarks and muons are expected to be excluded below masses
of 1900 GeV for 3000 fb�1, which is a gain of 500 GeV compared to the limit of 1420 GeV obtained in
the published analysis of the 2016 dataset [1503]. The mass exclusion limit for LQs decaying exclusively
to top quarks and ⌧ leptons are expected to be increased by 500 GeV, from 900 GeV to approximately
1400 GeV.

Figure 91 shows the expected signal significances and upper exclusion limits on the pair produc-
tion cross section of scalar LQs allowed to decay to top quarks and muons or ⌧ leptons at the 95% CL
as a function of the LQ mass and a variable branching fraction B(LQ! tµ) = 1� B(LQ! t⌧) for an
integrated luminosity of 3000 fb�1 in the two different scenarios. For all values of B, LQ masses up to
approximately 1200 GeV and 1400 GeV are expected to be in reach for a discovery at the 5� level and a
95% CL exclusion, respectively.
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Fig. 90: Expected upper limits on the LQ pair production cross section at the 95% CL for an LQ decaying
exclusively to top quarks and muons (left) or ⌧ leptons (right).
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Fig. 91: Expected significances (left) and expected upper limits on the LQ pair-production cross section
at the 95% CL (right) as a function of the LQ mass and the branching fraction. Color-coded lines
represent lines of a constant expected significance or cross section limit, respectively. The red lines
indicate the 5� discovery level (left) and the mass exclusion limit (right).

10.4.5.2 CMS Search for leptoquarks decaying to ⌧ and b

This analysis from CMS [1505] presents future discovery and exclusion prospects for singly and pair
produced third-generation scalar LQs, each decaying to ⌧h and a bottom quark. Here, ⌧h denotes a
hadronically decaying ⌧ lepton. The relevant Feynman diagrams of the signal processes at leading order
(LO) are shown in Fig. 92.

The analysis uses DELPHES [374] event samples of simulated pp collisions at a center-of-mass
energy of 14 TeV, corresponding to integrated luminosities of 300 and 3000 fb�1. The matrix ele-
ments of LQ signals for both single and pair LQ production are generated at LO using version 2.6.0
of MadGraph5_aMC@NLO [372] for mLQ =500, 1000, 1500, and 2000 GeV. The branching fraction �
of the LQ to a charged lepton and a quark, in this case LQ! ⌧b, is assumed to be � = 1. The unknown
Yukawa coupling � of the LQ to a ⌧ lepton and a bottom quark is set to � = 1. The width � is calculated
using � = mLQ�

2/(16⇡) [1506], and is less than 10% of the LQ mass for most of the considered search
range. The signal samples are normalized to the cross section calculated at LO, multiplied by a K factor
to account for higher order contributions [1490].
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Fig. 92: Leading order Feynman diagrams for the production of a third-generation LQ in the single
production s-channel (left) and the pair production channel via gluon fusion (center) and quark fusion
(right).

Similar event selections are used in both the singly and pair produced LQ searches, except for the
requirement on the number of jets. In both channels, two reconstructed ⌧h with opposite-sign charge are
required, each with transverse momentum pT,⌧ > 50 GeV and a maximum pseudorapidity |⌘⌧ | < 2.3.
In the search for single production, the presence of at least one reconstructed jet with pT > 50 GeV is
required, while at least two are required in the search for pair production. Jets are reconstructed with
FASTJET [1507], using the anti-kT algorithm [1508], with a distance parameter of 0.4.

To reduce background due to Drell-Yan (particularly Z! ⌧⌧ ) events, the invariant mass of the
two selected ⌧h, m⌧⌧ , is required to be > 95 GeV. In addition, at least one of the previously selected
jets is required to be b-tagged to reduce QCD multijet backgrounds. Finally, an event is rejected if it
contains identified and isolated electrons (muons), with pT > 10 GeV, |⌘| <2.4 (2.5). The acceptance
of the signal events is 4.9% (11%) for single (pair) production, where the branching ratio of two ⌧ leptons
decaying hadronically is included in the numerator of the acceptance.

Signal extraction is based on a binned maximum likelihood fit to the distribution of the scalar pT
sum ST, which is defined as the sum of the transverse momenta of the two ⌧h and either the highest-pT
jet in the case of single LQ production, or the two highest-pT jets in the case of LQ pair production.
These distributions are shown in Fig. 93 for the HL-LHC 3000 fb�1 scenario.

Systematic uncertainties are calculated by scaling the current experimental uncertainties. For un-
certainties limited by statistics, including the uncertainty on the DY (3.3%) and QCD (3.3%) cross sec-
tions, a scale factor of 1/

p
L is applied, for an integrated luminosity ratio L. For uncertainties coming

from theoretical calculations, a scale factor of 1/2 is applied with respect to current uncertainties, as
is the case for the uncertainties on the cross section for top (2.8%) or diboson (3%) events. Other ex-
perimental systematic uncertainties are scaled by the square root of the integrated luminosity ratio until
the uncertainty reaches a minimum value, including uncertainties on the integrated luminosity (1%), ⌧
identification (5%) and b-tagging/misidentification (1%-5%).

Figure 94 shows an upper limit at 95% CL on the cross section times branching fraction � as
a function of mLQ by using the asymptotic CLs modified frequentist criterion [1509–1512]. Upper
limits are calculated considering two different scenarios. The first one, hereafter abbreviated as "stat.
only" considers only statistical uncertainties, to observe how the results are affected by the increase
of the integrated luminosity. The second scenario, hereafter abbreviated as "stat.+syst.," also includes
the estimate of the systematic uncertainties at the HL-LHC. For the single LQ production search, the
theoretical prediction for the cross section assumes � = 1 and � = 1.

Comparing the limits with theoretical predictions assuming unit Yukawa coupling � = 1, third-
generation scalar leptoquarks are expected to be excluded at 95% confidence level for LQ masses below
732 (1249) GeV for a luminosity of 300 fb�1, and below 1130 (1518) GeV for 3000 fb�1 in the single
(pair) production channel, considering both statistical and systematic uncertainties.

Since the single-LQ signal cross section scales with �2, it is straightforward to recast the results
presented in Fig. 94 in terms of expected upper limits on mLQ as a function of �, as shown in Fig. 95. The
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Fig. 93: Left: scalar sum of the pT of the two selected ⌧ leptons and the highest-pT jet in the single LQ
selection region. Right: scalar sum of the pT of the two selected ⌧ leptons and the two highest-pT jets in
the LQ pair search region. The considered backgrounds are shown as stacked histograms, while empty
histograms for signals for the single LQ and LQ pair channels (for mLQ = 1000 GeV) are overlaid to
illustrate the sensitivity. Both signal and backround are normalised to a luminosity of 3000 fb�1.

blue band shows the parameter space (95% CL) for the scalar LQ preferred by the B physics anomalies:
� = (0.95 ± 0.50)mLQ( TeV) [265]. For the 300 (3000) fb�1 luminosity scenario, the leptoquark pair
production channel is more sensitive if � < 2.7 (2.3), while the single leptoquark production is dominant
otherwise.

Using the predicted cross section [1490] of the signal, it is also possible to estimate the maximal
LQ mass expected to be in reach for a 5� discovery. Figure 96 shows the expected local significance of
a signal-like excess as a function of the LQ mass hypothesis.

In summary, this study shows that future LQ searches under higher luminosity conditions are
promising, as they are expected to greatly increase the reach of the search. They also show that the pair
production channel is expected to be the most sensitive. A significance of 5� is within reach for LQ
masses below 800 (1200) FeV for the single (pair) production channels in the 300 fb�1 scenario and
1000 (1500) GeV for the 3000 fb�1 scenario.

10.4.5.3 CMS Searches for W 0 ! ⌧ + Emiss
T

New heavy gauge bosons are predicted by various SM extensions. The charged version of such heavy
gauge bosons is generally referred to as W0. The decay W0 ! ⌧⌫ yields a single hadronically decaying
tau (⌧h) as the only detectable object and missing energy due to the neutrinos. Hadronically decaying tau
leptons are selected since the corresponding branching fraction, about 60%, is the largest among all ⌧
decays. Tau-jets are experimentally distinctive because of their low charged hadron multiplicity, unlike
QCD multi-jets, which have high charged hadron multiplicity, or other leptonic W0 boson decays, which
yield no jet. This Phase-2 study [1513] follows closely the recently published Run 2 result [1514], using
hadronically decaying tau leptons.

The signature of a W0 boson (see Fig. 97), is considered similar to a high-mass W boson. It could
be observed in the distribution of the transverse mass (MT ) of the transverse momentum of the ⌧ (p⌧T )

and the missing transverse momentum (pmiss
T ): MT =

q
2p⌧T p

miss
T (1� cos��(⌧, pmiss

T )). Unlike the
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Fig. 94: Expected limits at 95% CL on the product of the cross section � and the branching fraction �,
as a function of the LQ mass, for the two high luminosity projections, 300 fb�1 (red) and 3000 fb�1

(orange), for both the stat. only (dashed lines) and the stat.+syst. scenarios (solid lines). This is shown in
conjunction with the theoretical predictions at NLO [1490] in cyan. Projections are calculated for both
the single LQ (left) and LQ pair production (right).

leptonic search channels, the signal shape of W 0 bosons with hadronically decaying tau leptons does not
show a Jacobian peak structure because of the presence of two neutrinos in the final state. Despite the
multi-particle final state, the decay appears as a typical two-body decay; the axis of the hadronic tau jet
is back to back with pmiss

T and the magnitude of both is comparable such that their ratio is about unity.
The results are interpreted in the context of the sequential standard model (SSM) [1515] in

terms of W0 mass and coupling strength. A model-independent cross section limit allows interpreta-
tions in other models. The signal was simulated in LO and the detector performance simulated with
DELPHES. The W0 boson coupling strength, gW0 , is given in terms of the SM weak coupling strength

gW = e/ sin2 ✓W ⇡ 0.65. Here, ✓W is the weak mixing angle. If the W0 boson is a heavier copy of
the SM W boson, their coupling ratio is gW0/gW = 1 and the SSM W0 boson theoretical cross sections,
signal shapes, and widths apply. However, different couplings are possible. Because of the dependence
of the width of a particle on its couplings the consequent effect on the transverse mass distribution, a
limit can also be set on the coupling strength.

The dominant background appears in the off-shell tail of the MT distribution of the SM W boson.
Subleading background contributions arise from tt̄ and QCD multijet events. The number of background
events is reduced by the event selection. These backgrounds primarily arise as a consequence of jets
misidentified as ⌧h candidates and populate the lower transverse masses while the signal exhibits an
excess of events at high MT . Events with one hadronically decaying ⌧ and pmiss

T are selected if the ratio
of p⌧T to pmiss

T satisfies 0.7 < p⌧T/pmiss
T < 1.3 and the angle��( ~pT

⌧ , ~pTmiss) is greater than 2.4 radians.
The physics sensitivity is studied based on the MT distribution in Fig. 97-right. Signal events are

expected to be particularly prominent at the upper end of the MT distribution, where the expected SM
background is low. So far, there are no indications for the existence of a SSM W0 boson [1514]. With
the high luminosity during Phase-2, the W0 mass reach for potential observation increases to 6.9 TeV
and 6.4 TeV for 3 � evidence and 5 � discovery, respectively, as shown in Fig. 98-left. Alternatively, in
case of no observation, one can exclude SSM W0 boson masses up to 7.0 TeV with 3 ab�1. These are
multi-bin limits taking into account the full MT shape.
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Fig. 95: Expected exclusion limits at 95% CL on the Yukawa coupling � at the LQ-lepton-quark vertex,
as a function of the LQ mass. A unit branching fraction � of the LQ to a ⌧ lepton and a bottom quark
is assumed. Future projections for 300 and 3000 fb�1 are shown for both the stat. only and stat.+syst.
scenarios, shown as dashed and filled lines respectively, and for both the single LQ and LQ pair produc-
tion, where the latter corresponds to the vertical line (since it does not depend on �). The left hand side
of the lines represents the exclusion region for each of the projections, whereas the region with diagonal
blue hatching shows the parameter space preferred by one of the models proposed to explain anomalies
observed in B physics [265].

While the SSM model assumes SM-like couplings of the fermions, the couplings could well be
weaker if further decays occur. The HL-LHC has good sensitivity to study these couplings. The sensitiv-
ity to weaker couplings extends significantly. A model-independent cross section limit for new physics
with ⌧+MET in the final state is depicted in Fig. 98-right, calculated as a single-bin limit by counting the
number of events above a sliding threshold Mmin

T .

10.4.6 High pT searches at HE-LHC relevant for B physics anomalies
We show next the sensitivity of the 27 TeV pp collider with 15 ab�1 integrated luminosity to probe pair
production of the scalar and vector leptoquarks decaying to (b⌧) final state. The investigated events
contain either one electron or muon, one hadronically decaying tau lepton, and at least two jets. The
signal events and the dominant background events (tt̄) were generated with MadGraph5_aMC@NLO at
leading-order. Pythia6 was used to shower and hadronise events and DELPHES3 was used to simulate
the detector response. The scalar leptoquark (S3) and the vector leptoquark (U1) UFO model files were
taken from [1490].

To verify the procedure, the tt̄ background and the scalar leptoquark signal were simulated at 13
TeV and compared to the predicted shapes in the ST distribution from the existing CMS analysis [1516].
After verifying the 13 TeV analysis, the signal and the dominant background events at 27 TeV were
simulated. From these samples, all events satisfying the particle content requirements and applied the
lower cut in the ST variable were selected. The cut threshold was chosen to maximize S/

p
B while

requiring at least 2 expected signal events at an integrated luminosity of 15 ab�1. In the case of the
vector leptoquark two options were considered, the Yang-Mills ( = 1), and the minimal coupling
( = 0) scenario for the couplings to the gluon field strength, L � �igU †

1µT
aU1⌫G

a
µ⌫ [1490]. From

the simulations of the scalar and vector leptoquark events, the ratio of the cross-sections was obtained,
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Fig. 96: Expected local significance of a signal-like excess as a function of the LQ mass, for the two high
luminosity projections, 300 fb�1 (red) and 3000 fb�1 (orange), assuming the theoretical prediction for
the LQ cross section at NLO [1490], calculated with � = 1 and � = 1. Projections are calculated for
both single LQ (left) and LQ pair production (right).
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Fig. 97: Left: Illustration of the studied channel W 0 ! ⌧⌫ with the subsequent hadronic decay of the
tau (⌧h). Right: The discriminating variable, MT , after all selection criteria for the HL-LHC conditions
of 3 ab�1 and 200 PU. The relevant SM backgrounds are shown according to the labels in the legend.
Signal examples for W0 boson masses of 1 TeV, 5 TeV and 6 TeV are scaled to their SSM LO cross
section and 3 ab�1.

and assuming similar kinematics, also the sensitivity for the vector leptoquark U1.
As shown in Fig. 99, the HE-LHC collider will be able to probe pair produced third generation

scalar leptoquark (decaying exclusively to b⌧ final state) up to mass of ⇠ 4 TeV and vector leptoquark
up to ⇠ 4.5 TeV and ⇠ 5.2 TeV for the minimal coupling and Yang-Mills scenarios, respectively. While
this result is obtained by a rather crude analysis, it shows the impressive reach of the future high-energy
pp-collider. In particular, the HE-LHC will cut deep into the relevant perturbative parameter space
for b ! c⌧⌫ anomaly. As a final comment, this is a rather conservative estimate of the sensitivity to
leptoquark models solving R(D⇤) anomaly, since a dedicated single leptoquark production search is
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Fig. 98: Left: Discovery significance for SSM W0 to tau leptons. Right: Model-independent cross section
limit. For this, a single-bin limit is calculated for increasing Mmin

T while keeping the signal yield constant
in order to avoid including any signal shape information on this limit calculation.
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Fig. 99: Expected sensitivity for pair production of scalar (S3) and vector (U1) leptoquark at 27 TeV pp
collider with an integrated luminosity of 15 ab�1.

expected to yield even stronger bounds [265, 1490].
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11 Lattice QCD in the HL/HE-LHC era

Authors (TH): Michele Della Morte, Elvira Gámiz, Enrico Lunghi.

We discuss the ten-year projections described in Sect. 2 for the lattice inputs on hadronic pa-
rameters, by presenting the current status and reviewing the main sources of uncertainty for different
quantities. A naive application of Moore’s law (computing power doubling each two years) would give
a reduction in the errors by a factor around 3 by 2025. However, such an extrapolation is not always
appropriate since the dominant uncertainties are often systematic. For this reason attempting to extrapo-
late even farther in the future is subject to very large uncertainties. The lattice approach is systematically
improvable by construction, however in order to almost completely remove the main systematic affecting
current computations one would have to extrapolate the performance of present algorithms to unexplored
regions of parameters. Any such extrapolation would be quite unreliable. It is anyway reasonable to ex-
pect that by 2030 the uncertainties related to the inclusion of electromagnetic effects, where relevant,
will be removed.

The last FLAG review [66], or its online version 10, still provides an almost up-to-date picture of
the precision reached so far. For example, the target accuracy on fBs

and the ratio fBs
/fBd

of about
0.4% has already been achieved. The latest Nf = 2 + 1 + 1 results by the FNAL/MILC Collaboration
in [822] quote very similar errors for those two quantities. Electromagnetic corrections (together with the
known long- and short-distance electroweak contributions) in that case are directly subtracted from the
experimental decay rate quoted by PDG, such that the decay constant, which is purely a QCD quantity,
is the only hadronic parameter needed for the extraction of |Vub| from leptonic B-decays. Alternatively,
one could consider the full transition rate on the lattice, as proposed in [1517], and further discussed
in [1518] concerning several subtleties arising in a straightforward application of the method to heavy-
meson decays.

In addition to the inclusion of isospin breaking corrections, the most important limiting factor
in the achievable precision of future lattice computations of decay constants is probably going to be
the scale setting, i.e., the conversion from lattice units to MeV. This is quite obviously important for
dimensionful quantities, but it is also critical for some dimensionless ones, e.g., the hadronic contribution
to the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon, where one needs to convert the muon mass to lattice
units (see [1519] for a detailed discussion of this point). The current precision in the knowledge of the
lattice spacing is at the half-percent level. Going beyond that is challenging, as one needs a quantity
which is both very well known experimentally and precisely computable on the lattice, with both small
statistical as well as systematic uncertainties. Future strategies may involve combining/averaging several
quantities for the scale setting. 11 On the other hand, ratios of decay constants can be obtained very
precisely from lattice simulations, especially for light mesons, in which case discretization effects are
not as severe as for heavy-light mesons. For example, the last calculations of the ratio of decay constants
f
K

±/f
⇡
± has reached a 0.15% error [822].

We turn next to the bag parameter BK , relevant for the theoretical prediction of "K , which encodes
indirect CP-violation in the neutral kaon system. The global estimate from FLAG for the Nf = 2 + 1
theory has a 1.3% error. Again, the error is systematic-dominated. In particular, one of the largest
uncertainties comes from the conversion between the lattice renormalization scheme (e.g., Schrödinger
Functional (SF) or MOM) and MS. This is typically done at one-loop and to improve on that one needs
either a higher order computation 12, or to follow the non-perturbative running up to as large a scale as
possible. In the SF scheme, but only in the two-flavor case, the matching scale has been pushed to the
elctroweak scale, where truncation errors can be safely neglected [1521]. The FLAG averages of the
BK parameter have been very stable throughout different reviews. The main reason is, at least for the

10http://flag.unibe.ch/
11We acknowledge S. Gottlieb and R. Van de Water for a discussion on this issue.
12See Ref. [1520] for recent work in this direction.
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2+1 flavor setup, that the final value is dominated by a single computation from 2011 [1522]. It should
therefore be possible to significantly reduce the error in the next few years. In fact, with current methods
and existing configurations several collaborations can probably reach that precision.

The main hadronic uncertainty in the theoretical prediction of "K is currently due to long-distance
contributions not captured by the short-distance parameter BK . An approach for computing those non-
perturbatively has been put forward in [1523] and preliminary results have been reported at the last
Lattice conferences, with the most recent update in [1524]. Although the parameters in the lattice sim-
ulations are not physical, producing rather heavy pions (329 MeV), and only one lattice resolution with
a > 0.1 fm has been considered, the long distance correction to "K is found to be rather large, amounting
to about 8(5)% of the experimental value. For a more accurate estimate, the calculation is being repeated
with physical kinematics and finer lattice spacings 13. It is worth pointing out that other approaches (e.g.,
in [55]) produce values corresponding to a 4% contribution at most. Finally, it has been emphasized
in [1525] that the theoretical estimate of "K based on lattice inputs strongly depends on the value of Vcb.
Its current uncertainty, due to the tension between inclusive and exclusive determinations, represents then
the largest source of systematic error.

In the B-sector, theoretical predictions of Bq � B̄q mixing observables in the SM and beyond
depend on hadronic matrix elements of local four-fermion operators. Historically, these matrix elements
have been parametrized in terms of the so-called bag parameters. In the SM, the mass difference for a
B0

q meson depends on a single matrix element, proportional to f2
Bq

B̂Bq
, or, equivalently, on a single bag

parameter, B̂Bq
.

There has been steady progress in the last decade in lattice determinations of these matrix ele-
ments, with errors ⇠ 4 � 5% for B̂Bq

[66]. However, there is still a lot of room for improvement. First
of all, current calculations are not done on the last generation ensembles with Nf = 2 + 1 + 1, physical
light-quark masses, the smallest lattice spacings, and/or the most improved lattice actions. Performing
simulations on those ensembles will reduce, and in some cases eliminate, the dominant errors in B-
mixing: statistics, continuum and chiral extrapolations, no inclusion of charm quarks on the sea, and
heavy-quark discretization. In addition, current calculations with Nf = 2 + 1 flavors of sea quarks rely
on effective field theories for the description of the b quark. Using a fully relativistic description instead,
will further reduce the heavy-quark discretization uncertainty and will also allow more precise renor-
malization techniques, the other large source of uncertainty. For a particular lattice calculation, either
the decay constants fB and fBs

are obtained within the same analysis in a correlated way, or external
inputs are used to get the bag parameters from the extracted matrix elements. The recent and projected
progress on the determination of these decay constants will thus partly contribute to the reduction in the
bag parameters uncertainty.

All the improvements described above could considerably reduce the error in B̂Bs
to a 0.8% level.

For the ratio of bag parameters, BBs
/BBd

, the error could be reduced from the current 2% to 0.5% or
even less. A similar reduction can be achieved for the bag parameters describing the BSM contributions
to the mixing. On-going calculations of hadronic matrix elements of NLO operators [1526] will also
contribute to a substantial reduction in the uncertainty of��q in the next years.

Matrix elements describing the short-distance contribution to D-meson mixing in the SM and
beyond could benefit from a similar error reduction. However, in contrast to B-mixing, D-mixing is
dominated by long-distance contributions and thus reducing the error of the short-distance contribution
is not so pressing.

Next we review the status and the prospects for lattice computations of form factors for a number
of semileptonic decays. The vector form factor at zero momentum transfer, fK

0
⇡
�

+ (q2 = 0), needed to
extract |Vus| from experimental measurements of K ! ⇡`⌫ decay widths, is among the most accurate
quantities obtained on the lattice. The most recent calculation of this form factor, not included in the last

13See https://indico.fnal.gov/event/15949/session/3/contribution/151/material/slides/0.pdf.
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FLAG review, has reduced the error to 0.20% [1527], the same level as the experimental error [1528].
The main source of uncertainty on the lattice side is now statistics, which could be reduced by several
lattice collaborations, both with Nf = 2+1 and Nf = 2+1+1, extending their simulations to existing
and planned ensembles. Those ensembles include set of configurations with smaller lattice spacings than
those that are currently being used for calculations of fK

0
⇡
�

+ (q2 = 0), which will further reduce the total
uncertainty. Other important sources of error on current calculations arise from the scale setting and the
uncertainty in the input parameters: quark masses and ChPT low energy constants. Better determinations
of those parameters, which are needed in the analyses of many observables, are underway or expected.
With those improvements the error in fK

0
⇡
�

+ (q2 = 0), including strong isospin-breaking corrections,
will be soon enterely dominated by statistics and could achieve the 0.12% level in ten years.

The uncertainty of the experimental average |Vus|f
K

0
⇡
�

+ , 0.19%, includes errors of the esti-
mated long-distance electromagnetic effects and the difference between strong isospin-breaking effects
in charged and neutral modes. Those estimates, which use phenomenology and ChPT techniques, will
become dominant sources of error in the future. There are proposals to extend the study of full leptonic
transition rates to semileptonic decays 14. Future calculations on the lattice thus should be able to not
only reduce the error on the QCD form factor, but also the electromagnetic and strong isospin-breaking
corrections contributing to the experimental uncertainty.

Lattice calculations are not limited to q2 = 0 determination of fK
0
⇡
�

+ . There exist results for
the momentum depedence of both the vector and scalar form factors [1529]. The q2 dependence of
fK⇡
+ (q2) obtained in Ref. [1529] agrees very well with experimental data, although the determination

of the constants entering in the dispersive parametrization of the energy dependence, usually adopted in
experiment, is still less precise when using lattice data. However, in the future, with the improvements
discussed above, lattice could provide the most precise evaluation of the phase-space integral for kaon
semileptonic decays.

We discuss next three groups of b-hadron form factors of crucial phenomenological importance:
heavy meson to stable pseudoscalar meson transitions, B ! (⇡,K,D) and Bs ! (K,Ds); heavy
meson to unstable vector meson transitions, B ! (D⇤,K⇤)); and heavy baryon to baryon transitions,
⇤b ! (p,⇤c). Form factors in the first group have been calculated by several collaborations, since
the presence of a stable final state particle simplifies the analysis. Form factors in the second group are
complicated by the presence of an unstable final state meson. While there is a solid theoretical foundation
to treat such situation on the lattice [1530], it should be noted that the huge hierarchy �D⇤/MD

⇤ ⇠
4⇥ 10�5 ⌧ �K⇤/MK

⇤ ⇠ 6⇥ 10�2 reduces the impact of the final state meson decay for the D⇤ case.
In all cases, lattice calculations have higher accuracy for kinematical configurations in which the final
state hadron has low recoil( large q2) while experimental measurements tend to have better efficiency at
large recoil (small q2).

Moreover, it is important to stress the role of form factors parametrizations which must be used
to extrapolate the lattice results at low-q2, for example the B ! D(⇤) form factors, or when combining
lattice and experimental results in order to extract CKM parameters, e.g., |Vcb| and |Vub|. As mentioned
above, lattice and experiments present differential (binned) distributions which tend to have higher ac-
curacy at low and high recoil, respectively. Their combination covers the whole kinematic spectrum,
thus reducing drastically the sensitivity to any given form factor parametrization. In situations in which
experiments and/or lattice collaborations perform one sided extrapolations, the impact of the chosen
parametrization can be very large (see, for instance, the extraction of |Vcb| from B ! D⇤`⌫ discussed in
Refs. [31, 32]).

The state of the art for the form factor determinations is represented by the averages in the latest
FLAG review [66]. In the following we estimate the theoretical accuracy on the form factors that can

14See talk by Chris Sachrajda at Lattice 2018, https://indico.fnal.gov/event/15949/session/3/contribution/163
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be achieved over the next eight years and their impact on the extraction of |Vub| and |Vcb|. As a general
rule, we estimate the overall drop in uncertainty to be a factor of 3 both in its statistical and systematic
components. Thus, for many calculations the total extrapolated lattice uncertainty drops below the 1%
level, at which point QED effects need to be included. This can be done on the lattice either in the
quenched QED limit or by explicitly generating mixed QCD-QED configurations. The inclusion of
QED corrections to form factors is complicated by IR safety issues which can, nonetheless, be addressed
in lattice calculations [1517]. It is likely, but not guaranteed, that QED corrections to the form factors
we discuss below will be calculated in the time frame we consider. We consider two scenarios according
to whether QED corrections have or have not been calculated; in the latter case we add in quadrature an
extra 1% uncertainty.

– B ! ⇡ and |Vub|. The overall point-by-point uncertainty should reduce to the sub-percent level
due the adoption of Highly Improved Staggered Quark (HISQ) for heavy quarks on the finer lat-
tices and physical light quark masses. Currently the uncertainty on the extraction of |Vub| from a
simultaneous fit of lattice form factors [72, 1531] and binned measurements of the semileptonic
branching ratio is 3.7%. The theoretical and experimental contributions to this error can be esti-
mated at the 2.9% and 2.3% level, respectively. A reduction of the lattice uncertainties along the
lines mentioned above would naively reduce the former uncertainty to about 1%. As a cautionary
note we point out that these estimates are sensitive to the information pertaining to the shape of
the form factor, which is controlled by the correlation in the synthetic data and by the accuracy of
future experimental results. In conclusion, the theory uncertainty on |Vub| is expected to decrease
from 2.9% to 1% (1.4% if QED corrections are not calculated).

– B ! K. These form factors have been calculated in Refs. [1532, 1533]. The FLAG average of
the various form factors has uncertainties on the first coefficient in the BCL z-expansion of about
2%. Future improvements can push this uncertainty to the 0.7% (1.2%) level according to the
assumption on the inclusion of QED corrections.

– B ! D and |Vcb|. A simultaneous fit of the lattice B ! D form factor [977,978], and experimen-
tal data on the semileptonic B ! D`⌫ branching ratio yields an uncertainty on |Vcb| at the 2.5%
level. The theoretical and experimental contributions to this error can be estimated as 1.4% and
2.0%, respectively. The lattice contribution to the uncertainty is essentially controlled by the 1.5%
error on the coefficients a+0 of the BCL z-expansion. Note that in the FLAG fit the zero-recoil
value has an uncertainty of only 0.7%: GB!D(1) = 1.059(7). Leaving aside the issue that this
uncertainty is lower than the conservative ballpark of the missing QED corrections, in order to
use this very precise result one needs the corresponding zero-recoil experimental branching ratio
which has an uncertainty of about 3%. Clearly the zero-recoil extraction of |Vcb| is inferior to
the simultaneous fit method. The uncertainty on the form factors is expected to drop by about a
factor of 3 and to reach the 0.5% (1.1%) level. Correspondingly, the theory uncertainty on |Vcb| is
expected to decrease from 1.4% to 0.3% (1%).

– Bs ! K, Bs ! Ds and |Vub|/|Vcb|. These form factors have been calculated in Refs. [72, 1534].
The FLAG average of the various form factors has uncertainties on the first coefficient in the BCL
z-expansion of about 4%. Future improvements can push this uncertainty to the 1.3% (1.7%) level
according to the assumption on the inclusion of QED corrections. Very recently the authors of
Ref. [1535] presented a calculation of the ratio f (B!K)

+ (0)/f (Bs!Ds)
+ (0) with a total uncertainty

of 13%, which is expected to reduce to about 4% in the time frame we consider. This would
also be the expected theory uncertainty on the extraction of the CKM ratio |Vub|/|Vcb| from future
measurements. Note that Ref. [1535] presents full information on the q2 distribution of the two
form factors and that once differential experimental results become available the above mentioned
theory uncertainty will further decrease.

– B ! D⇤ and |Vcb|. There are two calculations of the form factor at zero-recoil [980, 981]. The
most precise one in Ref. [980] quotes an uncertainty of 1.4% on FB!D

⇤
(1). This uncertainty
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includes an estimate of the size of missing QED effects at the 0.5% level. Assuming a factor 3
reduction on lattice uncertainties one projects uncertainties on this form factor at the 0.4% level
(the estimate increases to 0.7%, (1.1%) in case QED corrections are not calculated, and are es-
timated to be 0.5% (1%) in size). We should point out that the Fermilab/MILC collaboration is
about to publish a calculation of the form factor at non-zero recoil. This will allow simultaneous
theory/experiment fits which are expected to further reduce the uncertainty on |Vcb|.

– B ! K⇤. The B ! K⇤ form factors have been calculated in Refs. [1536, 1537]. These calcu-
lations are performed for a stable K⇤ and, as we mentioned, receive potentially large corrections
from the relatively large K⇤ width. Currently an effort towards implementing the proper decay
chain B ! K⇤ ! K⇡ along the lines described in Refs. [221, 536, 1530, 1538–1544] is under-
going. This type of calculation will remove the uncontrolled uncertainty due to the assumption
of a stable final state vector meson. Unfortunately, it is too soon to present an estimate on what
the expected form factor uncertainty is going to be. Once the first complete result will become
available, it will be possible to estimate the expected progression in error reduction as for all the
other quantities we have considered.

– ⇤b ! p, ⇤b ! ⇤c and |Vub|/|Vcb|. Currently there is only one calculation of these form fac-
tors [71] which allows an extraction of the ratio |Vub|/|Vcb| with a theory uncertainty of 4.9%.
Over the next few years the total lattice uncertainty on these form factors is expected to reduce by
a factor of 2 [1545]. We estimate the improvement over the following decade to be another factor
of 2 15. This implies that in the time frame we are considering we expect a reduction in the theory
uncertainty on |Vub|/|Vcb| to the 1.2% (1.6%) level.

An important development from the phenomenological point of view is related to the computation of
long-distance effects for rare decays as K ! ⇡`+`�. A lattice approach has been put forward in [1546]
and exploratory results have appeared in [1547]. The extension to b ! s transitions however is by no
means straightforward.

In order to make it easily accessible, we collect all the information presented in this Section,
including our projections for 2025, in Table 41:

– In the second and third columns we quote the current published best averages of lattice results with
references.

– In the fourth column we quote the error corresponding to the published value in the second column
and, in parenthesis, the error coming from a couple of recent calculations, significantly reducing
current errors, but that either are not published yet (f+(0)K!⇡) or are not included in the FLAG-
2016 averages (decay constants). The latest will be included in the next release of the FLAG
averages in 2019.

– Significant reduction of current errors in the decay constants are very unlikely, so we did not quote
any numbers for these quantities.

– For semileptonic decays:
– X ! Y for |Vab| means the theory error in the extraction of |Vab| from that exclusive mode.
– Fifth column: The two errors correspond to assuming that isospin breaking corrections are

calculated by that time (first number) or that they are still estimated phenomenologically
(second number in parenthesis).

15We thank S. Meinel for a discussion on this point.
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12 Conclusions
Flavour physics has many faces. This becomes already obvious in the Standard Model (SM), where the
origin of the flavour structure are the Higgs Yukawa couplings, but which exhibits itself in the flavour
non-diagonal couplings of W boson, once we rotate to the quark mass eigenbases. As a result, we can
search for signs of New Physics (NP) using flavour probes in many sectors: the Higgs couplings to
the SM fermions, be it deviations in the flavour diagonal Yukawa couplings or in searches for flavour
violating couplings, or in the flavour changing transitions of top, bottom, charm and strange quarks or of
leptons.

HL-LHC and HE-LHC experiments are set to make great strides in almost all of these probes,
as exhibited in great detail in this document. The high luminosity programs at ATLAS and CMS are
unmatched in their ability to push the precision frontier in measuring Higgs couplings and searching for
rare top decays, at the same time expanding their flavour-physics contribution. LHCb with its planned
Upgrade II can quite impressively cover a very wide range of low-energy probes in bottom, charm and
strange flavor transitions.

These low-energy measurements will bloom in competition with the upgraded Belle-II super B
factory, which is coming on line at this very moment. There is also large complementarity between the
two programs: The LHC hadronic environment gives access to a larger set of hadronic states such as
heavy baryons and a larger sample of Bs mesons. The HL/HE-LHC upgrades will push well past the
benchmarks set by Belle-II for many measurements in the near future.

In turn, this complementarity is very timely, given the tantalizing hints for NP surfacing in mea-
surements of semi-tauonic and rare semi-muonic B-decays which suggest that Lepton Universality may
be broken by new dynamics in the TeV range. The flavor anomalies thus lead to a different type of com-
plementarity, between the low-energy flavor probes and the direct searches of NP at high pT in ATLAS
and CMS. This interplay is especially prolific in the context of model building, where the anomalies
can be fitted into the more ambitious BSM program. Therefore, the HL/HE-LHC programme has the
potential to shape the NP to come, in case the anomalies are confirmed in the coming years.

Finally, it is important to note that the projected advancements in experiments are set to be ac-
companied by improvements in theory most notably in the calculations of the hadronic matrix elements
by lattice QCD simulations. These matrix elements are required for the precision flavour-physics pro-
gram, to convert the measurements in constraints or to lead to unambiguous discoveries of NP through
the effects of their virtual corrections. In addition, the capabilities of LHCb to chart the spectrum and
properties of resonances and exotic states in QCD, will lead to a better understanding of the nonpertur-
bative phenomena. The combined improvements in the theoretical predictions, along with HL/HE-LHC
experimental achievements are set to enhance the current reach on the NP physics mass scale by a factor
as large as four. This represents a significant advance, with real discovery potential.
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Appendices
A Details on experimental extrapolations
A.1 Analysis methods and objects definitions

Different approaches have been used by the experiments and in theoretical prospect studies, hereafter
named projections, to assess the sensitivity in searching for new physics at the HL-LHC and HE-LHC.
For some of the projections, a mix of the approaches described below is used, in order to deliver the most
realistic result. The total integrated luminosity for the HL-LHC dataset is assumed to be 3000 fb�1 at a
center-of-mass energy of 14 TeV. For HE-LHC studies the dataset is assumed to be 15 ab�1 at a center-
of-mass of 27 TeV. The effect of systematic uncertainties is taken into account based on the studies
performed for the existing analyses and using common guidelines for projecting the expected improve-
ments that are foreseen thanks to the large dataset and upgraded detectors, as described in Section A.2.

Detailed-simulations are used to assess the performance of reconstructed objects in the upgraded
detectors and HL-LHC conditions, as described in Sections A.1.1,A.1.2. For some of the projections,
such simulations are directly interfaced to different event generators, parton showering (PS) and hadroni-
sation generators. Monte Carlo (MC) generated events are used for standard model (SM) and beyond-the-
standard-model (BSM) processes, and are employed in the various projections to estimate the expected
contributions of each process.

Extrapolations of existing results rely on the existent statistical frameworks to estimate the ex-
pected sensitivity for the HL-LHC dataset. The increased center-of-mass energy and the performance of
the upgraded detectors are taken into account for most of the extrapolations using scale factors on the
individual processes contributing to the signal regions. Such scale factors are derived from the expected
cross sections and from detailed simulation studies.

Fast-simulations are employed for some of the projections in order to produce a large number of
Monte Carlo events and estimate their reconstruction efficiency for the upgraded detectors. The upgraded
CMS detector performance is taken into account encoding the expected performance of the upgraded
detector in Delphes [374], including the effects of pile-up interactions. Theoretical contributions use
Delphes [374] with the commonly accepted HL-LHC card corresponding to the upgraded ATLAS and
CMS detectors.

Parametric-simulations are used for some of the projections to allow a full re-optimization of
the analysis selections that profit from the larger available datasets. Particle-level definitions are used
for electrons, photons, muons, taus, jets and missing transverse momentum. These are constructed from
stable particles of the MC event record with a lifetime larger than 0.3 ⇥ 10�10 s within the observ-
able pseudorapidity range. Jets are reconstructed using the anti-kt algorithm [1508] implemented in the
Fastjet [1548] library, with a radius parameter of 0.4. All stable final-state particles are used to re-
construct the jets, except the neutrinos, leptons and photons associated to W or Z boson or ⌧ lepton
decays. The effects of an upgraded ATLAS detector are taken into account by applying energy smearing,
efficiencies and fake rates to generator level quantities, following parameterisations based on detector
performance studies with the detailed simulations. The effect of the high pileup at the HL-LHC is in-
corporated by overlaying pileup jets onto the hard-scatter events. Jets from pileup are randomly selected
as jets to be considered for analysis with ⇠ 2% efficiency, based on studies of pile-up jet rejection and
current experience.

A.1.1 ATLAS and CMS performance

The expected performance of the upgraded ATLAS and CMS detectors has been studied in detail in the
context of the Technical Design Reports and subsequent studies; the assumptions used for this report and
a more detailed description are available in Ref. [1,1549]. For CMS, the object performance in the central
region assumes a barrel calorimeter aging corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 1000 fb�1.
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The triggering system for both experiments will be replaced and its impact on the triggering abil-
ities of each experiment assessed; new capabilities will be added, and, despite the more challenging
conditions, most of the trigger thresholds for common objects are expected to either remain similar to
the current ones or to even decrease [1550, 1551]. The inner detector is expected to be completely
replaced by both experiments, notably extending its coverage to |⌘| < 4.0. The performance for recon-
structing charged particles has been studied in detail in Ref. [168,1552,1553]. Electrons and photons are
reconstructed from energy deposits in the electromagnetic calorimeter and information from the inner
tracker [4, 1554–1556]. Several identification working points have been studied and are employed by
the projection studies as most appropriate. Muons are reconstructed combining muon spectrometer and
inner tracker information [436, 1557].

Jets are reconstructed by clustering energy deposits in the electromagnetic and hadronic calorime-
ters [1554,1555,1558] using the anti-kT algorithm [1508]. B-jets are identified via b-tagging algorithms.
B-tagging is performed if the jet is within the tracker acceptance (|⌘| < 4.0). Multivariate techniques
are employed in order to identify b�jets and c�jets, and were fully re-optimized for the upgraded de-
tectors [168, 1552]. An 70% b�jet efficiency working point is used, unless otherwise noted. High pT
boosted jets are reconstructed using large-radius anti-kT jets with a distance parameter of 0.8. Various
jet substructure variables are employed to identify boosted W/Z/Higgs boson and top quark jets with
good discrimination against generic QCD jets.

Missing transverse energy is reconstructed following similar algorithms as employed in the current
data taking. Its performance has been evaluated for standard processes, such as top pair production [1552,
1559]. The addition of new precise-timing detectors and its effect on object reconstruction has also
been studied in Ref. [4, 1560], although its results are only taken into account in a small subset of the
projections in this report.

A.1.2 LHCb
The LHCb upgrades are shifted with respect to those of ATLAS and CMS. A first upgrade will happen
at the end of Run 2 of the LHC, to run at a luminosity five times larger (2 ⇥ 1033cm�2s�1) in LHC
Run 3 compared to those in Runs 1 and 2, while maintaining or improving the current detector per-
formance. This first upgrade phase (named Upgrade I) will be followed by by the so-called Upgrade II
phase (planned at the end of Run 4) to run at an even more challenging luminosity of⇠ 2⇥1034cm�2s�1.

The LHCb MC simulation used in this document mainly relies on the Pythia8 generator [1561]
with a specific LHCb configuration [1562], using the CTEQ6 leading-order set of parton density func-
tions [1563]. The interaction of the generated particles with the detector, and its response, are imple-
mented using the Geant4 toolkit [1564, 1565], as described in Ref. [1566].

The reconstruction of jets is done using a particle flow algorithm, with the output of this clustered
using the anti-kT algorithm as implemented in Fastjet, with a distance parameter of 0.5. Requirements
are placed on the candidate jet in order to reduce the background formed by particles which are either
incorrectly reconstructed or produced in additional pp interactions in the same event. Concerning the
increased pile-up, different assumptions are made, but in general the effect is assumed to be similar to
the one in Run 2.

A.2 Treatment of systematic uncertainties
It is a significant challenge to predict the expected systematic uncertainties of physics results at the end
of HL-LHC running. It is reasonable to anticipate improvements to techniques of determining systematic
uncertainties over an additional decade of data-taking. To estimate the expected performance, experts in
the various physics objects and detector systems from ATLAS and CMS have looked at current limita-
tions to systematic uncertainties in detail to determine which contributions are limited by statistics and
where there are more fundamental limitations. Predictions were made taking into account the increased
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integrated luminosity and expected potential gains in technique. These recommendations were then har-
monized between the experiments to take advantage of a wider array of expert opinions and to allow the
experiments to make sensitivity predictions on equal footing [1, 1549]. For theorists’ contributions, a
simplified approach is often adopted, loosely inspired by the improvements predicted by experiments.

General guide-lining principles were defined in assessing the expected systematic uncertainties.
Theoretical uncertainties are assumed to be reduced by a factor of two with respect to the current knowl-
edge, thanks to both higher-order calculation as well as reduced PDF uncertainties [1567]. All the
uncertainties related to the limited number of simulated events are neglected, under the assumption that
sufficiently large simulation samples will be available by the time the HL-LHC becomes operational. For
all scenarios, the intrinsic statistical uncertainty in the measurement is reduced by a factor 1/

p
L, where

L is the projection integrated luminosity divided by that of the reference Run 2 analysis. Systematics
driven by intrinsic detector limitations are left unchanged, or revised according to detailed simulation
studies of the upgraded detector. Uncertainties on methods are kept at the same value as in the latest
public results available, assuming that the harsher HL-LHC conditions will be compensated by method
improvements.

The uncertainty in the integrated luminosity of the data sample is expected to be reduced down to
1% by a better understanding of the calibration methods and their stability employed in its determination,
and making use of the new capabilities of the upgraded detectors.

In addition to the above scenario (often referred to as “YR18 systematics uncertainties” scenario),
results are often compared to the case where the current level of understanding of systematic uncertainties
is assumed (“Run 2 systematic uncertainties”) or to the case of statistical-only uncertainties.
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